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Svetot za filmot “Pred do`dot” na Mil~o Man~evski

The World About Milcho Manchevski’s Film “Before the Rain”

“Director Milcho Manchevski has made a debut so astonishingly assured
in writing and technique he is guaranteed a footnote in movie history
even if he never makes another movie. ‘Before the Rain’ is stunning.
It’s the sort of remarkable debut that reinstalls faith in the movies’ viability as genuine art.” (THE MIAMI HERALD)... “Eerily beautiful film...
Stunning... Meaningless death can be transformed into meaningful art...”
(TIME)... “One of the year’s best films - brilliant directorial debut. Work
like this is what keeps me going. A reminder of the nobility that film
can attain.” (ROGER EBERT)... “Go and see it now - twice! I would never dare say this is the best film of 1995 if ‘Before the Rain’ wasn’t an
exceptional film. It’s a masterpiece we seldom see. Thank you.” (NOJESGUIDEN)... “One of the best movies I have seen in a very, very long
time.” (GOMORRON SVERIGE)... “Apabulla pensar que una narración
de tal intensidad como esta “Antes de la lluvia”, con un guión de semejante calado y complejidad, rodada con una desumbrante perfeccion
formal, sea obra de un hombre de apenas vienticinco años.” (EL MUNDO)... “Rugged, passionate, lyrical, haunting and wildly improbably poetic, ‘Before the Rain’ is one of the most memorable motion pictures we’re
likely to see this year.” (MICHAEL MEDVED, NEW YORK POST)... “Visually
and narratively stunning... Heartfelt, poetic and violently anti-violent.”
(VARIETY)... “Powerful, poetic, harrowing drama. (A)” (ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY)... “Filled with passion, blood and urgency... Bold, hardhitting, grandly arched, yet intimate and immediate.” (BOSTON GLOBE)...
“Milcho Manchevski ataca en su primer largometraje una única idea,
la del nacionalismo, y lo hace con el derecho de quien lo oye ronronerar
en sus venas y con el torcido de quien lo ha visto abrírselas... Es perfecta la manera ed que Manchevski metaforiza el sentido circular del
horor, la incomprensión y la muerte..., como tiene siempre la misma
cara, la misma culpa y el mismo destino... Habrá que escuchar a
Manchevski, porque él sabre de lo que habla, y lo dice a gritos...” (ABC)...
“Este su primer largometraje se titula Antes la lluvia y es ya un acontecimiento cinematográfico de alcane mundial...” (EL PAIS)... “... C’est
simple et dépouillé comme une tragédie grecque...” (LE FIGARO)...
“‘Prima della pioggia’ é, quasi inutile dirlo, un film da vedere. Un regista che usa il linguaggio dei cinema spettacolare e dei videoclip (ne
ha girati decine) con grande disinvoltura e con una giusta dose di astuzia”.
(L’UNITA)... “Feature film newcomer Milcho Manchevski has gathered
together an impressive array of the best in European talent and created a powerful, gripping beautifully acted and lavish-looking debut...”
(MOVING PICTURES)... “A myth-like, three-part tale that treats time
as a plaything... Exceptionally well-made, filled with memorable performances.” (SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER)... “Raw theme and polished style.” (THE CITY PAPER)... “Impressive, devastatingly ironic job.”
(THE SEATTLE TIMES)... “ ‘Before the Rain’ has both poetic immediacy and a frightening premonition force... Manchevski has superb visual skills; he also has the unforced volatility that marks a natural-born
director... Serbedzija gives the character immense sexual authority and
a restless, antic humor. Serbedzija is a lionlike, charismatic character
that he effortlessly carries the burden of rage and grief.” (NEW YORK
MAGAZINE)... “Stunning, often hypnotic... Almost has the impact of a
masterpiece... Shakes you up... Coming seemingly out of nowhere, it’s
a movie that seems somehow fully formed, unshakably confident, the
work of a filmmaker alive and inventive in every shot he takes. A gleaming virtuosity and visual panache.” (CHICAGO TRIBUNE )... “Stunningly
photogenic, often poetic, cinema-savvy.” (BOSTON PHOENIX)... “A rare,
heartfelt gem.” (NEW CITY)... “Poignant examination of individual pain
and [...] a fascinating historical rumination.” (DALLAS UNIVERSITY
NEWS)... “Stunning feature film debut” (NEW TIMES)... “Striking”
(CHICAGO READER)... “Impressive film.” (TACOMA’S NEWS TRIBUNE)...

“Beautiful craftsmanship... strong performances.” (SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE)... “Self-assured sweep and coherence of visuals... A poetic statement.” (PEOPLE MAGAZINE)... “Thought-provoking... suspenseful... rich.” (THE ISLAND EAR)... “Stunning and poetic.” (DALLAS
MORNING NEWS)... “Manchevski’s achievement is all the more
admirable. He’s made an art film in a hostile climate.” (LA VILLAGE
VIEW)... “Working in a sophisticated, elliptical style, Mr. Manchevski
brings to his first film an overwhelming vision.” (THE NEW YORK
TIMES)... “Manchevski succeeds on a grand scale with a groundbreaking
film of love and war. Cinematographer Manuel Teran brings grave beauty and telling detail to Manchevski’s stirring cry from the heart.” (ROLLING
STONE)... “Perhaps the most impressive aspect of Manchevski’s drama is the masterful way he sustains an air of profound foreboding.”
(THE HOUSTON POST)... “A guarantee: it will haunt you for days.” (PREMIERE)... “Fierce poetry, but also a strong sense of authenticity... An
amazing feature debut... Conveys the passion that can not be concocted,
even in Hollywood.” (MACLEAN’S)... “Remarkable... Extraordinary sense

of simultaneity.” (RICK GROEN, GLOBE AND MAIL)... “Stunning triptych.” (ANGELA BALDASSARRE, GLOBE AND MAIL)... “Weirdly beautiful ethnic fable.” (SAN JOSE-MERCURY NEWS)... “This film, made by
sophisticated filmmakers for mature audiences is a profound musing
on humanity.” (*****) (THE TORONTO SUN)... “Edgy, unsettling movie
that I find extremely hard to shake.” (SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER)...
“Es muy difícil expresar lo que se siente cuando se ve una primera película, de un realizador totalmente desconocido, y se descubre una obra
cinematográfica montada con la seguridad de un maestro, con una
estructura filmica que hace a Tarantino lucir como un amateur, y con
una devastadora fuerza emocional. Esto es lo que sentí al ver Antes
de la lluvia en Toronto, poco antes de que se convirtiera en la sensación de Venezia (ganadora del León de Oro), y Hollywood descubriera
que su director, Milcho Manchevski.” (JUAN GERARD, PUERTO RICO
FEST)... “Before the Rain est un film purement cinématographique, avec
la rigueur de sa construction, la force de son récit, la beauté de ses
images, et la génerosité de son propos. Milcho Manchevski, dont c’est
le premier long métrage, fait une entrée remarquable dans le club des
grands cineastes.” (LE PARISIEN)... “Quentin Tarantino wants to see

it. U.S. distributors want to by it. Venice loved it, and Toronto awaits
it. Before the Rain is not your average Macedonian-English-French coproduction. But then, Milcho Manchevski is not your average
Macedonian Director...‘Before the Rain’ is a high-calorie visual feast...”
(VARIETY)... “Una lezione di cinema e vita da non perdere.” (L’OPINIONE )... “‘Before the Rain’, sans doute un peu classiqué, manieré,
esthétique, cadre souvent les paysages ou les visages comme si c’etait pour la derniere fois”. (L’EXPRESS )... “Brilliant... An important new
director announces his arrival.” (GENE SISKEL)... “The editing here is
a great lesson in the art of mood-cooking... The last forty minutes or
so of this movie are as tight and luminous as anything you’ll see onscreen
this year. With its flashes of rapture and its groundswell of good sense,
‘Before the Rain’ is a movie that doesn’t even dream of solving or dissolving the nightmares in the former Yugoslavia - it just shows a few
people trying to behave decently and getting nothing for their pains
except more pain.” (THE NEW YORKER)... “It has the look of a slick
Hollywood production, yet makes no effort to soften or simplify its com-

plex issues.” (NEW YORK NEWSDAY)... “Manchevski has developed a
masterful critique which is so emotionally powerful and provocative that
it resists analysis. Beautifully shot and dramatically restrained, this film
is not just a passionate outcry, but also a superlative and engrossing
pictorial of the moral and ethical dilemmas that communal conflicts provoke.” (GEOFFREY GILMORE, SUNDANCE FEST)... “Et comme, en prime,
les images sont magnifiques, on ne peut qu’être heureux de découvrir cet OVNI a la fois hors du temps et au coeur de l’actualité puisque,
s’il parle d’amour et d’amour impossible entre jeunes gens de deux
communautés antagonistes, il traite aussi, surtout peut-être, d’intégrisme,
de haines raciales, d’aveugle et aberrante violence...Le film est beau,
prenant, mystérieux, il pousse, aussi, à reflechir sur le voyeurisme qui
est celui d’un Occident avide de sensationnalisme et prudent, voire indifférent, devant les drames dont l’abreuvent les médias...Oui, vraiment,
une bonne surprise.” (LES ECHOS)... “Before The Rain is a powerfully dramatic attempt to show how ethnic conflict perverts individuals.
Manchevski is a Macedonian who now lives in America, and his film,
in three parts, has the force and passion most European films now lack...”
(THE GUARDIAN)... “E su nomi come il suo che si costruira il cinema

di domani.” (IL MESSAGGERO)... “Questo e cinema!” (ARENA)... “O
filme não é so bonito, visualmente. É uma rara e intensa experiência dramática. Merece toda atenção.” (CADERNO 2, O ESTADO de S.
PAULO)... “Wie eine Parabel hängt ‘Vor dem Regen’ über den Zeiten,
ist archaisch und modern zugleich”. (TIP)... “Wenn Filme etwas bewegen können, dann dieser: eine mitreissende Erzählung von Glaube,
Liebe, Hoffnung, Krieg.” (TV TODAY)... “... ein Senkrechtstart, denn
“Vor dem Regen” ist sein Spielfilm - und was für einer! Poetisch, eindrucksvoll, ungewöhnlich erzählt. Ein Film, den man so schnell nicht
vergisst.” (HEUTE JOURNAL, ZDF)... “Ein Film, der berührt, ohne sentimental zu sein. Von einem Regisseur, der nachdenkt, ohne zu moralisieren”. (ELLE)... “Vor dem Regen” ist die wohl beeindruckendste
Anklage gegen die Unmenschlichkeit des Krieges... Eindringlich und
kraftvoll, poesievoll und zärtlich, leidenschaftlich und intensiv seziert
der mazedonische Regisseur die Seelenlandschaften von Menschen
im Krieg”. (BERLINER MORGENPOST)... “Ricordate bene questo nome,
Milcho Manchevski, perché sará famoso”. (LA REPUBBLICA)... “Il film
si sforza di dire forse troppo, intrecciando l’ignavia di chi sta a guardare
e l’impotenza di chi cerca di non accettare l’odio fratricida. E l’imposibilità di spiegare diventa difficoltà di caprire o di prendere
posizione... Emozionante.” (CORRIERE DELLA SERA )... “‘Pre ki{e’ je
izuzetan. ^ini vam se posle projekcije kako biste mogli plakati ve~no.
A, opet, ra|en je tako suptilno, ne`no i vizuelno toliko lepo, da on,
paradokslano, do|e i kao melem na `ivu ranu. Kroz tri pri~e tog
omnibusa koje se ~arobno prepli}u, grade}i na gotovo vol{eban na~in
celinu, junaci filma kazuju samo jedno, dobro znano: da je ~ovek uvek
na gubitku“ (NIN)... “A finely crafted lament on the cyclical nature
of violence... Testament to how film can probe ancient themes while
remaining thoroughly modern”. (THE TORONTO STAR)... “‘Before the
Rain’ is a complex, hard-hitting film that grips the viewer from the
first shot. It is definitely worth seeing.” (THE ACE)... “It’s a debut
that thrills in the same way as discovering Roman Polanski’s earlier
Polish made films, or Francois Truffauts early work from France.” (THE
COURIER MAIL)... “It literally thunders with emotional power.” (WASHINGTON POST)... “A remarkable achievement.” (ENTERTAINMENT
TODAY)... “A powerful cry from the heart”. (THE BOSTON SUNDAY
GLOBE)... “Powerful and passionate... Its greatness rests in the timeless truths of its narrative... Some of the most luminous close-ups
since Ingmar Bergman discovered colour... Together, the filmmakers
and performers create scenes of such emotional opacity that at times
we seem to be reading tiny fluctuations of the soul. A work of art
this finely wrought renders conversation redundant.” (DALLAS OBSERVER)... “The movie casts a special kind of spell.” (DETROIT FREE
PRESS)... “... The film owes part of its disturbing magic to its challenging structure...” (VARIETY)... “A genuine film creation straight from
a master-hand.” (DAGENS NYHETER)... “Meisterwerk.” (DIE WELT)...
“A perfectly structured story, ingeniously conceived and realised with
great artistry.” (COUNTRYMAN)... “A masterpiece of rare poetry and
raw nerve.” (THE PHILADELPHIA ENQUIRER)... “A timely meditation
on modern chaos, and a melancholy work of art, ‘Before the Rain’ is
a cautionary tale of civilization slipping backward into brutality. It’s
a world where the sound of the bullets is the new Esperanto.” (THE
ATLANTA JOURNAL)... “Macedonia, Mon Amour” (DAVE KEHR)...
“Macedonian Masterpiece” (LOS ANGELES READER)... “Master from
Macedonia” (RAVE!)... “Milcho il Macedone” (PANORAMA)... “Un
Macedone ha sedotto l’Italia” (LA NUOVA)... “Dream Debut” (THE
COURIER MAIL)... “Atrapante y potente” (LA RAZON)... “Una maravilla poco frecuente” (NOTICIAS)... “Sorprendente y con maestria.
Cine del mejor.” (GENTE)

“Re`iserot Mil~o Man~evski debitira{e so tolku za~uduva~ka
sigurnost vo pi{uvaweto i tehnikata, {to mu e zagarantirana
fusnota vo filmskata istorija, duri i ako nikoga{ ne napravi
drug film. ‘Pred do`dot’ za{emetuva. Edno od onie izvonredni
debija {to ja vra}a verbata vo sposobnosta na filmot da bide
originalna umetnost.” (THE MIAMI HERALD)... “Morni~avo ubav
film... Fascinantno... Besmislenata smrt se pretvora vo umetnost so smisla...” (TIME)... “Za{emetuva, ~esto hipnoti~en...
Re~isi udira kako remek-delo... Ve rastresuva... Nebare se
pojavuva od vedro nebo, ova e film {to e celosno oformen,
nepokoleblivo samouveren, delo na avtor `iv i inventiven vo
sekoj kadar {to go snima. Bleskava virtuoznost i vizuelen
elan.” (Michael Wilmington, CHICAGO TRIBUNE)... “Mo}en i
strasen. Negovata veli~ina le`i vo vonvremenite vistini na
prikaznata... Pred nas se nekoi od najsjajnite krupni planovi
otkako Ingmar Bergman ja otkri bojata... Re`iserot i akterite
zaedno sozdavaat sceni so takva emocionalna gustina, {to na
momenti se ~ini kako da ~itame najfini promeni na du{ata...
Za umetni~ko delo iskovano so tolku prefinetost razgovorot e
izli{en.” (DALLAS OBSERVER)... “Filmsko debi {to za{emetuva.” (NEW TIMES)... “Izvonredno... Isklu~itelo ~uvstvo na
simultanost.” (Rick Groen, GLOBE AND MAIL)... “Ovoj film, delo
na sofisticiran avtor za zrela publika, e dlaboka razmisla za
humanosta.” (THE TORONTO SUN)... “Originalna filmska
kreacija direktno od rakata na majstorot...” (DAGENS
NYHTER)... “Brilijantno... Eden zna~aen nov re`iser go najavuva svoeto doa|awe.” (Gene Siskel)... “Man~evski razvi avtoritativna analiza koja e tolku emocionalno silna i provokativna {to ne podlegnuva na nikakvi tolkuvawa. Prekrasno snimen
i dramati~no vozdr`an, ovoj film ne e samo strasen protest,
tuku i vozvi{ena i zanosna ilustracija za moralnite i eti~ki
dilemi {to gi predizvikuvaat konfliktite vo op{testvoto.”
(Geoffrey Gilmore, SUNDANCE FEST)... “Prefineto izraboten
lament za cikli~nata priroda na nasilstvoto... svedo{tvo kaka
filmot mo`e da istra`uva drevni temi i da ostane celosno
moderen.” (THE TORONTO STAR)... “Remek-delo so retka
poeti~nost i sirova hrabrost...” (THE PHILADELPHIA
ENQUIRER)... “Makedonec ja zavede Italija”. (LA NUOVA)...
“Odete da go gledate sega - i toa dvapati! Ne }e se osmelev da
re~am deka e najdobar film vo 1995, ako Pred do`dot ne e
isklu~itelen film. Remek-delo kakvo {to retko gledame.
Blagodaram.” (NOJESGUIDEN)... “Pred do`dot e buren, strasen,
liri~en, ve progonuva i e divo, neverojatno poeti~en; verojatno edno od najvpe~atlivite filmski dela {to }e gi vidime
ovaa godina.” (NEW YORK POST)... “Eden od najdobrite filmovi
{to sum gi videl mnogu, mnogu odamna.” (GOMORRON SVERIGE)...
“Zbunuva faktot {to edna prikazna so takov intenzitet kako
{to e ovaa vo Pred do`dot, so dlaboko i kompleksno scenario
koe se razviva so zaslepuva~ka perfekcija na formata, e delo
na debitant i mlad ~ovek...” (EL MUNDO)... “Navistina mnogu
retko se slu~uva koga gleda{ prv film na nepoznat re`iser da
otkrie{ deka stanuva zbor za remek-delo, so struktura {to
razoruva so svojata emocionalna sila i {to pravi Tarantino
da izgleda kako amater. Tokmu toa go ~uvstvuvav koga go vidov
Pred do`dot vo Toronto, malku pred da stane senzacijata na
Venecijanskiot filmski festival i Holivud da go otkrie re`iserot Mil~o Man~evski...” (Juan Gerard, PUERTO RICO FEST)...
“...Pred do`dot e ~ist kinematografski film, so sovr{enosta
na svojata konstrukcija, silinata na prikaznata, ubavinata na
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slikite i doblesnosta na celta. Mil~o Man~evski so svojot prv
igran film zna~ajno vleguva vo klubot na golemi sineasti...”
(LE PARISIEN)... “Kventin Tarantino saka da go vidi. Amerikanskite distributeri sakaat da do kupat. Venecija go obo`uva{e,
Toronto go o~ekuva. Pred do`dot ne e ba{ nekoja prose~na
makedonsko-anglisko-francuska koprodukcija. No ni Mil~o
Man~evski ne e ba{ nekoj prose~en makedonski re`iser... Pred
do`dot e visokokalori~na vizuelna gozba...” (VARIETY)...
“Filmska i `ivotna lekcija {to ne treba da se propu{ti...”
(L‘OPINONE)... “ Pred do`dot, nesomneno mal klasik, vozbudliv,
estetiziran, ~esto pejsa`ite i licata gi slika kako za posleden pat...” (L‘EXSPRESS)... “... Mil~o Man~evski vo svojot prv
dolgometra`en film juri{a na edna edinstvena ideja, idejata
na nacionalizmot, a toa go pravi so pravoto na onoj koj go ~uvstvuva vo svoite veni i so nesre}ata na onoj koj go otvara svoeto srce... Sovr{en e na~inot na koj avtorot go metaforizira
~uvstvoto na u`as {to kru`i naokolu, nedorazbiraweto i smrtta kako da go imaat sekoga{ istiot izgled, istata vina, istata
sudbina... Treba da se poslu{a Man~evski bidej}i znae {to
zboruva i toa go ka`uva so krik od dnoto na du{ata...” (ABC)...
“Iako ova e negov prv dolgometra`en film, Pred do`dot e
kinematografsko do`ivuvawe so svetski domet...”(EL PAIS)...
“Man~evski sozdava edno majstorsko i psiholo{ko delo...
Ednostavno e i sogoleno kako gr~ka tragedija...” (LE FIGARO)...
“Pred do`dot, toa re~isi ne mora ni da se ka`e, e film {to
mora da se vidi, na avtor {to go upotrebuva jazikot na filmskiot spektakl i na videospotovite so golema drskost i so
mnogu to~na doza na mudrost...” (L‘UNITA)... “Debitantot Mil~o
Man~evski sobral vo sebe impresivno koli~estvo na najdobroto od
evropskiot talent i sozdal mo}en i provokativen film, so
rasko{en izgled i prekrasna akterska igra...” (MOVING PICTURES)...
“Tuka monta`ata e odli~na lekcija po umetnost na sozdavawe atmosfera... Poslednite ~etriesetina minuti se postegnati i posjajni
od bilo {to na ekranite godinava. So negovite momenti na
prosvetluvawe i kre{endo na razumnost Pred do`dot e film
{to duri ne ni sonuva da gi razre{i ili da gi razbie
ko{marite na biv{a Jugoslavija - filmot ednostavno
prika`uva nekolku lu|e koi se obiduvaat ~esno da se odnesuvaat i koi se nagradeni za svojata maka so u{te pogolema
maka.” (THE NEW YORKER)... “Rabotej}i so sofisticiran, elipti~en stil, g. Man~evski na svojot prv film mu dava nedoliva
vizija.” (THE NEW YORK TIMES)... “Filmot ima izgled na
bleskava Holivudska produkcija, no sepak ne se obiduva da gi
omekne ili poednostavi kompleksni temi {to gi obrabotuva.”
(NEW YORK NEWSDAY)... “Ne mo`e a da ne se bide sre}en koga
se otkriva ova delo, napati nadvor od vremeto, a sepak vo centarot na aktuelnosta, bidej}i ja obrabotuva nevozmo`nata qubov na dvajca mladi lu|e od dve sprotivstaveni zaednici...
Filmot e ubav, potresen, misteriozen i isto taka pottiknuva
na razmisluvawe za voajerizmot na Zapadot... Da, navistina
edno prekrasno iznenaduvawe...” (LES ECHOES)... “Pred do`dot
e mo}en dramati~en obid da se poka`e kako etni~kiot konflikt gi izopa~uva poedincite... Man~evski e Makedonec {to
`ivee vo Amerika, a negoviot film vo tri dela ja ima silata i
strasta {to im nedostasuva na pove}eto evropski filmovi...”
(GUARDIAN)... “Ova e film!” (ARENA)... “Ova e edno od imiwata
koi }e go sozdavaat filmot na utre{ninata.” (IL MESSAGGERO)... “Vo filmot se isprepletuvaat tromosta na onie {to
samo gledaat i nemo}ta na onie {to ne ja prifa}aat bra-

toubistvenata omraza. A nevozmo`nosta da se objasni, sozdava
te{kotii da se sfati ili da se zazeme strana... Potresno...”
(CORRIERE DELLA SERA)... “Pred do`dot e vizuelno prekrasen
film, no e i retko i mnogu interesno dramsko iskustvo. Go
zaslu`uva celosnoto vnimanie...” (CADERNO 2, O ESTADO de S.
PAULO)... “Pred do`dot e izvonreden. Po proekcijata vi se
~ini deka bi mo`ele ve~no da pla~ete. A sepak, praven e tolku
suptilno, ne`no i vizuelno tolku ubavo, {to, paradoksalno,
doa|a i kako melem na `iva rana... Niz trite prikazni na toj
omnibus, {to magi~no se isprepletuvaat, gradej}i na re~isi
vol{eben na~in celina, junacite na filmot ka`uvaat samo
edno, dobro poznato: deka ~ovekot sekoga{ gubi...” (NIN)...
“Pred do`dot e kompleksen, silen film {to go obzema
gleda~ot od prviot kadar.” (THE ACE)... “Debi {to vozbuduva na
ist na~in kako i otkrivaweto na ranite polski filmovi na
Roman Polanski ili ranite dela na Fransoa Trifo.” (THE
COURIER MAIL)... “Bukvalno grmi so emocionalna sila.” (WASHINGTON POST WEEKEND SECTION)... “Izvonredno ostvaruvawe.”
(ENTERTAINMENT TODAY)... “Redok, iskren skapocen kamen.”
(NEW CITY)... “Silen krik od srce.” (THE BOSTON SUNDAY

LONDON

GLOBE)... “Filmot ma|epsuva na osoben na~in.” (DETROIT FREE
PRESS)... “Man~evski uspeva vo golem stil so film za qubovta
i vojnata {to otvara novi vidici.” (ROLLING STONE)... “Del od
voznemiruva~kata magija na ovoj film proizleguva od negovata
provokativna struktura...” (VARIETY)... “Man~evski ima superiorna vizuelna sposobnost; toj isto taka ima nenasilena
lesnotija koja ozna~uva roden re`iser.(NEW YORK

MAGAZINE)...“@estoka poezija, no isto taka i silna smisla za
avtenti~no... Fantasti~no dolgometra`no debi... Poka`uva
strast {to ne mo`e da se izblefira, duri ni vo Holivud.”
(MACLEANS)... “Kako parabola se nadvisnal Pred do`dot nad
vremeto, arhai~no, no istovremeno i moderno.” (TIP)... “Ako
filmovite mo`at da vozbudat, toga{ toa e ovoj raskaz {to te
ponesuva so sebe, raskaz za verata, qubovta, nade`ta, vojnata.”
(TV TODAY)... “Poeti~en, vpe~atliv, neobi~no raska`an. Film
{to ne se zaborava brzo...” (HEUTE JOURNAL, ZDF)... “Film {to
poga|a bez da bide sentimentalen. Od eden re`iser koj razmisluva bez da moralizira.” (ELLE)... “Pred do`dot e sekako
najvpe~atlivoto obvinenie protiv ne~ove~nosta na vojnata...
Ubedlivo i silno, poeti~no i ne`no, strasno i intenzivno,
makedonskiot re`iser ja otvara du{ata na lu|e vo vojna”.
(BERLINER MORGENPOST)... “Remek-delo” (DIE WELT)... “Ovoj
film na mladiot skopjanec bi trebalo da go zeme pod za{tita
gr~koto ministerstvo za kultura i da go poka`uva na ~lenovite
na komitetite na Centarot za kinematografija i na onie {to
dodeluvaat nagradi na gr~ki filmovi {to ne uspeale. Da gi
povikuva site re`iseri i da im ka`uva: ete {to napravi skopjanecot za svojata tatkovina,
za{to i imeto
na novosozdadenata zemja go
RESTAURANT
napravi poznato!” (APOGEMATINI)...
“Iznenaduva~ki
dobar prv
film... Zo{to i
gr~kite istaknati re`iseri
ne mo`at da
napravat sli~en
film?” (ELEFTEROTIPIA)...
“Ova ne e
nikakov antigr~ki zagovor.
@alno e {to i
Grcija ne mo`e
da sozdade film
vreden za Zlaten
lav.” (TA NEA)...
“‘Pred do`dot’
pripa|a na onoj
vid prikazni
raska`ani so
ednostavnost
koja e su{tina
na najvisokata
umetnost.” (BIG SCREEN)... “Pred da se ka`e bilo {to za kompleksnosta na strukturata i za voznemiruva~kata mo} na filmot, mora da se zabele`i deka toj e isklu~itelno ubav.” (THE
STAR TONIGHT)... “Vo svetot raskinat od vojni, Man~evski nudi
nade`.” (NEW ZEALAND HERALD)... “Mo}en... sovr{en... eden od
najdobrite filmovi vo poslednive godini.” (MORGUNBLADID)...
“Ubavina kakva {to retko se sre}ava” (NOTICIAS)
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“P

Marina Kostova,
juni, 2004

red do`dot” (1994) e prviot proizvod od
Makedonija i na makedonski {to go obikoli
svetot. Zborot Makedonija za mnogumina na
site {est kontinenti e sé u{te neraskinlivo povrzan so
zborovite “pred do`dot” i so imeto Mil~o Man~evski.
Koga vo godinite posle ovoj film Makedonija gi osvojuva{e svetskite naslovni strani, toa retko se slu~uva{e
po ne{to tolku ubavo. Voshituvaweto od umetnosta i od
filozofskite pogledi koi dojdoa od Makedonija so “Pred
do`dot”, vo podocne`niot period bea zameneti vo svetot
so mnogu poslo`eni ~uvstva koga Makedonija be{e
povrzana so vojna, nasilstvo i stradawe.
Iako makedonskata publika toplo go pre~eka filmot, i
iako mnogumina vo zemjava stanaa svesni za pozitivnite
~uvstva so koi “Pred do`dot” - i preku nego Makedonija be{e viden (i sé u{te e gledan) vo svetot, sepak e
neizbe`en vpe~atokot deka (delumno i poradi toa {to
filmot se pojavi pred internet-revolucijata) makedonskata javnost nikoga{ nema{e mo`nost vo celost da go
osoznae gromoglasniot aplauz {to filmot i zemjava go
do`iveaja vo svetot.
So namera da se popolni taa informaciska praznina, se
nafativme da pretstavime del od pe~atenite reakcii vo
svetot. Otprvin sobiravme reakcii vo pe~atenite mediumi, no potoa se pojavija i brojni esei i akademski trudovi. Ispadna deka sobiraweto na ovoj materijal e potfat mnogu pogolem odo{to otprvin o~ekuvavme, zatoa {to
za filmot se napi{ani nekolku iljadi tekstovi vo nad
stotina zemji. Nie uspeavme da sobereme del od niv:
okolu 5.000 tekstovi objaveni vo pedesetina zemji.
Vo nekoi zemji najdovme samo del od napi{anoto
(Meksiko, Polska, Bugarija, Rusija itn.). Od nekolku zemji
vo koi filmot e prika`an (Malezija, Litvanija, Tajland,
Singapur, Kipar, Urugvaj, Paragvaj) ne uspeavme da
dobieme nitu eden tekst. Nemame tekstovi nitu od zemjite
vo koi toj ne e prika`an, a vo koi se pi{uva{e za filmot
(naj~esto kako recenzisko izvestuvawe od festivalot vo
Venecija i od dodeluvaweto na Oskarite).
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Od ona {to go sobravme, izbravme mal del koj na nekoj
na~in be{e reprezentativen za priemot na filmot.
Izborot ne be{e lesen, i mnogu tekstovi ne vlegoa vo knigava.

Vo knigava nema{e mesto nitu za onie nekolku iljadi tekstovi emituvani na radio i televiziskite mre`i {irum
svetot.
Najmasovnite sredbi na svetskata publika so “Pred
do`dot” bea pri televiziskite prika`uvawa i video-distribucija. Vo mnogu zemji filmot e prika`an na
nacionalnata tv programa vo udarni termini, po nekolku
pati vo tekot na prvive deset godini. Sepak, poradi toa
{to incijalnata sredba na publikata so filmot be{e tokmu pri festivalski i kino-prika`uvawa, na{ite empiriski podatoci za distribucijata na filmot vo poedini
zemji vo najgolema merka se zadr`uvaat na kino-distribucijata. Filmot e prika`an na televizija i mo`e da se
najde vo video-distributerskata mre`a vo skoro site
zemji vo koi be{e bioskopski eksploatiran. Na{ite podatoci za televiziskoto prika`uvawe i za video-distribucijata se nekompletni.
“Pred do`dot” sé u{te se prika`uva niz svetot, naj~esto
vo kinote~na programa ili na retrospektivi. Deset godini po premierata, toj sé u{te igra na televizija. Filmot
se predava na stotici fakulteti na nekolku kontinenti (a
vo Italija duri i vo srednite u~ili{ta), i toa ne samo na
filmski {koli: toj se koristi vo nastavni programi na
razli~ni fakulteti, pa i kako nastavno sredstvo za
izu~uvawe na makedonskiot (a vo Koreja duri i na
angliskiot) jazik. Za nego sé u{te se pi{uva, sega ve}e vo
akademski krugovi.

“Pred do`dot” se najde na listata na 1.000 najdobri filmovi na site vremiwa spored “The New York Times”, kako i
na brojni listi {irum svetot za najdobri filmovi na
decenijata.
Na Internet postojat desetina iljadi referenci za ovoj
film.

Ako za mnogumina vrvot na dostignuvawata na “Pred
do`dot” se {irokata popularnost na filmot, Zlatniot
lav vo Venecija, nominacijata za Oskar i u{te triesetina
nagradi na me|unarodni festivali i od svetskata kritika,
nie (so seta po~it) za najvisoko dostignuvawe go smetame
tokmu toa {to toj pottikna brojni akademski analizi i
esei, pa duri i konferencija za filmot odr`ana vo
Firenca vo 1999, kako i vklu~uvawe vo nastavnite programi {irum svetot.
Vo knigava objavuvame nekolku esei za ovoj film, kako i
eseite koi proizlegoa od konferencijata za “Pred
do`dot” vo Firenca, pod naslov “Eden film - mnogu
istorii: analiza na filmot ‘Pred do`dot’ ”.
Site tekstovi gi pe~atime vo faksimil, onaka kako {to
bea objaveni vo svetskiot pe~at, bez intervencii i bez
prevod, so nade` deka tie - kako i deloto - govorat
samite za sebe.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

A

Simon Perry,
October 1997

lmost exactly five years ago, I
was working late in my office in
London one winter evening
when the telephone rang. Irritated at
being disturbed, I picked it up. A
voice with an accent impossible to
locate announced, “This is Milcho”.

English monarchs sign documents
using only the first name, and there
was an intriguing imperiousness about
the caller’s style. He seemed to
assume that although I did not know
him it was unlikely I would know anyone else called Milcho, and so the last
name was an unnecessary detail.
Rather as if I had received a call from
someone identifying himself simply as
“Orson”, except that in that case I
could be expected to have heard of
him - whereas the Milcho in question
was an unknown filmmaker from a
barely recognised country...

In fact I knew who Milcho was,
because my colleagues and I had
recently read an outline for a story,
five or six pages long, which he had
sent us out of the blue and which had
caught our interest. What I did not
know was that the challenging overture on the line from New York that
night was the first of many voices
which come to mind now when I
recall the amazing adventure that was
Milcho Manchevski’s “BEFORE THE
RAIN”.
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The film is in three chapters called
“Words”, “Faces” and “Pictures”. I
would call my own memoir of the
making of the film “Voices”. Voices
raised in anger or delight, pitched
lower in encouragement or frustration, heavy with recrimination or
heartfelt with gratitude. Many different languages and a vast array of
accents. And then finally, when the
world was presented with the visible
result of all that clamour, the voices
of astonishment and praise which are
collected together in this book.

P

Sajmon Peri,
oktomvri, 1997

red skoro to~no pet godini,
edna zimska ve~er rabotev
docna vo mojata kancelarija
vo London koga zayvoni telefonot.
Lut {to me voznemiruvaat, se
javiv. Eden glas so neodreden
akcent objavi: “Mil~o ovde”.

Angliskite monarsi potpi{uvaat
dokumenti samo so li~no ime, a vo
stilot na sogovornikot ima{e
avtoritet {to intrigira. Se
~ine{e toj smeta deka iako ne go
znam, ne e verojatno deka bi znael
nekoj drug {to se vika Mil~o, pa
taka prezimeto e nepotreben
detaq. Nebare mi se be{e javil
nekoj {to ednostavno se pretstavil
kako “Orson”, osven {to vo toj
slu~aj }e treba{e da sum ~ul za
nego, dodeka ovoj Mil~o za koj
zboruvame be{e nepoznat re`iser
od edvaj priznaena zemja...

Jas vsu{nost znaev koj be{e Mil~o,
za{to moite kolegi i jas neodamna
bevme pro~itale skica za prikazna, 5-6 strani dolga, koja ni ja
be{e pratil od nikade i koja né
be{e zainteresirala. Ona {to ne
go znaev be{e deka interesniov
uvod po telefon od Wujork taa no}
be{e prv od mnogute glasovi na koi
mi teknuva koga }e se setam na
~udesnata avantura {to be{e
“PRED DO@DOT” na Mil~o
Man~evski.

Filmot e vo tri poglavija,
nasloveni “Zborovi”, “Lica” i
“Sliki”. Jas bi go krstil moeto
se}avawe za praveweto na filmot
“Glasovi”. Glasovi povi{eni vo
lutina i voshit, spu{teni vo
ohrabruvawe i nervoza, te{ki pri
karawe ili iskreni so blagodarnost. Mnogu razli~ni jazici i
{iroka lepeza akcenti. I najposle,
koga na svetot mu be{e prika`an
vidliviot rezultat na celava vreva, glasovi na za~udenost i pofalba koi se sobrani vo ovaa kniga.
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Of all the reactions to “BEFORE THE RAIN” voiced in my
presence, two now seem particularly worth treasuring.

The first came right at the start of the film’s public
career, from the mouth of a great Italian filmmaker, in
Venice, where “BEFORE THE RAIN” carried off ten prizes
at the 1994 Biennale, including the Golden Lion. The
most arresting blue eyes ever seen behind the camera
danced as Gillo Pontecorvo, then the director of the festival, exclaimed: “Basta, Signor Milcho!” (In fact it was
far from enough, as the film went on to win more than
20 other awards across the world, and came maddeningly close to winning the Best Foreign Language Film
Oscar.)
The last memorable voice is much more recent and
serves, for me, to provide a kind of closure to the whole
extraordinary story.

I was in Bitola, at this year’s Macedonian film festival in
honour of the Manaki Brothers, those Balkan pioneers of
cinematography. I met a young Macedonian woman who
said: “When I saw BEFORE THE RAIN I felt for the first
time, I am Macedonian. I felt what it means to have an
identity, because this great film came from here and not
from somewhere else.”
A great film can itself be a great voice, for a people, a
history, a culture, a way of life. It has more precision
than politics and is much shorter than a war!

Od site odglasi na “PRED DO@DOT” iska`ani vo moe prisustvo, mi se ~ini sega deka osobeno vredi da se zapametat dva.
Prviot se slu{na na po~etokot od javnata kariera na filmot, od ustata na eden golem italijanski re`iser, vo Venecija, kade “PRED
DO@DOT” sobra deset nagradi na Bienaleto 1994, sose Zlatniot lav.
Najvpe~atlivite sini o~i bilo koga videni zad kamera, igraa koga
Xilo Pontekorvo, toga{ direktor na Festivalot, izvika: “Basta, siwor
Mil~o!” (Vsu{nost ni odblizu ne be{e dosta, oti filmot prodol`i pa
osvoi nad 20 drugi nagradi po cel svet, i be{e da pobudali{ blisku
do toa da go osvoi Oskarot za najdobar film na stranski jazik.)
Posledniot glas za pomnewe e mnogu ponov, i slu`i - za mene - kako
zavr{nica na celata isklu~itelna prikazna. Bev vo Bitola, na ovogodi{niot makedonski festival vo ~est na bra}ata Manaki, balkanski
pioneri vo kinematografijata. Sretnav edna mlada Makedonka koja
re~e: “Koga go vidov “PRED DO@DOT” za prv pat osetiv deka sum
Makedonka. Osetiv {to zna~i da ima{ identitet, za{to ovoj golem
film dojde od tuka, a ne od nekoe drugo mesto”.

Golem film mo`e da bide golem glas, za eden narod, za edna istorija,
edna kultura, eden na~in na `ivot. Poprecizen e od politika, i mnogu
pokus od vojna!

“PRED DO@DOT” be{e slu~ka {to né iznenadi site nas - osven mo`ebi
Mil~o. So toa {to e umetnik, i {to nema problem so svojot identitet,
toj ne mora{e da go ka`e svoeto prezime.

“BEFORE THE RAIN” was an event which surprised us
all - except perhaps Milcho. Being an artist, and having
no identity problem himself, he didn’t need to give his
last name.
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Blagoja Kunovski - Dore
Skopje, juli 2004

nigata [to ja imate v race se napi[a samata vo
tekot na poslednive deset godini. Kako?
Ednostavno. Taa e plod na ogromniot publicitet
[to go ima[e filmot PRED DO#DOT. Ja sozdadoa tekstovite na kriti~arite, novinarite i profesorite
objaveni bukvalno niz celiot svet vo razni dnevni
vesnici, revijalni nedelnici i magazini kako i vo
specijalizirani filmski spisanija, a podocna i vo
knigi i brojni akademski studii, analizi i esei.

K

Objaveni se nekolku iljadi tekstovi od raznoviden
tip: festivalski hroniki, recenzentski osvrti, kriti~arski analizi, akademski studii, esei i komparativni istra`uvawa za filmot PRED DO#DOT, kako i
mnogubrojni portreti za i intervjua so avtorot Mil~o
Man~evski koj so svojot prvenec do`ivea svetska slava. Seto toa zapo~na so osvojuvaweto na “Zlatniot lav”
vo Venecija 1994 godina na 51-ta Mostra i kulminira[e so nominacijata za stranskiot Oskar vo slednata
1995-ta godina.
Knigata za ogromniot svetski uspeh na Mil~o Man~evski i negoviot prvenec PRED DO#DOT vleguva vo
analite na trajnoto svedo[tvo za najdobriot makedonski film na site vremiwa, za negoviot avtor kako sigurno najgolemiot kulturen ambasador na Republika
Makedonija na koja vo najte[kite vremiwa od nejzinata ponova istorija, koga, po nezavisnosta ja
pridru`uva apsurdnosta na nametnatoto ve[ta~ko ime,
i gi podari i se u[te i gi podaruva najubavite ne[ta
na Makedonija i makedonskiot narod koj, siguren sum,
znae deka tokmu PRED DO#DOT i Mil~o se su[tinski
najdobroto [to se slu~ilo vo Republika Makedonija za
da zra~at gordo za navek.
U[te vo tekot na samiot festival vo Venecija, vo
prvite desetina denovi na septemvri 1994-ta godina,
po svetskata premiera na PRED DO#DOT na 5-ti
septemvri vo ramkite na Kompeticijata na Mostra, so
pi[uvaweto na svetskite vesnici kako i odglasite vo
radio-televiziskite hroniki, stana jasno i ve]e be[e
dovolno najaveno deka prvenecot na Mil~o ]e ostane
kako nastan i otkritie na Lido, za predviduvawata da
bidat krunisani so “Zlatniot lav”.

Toa be[e erupcijata na radost [to najnapred odekna ekstati~no vo Makedonija na koja toga[ vo tie migovi i se
slu~uva[e najpozitivnoto i najubavoto za potoa da pote~e
lavinata od tekstovi, najnapred kako odglasi po zavr[uvaweto na festivalot, a potoa kako neizbe`na eksplozija od publicitet [to go pridru`uva[e fenomenot na PRED DO#DOT i
negoviot avtor, prodol`uvaj]i na drugi svetski festivali so
u[te triesetina osvoeni nagradi i priznanija, so ogromnoto
interesirawe na gleda~ite na redovnite kino-repertoari
[irum svetot po [to se pojavija iljadnici qubiteli i poklonici na Mil~o, kako onie na filmskite studenti vo Italija
ili simpatizerite vo Japonija.
Fakti~ki, se zapo~na na Venecijanskoto Lido ve~erta na 12ti septemvri 1994 godina, koga Mil~o Man~evski triumfalno
go podigna osvoeniot “Zlaten lav” [to mu go vra~i pretsedatelot na Venecijanskoto Bienale, Xan Luixi Rondi.
Zo[to mora[e da se pojavi ovaa kniga? I za toa odgovorot e
ednostaven. Koga na edna mala zemja kakva [to e Republika
Makedonija, koja, vo vremeto koga be[e osvoen “Zlatniot lav”,
a potoa i nominacijata za stranskiot Oskar, ima[e napolneto
samo 3-4 godini od nezavisnosta, ]e i se slu~i takov svetski
publicitet pottiknat od najmo]niot umetni~ki medium kakov
[to e filmot, koga vo tie godini na isku[enija i previrawa
okolu postoeweto i imeto, filmot PRED DO#DOT i Mil~o
Man~evski bea najspontanite i najdoblesnite ambasadori vo
afirmiraweto na makedonskata kinematografija, kultura i
voop[to za Republika Makedonija kako nova dr`ava na svetskata karta - toga[ nema ni[to pologi~no samata Makedonija
i nie od filmskite redovi da go preto~ime toa nesekojdnevno
iskustvo, taa radost i privilegija vo trajno svedo[tvo koe ne
zbogatuva site. Toa e dolgot i obvrskata kon ona [to ni go
sozdadoa PRED DO#DOT i Mil~o, blagodarnost kon nego kako
del od nas ([to prerasnuva vo ne[to u[te posilno), vo imeto
na obezbeduvawe trajna memorija za eden kinematografski i
kulturolo[ki fenomen so dalekuse`ni efekti, pametewe za
sekoga[ i za site generacii preku knigava koja e pove]e od
toa. Na[ata polna satisfakcija e tokmu pojavuvaweto na ovaa
kniga. Nejzinoto podgotvuvawe i ~ekawe be[e del od istrajnosta i skromnosta na Mil~o koj ne se nametnuva[e nitu
bara[e specijalen, privilegiran status, ednostavno ~eka[e
nekomu da mu tekne deka ovaa kniga e potrebna.
Vpro~em, za goleminata na uspehot na najdobriot makedonski
film na site vremiwa - PRED DO#DOT - pove]e od se i
najdirektno svedo~at originalnite tekstovi na svetskite novinari i kriti~ari, kako i studiite i esei od brojni profesori i istra`uva~i [to gi sobravme i selektiravme kako
sodr`ina na ovaa kniga.
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Kako ilustracija ]e poso~am nekolku pokarakteristi~ni
naslovi, podnaslovi ili citati od objavenite svetski tekstovi za PRED DO#DOT i za Mil~o, vo koi i imeto na
Makedonija vo sekoj tekst se pojavuva po nekolku pati, [to vo
impozantnata brojka na tekstovite objaveni na najrazli~ni
jazici se multipliciraa vo stotici i iljadnici varijacii na
tema Makedonija i Makedonci, [to fakti~ki ja odreduva
polivalentnata dimenzija na publicitetot [to PRED
DO#DOT i Mil~o go napravija za makedonskata kultura i
Republika Makedonija voop[to kako nejzini misioneri.
Posebno impresionira golemiot publicitet niz objavenite
tekstovi od strana na najgolemite zapadni kinematografski
sredini kakvi [to se amerikanskata i britanskata, samo od
~ii pi[uvawa mo`e[e da se objavi edna cela kniga; ili
vtorata mo`na bi ja kompletirale pi[uvawata na italijanskite i germanskite glasila vo koi voshituva~kite konotacii,
osobeno na vode~kite kriti~arski pera, se evidentni.
No, neka govorat za toa samite citati.
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Eve gi nekolkute najeklatantni primeri od SAD:
“Majstorot od Makedonija”; “Dolgiot pat do makedonskata
Nominacija za Oskar”; “Postavuvaweto na Makedonija na
golemiot ekran”; “Gra\aninot Mil~o”, [to pak e smislena asocijacija na golemiot film na Orson Vels “Gra\aninot Kejn”, a
kako najflagrantniot primer za edno remek-delo sozdadeno
kako vrvno na po~etokot na edna kariera (sporedbata so
Mil~o i negoviot prvenec, remek-deloto PRED DO#DOT e jasna). Sleduvaat naslovite: “Patuvaweto vo Makedonija go
odnese re`iserot vo Sandens”; “Slavjaninot od Wujork”;

“Makedonsko remek-delo”.
Ili, voshitot na kriti~arot Roxer Ibert koj vo naslovot na
svojot tekst pi[uva: “Do`dot ja vra]a Makedonija na svetskata karta”; ili pak voodu[evenosta na kriti~arot na “Dejli
wus”, Dejv Ker, od filmot na Mil~o izrazena vo poetskiot
naslov: “Makedonija, qubov moja!”. Ostanuvaat u[te mnogu
drugi naslovi pomesteni vo knigava koi zra~at so iskrena
privrzenost i potencirawe na visokite umetni~ki i izrazni
vrednosti na filmot na Mil~o.
Kriti~arkata na ugledniot italijanski vesnik “La
Republika”, Irene Biwardi, vo svojot prv osvrt na 6-ti
Septemvri 1994 godina (po svetskata premiera na PRED
DO#DOT predhodniot den vo Glavnata programa na festivalot vo Venecija) so voshit ]e go po~ne svojot kriti~ki osvrt,
pora~uvaj]i: “Zapomnete go imeto Mil~o Man~evski, zatoa [to
]e stane slavno!”, za nejzinata prognoza i satisfakcija da
stanat stvarnost so osvoeniot “Zlaten lav”. Eve u[te nekolku
od stotinata italijanski tekstovi ~ii naslovi svedo~at jasno: “Mil~o, Makedonecot!”; “Mil~o, glasot na slobodata na
Makedonija”; “Zlatniot lav zboruva makedonski”; “Makedonija,
neispeana tragedija”; “Makedonec ja zavede Italija”...
Eden od najgolemite publiciteti za PRED DO#DOT i Mil~o
sekako go ispi[aa germanskite kriti~ari i novinari, koi ne gi
[tedea superlativite i vrvnite ocenki. Predo~uvame edna serija na takvi pi[uvawa koi dovolno svedo~at za toa: Kriti~arot
Klaus Kir[ner vo svojata TV-emisija na 28-mi Septemvri 1995
godina, zaklu~uva: “PRED DO#DOT e eden od najimpresivnite
filmovi godinava”; kriti~arot Peter Kol pi[uva: “Mladiot

tekst, filmot PRED DO#DOT go ocenuva kako
anglisko-makedonsko remek-delo”; a kriti~arot na
“Kelni[e Rund[au”, Gert Beghof, pi[uva: “PRED
DO#DOT e golem film...povozbudliv film ne e
viden”.

Makedonec koj `ivee vo Wujork, Mil~o Man~evski, so svojot debitantski film PRED DO#DOT ostvaril ne[to izvonredno, edno, so
golema stilska mo] impregnirano, remek-delo...”
Kriti~arkata Diana Ahen vo naslovot na svojot osvrt ]e potencira:
“Najtalentiranoto filmsko debi”; nejziniot kolega Tilo Vidra
istaknuva: “Mil~o Man~evski, za ve~nite temi na filmot: qubovta
i vojnata, iznao\a ~udesno silni sliki koi gleda~ite nema da gi
zaboravat”; kriti~arot na “Berliner cajtung, Morten Vortman, PRED
DO#DOT go ocenuva kako “Retko remek-delo”, a kon negovite ocenki
se pridru`uva i Rajnhard ^apke koj ednostavno veli: “Makedonsko
remek-delo”. Vo vesnikot “Algemajne cajtung”, vo svojot izve[taj od
festivalot vo Portoriko od 25-ti noemvri 1994, kriti~arkata
Frauke Haneke za Mil~o Man~evski ]e napi[e: “34-godi[niot
re`iser koj pove]e godini `ivee vo Wujork e najinteresniot nov
talent vo svetskiot film od pojavata na Ki[lovski”; kon sli~nite
ocenki se pridru`uva i kriti~arot na “Der Tages[pigel”, Mark
Hairapetian: “Makedonecot Mil~o Man~evski koj `ivee vo Wujork e
eden od najnade`nite re`iserski talenti”. Vo svojata recenzija
objavena vo “{tutgarter Cajtung” kriti~arot Rupert Kopold vo podnaslovot najavuva: “Novo vo na[ite kina, vo {tutgart se prika`uva
remek-deloto PRED DO#DOT”; i kriti~arot Gunter {ojtle vo svojot

So citatite bi zavr[il podvlekuvaj]i u[te nekolku
karakteristi~ni primeri od strana na gr~kite vesnici:
Kriti~arot na vesnikot “Elefterotipija”, me\u drugoto, po povod PRED DO#DOT ]e podvle~e: “Stanuva
zbor za mnogu silen film koj [to poka`uva u[te
edna[ deka umetnosta e najdobriot na~in za razbirawe me\u narodite”; sleduva informacijata deka po
gr~kata premiera vo tekot na 36-ot Festival vo
Solun, poradi ogromnoto interesirawe na gleda~ite,
festivalskata direkcija organizirala u[te dve
proekcii na filmot PRED DO#DOT. Drug kriti~ar ]e
naglasi: “Porakata na mladiot skopski re`iser e jasna: mirot ne mo`at da go donesat politi~arite tuku
narodite so vzaemno razbirawe i po~ituvawe. Mirot
i spokojstvoto se pra[awa na kulturata i umetnosta”.
I kone~no, zaklu~okot poln so respekt od strana na
kriti~arot na vesnikot “Apogematini”: “Ete [to
napravi Mil~o Man~evski za svojata tatkovina, za[to
so negoviot film PRED DO#DOT stana poznato vo
svetot imeto na novosozdadenata zemja”.
Tuka e i krajot na ovoj voved. Nema potreba od
dol`ewe, ve prepu[tame na prelistuvaweto na knigata vo koja izvornite originalni stekstovi govorat
jasno, ubedlivo i re~ito za fenomenot na ogromniot
svetski uspeh na filmot PRED DO#DOT i na negoviot
avtor Mil~o Man~evski.
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PRODUCTIONNOTESBELE{KIODSNIMAW

WETOPRODUCTIONNOTESBELE{KIODSNI-

28 juni, 1993
.....
Trloto (na pat Stip-Strumica) e odlicno. Treba da se pogrizime da ne go
rasturat do snimanje. Bi bilo podrobro i bi bilo idealno koga bi imale vakvo isto trlo vo
nekoi uste posurovi, posuri i pokarpesti planini (Korab ili nesto slicno). Smrtta na
Aleksandar ce bide ili nekade pokraj trloto, ili (sto e mnogu podobro), ako uspeeme
da go spoime i da izgleda kontinuitetski kako ista lokacija - Markovi Kuli ili nekoj
surov, kamenest prostor.

so zeleno xam~e

Grobistata mozebi ce gi napravime od stiropor na nekoj surov pejsaz.
Gi nemame, megju drugoto:
. sirok plan na seloto na Aleksandar (sto e mnogu vazno);
. pasazni kadri vo seloto na Aleksandar;
. suma (niz koja Zamira bega);
. visecki most;
. kucata na Bojan;
. kucata na Aleksandar;
. seloto na Elena;
. pasazni kadri vo seloto na Elena;
. enterier na crkvata
. ceramidite vo manastirot (smrtta na mackata);
. dzidot i decata (so mravki i osi);
. surite planini za scenata vo koja Aleksandar odi kon trloto vo mugri.

Kucata na Bojan treba da ima sto pogolem dvor, staro drvo so golema senka, a i samata kuca treba da bide vizuelno atraktivna - graficki razbiena. Vo seloto na
Elena imame nekolku pasazni kadri koga Aleksandar odi niz seloto (sam, a potem i
so dvajcata Albanci). Ni trebaat visoki dzidovi. I dzamija. Isto taka imame i pasazni
kadri vo seloto na Aleksandar koga toj odi kon svojata kuca. Negoviot dvor treba da
se osmisli (dvornata scena e razviena vo tretata verzija - Aleksandar brka malo dete
koe bega so puskata). Ni treba golem enterier na crkvata vo koj moze komotno da se
raboti (svetlo, ekipa, far, etc.), no koj e i interesen arhitektonski i po prasanje na freski. Sumata na Zamira moze da bide i nekoj drug graficki bogat i interesen predel niz
koj taa moze da bega i da se krie.
Kako sto vi kazav minatiot pat, NEOPHODNO mi e da imam po NEKOLKU
odlicni predlozi za sekoja lokacija. Izborot treba da go obavam jas (so direktorot na
fotografija). Ne bi sakal da bidam staven pred cin na komunisticko glasanje, kade sto
za sekoja pozicija (ili lokacija) imame po eden predlog. Koga ce ja imam listata na
objekti, ce vi dadam podetalni odgovori vo vrska so usvojuvanje na lokaciite. Vo
megjuvreme, ce ni trebaat uste fotografii.
.....
Se najubavo.
Srdecno,
Milco

July 14, 1993

Dear Judy, Sam & Cat:

I just wanted to state for the record the fact that four and a half months into preparation
of this film, seven weeks before the beginning of principal photography and one week
before official pre-production, the director of “Before the Rain” has yet to see a single
figure from the budget of the film.

Sincerely,
Milcho

October 20, 1993

Dear Cedo and Paul:

I would just like to bring to your attention the fact that our new
director of photography, three days into shooting, has not received a
French translation of the screenplay. The fact that he was brought
here without ever having received a copy of the screenplay (in any
language) speaks volumes about the state of the production. One perhaps thinks that D.P.s don’t need scripts.
He was also not shown any footage of the film he is taking over.

In addition, we are facing imminent shortage of high-speed raw
stock. Production was informed about it by the camera department a
while ago, but it seems that nothing has been done and today we
may not have enough film to complete the night scenes.

Re: the overtime discussion of yesterday: members of the crew were
complaining today that they were not offered any pay for the potential overtime. In that context, I did not appreciate my name being
used in these public negotiations (“helping the director,” etc.).
Yours sincerely,

Milcho Manchevski
cc: Simon Perry

to directeur du developpement, Polygram ausiovisuel
Paris, France
January 14, 1994
.... If Polygram doesn’t have confidence in the composers I have chosen, than the only
solution I see is that I work out a deal with them whereby I pay for the production of
the music which will be used in the film. I have no idea what Polygram’s music budget is, yet in order for the film to have good music, I am prepared to take over this
task if Polygram is not sure Zlatko and Goran are good enough and if we keep having
misunderstandings concerning that issue. I believe Goran and Zlatko are very good
and I believe that their record will be internationally successful. I also must act fast
enough to meet the deadlines set by the producers and investors, since we all saw the
detrimental effect that inefficiency and slow reaction can have on the production as a
whole, not to mention the domino-effect caused by indecisive action. We must not
allow the same to happen on the music front, yet here we are three weeks from first
cut and without decisions on who will write and perform the film’s music.
I hope you understand this letter for the matter-of-fact clarification of my position (in
lieu of the time pressure and of your fax) that it is.
Hope all is well, and see you soon.
Sincerely yours,
Milcho Manchevski

Steve Harrow
Director of International Servicing
POLYGRAM
10 Livonia Street
London, W1V 3PH
July 1, 1994
Dear Steve:
Thank you for coming to the screening today. Glad you liked it.
Just to confirm the changes in “Before the Rain” which are still to be implemented:
1. Sound: the background noise will be raised during part of the restaurant scene: the segment when Kizo throws money into George’s face. Instead of the background noises and voices disappearing (as they do now), they will be heard
throughout the scene in a subtle manner. I already spoke with Hugh about it.
2. Double reel 2: the title “The End” will be removed. Part of it is in double exposure over the next shot (Anne in the
shower), so unfortunately a simple black-out won’t work. We’ll have to replace “The End” with black leader. In order to
avoid the jump-cut in black, they should be careful with the transition from the previous shot (Cyril sitting on the suitcase which fades out to black) to the two seconds of plain black. More importantly: we’ll also have to replace the optical (double exposure of Anne in the shower and “The End”) with the original negative of Anne in the shower.
Unfortunately, there is no other way around it. The color timing of this shot will require some attention, too, since they
have been timing an optical so far, and we are back to the original shower shot now.
3. 1.85 Mask: I know that it is customary to print without the 1.85 mask, but if we don’t we are at the mercy of the projectionist’s accuracy. Just two days ago, at our first screening, Cedo viewed a print with the Venice committee where
the picture was jumping up and down between 1.85 and 1.66. They should definitely print it with the mask.

30th September, 1993
Dear Paul,
Re: Bogoslovec
As far as the birth of the lamb is concerned, the art department needs a seven days
notice for induced birth of a lamb. Please remember this when considering a change of schedule.
Also, for the wide shot of Dunje
(Aleksandar’s arrival at the crossroads), art department needs a three days notice in order to prepare
the set. This is not a set that can be prepared at any
time as we are dusting a tar road.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Sharon Lomofsky

Pukaj, be, bratu~ed.

4. Subtitles:
a. Simon caught a mistake in the subtitles during Cyril’s dream sequence (double reel 2). It is a quote from the Bible, and we should ask Mr Minchinton to doublecheck. I am not sure what the mistake was, but Simon would know.
b. Also, Alex’s name was misspelled in the second office scene (translation from French; double reel 4 - I think, but I am not sure). It should be Aleksandar.

5. Technicolor:
a. Several of the still photographs used in the film were printed too dark, particularly the last two in the sequence in Anne’s office (double reel 2; men carrying crosses
and a woman crying at cemetery), some of the photographs (man being shot in the back of his head) during the scene when Alex is writing his letter to Anne (reel 5 - I
think, but I am not sure), and some of the photographs before Alex rips them (either reel 5 or 6). They are important for the narrative. John should have already corrected this, but we should double-check.
b. The rest of the corrections which we discussed at De Lane Lea and which have already been implemented.
Vardar Film also wants to make the Macedonian subtitles ASAP. Could you send me the VHS
copy, the subtitles list, as well as THE OLD SUBTITLES LIST WITH THE ENGLISH dialogue (Part 2). DHL is the best way to ship to Macedonia. My address is enclosed below. I believe
that they will expect this in Macedonia at the beginning of next week.
Steve, I am very grateful for all your help so far. It has been a difficult one, but I hope it’ll be worth
it.
If you have any further questions, you can reach me at the following numbers and address.
Sincerely yours,
Milcho Manchevski

Dario Ventimiglia
Managing Director
LA BIENALE DI VENEZIA
LI MOSTRA INTERNAZIONALE D’ARTE CINEMATOGRAFICA
Venezia
Italia
Fax: 99/39/41/5269-042

Pukaj.

August 23, 1994
Dear Mr Ventimiglia:
Thank you very much for your fax of August 16, 1994, requesting the information about the Macedonian flag.
The flag of the Republic of Macedonia is red with a golden yellow sun. The sun
has eight primary and eight secondary sun rays, slightly broadened in their first
halves, alternately and symmetrically distributed around the sun disc. The primary sun rays are set apart directly from the sun disc and the very external end
of all sixteen rays coincides with the external periphery of the sun. The diameter
of the sun disc occupies one seventh of the width of the flag. The ratio between
the diameter of the sun disc and the length of the primary sun ray is 1:2, and
the ratio between the length of the secondary and the primary sun ray is 7:8.
The center of the sun coincides with the point at which the diagonals of the flag
intersect.
The ratio between the width and the length of the flag is 1:2.
Please find enclosed herewith a copy of the flag. The dark area is red, and the
sun is golden yellow.

22 juni, 1994

dear druze komercijalni,
vcera go zavrsiv filmot.
vcera.

Please inform me about the dimensions of the flag to be used, and in case of
any need, do not hesitate to contact me, c/o Vardar Film in Skopje, Macedonia.
Sincerely yours,
Milcho Manchevski

mnogu sum postar i mnogu postar se osekam. celava epizoda, ili celiov proekt, ili celava istorija tebe verojatno ti se cinat kako edna teska i perverzna storija, ama, da te iznenadam - mene mi se cinat mnogu poteski i poperverzni otkolku tebe.

napravivme dobar film. ne sakam da ti kazuvam deka napravivme svetski film - bi bilo neskromno i toa ostanuva samiot da go vidis i procenis, i da go vidi i
proceni publikata. jas znam deka filmov sodrzi nesto osobeno i deka uspeva da trogne i da pogodi mnogu lugje. napravivme dobar film.
vo megjuvreme mnogu raboti ispadnaa poinaku odosto sakavme. poinaku odosto sakav. no, najvazen e filmot. neise. da imav poveke mok, ke bese
poinaku. ama, nemav. nemav.

jas sum mnogu umoren, istosten, iscrpen, ostaren, namacen od filmov i od mnogute debili koi mu se prikacuvaa i koi go cicaa, go trosea, a patem i mene
me trosea. filmot kako pole privlekuva sekakvi barabi. i ponekogas ne mozes da se odbranis od niv. tesko poroduvanje. zgora na se - treba i da reziras.

samo sakam da ti kazam, da znaes, deka napravivme dobar film i deka naskoro ke imas sansa da go vidis i da se gordees so nego vo ime na seta rabota i
trud sto gi vlozi vo nego. nisto ne e zaludno, iako ponekogas se cini taka.
tvoj,
MM
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festivalsFESTIVALIAWARD

DSNAGRADI

A W A R D

• Venice Film Festival 1994: Golden Lion for Best Film

• Venice 1994: FIPRESCI Prize (International Critics Prize)
• Venice 1994: The UNICEF Prize 1994

• Venice 1994: Premio CinemAvvenire (Young Viewers’ Prize)
• Venice 1994: Audience Prize

• Venice 1994: Rolling Venice Award from the City of Venice

• Venice 1994: Leoncino d’Oro, awarded by the Italian students

• Venice 1994: International Catholic Organization for the Cinema
• Venice 1994: Kodak Award for Best First Feature

• Venice 1994: Francesco Pasineti Syndicate Award for Best
Actor, Rade Serbedzija

• Sao Paolo Festival 1994: Audience Award for Best Film
• Puerto Rico Festival 1994: Jury Award for Best Film

• Puerto Rico Festival 1994: Audience Award for Best Film
• Puerto Rico Festival 1994: Best Director

H A R P A D

• Puerto Rico Festival 1994: Best First Film

• Stockholm Festival 1994: Best Debut Film

• “October 11” for Major Achievement (highest peacetime award,
Republic of Macedonia), 1995

• Oscar Nomination 1995: Best Foreign-Language Film
• Mons Festival, Belgium, 1995: Charlot d’Or

• St Petersburg Festival of Festivals 1995: Grand Prix

• Burgos Festival, Spain, 1995: winner of the single Festival Prize
• Film Critics Association of Turkey 1995: Best Foreign Film

• Gorizia Festival of Screenplay, Italy, 1995: Best Screenplay
• Film Forum, Bratislava, Slovakia, 1995: Best Film
• Panteleria, Italy, 1995: UNESCO Prize

• Warsaw Film Fest, 1995: Audience Award

• Austria, 1995: Catholic Film Commission Prize

• David di Donatello Special Award to a non-Italian film, Italy, 1995
• Swedish Film Institute, 1995: Golden Bug for Best Foreign Film
• Independent Spirit Award 1996: Best Foreign-Language Film
• Silver Condor, 1997, Argentinian Critics Association:
Best Foreign Film

• Venice
• Toronto
• Dinnard
• Vienna
• Valladolid
• Hof
• Ljubljana
• Cameraimage,
Lodz, Poland
• Budapest
• Sao Paolo
• Puerto Rico
• Stockholm
• Manaki Brothers, Bitola
• Istanbul

(1994)
(1994)
(1994)
(1994)
(1994)
(1994)
(1994)

(1994)
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MACEDONIAN CULTURE AND ITS AUDIENCES: AN
ANALYSIS OF “BEFORE THE RAIN”
by Keith S. Brown
This paper discusses Before the Rain, a feature film in which images
that were displayed and understood as Macedonian were placed on view
before a world-wide audience. It seeks to explore the ways in which
studying such a site can contribute to understanding the relationship
between representation and realism in the context of national culture.
The particular focus of the paper is to try and theorize the different
modes of interaction that were set up between different audiences and
the cinematic images, at a time when the Republic with which the film
was associated had yet to establish itself as a stable political entity.
Anthropology’s distinctive methodology and mission are perhaps
summed up in the title of a recent introduction to the discipline, Small
Places, Large Issues (Eriksen 1995). The discipline’s claim to a particular
authority continues to rest on this combination of a empirical pointillism
and theoretical broad-sweep, which separates its practitioners from travel-writers and local correspondents on the one hand, and armchair pundits of humanity on the other. The salience of the disciplinary self-perception can be glimpsed in the continuing salience of fieldwork and its
paradoxical cornerstone, participant-observation.
Yet the curious location of anthropological knowledge, betwixt and
between, is precarious in a world where information and images of the
faraway seem to circulate far beyond their origins. Indeed, the very use
of the notion of origin, where past borrowing and imposition are so
thoroughly woven into the perceived present, is tantamount to declaring
a commitment to an ever-receding ideal—the anthropologist as Tantalus
craning after the fact. In recognition of the global interconnectedness of
this modern world, the language of anthropology has stretched to try to
do justice to the cultural forms implicated in these realities. From “culture contact” and “plural society,” through more recent forays into the
World-System and Creolization, the technical language of anthropology
now deals in terms that blur the edges of accessibility; diaspora and
ethnoscape, transnation and hybridity. By such means, the sovereignty
of the discipline is preserved, in a closed world of theoretical exchange.
Where anthropologists do still attend to local specificities, and seek
to incorporate indigenous understandings of culture and society, they
tend to employ terms that are part of ordinary language; identity, ethnicity, nation and home. In situations where tensions already exist they
increasingly find that without the protective shading of language their
work, intended to stand outside local disputes, can be recycled selectively as local knowledge. Thus, for example, a scholar’s careful account
of the processes of nation-building in Northern Greece, in which existing
loyalties are reconfigured as either neatly subordinate or potentially
threatening to a state project, can be itself read as an ongoing part of
the debate about a state’s legitimacy. In the adversarial politics of identity, the ethnographer finds her work put to work on one side or the
other of questions whose validity she may not recognize (Karakasidou
1997).i
The division within anthropology between ethnology and ethnography is not, of course, a new one. But the demand now placed upon
anthropologists, to write simultaneously for a hitherto unimagined range
of audiences, cuts away at the space in which the two could coexist,
however uneasily. And for those whose interest lies in the formation and
maintenance of collectivities—in whatever form they are willed or imagined by their members—the problem is peculiarly acute.
One innovative response to the challenge is that set out by Arjun
Appadurai and other scholars in what could be termed the Public Culture
circle. They locate the terrain of anthropological study in what
Appadurai terms the “historical present” and take seriously the notion of
“-scapes” as sites of study.ii This paper seeks to engage with
Appadurai’s assertion that what must characterize ethnography in the
1990s and beyond is not a preoccupation with “thickness” of description
which could be argued to represent little but the re-inflection of locally
discovered data. Instead, he argues,

... where lives are being imagined partly in and through “realisms”
that must be in one way or another official or large scale in their
inspiration, then the ethnographer need to find new ways to represent the links between the imagination and social life.
(1991: 199)

The paper examines the connection between a set of “realisms” and the
representations that can be taken simultaneously to constitute them,
arise from them and depict them. It seeks in particular to engage with
the notion of “frames of belief” (cf. Wolff, this volume) as a heuristic to
explicate different modes of viewing and interpreting cinematic images,
and to demonstrate that such modes constitute the stuff of human cultural life.

RITUAL AND AUDIENCE
Milton Singer’s definition of “cultural performances” as sites of
anthropological study remains influential today. Much work on ritual, in
particular, retains this focus on the notion that within such discrete units
of observation key cultural and social meanings are encoded. The perspective has been applied to ritualized aspects of the domain of national
sentiment, notably by Kapferer (1988), Handler (1988), Herzfeld (1992).
In each case, following Durkheim, they are concerned with the presentation to an audience of a set of values with which that audience may
identify. Such approaches emphasize what Turner (1986) considered as
the reflexive as well as the reflective qualities of ritual performance. The
implied focus is on rituals that affirm the existence of a community of
which those performing and those watching are all members. Such rituals are in one sense or another held “at home,” and “outsiders” are not
customarily invited to peer at them.
In a recent overview of ritual theory, Catherine Bell considers the
manner in which performance “distils” culture in a different context. Her
example is an audience not of “natives” but of reflective intellectuals
who cast themselves as eavesdroppers on the culture of others.
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If culture is the giving of performances, then culture is that which
is given to an “audience” or the outside theorist who has joined it.
Researchers and theorists [are] repositioned in performance theory:
no longer peering in through the window, they are now comfortably
seated as members of the audience for whom the performance is
being presented.
(1992: 39)

These two contrasting constructions of performance as cultural distillation—from one view reinvigorating its context, from the other serving
as digestible synecdoche—point to the key dynamic in performance theory, which is the audience’s conceptualization of the relationship
between performer, performance and the context of which it is a part.
In particular, they raise the question of the status of the audience and
the frames of belief that inform their spectatorship.
As scholars in various disciplines have noted, performance is never
oblivious to its audience. Meaning is not simply present, and detachable,
waiting to be found, but is rather constructed out of the interaction
between the viewing subjects and their imagined object. John
MacAloon, explicitly acknowledging Turner’s work, draws attention to the
roles that spectators of the Olympic Games play in establishing the
genre of particular performances, whether as spectacle, festival, ritual,
or game (1984:258). He focuses in particular on framing and spectator
position, as well as the international and political dimensions of the
Games. In cinema studies, Rey Chow has sought to theorize a position
for the “ethnic spectator” as active participant in the construction of
meaning, when confronted with media representations of him- or herself
or of their culture (Chow 1991).
These approaches demonstrate the complexity of cultural interaction
and belonging in contexts where performances serve as the points at
which difference is maximally apparent. At the Olympic Games, host
countries in one way or another leave their particular imprint on festivities which bring countries together as competitors; Chow’s study of The

Last Emperor demonstrated a case where an Italian director marshalled
a mainly Chinese cast to recount an episode from Chinese history. Such
performances have world-wide, international audiences, for whom they
may stand as emblematic of that which they depict, or of the creative
qualities of their producer. But they also reach audiences who may consider the images presented as representing them, and who may
embrace or reject what they see. Audiences may also align themselves
with the producer or performer, and thus interact differently again with
the mode of the representation.
In each case, it can be argued that the interaction between viewer
and image is mediated by what will be called here “frames of belief.”
These frames are conceptualized as constituting the mode in which
spectators take an active role, rather than being merely passive receptors. In the realm of cinema, such frames might include listening to a
narrative, watching a director’s craft, learning information, or indulging
in nostalgia. In any and all such interactions, the frame can be argued
to undergo some sort of re-evaluation by the viewer in light of the
image. This evaluation may constitute straightforward re-affirmation of
the frame’s efficacy, or, under the impact of images, it may lead to some
shift in the ongoing nature of that frame.
It might appear that the term “frame of belief” here represents little
more than an attempt to render “culture” in a scientistic vein. It might
also appear that the individual viewer is privileged not only as interpreter, but as self-conscious creator or selector of such frames. The
point of the formulation is not, though, to relocate the creation of
meaning to the moment of its reception. If agency appears to be highlighted, it is because the goal is to illustrate that the impact of media
texts cannot be understood without paying attention to the distinctive
and persisting differences between modes of imagining that an audience
may undertake.

Albanians. His cousin is knifed in unknown circumstances, and a local
group of Macedonians capture the young Albanian girl who they believe
killed him. She is the daughter of the photographer’s sweetheart; he
rescues her, is killed by another cousin, and she runs away to the
monastery. The film thus, as it were, begins again.

THE VIEW FROM OUTSIDE
The film’s three-part structure defies straightforward chronology; a
photograph is examined before it could have been taken, and a phonecall is received before it could have been made. Two dream sequences
foretell events which immediately come to pass. These moments of rupture, and of apparent repetition, occur within a whole that sharply juxtaposes disparate locations and characters and also includes a series of
apparently traditional rituals.
At any other time, such stylish aesthetic elements might have occupied the central attention of reviewers. Some did allude to the paradoxes in the timeline, and drew comparison to Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp
Fiction. But the principal points of interest among the first wave of
American reviewers were the visual impact of Before the Rain and its
main subject matter; Balkan violence. In The International Herald
Tribune, on January 25, 1995, under a headline which declared “Macedonia Movie Confronts Balkan Hatreds”, the film was summarized as “a
story of ethnic conflict set in London and Macedonia” (Pall 1995). In The
New York Times on the same day, it was “a wrenching tale of ethnic
hatreds with a love story that has its own mysterious power” (Maslin
1995). On February 21 1995, Richard Woodward wrote in The Village
Voice that “Its three interrelated stories, built around the tale of a disillusioned war photographer returning to his native village in Macedonia,
are concerned with ethnic hatred in the region” (Woodward 1995).
In a longer piece in Newsday, on February 24, Jack Mathews used
the phrase “ethnic hatred” three times, while calling the film a “parable”
(Mathews 1995). On the same day, The Los Angeles Times, ringing the
changes on the theme of ethnic hatred, called it a tale of “fratricidal
horror” (Rainer 1995). The Christian Science Monitor on March 1 told
the reader that in the film’s third part, in Macedonia “ethnic strife leads
to a tragic climax” (Sterritt 1995).
The San Diego Union-Tribune of March 9 reintroduced the romantic
element, reporting that “... in the film love keeps being routed by political, ethnic and religious tensions” (Elliott 1995), while the BPI
Entertainment Newswire called Before the Rain “a three-part story of
ethnic conflict and romance set in Macedonia and London” (Ryan 1995).
By the time the film reached Ohio in June love had disappeared again,
and the film critic of The Columbus Dispatch wrote “Before the Rain is
most effective in conveying the extreme hatred between ethnic factions”
(Gabrenya 1995).
The dominating impression here is of ethnic hatred, violence and
strife, as the principal impact of the film. That impact, clearly, fits into
certain ideas that people in the U.S.A. had of Yugoslavia. Reporting on
the Yugoslav War in the period of 1991-3 followed a similar pattern—
irrational as it seemed, said a majority of reporters, Serbs, Croats and
Muslims had returned to fighting, after the “unnatural” peaceful interlude of Yugoslavia. A further dimension to the reporting was an emphasis on the messiness of the fighting that resulted, as populations were
so integrated. Indeed, in the coverage of the break-up of Yugoslavia it
could be said that chaos and disorder were organizing tropes. This is
perhaps true of war in general: where the coverage of the Yugoslav War
was striking was in that chaos and disorder were presented at every level. Cease-fires, front-lines, refugee routes; all were disputed.
Disorderliness extended to the men depicted as doing the fighting; paramilitaries, volunteers, irregulars, militias, all were in action. More often
than not the images presented in the West were of scruffiness and
improvisation.
The authenticity of the movie as Macedonian for a non-Macedonian
audience, appears to be lodged primarily in the correspondence
between the images depicted and other more familiar impressions.
Manchevski’s Macedonian villagers, seen in both the first and third sections, are an odd group, heavily armed with automatic weapons, yet
dressed in a motley collection of clothes. Where the leader appeals to

E AND ITS AUDIENCES:
ORE THE RAIN”
THE EXAMPLE OF BEFORE THE RAIN.
The script of Before the Rain was written by its director, Milcho
Manchevski in 1991 after a visit home to Macedonia from the United
States. British Screen picked up the script for development in 1993. The
film’s production was orchestrated by companies in London and Paris,
and it received backing from British, French and Macedonian sources. It
was shot with a budget of under $3 million in Macedonia for seven
weeks and London for three. The crew and actors were drawn from
more than half-a-dozen countries in total, including France, Britain,
South Africa and Bulgaria (Pall 1995). This multi-national ensemble of
money and labour created a film which shared the Golden Lion of
Venice in 1994, and collected a score or so of other awards from film
festivals. Its crowning achievement was a 1995 Oscar nomination for
best foreign-language film.iii
With regard to plot, the central story follows a photographer who
returns to Macedonia after a successful career in the West, and gets
involved in the ongoing conflicts of his homeland. This narrative unfolds
in a non-linear fashion, through an episodic structure. The film has three
parts, entitled Words, Faces and Pictures. In Words, a frightened
Albanian girl is hidden by a young Macedonian monk. A group of armed
Macedonian villagers interrupt a church service, looking for an Albanian
girl who has killed their leader’s brother. The monastery is searched, but
they don’t find the girl; the monastery officials do, and send her away
with the young monk. The couple are met by a group of armed
Albanians, led by her grandfather. They send the monk away: when she
follows him, her brother kills her.
In Faces, a Macedonian photojournalist, tired of covering wars
around the world returns to London from Bosnia. He tells his British
lover that he plans to return to the peace of Macedonia. She refuses his
offer that she go with him, and instead seeks a reconciliation with her
estranged husband. In the restaurant where they meet for dinner a
quarrel begins between a waiter and a stranger, conducted in a Balkan
language. The quarrel escalates, shooting begins, and the husband is
killed by stray shots.
In Pictures, the narrative refocuses on the photojournalist as he
returns home to his native village. His visit to a former sweetheart, an
Albanian widow, only reveals the hostility between Macedonians and
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sartorial conventions of the past, others in his entourage pay homage to
global fashion, whether with baseball caps or sneakers, or with the
Beastie Boys on a Walkman. Their appearance and demeanour correspond with pictures from the Yugoslav War that appeared either on television, or in the media in the early 1990s. The sentiments that these
characters expressed also resonated with a prevalent idea that
Yugoslavia was riddled with age-old hatreds, influentially promulgated in
Robert Kaplan’s best-selling Balkan Ghosts (1991).iv
The authenticity of these characters appears to be reinforced by the
other single quality of the film on which most foreign reviewers agreed,
the visual impact of the landscape in which the action is set. Indeed,
the scenery is for some Western reviewers the main attraction of the
film. Whether they focus on “spectacular Macedonian hillsides”
(Woodward 1995, in The Village Voice) or the “glowing Balkan countryside” (Billson 1995, in The Daily Telegraph), the “hard tan hills of
Macedonia, the cobbled stone houses of the village” (Johnson 1995, in
Maclean’s Magazine) or “the limitless vistas and star-clustered night
skies” (McKenna 1995, in The Los Angeles Times), reviewers were
drawn to compete in their descriptions of Manchevski’s images. Some
made more explicit their recognition that the aesthetic element lay not
in the landscape, but in the film’s cinematography, and transferred their
adjectives of approbation to the apparatus. The Village Voice also
applauded the “wondrous shots of the forbidding landscape” (Woodward
1995) and The Times in England commented that “the camera feasts on
the rolling Macedonian hills” (Brown 1995).
Despite this recognition of Manchevski’s creative input, the various
reviewers nevertheless all appear to have fallen under the spell of the
landscape as a site of authenticity, which further contributed to the realism of the events that unfold within it. In this respect, viewers harnessed that landscape to their interpretation and stance. Where
Maclean’s Magazine, for example, described the “... fierce poetry to his
images, but also a strong sense of authenticity” (Johnson 1995), the
reviewer’s phrasing echoed theoretical writing on cinematography. In
1960, Maya Deren described the manner in which “an artifice borrows
reality from the reality of the scene” and “natural phenomena [can] be
incorporated into our own creativity, to yield an image where the reality
of a tree confers its truth upon the events we cause to transpire
beneath it” (1992[1960] 64). The actuality of the landscape thus confers
actualité on events.
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THE FRAMING OF MACEDONIA
Reviewers, then, did not doubt the beauty or authenticity of the
images. Indeed, at times they appear to wallow in the tragic paradox
that was created; that such violence could exist in a landscape so beautiful. In Maclean’s Magazine, again, the film was seen as an unveiling of
some essential truth, “as if the director is revealing his homeland to the
world for the first time in all its beauty and pain” (Johnson 1995). In the
words of another critic who was particularly transported, “the scenes
near an Orthodox monastery could have been painted by Mantegna or
Bellini, with stacked puddles of limestone and stubborn ascetics doing
penance under a moth moon” (Woodward 1995, in The Village Voice).
In such reviews, nature’s beauty, comprising the primitive and
unspoiled, stands against the neo-primitivism of the people of the landscape. The contrast with and distance from the non-Balkan reviewer’s
home is absolute. For this audience, Manchevski’s representation of
Macedonia thus combines elements of otherness and distance: it is
magnificent and unmodernized, and yet threatened by the forces of barbarism and backwardness. Running through the assemblage of North
American and British reviews of the film are these two dimensions of
the film as a whole, which are seen to encapsulate its message.
Macedonia is a beautiful country, spoiled by those that inhabit it.
This impression, derived here from reviews, is confirmed by the
immediate reaction that various amateur audiences in Europe and the
USA had. Audiences there appeared to consider they were seeing the
landscape of Macedonia, and the people of Macedonia. Jonathan
Schwartz recalls that in discussion with Dutch University students, he
had to convince them that the film was “not an actual documentary but
a dystopian nightmare” (Schwartz n.d.). For a range of audiences out-

side Macedonia, then, the film documented recent Yugoslav history, and
made contemporary Macedonia a part of that history. The Republic is
thus implicitly put into a celluloid realm—the same one inhabited, to all
intents and purposes, by the rest of Yugoslavia. And the events of
Yugoslavia hover in the background to such viewing as a road of destiny
for the Republic. The effect is to suggest that violence must and will spiral out of control in reality, as it appears bound to in the film. In subscribing to such impressions, reviewers cast themselves as documentary-watchers, privy to an insider’s snapshot, of Balkan brigands in a
Balkan landscape.
In terms of work on cinema spectatorship, which resonates with that
of Bell with regard to theorists, the audience, in this mode, interact as
controlling spectators of a distant object.v From such a viewpoint,
Before the Rain is framed as a spectacle: the events depicted are thus
cast as maximally distant and irrelevant to that viewer, an object of
study or curiosity rather than engagement. Yet the mode is simultaneously that of documentary realism, whereby the screen images are taken to correspond to actual events in the Balkans. Here it could be said
that a second dimension of a previously-constructed frame intervenes,
to equate a set of cinematic images with those seen elsewhere as documentary reportage.
The potential slippage between these frames could be argued to find
its mediation in the central place of a Western-trained photo-journalist in
the film. The character offers non-Macedonian reviewers and audiences
a point of reference within the film to cast Macedonia as passive object
of observation, in front of the lens. They concentrate attention on the
locations and characters that the photojournalist encountered on his
return. The country is thus simultaneously conceptualized as a place to
which a spectator—in this case, the character of the photojournalist—
travels from afar. Non-Macedonian viewers thus “gaze” at a distant
object along with the camera and director, and label that object as
“Macedonia.”
BEYOND THE FRAME
Two ironies underpin this particular mode of imagining, in which
realist qualities are ascribed to the film. In the first place, as Manchevski
pointed out to some interviewers, Macedonia is the one Republic that
has not yet seen ethnic conflict of the order of the other constituent
parts of the former Yugoslavia. The Yugoslav Army withdrew peacefully
from their Skopje barracks in early 1992, and a coalition government
managed to restrain the extremists on both sides of the principal ethnic
divide, between Macedonians and Albanians. The government has also
welcomed the presence of both UNPROFOR, the United Nations
Protection Force, and, after 1993, of US ground troops in the Republic.
The second irony is that the landscape that Manchevski depicts does
not exist on the ground, but was produced in the making of the film.
This was noted by some reviews; stressing the arduousness of the
shoot, The International Herald Tribune reported:
Occasionally, the crew had to build its own roads. Manchevski
would sometimes shoot a single scene in places miles apart, then
splice the footage together. Kiril’s mountaintop monastery, for
example, is a composite of four different monasteries.
(Pall 1995)
The creation of a single monastery, seen on film as comprising
church, sleeping quarters, walled compound, vegetable garden, brings
together a set of different places that are cherished as treasures of
Macedonian culture. The exterior of the church is Sveti Jovan Kaneo, on
the shores of Lake Ohrid in the Republic: the interior, however, is either
a church in Skopje, the capital, or at the monastery of Sveti Jovan
Bigorski, in the hills of north western Macedonia.vi
More reviewers latched onto the road-building of the crew, in part
because Manchevski drew attention to it. In an interview reported by
The Seattle Times, he said “In general, the less accessible, the better
the locations look” (Hartl 1995). Taken with the revelation about the
roads being built, we discover then that the landscape we see on screen
is not just a product of putting together images of different locations: to
create the sweeping landscapes we see, the real landscape has been literally scarred.

MACEDONIAN VISIONS
Manchevski creates an image of Macedonia: he does not recreate
Macedonia. Much of the film is shot in sites that are spread across the
Republic and constitute the historical legacy of Macedonia—a legacy that
most of its inhabitants recognize. But although there can be no forgetting that those sites exist, a Macedonian audience is also aware that
they are taken out of their context and relocated in close proximity to
one another. This is not to suggest that people continuously monitor
what they are watching and compare it with some pristine “reality. ” But
only an audience without experience or knowledge of the Macedonian
landscape could read the film as documentation of an existing locality.
Similarly, Macedonian audiences in 1994, at least, when the film
opened, knew that armed bands of this kind were not operating in their
own country. They knew, as did the Western viewers, that violence had
occurred in Bosnia—but they were also aware that by that time, Bosnia
and Macedonia were no longer part of the same country, and that internal conditions in the two were very different. They were aware that they
were watching a potential future, rather than an account of what was
happening. Thus, when asked about Macedonian reactions in an interview in February 1995, Manchevski was able to give the following
answer;
I was concerned that people would be upset with me .... . Some
people said, ‘We don’t all live in run-down villages, we also drive
Mercedes cars. Why didn’t you show that?’ But most of them read
the film just as I wanted them to, which is as a warning.
(Woodward 1995, in The Village Voice)
Macedonian reviewers and audiences could not straightforwardly
connect Manchevski’s images to their own experiences. For the place
depicted, although comprised of locations that were recognizable, was
not as a whole familiar to them. As a consequence of this, the frames
within which they read the film as Macedonian were thus strikingly different from those of their counterparts outside the Republic. Instead of
viewing as Macedonian the object of the camera’s gaze and the photojournalist’s encounter, they focus instead on the character who undertakes a journey to a war, and becomes enmeshed in the quarrels of
those he once lived among.
Aleks, the photo-journalist, is a cipher for the director and author
himself—in some sense Manchevski is documenting his own return to
Macedonia from New York in 1991. The character is played by a famous
actor from the Yugoslav period, Rade Sherbedzija. According to a variety
of sources, his was one of the best-known faces in Yugoslavia, from
stage and screen. The double impact of seeing such an actor lends
additional textures to a Macedonian audience’s reception, which are
unnoted by foreign reviewers. In the final part of the film there is a
short scene in which Aleks wakes up from a bad dream in the house he
has inherited from his parents, and looks for a cigarette. The Los
Angeles Times reviewer reduced the scene to a heavy-handed director’s
point, that by smoking, Alex is returning to his “Balkan” roots. In so
doing, she takes smoking to be a sign of Balkan identity. A few months
earlier, though, an essayist in a Skopje weekly, Mirko Kostovik, reacted
differently to this same scene.
Sherbedzija opens a suitcase. In it is an issue of “Nova Makedonija”
[the daily Macedonian newspaper] from the past, and one
unsmoked cigarette. On the cover page Josip Broz Tito, and in the
cigarette opium of past happy days. Rade smokes the cigarette in
the role of Aleksander, Tito is still proud and happy in that picture,
and in the darkness of the night the music of the Sarajevo band
“Indexi” and Pimperkov’s voice with the song “Sonuvam” [I’m
dreaming].
(Kostovik 1994)
Kostovik here indicates how much is going on in this depiction of
one of the most personal rituals of all. For what Manchevski presents
here is a multi-layered evocation of the past, and simultaneously an
image of what has come to be an increasingly familiar refrain from
artists from the former Yugoslavia—a kind of “Yugo-nostalgia. ” The
scene with the opened suitcase, is a return not to Balkan roots, but to a
very different mode of life, in which Sarajevo stood as a symbol of cooperation between today’s divided ethnic groups. and the soft music

from the Yugoslav period, tells the story of the actor as well as the
character. Sherbedzija still considers himself “Serbo-Croatian;” he, as
well as Aleksander within the film, has found himself without a place he
can call home.
The grounds for such an interpretation are further strengthened by
the nature of the music in this scene. Although it is extra-diegetic, the
beginning of the song is preceded and accompanied by the rhythmic
scratching that would be heard on an old gramophone recording. The
foregrounding of the obsolescence of the reproductive medium complements the nostalgia encoded in the music itself—by a band from a country and a city whose meanings have radically changed.vii
This emphasis by a “native” interpreter, on the complex relationship
between Macedonia and the federal country of which it was once a part,
is one that one would not expect from a western audience for whom
Yugoslavia, Tito, Sarajevo, Macedonia, and the actor Rade Sherbedzija
are not related in the way that they are for any Macedonian in their late
twenties or older.viii In this vision, Macedonia is not straightforwardly categorized as a site of the same violence that has overtaken the country
of which it was once a part. Instead, it could be argued that Macedonia
is located in the person of Rade the actor, Aleks the character, and the
engaged audience, confronting a scenario where bitter confrontation has
replaced former coexistence.

FILM AND POLITICAL CONTEXT
Manchevski’s vision puts on offer a set of objects to the Yugoslav
Macedonian viewer that compel a far more complex and interactive
mode of imagining the connections between image and reality than that
of non-Macedonian reviewers. The film does not simply reflect realism,
nor is it some buttress to national ideas of authenticity. In evoking
Yugoslavia and Macedonia alongside the forces that continue to play a
part in their futures—local activism and global voyeurism—he reminds
us that there are other ways to organize life, outside the contemporary
idiom of nationalism that has forced people to locate themselves in ways
that they have not chosen. This the film accomplished not just in the
dynamics of internal interaction but in its life as an artifact of culture.
When the film opened in Skopje in 1994, after its triumph in Venice,
it reportedly outgrossed the Hollywood blockbuster “The Fugitive,”
released at the same time (Woodward 1995). After the premiere at the
beginning of October 1994, the Macedonian press described Before the
Rain as the most distinguished Macedonian film ever. The film’s director
was purportedly the second most popular public figure in the Republic—
after the President, Kire Gligorov (ibid.).
The film thus came to be identified, both from within and without,
as Macedonian, in the same time frame as a state of that name sought
international recognition. Indeed, the film brought the Republic publicity—according to some interviews, a reason for its popularity within the
Republic. In a conversation with Roger Ebert, Manchevski stated of
Macedonia “It’s a country where, even in volleyball, the national team
cannot be called the Macedonian National Team. Suddenly a Macedonian
film does well. People respond to that” (Ebert 1995, in The Chicago
Sun-Times). The identification of the film as Macedonian, in this vision,
was connected to the legitimacy of the country of the same name. What
is striking in this formulation is that the film’s identification as
Macedonian, in the international sphere, preceded or anticipated that of
the country. In some sense it could be argued to occupy an active role
in the transition of the Republic, from part of Yugoslavia to a sovereign
state.

DIRECTOR AND NATIONAL IDENTITY
In a parallel mode, the identification of the director himself followed
a similar path, in the course of which the ontological status of
Macedonian national identity was highlighted. Manchevski’s identity as
“hybrid” was the subject of several of the reviews in the U.S.A. in late
1994 and early 1995. Writers picked on the juxtapositions in his own life
and work—from Skopje to Carbondale, and art film to music video—to
identify him and his work as bicultural (Mathews 1995; Pall 1995;
Woodward 1995).ix In this mode, his own location was separated from
that of the filmic images taken to embody Macedonian identity.
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Manchevski was cast as some kind of intermediary—giving outsiders a
glimpse of Balkan life. By this mode of presentation, Manchevski’s own
connection with Macedonia is diluted. Indeed, it is only by disassociating
Manchevski as creative artist from Macedonia that the latter can be
imagined as object of the gaze of others. Manchevski’s own relocation to
a position behind the camera is implicitly considered as equivalent to
losing his connection with Macedonia. It is also assumed that his critical
perspective is a product of that very distance.
Macedonian visions of the director are very different. As stated
above, he was considered the second most popular figure in Macedonia,
and his featuring in such a poll demonstrates the extent to which he
was regarded as insider. As one Macedonian reviewer picked out as significant not the images of violence, but a quiet moment which indexed a
complex web of temporal and geographical connections, so in a similar
vein Macedonian audiences embraced the film not as depiction of
Macedonian life, but as an expression of Macedonian artistry. Where foreign reviewers saw the film as capturing Macedonian authenticity from
the outside, and thereby cast the director as outsider, Macedonian audiences were more likely to include the director and his image in a single
sphere, the whole of which—both creative and created—was
Macedonian.

MACEDONIA AND THE WORLD STAGE
This was, however, not the limit of what the Before the Rain offered
to the Macedonian imagination of cultural identity. The film was
screened in Skopje only after sharing the Golden Lion in Venice. It
acquired status, then, in the sense that it had already occupied a stage
of international attention. Macedonian audiences in 1994-5 were thus
watching something that had been watched (and deemed worth watching) in the wider world. They were enjoying not simply a film, but also
the fact that the film had been watched, or would be watched, by many
others, elsewhere. Even those Macedonians who criticized the film did
so with this international audience in mind. The limits of the “imagined
community” (Anderson 1983) of any particular film audience, then, do
not lie at the edges of any nation-state. Watching any film on general
release is to partake of “world culture;” when the film watched is connected to a small country, viewers in that country can imagine themselves as equal citizens in the film world.
The Award of the Golden Lion was the beginning of the film’s public
life as Macedonian. Its final flourish came on the eve of the Academy
Awards ceremony in March 1995, when Before the Rain was one of five
films nominated for the award of best Foreign-Language Picture. Along
with others involved with the production of the film, Manchevski threatened to boycott the ceremony because the Academy were planning to
refer to its country of origin not as Macedonia, but as the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (O’Steen 1995). Manchevski rejected
the emendation and thereby signalled a call for a decisive separation, in
the world imagination, of Macedonia from Yugoslavia. The terms in
which he did so, as reported by the journalist, put the relationship of
Macedonia with Yugoslavia as rhetorically equivalent to that between the
United States and Britain.
“In the larger picture, the name is a small thing” said Director
Manchevski, “But it would be like calling the U.S. ‘the former British
colony of America.’ It’s an insult to the people back there in
Macedonia.”
(O’Steen 1995)
In this moment, it could be argued, on the eve of its final international
recognition as national, the transition of the film itself, and of its director, were complete. From being a process of co-operation in production,
overseen by a bicultural hybrid, it became a product of a single nation
and a director from that nation. It did so in the forum of the Oscars, in
which a country’s entry confers status on the nation as a cultural producer, equal in ontological status to all others.
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CONCLUSION
This paper has sought to trace the parallel biographies of a film, its
director, and the country which both came to represent in the course of
1995, when the images of Before the Rain travelled an international cir-

cuit. I have tried to demonstrate the utility of a notion of “frames of
belief” in the analysis of the different interpretations of the film and its
relationship to the recent realities of Yugoslav history. Simply put, the
central goal is to show how different understandings of that history
impact upon practices as seemingly apolitical as watching a feature film,
or describing a director’s background.
At times it may appear that the result of the analysis is to put in
place a binary distinction between “non-Macedonian” and “Macedonian”
readings of the film, and to suggest that the former are untrue while
the latter are true. The principal point of comparison, though, is not in
terms of any correspondence with any single “reality.” Rather, the aim is
to illuminate the existence of different modes of imagining by which
realisms are constituted.
Arjun Appadurai notes that “Art cinema....is spread both more
broadly and more thinly across the world” and constitutes a realm of its
own (1995:218). At the same time, the artifacts of this realm may, as in
the case of Before The Rain, retain or acquire particular significance for
specific agents or groups. So too their creators may lead double lives,
like Milcho Manchevski, and be characterized as being at home in different localities. To consider the global interconnections and implications of
local cultural phenomena, and vice versa, it appears that some notion of
“framing” may be useful. The appeal of such an approach is precisely
that it allows an analytical demarcation between interpretive realms,
while acknowledging that frames may co-exist and blur into one another.
The recognition of the expressive and artistic complexity of Before
the Rain yields one further result. Anthropologists and others who are
engaged in the debates over the legitimacy of the new Macedonian
nation-state are frequently asked to classify and identify practices, customs, beliefs or norms that are characteristic of and unique to
Macedonian culture. If they claim to do so, they find themselves cast as
over-engaged Macedonian nationalists: if they challenge the validity of
the classification project, in the language of cultural flows or globalization, they are likely to be dismissed as irrelevant obscurantists. It is perhaps too glib a response for an anthropologist to respond to the challenge simply by pointing to Before the Rain. Nonetheless, to encourage
focus on a site which demonstrates the different modes in which imagining, viewing and reviewing constitute a range of realisms could be a further step towards understanding the interconnections of cultural practice
and political consequence.
Notes

i) The focus of Anastasia Karakasidou’s work has been the Hellenization of the northern
region of what became part of the Greek state in 1912. In the course of her research
she has found herself caught up in rhetorics of continuity, ethnic identity and loyalty, as
well as debates over academic freedom and publishing policies (Doyle 1996).
ii) Public Culture’s contributors include prominent members of the school of subaltern
history, such as Partha Chatterjee and Ranajit Guha, and other scholars of the postcolonial moment, including Pierre Balibar and Nicholas Dirks.
iii) The movie’s budget was under $3 million. 65% of the funding came from British
Screen, (including 20% originally provided by Channel 4, which was then withdrawn):
25% from Noe Prods, a unit of PolyGram France: and the balance of around 10% from
the Macedonian Ministry of Culture (West 1995).
iv) The prevalent ideas here described briefly are analyzed in greater detail by Todorova
(1994), who claims that they constitute a discourse of “Balkanism.”
v) This section draws on Laura Mulvey’s pioneering work (1992)[1975], which argues
that the effect of this alignment of the “gaze” of audience and apparatus is masculinizing, and serves simultaneously to feminize the object displayed for the audience’s pleasure. Her argument stands at the beginning of an extended debate over relations of
gender and power implicit in the gaze, and established the importance of making analytical distinctions between the multiple modes in which audiences can engage with
images on screen.
vi) Non-Macedonian reviewers frequently misidentified specific locations, and drew false
inferences from the term “Macedonia.” Among the misrepresentations were that the
action took place in a Russian monastery, or in Northern Greece. One reviewer presented a bizarre vision by placing the church scenes in the landlocked Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia at the seaside.
vii) This foregrounding of the reproductive medium , in music which is on the soundtrack rather than occurring in the scene, serves to blur the line between extra-diegetic
and diegetic. By creating the impression that what we are hearing as audience is what
the character is hearing inside his head, the director can be seen again playing with the
boundary between the world and the world of the film.
viii) See further Thiessen (n.d.). Sherbedzija became famous for playing Hamlet in
Dubrovnik in 1974. Tito died in 1981, and his death is as mythological within Yugoslavia

and Macedonia as that of John F. Kennedy in North America: most people claim to
remember where they were when they heard the news. Sarajevo was the spiritual
home of much of the best Yugoslav rock music of the 1970s and 1980s, including the
most famous of the bands, Belo Dugme. It was also host to the Winter Olympics in
1984. A significant dimension of the shock felt in Macedonia when fighting began in
Bosnia was the inability to locate ethnic hatreds in a city that had become synonymous
with an easy urban cosmopolitanism.
ix) Manchevski himself referred to feeling “culturally schizophrenic-and glad about it”
(Woodward 1995).
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TRANSNATIONAL ANATOMIES OF EXILE AND
ABJECTION IN MILCHO MANCHEVSKI’S BEFORE THE
RAIN (1994)
by Katarzyna Marciniak

Abstract: This essay considers the discourses of liminality and “national
purity” in Milcho Manchevski’s Before the Rain (1994) in the context of
contemporary transnational exilic cinema. Through its innovative narrative structure, the film self-consciously seeks to resist aesthetization and
sublimation of abjection and mobilizes a critique of “authentic” citizenry.
In 1992, Stuart Hall reflected on the political reconfigurations of Europe
at the time of its critical changes as marked by the fall of the Berlin Wall
in 1989 and the collapse of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia in 1991:
There is nothing to be said, in this day and age, for being nostalgic
about the cold war, but the cold war did at least give Europe a kind
of arbitrary stop. The Berlin Wall, monstrosity that it was, did set up
a kind of barrier, real and symbolic. Its awesome brick visage carried a message: “Beyond this frontier is another kind of Europe,
another system, another world.” In a way this reinforced certain old
European preconceptions, for the “real” Europe has always imagined over there as elsewhere, other, the beyond: the frozen wastes,
wolves roaming the icy slopes, the mysterious east, barbarians
1
clamoring at the gate of civilisation.
Scholars such as Dina Iordanova, Maria Todorova, and Slavoj Zizek
have argued that the Balkan conflict has frequently been understood and represented in the West in these terms: as the less “civilized” part of Europe erupting beyond control, where “barbarians”
mercilessly and impulsively act out an “eye-for-an-eye” philosophy,
or, alternatively, as “the mysterious east” consumed by old, deepseated ethnic conflicts that set the peoples of the Balkans apart
from the “true” European community. Todorova argues that
“Balkanism” is a discursive strategy that has worked to produce the
idea of the Balkans as a “repository of negative characteristics
against which a positive and self-congratulatory image of the
2
‘European’ and ‘the West’ has been constructed.” Iordanova pushes
this critique further by suggesting that many Balkan intellectuals
participate in what she terms “consenting self-exoticism.” She writes
that the “orientalisation” of the Balkans cannot be declared a purely
Western project,as it is a process which has been embraced, internalised and partially carried outby many consenting Balkan intellectuals. It is not just “the West” which constructs the Balkans as compliant to Western stereotypes, to a large extent this construction is
taken up and carried further by “the Rest,” and in our case by
Balkan writers and film-makers themselves. The result is a specific
voluntary “self-exoticism,” which becomes the preferred mode of
3
self-representation for many Balkan film-makers.
Considering this foreclosure of representation, I am specifically interested in the formal challenges that cinema faces in order to “perform” the
Balkan conflict without reproducing the familiar impulse to binarize
Europe (the civilized West versus the barbaric East). How can a critical
tribute be paid to the region without falling into the predictable pattern
of portraying the Balkans as “the Other of the West” and “the madhouse
4
of thriving nationalisms”? What textual strategies are effective in subverting either a xenophobic or a xenophilic illustration of the Balkan
struggle or in representing violence against the usual scheme of sexualized entertainment or sublimated, sentimentalized brutality? How can
one enunciate the logic of ethnic violence without either demonizing or
exoticizing the inhabitants of the Balkans? These are important questions because they involve opening up representational practices that
allow for more complex registers of cinematic signification. In this context, these registers might give voice to the critique of the logic of ethnic cleansing, propelled by the idea of privileged and “authentic” citizenry.
With these concerns in mind, I analyze the discourse of “national
purity” in Milcho Manchevski’s 1994 directorial debut, Before the Rain,
which focuses on the dynamics of ethnic anguish among Macedonian

Christians and Albanian Muslims in Macedonia in the early 1990s. The
film constructs a compelling interrogation of the cultural mechanisms
fostering the growth of oppressive nationalism: the policing of ethnic
boundaries and the pursuit of an ideology of purity in the service of
national homogeneity.
Part of the former Yugoslavia, Macedonia, with its difficult and conflicted history of nationhood, is certainly a compelling ground for an
inquiry into the mechanisms that instigate religious and racial violence.
The country declared its independence in November 1991 after the collapse of Yugoslavia, and in April 1993 it was finally admitted to the
5
United Nations as the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM).
The country’s multiethnic population, according to the last census, in
1994, consists of about 70 percent Orthodox Slavs, who, being the
largest majority, consider themselves Macedonians, and about 30 percent Muslim Albanians, who want a separate state of their own. The
remaining 10 to 20 percent of the population are Serbs, Turks, Vlachs,
6
and Gypsies.
Unlike the other well-known Western film about the Balkan conflict,
Michael Winterbottom’s Welcome to Sarajevo (1997), which focuses
mainly on the experiences of Western characters, Manchevski’s film, like
the recent Oscar-winning No Man’s Land (Danis Tanovic, 2001) and to
some degree Beautiful People (Jasmin Dizdar, 1999), gives space to the
Balkans’ point of view. Before the Rain dissects the sociocultural mechanisms that produce phobic nationalisms in a way that self-con-sciously
seeks to resist the aesthetization and sublimation of abjection.
Additionally, the narrative refuses to present the Balkan conflict in terms
of predictable binaristic hierarchies such as victim/victimizer, hero/villain,
or interpreter/interpreted and thereby opens up a space for a more
dialectical representation of ethnic cleansing. It is the film’s focus on the
exilic status of the protagonist, Aleksandar Kirkov (Rade Serbedzija),
that mobilizes the need to question these traditional dichotomies.
Aleksandar’s quivering subjectivity, his status as a liminar who does
and does not belong to “his” nation, enables us to examine the normative idea of the “I,” the self historically conceived within the parameters
of ethnic sameness and stable national territory. The film uses
Aleksandar’s liminality to critique the logic of national purity. What is
unconventional about Manchevski’s film is that, unlike many well-known
films of exile that focus on the struggle of a foreigner/stranger within
the space of his or her nonnative culture, Before the Rain foregrounds
the challenge Aleksandar faces in being “reincorporated” into his native
place, in being reaccepted by his “own” people upon his return.
Furthermore, the film invites us to reflect on the urgency to reconfigure the privileged notion of the nation-state based on a claustrophobic paradigm of “pure,” homogeneous community that has historically
repudiated otherness in all its forms. On this level, Before the Rain
speaks not only to spectators from the former Yugoslavia but to
Westerners as well, including, of course, Americans, whose national his7
tory is by no means exempt from ethnic violence. Thus, what Before
the Rain asks of us is quite difficult: to recognize the problematic “doubleness” embedded in the concept of national identity. What I mean
here is that glorification of one’s origins or their denial can be equally
dangerous, for, fueled by the logic of ethnic purity, either may instigate
xenophobic nationalism.
Transnational Exilic Context. Before the Rain won numerous international awards but received little critical attention in the West until
Rethinking History: The Journal of Theory and Practice devoted its
8
entire 2000 edition to the film. Andrew Horton, who interviewed
Manchevski, argues that Before the Rain “is by far the most important
movie to appear from the war-torn Balkan republics that once constitut9
ed Yugoslavia since the current war began in 1991.” To call this film a
“border crossing text,” as Horton does, is indeed pertinent because
Before the Rain resists the “purity” of traditional categories as defined
by national “origins.”
Manchevski, born in Macedonia and educated in the United States,
does not consider himself a Balkan filmmaker. Asked about this, he
replied, “I have had the luck of living in New York.” Manchevski noted:
“I don’t see myself as an American, but I also don’t see myself as a
10
Balkan. I think I am a filmmaker across the oceans.” Manchevski’s
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refusal to situate himself and his work within one national category and
the fact that Before the Rain foregrounds exile as a narrative concern
enable us to conceptualize the film as an example of transnational exilic
cinema. As such, the film enacts its transnationality thematically and formally: national and ethnic border crossings lie at the heart of its threeepisode drama. The triptych structure is bound by Aleksandar’s diegetic
movement as a Macedonian exile from Macedonia to London and back
to Macedonia. His crossings—reminiscent of Manchevski’s own transnational and transcultural condition—punctuate the film’s overlapping three
11
parts: “Words,” “Faces,” and “Pictures.”
Contextualizing Before the Rain within the category of transnational
exilic cinema is especially important when discussing the diasporic filmmaking of the late-twentieth-century liminars, transnationals, and exiles.
As Hamid Naficy writes, this genre “cuts across previously defined geo12
graphic, national, cultural, cinematic, and metacinematic boundaries.”
Naficy’s work on “accented cinema” has drawn attention to the sustained theorizing of “a cinema of exile and a cinema in exile,” specifically
13
as it pertains to the work of filmmakers in the postmodern era. Since
1945, massive displacements of peoples, in part due to the complex
processes of global decolonization, have resulted in the movement of
economic and political refugees, exiles, and immigrants, mainly from
non-Western spaces coded as “second” or “third world” to industrially
14
advanced Western nation-states. Naficy’s notion of “accented cinema,”
as he argues, “emanates not so much from the accented speech of the
diegetic characters as from the displacement of the filmmakers and their
15
artisanal production codes.”
Within this context, it is important to add that the term “transnational”
emerged most prominently on the wave of what Christian Moraru calls
“the logic of the global” and often refers to contemporary changes in
advanced capitalist societies that mark the “shifts that challenge the older, conventional boundaries of national economies, identities, and cul16
tures.” However, the category of transnational exilic filmmaking is not
simply a new, fashionable terminology. Rather, it is an attempt to open
up the often stifling, reductive, and patronizing filmic markers of “immigrant,” “minority,” and “ethnic,” which, although historically valid, tend to
17
lump diasporic work into what Naficy calls “discursive ghettos.” These
traditional labels often work to code specific cinematic texts as “of ethnic interest,” as if “ethnicity” inherently belonged to the so-called minori18
ty discourse.
When addressing transnational exilic cinematic texts and their frequent emphasis on the multiplicity of national “belongings,” it is important not to homogenize transnational locations, as each needs to be
analyzed in its specificity, with attention to the heterogeneity of gendered, racial, and ethnic modalities. Clearly, Before the Rain is a product
of Manchevski’s authorial vision, his political and ethnic affinities, his
own exilic longings and nostalgia, and his position as an artist “across
the oceans”—that is, neither “fully” Macedonian nor “fully” American as
19
defined by the traditional logic of national identity.
Manchevski has commented that the script for Before the Rain
came into being in 1991 when he went back to Macedonia after a sixyear absence. He writes that the emotionality of this visit was intense,
as he experienced “a sense of heartfelt homecoming and a sense of
impending doom.” The historical moment of his visit was marked by a
sense of endings and beginnings: while Yugoslavia, the country in which
the director was raised, was disintegrating, Macedonia was emerging
out of the war. Manchevski describes the sensation of impending
changes and the aura of uncertainty as a “before-the-rain-feeling”: “It
felt sort of like the pressure you feel on the inside of your mouth before
20
it rains.” While Before the Rain is set largely in Macedonia and was
inspired by the political events in the Balkan region, Manchevski insists
that the film “is not about a particular country. It is about people caught
21
on the verge of wider violence that is about to erupt around them.”
Before the Rain’s attempts to grapple with the aesthetic and political concerns I have sketched out in the opening of this article produce
significant tension. On one hand, as others have already argued, the
film may be read as performing “Balkanism”—that is, as recycling famil22
iar stereotypes about the “otherness” of the Balkans. On the other
hand, as a result of the “carefully designed quirk in the [narrative]

chronology,” to use Manchevski’s words, the film appears to be mindful
of normative representations of the Balkan conflict, specifically the popular Western notion of the circularity and timelessness of the ethnic vio23
lence in the region.
Using art-cinema narration, the film’s formal arrangement is indeed
complex. Self-consciously dislodging chronological time, the film tells the
story as if out of sequence. The nonlinear, fragmented, intricately tangled narrative appears to mimic the linearity of a circle except that, as
the old monk in the film says, “the circle is not round” because its
seemingly cyclical nature is thwarted and filled with temporal and logical
paradoxes.
As Robert Rosenstone succinctly puts it, Before the Rain’s narrative
“incorporates a temporal sense that is, literally, disjunctive and impossi24
ble.” The film’s formal experiment with the “illogic” of its narrative
becomes a means of performatively critiquing the stereotypical portrayal
of the violence in the Balkans as a permanent historical construct in the
region. This critique is crucial for two reasons: it does not locate ethnic
violence as occurring solely in the Balkans, and it does not allow for the
representation of Western Europe as a superior “civilized” space that has
overcome its ethnic dilemmas.
The remainder of this essay focuses on the representation of the
workings of the logic of ethnic purity in the context of Before the Rain’s
“interlocked” diegesis and the transnational crossings that take place
between London and Macedonia. I discuss Aleksandar’s “quivering ontology,” which ruptures a privileged vision of a nation; I examine the
haunting positioning of female characters; and I conclude with an explication of the “violence of vomit.” The narrative performance of such violence invites reflection on the complexities of transnational location,
which, as evoked by Manchevski’s film, contest celebratory conceptions
of transcultural identity.

S OF EXILE AND ABJECTION IN
ORE THE RAIN (1994)

Narrative Illogic/the Logic of Purity. The first episode of Before the
Rain, “Words,” opens with an image of a stunning ancient monastery
and the surrounding Macedonian countryside and introduces us to Kiril
(Grégoire Colin), a young Orthodox monk committed to a vow of
silence. The clash between the title of this segment and Kiril’s muteness
becomes apparent when he finds Zamira (Labina Mitevska), a young
Albanian Muslim, in his cell, hiding from armed Christian villagers who
are hunting her down. (Kiril has no words to give her because of his
vow; besides, they have no language in common.) Believing that Zamira
killed their local shepherd, the villagers seek retaliation, but, thanks to
Kiril’s collusion in concealing Zamira, they are unable to find her. Kiril’s
interest in helping Zamira leads him to a crisis: he abandons the
monastery, breaks his vow of silence, and tries to escape with her.
“Words” concludes with an image of gory, heart-wrench-ing violence.
Both Kiril and Zamira are caught, not by the vengeful villagers but by
Zamira’s Muslim relatives, including her grandfather and brother. Before
Zamira is killed in a most brutal way—shot many times by her own
brother—and Kiril is told to run away, we witness shocking abuse as
Zamira’s grandfather, who holds the highest position of authority in the
family, assaults Zamira.
The conflict in “Words” revolves around not only the suspicion that
Zamira may have killed the shepherd (“Blood calls for blood. You’ll start
a war now. You slut.”) but also the fact that as a Muslim she has been
rescued by a Christian, a man from an antagonistic culture. As Zamira is
kicked and punched before she dies, her grandfather’s words reveal a
history of her treatment in the family: “I never hit you. I locked you up
in the house. I cut your hair. Should I shave it off?” The painfully ironic
twist in this closing is that the audience has been led to believe that
Zamira is in danger of being hurt by the Christian villagers, not by her
own Muslim family. But hatred of people from another culture is evidently stronger than affinity for one’s brothers and sisters. Her brother
believes that because Zamira ran after Kiril, she has betrayed her family,
her heritage, and her culture. She has betrayed her “blood.”
The most significant point “Words” makes is that ethnic groups in
Macedonia are committed to the destructive logic of ethnic purity. On
the surface, the film appears to be neither pro-Albanian/Muslim nor proSlavic/Christian, as both communities are depicted as caught up in the
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destructive paradigm of ethnic superiority. We hear the rhetoric of hate
articulated strongly by characters in both ethnic groups. Zamira is called
an “Albanian whore” by angry Christian villagers, while Kiril is labeled
“Christian scum” by Zamira’s Muslim grandfather. Both the Albanians and
the Christians display cruelty and ruthlessness; both believe they are
entitled to the land they share. The film thus seems to be critical of
both cultures and of each group’s dogmatic claim that its blood is “better” than its neighbor’s. Neither culture is excused from perpetuating
ethnic hatred. One of the Christian villagers addresses the monks trying
to prevent the monastery from being searched. The villager asks emphatically: “Remember five centuries of Muslim rule? An eye for an eye.”
The statement is supposed to serve as a reminder of hatred grounded in
specific historical circumstances. We witness a similarly vehement attitude in Zamira’s grandfather and brother, both of whom are ready to
punish Zamira for having crossed an imaginary ethnic border and for
“betraying” her Muslim “roots” by associating with a Macedonian
Christian.
Manchevski has acknowledged that Before the Rain was conceived
as a “very emotional story” and that its structure is deliberately complex. The reason for this complex structure, he has said, is to critique
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war and ethnic cleansing without “taking sides” in the conflict. Despite
these intentions and the attempt to present a balanced critique, Before
the Rain, through its emotional pull and point-of-view style, seems to
imply that the land that is being ravaged by violence putatively belongs
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to the Christian majority. “Words” clearly presents Orthodox Christianity
as historically rooted—and hence privileged—in the Macedonian land.
The aesthetics of the mise-en-scène does not evoke emotional proximity
to the Albanian Muslims in the same way that it garners spectatorial
attention to the representation of the Christian nation. Also, the narrative offers a compassionate look at various Christian rituals: visiting family graves, paying respect to the dead, performing burials and liturgies,
celebrating weddings and family gatherings, raising sheep, and farming.
Through these diegetic moorings, the audience is invited to believe in
the ethnic “authenticity” of the Christian majority.
The monastery plays an important role in this process of authorizing the Christians and creating the impression that they “rightfully”
belong to the land. The monastery is portrayed as the site of an ancient
sanctuary, a place of spiritual “purity” and metaphysical reverence.
Shots of the monks walking under starry skies, the monks’ chants, the
solemnity of their prayers, and shots of the monastery against the
remarkable blueness of Lake Okhrid create a nostalgic aura and underscore the emotional and historical significance of Christian Orthodox
aesthetics.
When we are shown a sequence of violence and destruction—a
protracted “game” in which turtles are tortured—the dramatic impact
metaphorically “argues” that the looming conflict on the larger scene
threatens to erase the historic beauty and the uniqueness of the
Christian nation. While the monks say their prayers amid ancient paintings of their sanctuary, we see a group of village boys playing outside
with the turtles. The first shot of the children is of two boys fighting
with turtles-turned-tanks: “Go, Ninja Turtle! Kill him!” Through parallel
editing, we witness the monks praying and the children building a circle
around the turtles with wooden sticks and setting it on fire. The editing
increases the sense of impending violence, juxtaposing the sacred litany
with the cruelty of destruction. In an eerie way, the chanting of the
monks intensifies the strangely defamiliarized image of violence. The
narrative movement back and forth between the monastery and the
children aurally accentuates the monks’ prayers as the sound bridge carries their voices and estranges the children’s cruelty.
At the end of the sequence, the shots cut rapidly between the
prayers, Kiril’s awed perception of the grandeur of the frescoes, and the
cruelty as the turtles explode in the fire. The last shot is a close-up of a
turtle lying on its shell, dying. This closing moment mobilizes the
metaphorical connection between the dying turtle and the monks, who,
we may conclude, are also threatened with violence and extinction. This
idea is further emphasized when Kiril, the only young novice, leaves the
monastery, crushing the community’s hope in the survival of the spiritual
tradition.

While “Words” pulls the audience gradually into the dynamic of violence in Macedonia—the explosion of the turtles and then the shooting
of a cat that foreshadow Zamira’s violent death—it is clear by the end of
the middle section, “Faces,” that both “Words” and “Faces” are symbolically interlocked. In “Faces,” we seem at first to be moving away from
the events in Macedonia. This part opens with an image of a woman,
Anne (Katrin Cartlidge), sobbing in a shower. (Anne has already briefly
appeared in “Words.”) A photo editor in London whose personal dilemma is sketched quickly for the audience, Anne must choose between her
estranged husband, Nick (Jay Villiers), and an impulsive lover—a
Macedonian photojournalist, Aleksandar. Nick comes across as a stable
British husband, while Aleksandar, an exile, is a tempestuous, worldtraveling artist whose prize-winning photographs document the war in
Bosnia. We are led to believe that “Faces” will narrate Anne’s personal
conflict, and although “Faces” does so to some extent, it also shows
that a London photo editor who studies pictures of war from a seemingly safe distance is not that far from the conflict in former Yugoslavia,
after all. Within minutes after she meets Nick at a restaurant to resolve
their relationship, a shootout occurs that leaves Nick dead. A stranger,
presumably from the Balkans, the shooter has come to settle a score
with one of the waiters. The scene implies that no one is free from the
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erupting violence, even in an elegant London restaurant.
The connections that emerge between “Words” and “Faces” foreground the notion that although distant from one another and in seemingly different cultural locations, Macedonia and London are interconnected through violence. The purpose of creating this accentuated
bonding is to question the binary understanding that stereotypically privileges the “normal” West over the “barbaric” non-West. Several overlapping images of “transnational crossings” underscore the metaphorical
connections between the first two parts of the narrative. The words
“Time never dies. The circle is not round,” spoken by a monk in the first
part, appear in “Faces” as graffiti on a London street, as if written into
the mise-en-scène of the city; in the restaurant where Nick dies, there
are turtles, as in the first part, this time swimming in an aquarium, constrained and trapped as in “Words”; finally, in her photo studio in
London, Anne examines war photographs that, in fact, document
Zamira’s killing.
These photographs, especially in the hands of the Western photo
editor, hold crucial significance: we are shown how the tragedies materially experienced in the ethnic war in the Balkans are “transported” to
the West via visual representations to be studied, examined, and published. Although it is not clear how Anne obtained these photographs or
who took them (although we may deduce that she got them from
Aleksandar), the friction between Anne’s position as a scrutinizer and
the horror the pictures represent is striking. Anne analyzes the photographs with a magnifying glass, dissecting the visual records of the
tragic events. In her white darkroom gloves, she looks like a scientist as
she examines the people’s faces; she carefully observes the photographic sequence featuring Zamira’s death and a collection of random photographs depicting the Bosnian war and its victims. The slickness of her
studio and Anne’s white gloves suggest that she is engaged in a “safe”
analysis; she is privy to the tragedies going on in the Balkans only
through photographic illustrations. The underlying assumption here,
foiled by the end of “Faces,” is that ethnic violence takes place in faraway places.
The eerie visual clash between Anne’s sterile high-tech studio and
the “dirty” horror shown in the pictures is additionally underscored when
we see a series of glossy color pictures of Western models and pop
stars next to the pictures of Bosnia. The unnerving, rhythmically pounding soundtrack further heightens the tension and the contrast between
the images. The photographs Anne reviews are shown in close-up so
that the spectator’s gaze is implicated in the scene. The austere blackand-white pictures give us an uncanny “collage” of terror: a man without a shirt, exposing his starved, bony torso, his gaze empty and barren, as though he is deprived of sight; a child whose forehead is tattooed with a number; a person wearing a gas mask; an old woman crying over a grave; corpses of children lying against a wall. Another picture, of a young man wearing a swastika band on his arm, constructs a

link between the war in the former Yugoslavia and the Holocaust.
When the second episode ends with Anne’s broken voice whispering in
disbelief—“Your face, Nick. Your face. Your face”—the audience is invited
to associate Nick’s violent death in the London restaurant with the
haunting faces of the Bosnian people in the photographs.
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Quivering Ontology: Paradoxical Estrangement/The Exilic
Return. “Pictures,” the last section of the triptych, focuses on
Aleksandar’s “homecoming” and thematizes the dialectics of exile, calling
into question a traditionally stable understanding of the idea of self,
home, nation, and cultural belonging. The film creates an unsettling
incongruity regarding Aleksandar’s status insofar as the condition of
being an exile implies continual quivering between the “worlds” of the
native and adopted cultures. The emphasis on Aleksandar’s difficulty in
anchoring his identity to a single place is not simply an invitation to
deplore the perceived compromise of his native roots. But neither are
we encouraged to sentimentalize the exile’s often painful antinomies or
to celebrate his hybridity as cosmopolitan. Rather, we are shown that his
“homelessness” opens up a space for questioning the logic of privileging
one’s origins. Zygmunt Bauman’s theorizing of what it means to “be” a
stranger helps explain Aleksandar’s place in his native community:
The strangers are not, however, the “as-yet-undecided”: they are,
in principle, undecidables. They are that “third element” that should
not be. The true hybrids, the monsters; not just unclassified but
unclassifiable. They therefore do not question this one opposition
here and now; they question oppositions as such, the very principle
of opposition, the plausibility of dichotomy it suggests. They
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unmask the brittle artificiality of division—they destroy the world.
In fact, Aleksandar’s in-betweenness turns him into a stranger, and his
return to his native Macedonia exposes his “unclassifiable” status—it is
as if he is and at the same time no longer is Macedonian. It is precisely
this uncertain location of what I call quivering ontology that underlines
the condition of liminality that the protagonist experiences.
“Pictures” shows Aleksandar’s return from London to his childhood
village in Macedonia, a place we already know from “Words.” His arrival
is riddled with contradictions: he hopes to reconnect with “his” people
but seems unaware that the very idea of who “our” people are has
become contested in the village. He confronts a foreboding tension
between the Albanian Muslims and the Macedonian Christians, who no
longer treat each other as neighbors of one community but as enemies.
The disharmony, intolerance, and sectarian violence he encounters painfully remind him of the past, which he nostalgically recalls as the time of
harmonious Muslim/Christian coexistence before the latest ethnic cleansing. Aleksandar’s problematic desire to reclaim the home in which he
grew up underlines his exilic longing: his impulse to recover the past, to
restore a prelapsarian moment, to go back to the “original” communal
unity. Ironically, although he escaped death as a photographer on the
front, he is caught in deadly crossfire in his native village. By the end of
“Pictures,” Aleksandar, like Zamira, who was killed by her brother, is shot
dead by one of his people, his cousin Zdrave.
As Aleksandar returns to his homeland, his liminality invites a critique of nationalist rhetoric. The film unveils his loss of affinity with his
people, suggesting that once the “I” becomes an exile and steps beyond
the realm of “one’s own,” this “I” becomes curiously “foreign” to kin.
Even though his relatives and old friends are touched by his return, they
do not quite know how to relate to him since he eludes the usual categories along the axis of native/foreigner. Through his experience of
exile, Aleksandar has lost his status as a person who unequivocally “belongs” to his native place and its people; he has become estranged from
them and has turned into a paradoxical “mixture,” a hybrid, both a foreigner and a native at once, both an insider and an outsider, or, in
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Salman Rushdie’s words, “at once plural and partial.” Thus,
Aleksandar’s presence creates a sense of discomfort in the village
because his cultural loyalty is perceived as ambiguous. The seemingly
contradictory notion that Aleksandar is no longer a “native,” even
though he was born in Macedonia, is emphasized by a relative who tries
to warn Aleksandar not to get involved in the conflict: “Keep out of this.
You are not from here.” Aleksandar is indeed a phantom: a provisional,

tenuous “I” who has returned to reclaim a self that no longer is.
This idea that Aleksandar is a foreigner among “his” people is further dramatized when he visits Hana, a romantic interest from the past,
whose home is on the Albanian “side” of the village. (This episode also
underscores how both communities vehemently police their ethnic
boundaries.) While Hana’s father greets Aleksandar somewhat affectionately, her son (Zamira’s brother and killer) is openly hostile: “Why is he
here? He doesn’t belong here. I’ll slit his throat.” This comment about
“belonging” is ironically reminiscent of an earlier scene in which
Aleksandar first approaches the village. He is immediately accosted by a
young Macedonian whose job is to guard the village borders (and whom
we have already seen in the first episode among angry villagers searching for Zamira). When Aleksandar addresses the young man in his language, the man relaxes slightly: “Ah, you are one of us.” The contradictions Aleksandar exposes in “belonging,” or not “belonging,” in being, or
not being “one of us,” are at the heart of the philosophy the film wants
to critique. But, of course, the difficulty of Aleksandar’s position is that
he both is and is not “one of them.”
Aleksandar’s encounter with Hana’s family also foregrounds the
issue of the social position and oppression of the Albanian women in the
village and provokes the reading of their patriarchal entrapment in both
communities. The ethnic “war” within the diegesis concerns only male
characters; they are always the agents performing the violence. Besides,
all positions of authority in the village—doc-tors, monks, group leaders—
belong to men. Men also patrol and “protect” the borders. The women,
both Macedonian and Albanian, are relegated to serving food, taking
care of children, providing sexual services to men, tending the wounded,
and lamenting the killings. And although the women, especially the
Albanians, are not portrayed as agents performing violence, they are the
ones whose bodies endure male violence. Even before her death, Zamira
is assaulted by her grand-father—called a “slut” and a “whore” and
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beaten; Hana is locked up in her multigenerational family home.
Not surprisingly given this context, Hana must first receive her
father’s permission to enter the room and greet Aleksandar. She appears
cloaked in dark clothing; her head is tightly wrapped; she casts her eyes
down, confirming her submissive position in the house. She walks into
the room only to serve food and drinks, and before she finally looks up
at Aleksandar, she looks to her father for permission to make eye contact. She hardly speaks; she has no power to gaze and therefore no
power to assert her subjectivity.
As Aleksandar walks away, we see Hana’s solemn face in the window, watching him. The window is barred, her face behind the grates,
underscoring her entrapment by the familial dynamics of patriarchy.
Aleksandar’s and Hana’s eyes convey their affection for each other, and
their looks manifest that they both are, in different ways, outcasts of the
village. The difference between their positions, however, is crucial: he is
entitled to mobility; she is not.
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Female Hauntings. If women like Hana and Zamira are shown as controlled and tyrannized by their families, they are, at the same time, sites
of critical possibilities. Given the violence they experience, they obviously do not occupy liberatory positions. Nor does their resistance readily
project a new model of “nation” that would contest phallocentric social
structures. Still, except for Aleksandar, the two women are the only ones
who risk crossing ethnic boundaries: Zamira because of her connection
with Kiril; Hana when she visits Aleksandar’s house, as she searches in
desperation for her missing daughter. Even though they are narratively
“punished” for their transgressive acts, through their actions both
women point to the urgency of critiquing the intersection of patriarchal
hegemony and the logic of ethnic violence. Their affiliations with men
outside their “blood” signal cross-cul-tural, cross-ethnic openings—cracks
in a circle.
The women—like Aleksandar, who is marked by a sense of unsettling instabil-ity—also set the temporal paradoxes in motion, as they
appear in the narrative at moments when, logically, their appearances
should not be possible or are unlikely to occur. For example, during
Aleksandar’s visit to Hana’s house, we briefly see Zamira, even though
she has been killed by her brother in part one, “Words.” Also, at the
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opening of the film, we see Anne as a peripheral participant at a funeral
in Macedonia. We cannot understand her presence here until we find
out who she is in “Faces” and learn of Aleksandar’s death at the end of
“Pictures.” Only at the closing of the narrative does the spectator realize
that Anne has come to Macedonia because Aleksandar is dead and that
the funeral that opens the film is his.
These narrative complications continually emphasize the tension
between aesthetic expression and the way such expression comments
on politics. They also lead us to consider the larger argument the film
interrogates: the correlation between art and violence. Even before
Aleksandar comes back to Macedonia, we hear his “confession”; he is
experiencing an ethical crisis. “I killed. I killed,” he tells Anne. This comment refers to Aleksandar’s last trip to the front as a photojournalist,
during which he “complained” that there was nothing for him to photograph. He writes Anne a letter from Macedonia that reads in part:
Dear Anne . . . It’s gonna rain. . . . This place is the same as
before, but my eyes have changed like a new fit on the lens. Last
week I told you I killed. I was friendly with this militia man and I
complained to him I wasn’t getting anything exciting. He said, “No
problem,” pulled the prisoner out of the line and shot him on the
spot. “Did you get that?”—he asked me. “I did.” I took sides. My
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camera killed a man.
As Aleksandar’s voice-over narrates the letter, we see shot by shot,
detail by detail, the photographic sequence he is describing. From the
moment the militia man points a gun at the back of the Bosnian victim’s
head through the slow motion of his falling down, Aleksandar’s camera
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“captures” the killing.
While Before the Rain problematizes Aleksandar’s position as a
photojournalist and an artist, the film’s point, even when depicting the
involuntary killing, is not simply to critique Aleksandar. Instead,
Aleksandar’s ethical crisis regarding what he believes is his aesthetic
exploitation of death points to the way the West (specifically, in this
context, photo editors in London) transforms images of abjection, isolation, and destruction in the former Yugoslavia into sensationalized
expressions that become, as Zizek writes, “good fodder for hungry
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Western eyes.”
Aleksandar’s statement about killing with his camera invites us to
consider whether, indeed, photography, and art more generally, can
“kill.” The answer the film gives is complex, one that forces spectators
to contemplate the very politics of representational practices. If art can
be used to critique war and violence (the position Before the Rain
appears to take), the film seems to suggest that there is a difference,
however fragile, between art done for the sake of capturing and exploiting the morbid “beauty” of abjection and self-conscious art that foregrounds a desubliminatory examination of abjection and the complexities of representing, in this context, interethnic destruction.
The most compelling example, I think, of how Before the Rain
desublimates abjection is figured through a series of black-and-white
photographs representing Zamira’s killing. As I have already mentioned,
in “Faces” Anne studies photographs showing Zamira’s final moments
and death. The film implies that Anne receives the photographs from
Aleksandar, yet, if he took the photographs and gave them to Anne in
London, this would mean that he was alive after Zamira was killed.
However, by the end of the narrative, we know that Aleksandar dies
before Zamira is shot. In fact, he dies because he tried to save her.
As some critics have argued, the end of the film suggests that the
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narrative has created a “full circle.” While, on the level of imagery,
spectators might have the impression that the ending is a return to the
opening scene (we see Kiril again in the tomato garden and Zamira running), the narrative chronology has been foiled, especially by the use of
photographs of Zamira. It is the haunting appearance and reappearance
of these stills that prompts a series of questions: Who took these photographs? How is it logically possible for them to materialize at different
diegetic moments? Where is their stable place in the narrative? Why do
they weigh on the film with their insistent reoccurrence? Clearly, the
photographs are the site of ambiguity, the ontological “puzzle,” of the
film. Their frequent insertion into the narrative alters the film’s temporality, impedes its narrative rhythm. The photographs create yet another

temporal space that is interjected into the film’s larger space—a frame
within a frame, or time within time, of fragments of transitory and shifting moments. These moments ask us to think about the way we experience narrative time, so-called screen time, and to contemplate how such
time differs in its dynamic from the way we “feel” time as created by
the stills.
These formal complications are important not because they underline an aesthetic experiment and sophisticated formal “play” but rather
because they emphasize the need to foreground the difficulty embedded
in representing violence. Specifically, what is at stake here is the aestheticization of death and the erasure of the violence done to Zamira.
Because the presence of the photographs in the narrative design is disjunctive, they create a sense of discomfort and confusion, suggesting
that there is indeed no fixed place for them within the diegesis. It is as
if the photographs symbolically refuse to be contained by the narrative
and instead, like Zamira, who also appears and reappears, disrupt the
narrative movement and haunt the spectatorial vision.

Bodily Expulsions:The Violence of Vomit. Although Manchevski’s
film depicts a crisis of national identity engendered by the discourse of
authenticity—that is, a claim to legitimate “ownership” of a place—the
reconceived idea of a nation as a multicultural community that can recognize and respect a multitude of otherness within itself becomes the
film’s haunting. This effect results from the “cracks,” the small splinters
that, as the formal arrangement of the narrative demonstrates, interrogate the circularity of ethnic violence. As I have suggested, these narrative cracks are performed by Aleksandar’s transnational status and by
the liminality of the main female characters, whose actions, while
restrained by the patriarchal logic of their communities, point to the
need to challenge the phallocentric dynamic of violence that implicates
men as fighters/killers and women as their submissive, quiet servants.
Thus, the temporal disjunctions in the film, which make our comprehension
of the narrative at times frustrating, might be interpreted as performative
sites calling into question the violently revolving hatred of otherness. It is
in this sense that the film calls for the need to “loosen” the violent and
unyielding conceptual rigidity of the idea of national identity, to conceive of
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the “I” dialectically, “against origins and starting from them.”
To show how the issue of national identity, nationalist logic, and
what Robert Burgoyne terms “the emotional pull of ethnic modes of
belonging” always necessarily involves one’s body, Before the Rain continually assaults its audience with repeated images of blood and sounds
of vomiting—visual-aural motifs that underline the narrative theme of
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violence and bodily reactions to it. Importantly, these acts of vomiting
signify more than the bodily need to “cleanse” one’s self at the sight of
horrible brutality. Rather, these moments are acts of awakening, of
solidarity with the ones who die, who are, in fact, brutally expelled out
of being. The vomiting—sounds of bodily excess—parallels the ejection
of the unwanted people, those who need to be removed beyond the validated realm of cultural intelligibility. In other words, the very performance of vomiting is a gesture toward identification with the abject
zone, a space without which the subject cannot call itself a subject and,
simultaneously, a space historically repudiated because it points to the
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very materiality and negation of the self.
Arrested by the hollow gazes of the war victims in the photographs,
Anne vomits. Her response parallels Kiril’s earlier reaction to a brutal
killing of a cat by one of the Christian villagers, whose gunfire shreds
the cat to pieces. Unlike Kiril and Anne, who shiver in pain at the sight
of violence done to others, Aleksandar’s act of “bodily expulsion” is
more about himself as he recognizes that he has performed an act of
violence with his camera. The moment of destroying the highly troublesome photographs documenting the death of the Bosnian man signals
an awakening mobilized through the painful experience of an encounter
with horror. All three characters, in different ways, respond to violence
bodily. Thus, vomit—the expulsion of the unthinkable, the horrible—is
presented as a “defense” of the flesh against death and abjection. This
response suggests that the film wants to make a visceral appeal by
binding the spectator’s gaze to the expelled bodies of those who have
fallen victim to the logic of racial hatred.

Within this conceptual framework, Before the Rain shows a selfconscious awareness of the difficulties embedded in representing violence with the purpose of critiquing it without glamorizing it as a staged
spectacle. The film is conscious of the need to analyze violence without
succumbing to the dangers of reinscribing it as it tries to refrain from
exploiting images of gratuitous brutality. At the same time, the film
appears to function on two clashing levels. On one hand, spectators are
lured with appealing images of the Macedonian landscape, the aesthetics of the Orthodox liturgy, poignant music, and the “tragic” beauty of
Zamira and Kiril. On the other hand, the film hopes to elude spectatorial
comfort zones through its metaphorical attention to blood and vomit,
preventing us from feeling that the war the narrative represents is a
conflict that does not involve “us.” This implication of the audience is
certainly hard to achieve, given that most of the narrative is located in a
distant Macedonian village, seemingly far away from the Western culture
that, as Page duBois writes in Torture and Truth, often likes to believe
that “barbarism resides elsewhere, in the other, that other world, unen40
lightened, steeped in medievalism and bloody cruelty.” Critiquing “first
world” cultures for displacing torture onto the non-Western world,
duBois comments:
Torture has become a global spectacle, a comfort to the so-called
civilized nations, persuading them of their commitment to humanitarian values, revealing to them the continued barbarism of the
other world, a world that continues to need the guidance of Europe
and North America, a guidance that is offered in the form of a
transnational global economy controlling torture as one of the
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instruments of world domination.
DuBois’s critique of the way the first world likes to project its superiority
reveals a Eurocentric ideological positioning: Western nations like to
maintain that they are protected from “the continued barbarism,” that
horrors transpire beyond their limits, in “the other world,” but also wish
to sustain their role as rescuers and leaders in maintaining the world’s
“order” under the slogans of “humanitarian” concerns.
Manchevski’s film exposes the logic of such “discursive colonization,” to use Chandra Talpade Mohanty’s words, by refusing to create a
space where the audience can feel safely positioned outside the dis42
course of ethnic cleansing. The frequent use of close-ups after
Aleksandar enters Macedonia does not permit the spectator to feel emotional distance or to perceive the characters of the village as depersonalized masses. The camera’s attention to details exposes the pain written into the mise-en-scène of the region. Old women’s tired, wrinkled
faces; their bent backs; bony donkeys; malnourished, exhausted dogs
hardly able to walk—all these images enunciate the specificity of pain.
And as the narrative movement of each episode binds our gaze, the
audience experiences a “history of what has not yet happened”—the
foreboding sense of the impending destruction, the “heaviness” of the
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mise-en-scène, the moments “before the rain.”
Sounds of thunder and remarks by various characters about rain
frame the narrative. In the beginning of “Words,” the monk’s comment
establishes the narrative space: “It will rain. It smells of rain.” Later,
Hana’s father tells Aleksandar, “Blood is in the air. It should rain.” And
finally, Aleksandar’s last words—“It’s going to rain”—cue us to the
impending eruption of conflict. Indeed, the concluding scene, which
leads us back to the beginning of the narrative, takes place amid heavy
drops of rain and lingers on an image of the exile’s corpse, drenched in
blood and abandoned. And so we are left to ponder the cruelty of bodily
expulsions and the moment of dreaded identification with the site of
abjection.
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question tend to challenge the traditional notion of realism, of the idea
that we could assimilate true knowledge of reality by producing representations that resemble what we see. Furthermore, such a challenge
does more than just put realism into question; it is a challenge to that
very foundation on which the notions of truth, knowledge, and moral
action are grounded.

A HISTORICAL REFLECTION
ON THE FILM B E F O R E T H E R A I N

AFTER THE WAR?

A HISTORICAL REFLECTION
ON THE FILM B E F O R E T H E R A I N
by Erik Tängerstad

Her daughter has disappeared and she suspects the worst to be taking
place. In her desperation, she begs him for help. He stretches himself
on the bed. “Don’t you see what is happening to our people?” she asks.
He grunts a “Yes”, but she snaps him off by stating “No, you’re just
looking at it”.

The scene is taken from the film Before the Rain (1994) and it describes
how (Albanian-Macedonian) Hana begs (Slavic-Macedonian) Aleks to
help her find Zamira, her Albanian speaking daughter who is hunted by
a Slavic speaking mob. Here, in a compressed manner, three sets of
questions — questions that have recently been dramatically actualised
— are being put forward.

AFTER THE WAR?

When it comes down to the politics of everyday life, what does the
expression “our people” mean? We are used to talk in terms of nations
and states, communities and peoples, but what do we mean when using
these concepts? How does a mass of different human beings organise
themselves as a community, as “a people”? And what does it take to
break up such a community? In the aftermath of the Cold War and the
dissolution of the Soviet Union this problematic has been drastically
emphasised throughout the 1990s. Parallel in time, however viewed
from another angel, the integration of the European Union and the more
or less outspoken politics of creating a “European identity” raise the
same issue. If democracy means that the people is its own sovereign
and that the people can autonomously rule itself through the system of
parliamentarism, then it becomes important to know what we mean
when uttering things like “the people” and “our people”. Oddly enough,
however, in democracy-debates during the era of the Cold War this
important question has been strangely forgotten, and when it now
returns into open debate it seems to strike down on both policy making
and collective self-understanding with full and somewhat unexpected
force.
A second problematic that the scene makes explicit is a distinction
between passive observation and active seeing. In the film, the character Aleks is an internationally recognised photo-journalist who has taken
as his job to be a neutral observer that uses his camera to fix images of
events and have them spread all over the world. The implicit idea is that
a documentary photograph does not just depict a true representation of
reality but that it also contains objective knowledge of the world as
such. To take a photo from a dramatic event and have it published
world-wide would then be the same as spreading the objective knowledge of that event to the rest of the world. But to what extent can a
photograph be regarded as a true representation of reality as it really
is? And how independent of the situation, which the observing photographer believes him- or herself to cover, can s/he really be? Does not
the presence of the photographer actively influence the event that s/he
tries to passively observe? And if that would really the case, does this
active influence then not undermine the whole notion of there being
neutral positions from which one could passively observe the event in
question, or, for that matter, the world at large? The film Before the
Rain shows how Aleks, in the face of this problem, decides to give up
his work and withdraw from what he thought to be his vocation.
However, as is demonstrated in the scene mentioned, by simply giving
up his work as a photographer, he does not free himself from the fundamental problem. Is it at all possible to take a neutral and passive position in order to truthfully observe a specific event or the world at large,
or are all positions always inseparably interwoven with the events in
question because they are always embedded in the world at large? This

This epistemological problem opens for a third set of questions. In the
film Aleks tries to escape the trouble of how to justify his work as a documentary photo-journalist by simply quitting his job and then returning
to his childhood village, which he has not been seeing for sixteen years.
However, back in the village he suddenly finds himself caught up within
the ongoing dissolution of his native society. So when Hana begs him for
help, it is not only a question of finding the disappeared Zamira; she
asks him to hinder their society from falling apart and to prevent the
outbreak of an openly violent confrontation that could rapidly escalate to
a civil-war like situation. But it is more at stake than one individual sacrificing himself for the unity of the collectivity and its future common
good. From the story of the film we know that the two have been lovers
and when Hana pleas for his help to find her sixteen year old daughter
“as if she was his own”, Aleks realise that he also has to take the
responsibility for consequences of his past actions. Instead of being
what he thought he was, namely an independent individual who knows
no other responsibilities than to his own person, Aleks finds that he is
interwoven into exactly that intricate web of past, present, and future
collective actions that he thought himself to have distanced. Apparently,
whatever he decides to do, or not to do, his decisions will have direct
consequences on both his own personal future as well as on the future
of the collectivity in which he once came to being as a person.
Nevertheless, it is equally apparent that there are no unambiguous solutions that he simply can follow. Instead, Aleks, like all the other characters in the film and indeed as all of us watching it, has to decide what
to do without having neither full overview of the situation in which he is
acting nor any clear-cut principals of moral guidance to follow when he
decides what to do next. What is he then to do?
So this film, which is conceptualised within the explicit context of the
dissolution of the old Yugoslav federation, puts forward three fundamental questions, all of them being compressed in this scene: Who are we?
What can we know? What shall we do?

As has already been suggested, these three existential questions have
recently made a forceful re-entrance in collective consciousness and
public debate. The film Before the Rain can indeed be seen as a historical artefact from the time-period when the return of these questions
took place. On the other hand, the contemporary reception of the film
(and not the film itself) — Before the Rain became an international boxoffice success around 1994-95 — can advantageously be made subject
to a cultural historical study. And of course, the film can be taken out of
its historical context and be seen as an independent artwork in its own
regard. In the following, I will sketch all three of these different perspectives: I will try to place Before the Rain in its historical context; to
say something about the first international reception of the film; and
present my own interpretation of it.
BRIDGING DIFFERENT HISTORICAL DISCIPLINES
Because the scope of historical studies is continuously becoming both
broader and more diversified, and because new source materials are
constantly being employed in historical research, there is a risk that different historical sub-disciplines tend to lose connection to one another.
In order to counter-act this trend of lack of communications between
different historical research fields, a workshop called “One Film — Many
Histories: An Inquiry Into the Film Before the Rain” was held at the
European University Institute, Florence, in April 1999. 1 The idea behind
the workshop was to bring together researchers from different disciplines — cultural-historians, political scientists, film-scholars, anthropolo-
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gists, Balkanists etc. — and then together focus on one specific feature
film that could be related to the field film and history in order find a
common denominator for a interdisciplinary discussion. The reason for
choosing Before the Rain to be the common point of departure was that
this film crystallise so many different themes that it can be made subject to both a debate about the relationship between filmmaking and
history-writing, as well as a discussion on the currant development on
Balkan, or different narrative structures in storytelling. The workshop
became, I think it is safe to say, a positive experience for all participants.2 Not being a Balkanist myself, but rather coming from the field of
film and history, I will in the following draw on the learning I made during this workshop.

Before the Rain was written and directed in the early 1990s by Milcho
Manchevski, who was born in Yugoslavia and trained as a film director in
the United States. As a moviemaker, Manchevski had previously been
doing pop-videos and short films. Before the Rain was his debut as a
feature film director. Manchevski’s first impulse to make the film came as
a result of his return in 1991 to his hometown Skopje. In the 80s he
had spent most of his time in USA and he was not prepared to confront
the magnitude of the changes that had occurred in Yugoslavia. The tension during the spring of 1991, shortly before the outbreak of the war,
was strongly felt and Manchevski decided to make a film in order to
work out this experience. In 1992 French and English film-producers
decided to develop the script and the film was shot on location in
Macedonia and London in 1993. Meanwhile, the Yugoslav State fell apart
and its former republic Macedonia was declared an independent and
sovereign state. In 1994 the film Before the Rain was awarded the
Golden Lion for Best Film at the Venice Film Festival. It then became an
instant international success, both by critics and by paying audiences.
The film was awarded on several occasions in 1994-95; it was also
Oscar-nominated for Best Foreign-Language Film in 1995.3 In this sense,
Before the Rain is not an obscure and seldom shown film, but together
with Hollywood made movies it is recognised and seen world-wide.
What makes this particular film interesting is, however, that its mode of
narration differs substantially from the conventional mode of Hollywood
filmmaking. To fully grasp how Before the Rain challenges conventional
narrative structures, some of these conventions should be sketched.
STORY, PLOT, DIEGESIS
One common way of analysing film is to differ between story and plot.4
If the story of the film tells what it is about, then the plot of the film is
the way this story is told. The story of Before the Rain can be summarised as follows: An awarded photojournalist, specialised on covering
war-zones, decides to quit his job at a London based agency after a
traumatic experience in Bosnia. He turns back to his native village in
Macedonia with the intention of finding the love of his youth. Back in
the village he finds that the community has been broken up and a line
of demarcation between two groups has been drawn. Roughly, the
groups are structured according to cultural and linguistic features so
that the distinction between Albanians and Slavs has become overemphasised. The photographer finds himself in the Slavic group, while
his beloved is in the Albanian one. When attempting to save her
Albanian speaking daughter from a Slavic mob, and at the same time
de-escalate the conflict, the photographer is killed by his Slavic cousin.
Also the daughter is killed, but by her Albanian brother.
The plot in which this story is told can be broken up into four distinct
parts: a prologue, and three individual, however inter-linked, episodes:
“Words”, Faces”, “Pictures”. In the prologue, a young orthodox monk,
Kiril, who has sworn an oath of absolute silence, is picking tomatoes
while listening to an elderly monk’s reflections on the coming rain and
about how children incarnate the hope for the future. However, the children shown are playing with fire.
In the episode “Words”, a Slavic speaking mob is searching the
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monastery where Kiril lives, in order to find an Albanian speaking girl.
They do not find her, although she has hidden in Kiril’s cell. When Kiril
discovers her, he does not reveal his knowledge of her existence to the
others. Therefore, when the monks eventually find the girl, Kiril is dismissed from the monastery: he and the girl are shown leaving the cloister together. Later they are found by a group of Albanian speaking men
and the girl is shot by her brother. Kiril is left helpless, sitting next to the
dying girl.
The episode “Faces” is set in London. A young woman, Anne, works in a
photo agency. Aleks (Aleksander), who is a photojournalist, returns to
the agency just in order to resign his work there. He has suffered a
traumatic experience in Bosnia, which made him reconsider his whole
life. Now he wants to return to his childhood village in Macedonia and
start over. Although she is married to another man, Anne and Aleks are
having an ongoing love affair. When Aleks wants her to follow him to
Macedonia, she is in jeopardy. Aleks leaves London and the same
evening Anne has an encounter with her husband in a restaurant.
Suddenly a quarrel between two Serbo-Croatian speaking men in the
same restaurant escalates to shooting, and Anne’s husband is accidentally shot dead.
“Pictures” shows Aleks’ return to his native village. He wants to meet
Hana, an old classmate of his, but also the love of his youth. However,
Aleks seems to have misconceived the profundity of the antagonism
between the propagators of the different groups that has rapidly developed during his absence. When Aleks’ cousin Bojan is mysteriously murdered, Hana’s daughter, Zamira, is accused for the killing. A Slavic mob,
armed with machine guns, starts looking for the girl and Hanna comes
to Aleks and begs for his help. Aleks tries to find Zamira and detects her
being held prisoner by the mob. When he attempts to liberate the girl,
another of his cousins kills him. However, Zamira manages to run away
and hide in the monastery where Kiril (who is also a relative of Aleks’)
lives.
The film ends where it begins, showing Kiril picking tomatoes while listening to the old monk speaking about the rain that will fall. The narrative structure of the film can therefore on one level be said to be circular — it ends where it begins — instead of linear, which would be the
conventional narrative format of a feature film.
Shortly before the opening of Before the Rain, Quentin Tarantino’s film
Pulp Fiction had become a box office success. Also in the latter film the
narrative structure could in this sense be called circular instead of linear,
and in the reviews written around the mid-90s Before the Rain was
often compared with Pulp Fiction. The narrative structure of Before the
Rain is, however, more intricate than the one of Pulp Fiction. In the former film, and unlike the latter one, the chronology of the story is not
supported and confirmed by the plot. For example, in the agency in
London Anne is shown looking at photographs depicting Kiril sitting by
the dead Zamira. This would not be possible, according to the chronology of the story, because at that time Zamira would still be alive, and
moreover, Bojan would not yet have been murdered and therefore no
mob would be out looking for the girl in the first place. In the film there
are other such details — telephone calls are made before they could
have been made, people show up on places where they could not be,
etc. — which make the plot undermine the chronological order of the
story.
DIFFERENT COLLECTIVE INTERPRETATIONS
Beside the distinction between story and plot, another conventional
means to analyse film could here be introduced. When the plot outlines
the story a narrative universe is created. Such universe is called the diegesis, and the elements in the narration that are used when composing
this universe are called diegetic. Claudia Gorbman has defined the diegesis as the spatial-temporal world of actions and persons that is pro-

duced by the narration.5 According to the norms of realism, the diegesis
should correspond and resemble the notion of the (extra-diegetic) “real
universe” in order to make the narration realistic. When audiences identify what they see on the screen with what they already possessed as
common knowledge, a “reality-effect” is collectively perceived.6 Since the
prevailing belief-structure of the audience is reinforced through this
effect, the individual viewers collectively think that they have gained
knowledge of the past by watching the film.

Before the Rain distances itself from these norms of realism because its
diegesis does not resemble the popular notion of the “real universe”:
the universe constructed in this film does not obey the rules of causality
and chronology. Nevertheless, outside Macedonia the film was widely
received and interpreted as a realistic description of still present or
recently past events. The social-anthropologist Keith Brown has compared the reception of the film outside and inside Macedonia.7 He points
out that in the United States and Western Europe the film was seen as a
depiction of the ethnic hatred that was collectively understood, outside
Yugoslavia and the Balkan region, to characterise the downfall of
Yugoslavian State. In this sense, the film was seen to illustrate the
newsreels and the reports from the war in Bosnia, and thus as a
description of still ongoing or recently past events. In the reviews that
were written outside Macedonia two features were constantly refrained.
The first was the “ethnic hatred” that was understood to characterise
the Balkan region. The second was the beauty of the landscape. In general these reviewers “did not doubt the beauty or the authenticity of the
images (…) they appear to wallow in the tragic paradox that was created; that such violence could exist in a landscape so beautiful”. (Brown
1998: 166) The diegesis of the film was therefore collectively interpret
according to the rules of realism, hence the reviewers (and the audiences as a whole) took for granted that the landscape that was shown
in the film corresponded to a fixed location set in Macedonia, and they
presupposed that the action of the film resembled action that had taken
place in the country.8 In short, audiences in North-America and WesternEurope seem to have projected their understanding of the down-fall of
Yugoslavia onto this movie, hence interpreting the non-realistic film
according to the notion of realism. Therewith they collectively perceived
the film as a “reality-effect” which was producing something that they
assumed to be documented knowledge of still present or recently past
events.
Nevertheless, contrary to the other republics that constituted the former
Yugoslav State, Macedonia has during the 1990s not experienced war
directly on its territory. The kind of armed gangs and bands of warriors
that emerged in Bosnia during the war were unseen in Macedonia when
the film was first shown. Therefore, in Macedonia Before the Rain was
seen as a warning for a possible near future, and not as a documentation of a recent past. This reception was also reinforced by the fact that
the landscape shown in the film is not to be found on the ground. It is a
composition of images from different localities in Macedonia that have
been edited together to one picture. For example, the monastery in
which Kiril lodges is a composite of footage from four different cloisters.
Anybody being familiar with Macedonian surroundings would immediately see that the diegesis produced in Before the Rain does not correspond to an actual locality in Macedonia, but that it is constructed upon
a mixture of footage taken from different places all over the young
country. For example, in the above mentioned workshop, the Balkanist
Victor Friedman said that when he first saw the film he was initially confused because he could not make sense of the film’s settings. But as
soon has he understood that the film was “not realistic” he could make
sense out of it. For a Macedonian audience, the bringing together of different well known places and buildings through the composition of a virtual landscape made possible a collective erection of a visual monument
over the new republic of Macedonia. Manchevski did not recreate
Macedonia on film: he created an image of Macedonia as a nation. And
when the people of the new republic of Macedonia not just accepted
and approved this image, but actively identified themselves with it, a
new “national identity” was in the making. Brown has also concluded

that the film could be “argued to occupy an active role in the transition
of the Republic, from a part of Yugoslavia to a sovereign state”. (Brown
1998: 171)
The international recognition of the film helped reinforcing this collective
construction of a national monument. Ironically, when audiences outside
Macedonia identified the diegesis of the film with their vision of Bosnia,
the same diegesis was used within the new republic to create a difference between Macedonia and Bosnia. Nevertheless, the international
recognition of the film helped forming a Macedonian “national identity”,
although this international recognition was based on blurred notions of
Macedonia and the rest of the Balkan region.
Not just in Western Europe but also among different countries within the
Balkans Before the Rain was seen as a film about the war in Bosnia.
The Ljubljana based film- and literature scholar Slavoj Zizek saw the film
in connection with “the trauma ‘Bosnia’ (ethnic cleansing etc.)”. He also
draw a parallel between it and Emir Kusturica’s film Underground, which
was released in 1995, and which was received more or less at the same
time as was Before the Rain. Zizek meant that these two films were
generally viewed from the same perspective and that they both were
understood to confirm a Western notion of the wild, uncivilised, and
above all incomprehensible Balkans, a notion that he called “Balkanism”
(in parity with Edward Said’s concept “Orientalism”).9 In this article,
Zizek focused primarily on the film Underground and referred only once
to Before the Rain. His reference is however troublesome, because from
reading his article one gets the picture that Before the Rain would to a
high degree resemble Underground and that both films would be depictions of the Bosnian war.
Apparently, in and around the institute in Slovenia where he works,
there has been an ongoing discussion about how to interpret movies
dealing with the down-fall of old Yugoslavia. In the debate the two films
Underground and Before the Rain have been equalised in the same
manner as in Zizek’s above referred argument.10 It seems that most of
the Slovenian critics view both these films as naïve and simplifying,
describing the conflict through ethnically and historically tinted stereotypes. However, when they were working out a Slovenian and/or Central
European discourse around these two films, also a Slovenian intellectual
and/or “national identity” could be said to have been in the making.
It might be that from a Slovenian point of view, the films Underground
and Before the Rain could be compared in an equalising manner — both
of them dealing with the aftermath of the collapsed Yugoslav State, but
non of them referring to Slovenia, which therefore could construct some
sort of a “Central European Yugoslav Sonderweg” that would differ this
new country from the others that emerged out of old Yugoslavia. Seen
from a Macedonian horizon, however, these two movies are regarded as
most different. When Underground — a film made in Serbia/Yugoslavia
— focus the war in Bosnia as some sort of prolonging consequence of
Tito’s Yugoslav project, then Before the Rain — in this respect a
Macedonian film — could be said to outline the conflict as a fundamental break with Tito’s project, not as its inherited consequence. Moreover,
in the diegesis of Before the Rain the war in Bosnia is turned into a
somewhat peripheral event, while it is central in the diegesis of
Underground.11
The actor playing the role of Aleks, Rade Sherbedzija, was one of the
most popular actors in old Yugoslavia. The presence of Sherbedzija in
the film alongside with other references to old Yugoslavia, including the
image of Tito (a framed old photo on the wall, an old newspaper cover)
has reportedly triggered a kind of “Yugo-nostalgia” around Before the
Rain in Macedonia. (Brown 1998: 170) That kind of interpretation of
Yugoslav history lies far away from how this history has been portrayed
in Underground. In the latter movie the Yugoslav people (foremost the
Serb people) are depicted as having been collectively deceived by the
communist party under Tito.
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Roughly speaking, when people outside the territory of former
Yugoslavia saw Before the Rain, they resembled it with TV newsreels
and thought that they saw a depiction of recent past. At the same time,
when people in the new republic of Macedonia watched the film, they
saw a possible near future. However, taking their vantage-point in
footage from contemporary London or images of UN vehicles in Skopje,
other people saw the actual present. For example, when the Slovenian
critic Irna Slosar refers to the scene with the shooting in a posh London
restaurant, she sees the film as a metaphor for how the present wars in
Balkan threatened Western Europe. (Slosar 1997: 596) Others have
seen the film-footage as documenting the present conflict. The Balkanist
Victor Friedman has noted that the graffiti “Burek, da!” (which is to be
seen in the film) corresponded to the graffiti “Burek, nein danke!” that
was at the same time documented in Lubljana. Since “Burek” is a dish
that was considered typically Yugoslav, and since “da” means “yes” in
Slavic languages, while “nein danke” is “now thanks” in German,
Friedman reported that he used this scene as historical document over
the mental break up of Yugoslavia during the first half of the 1990s.
Nevertheless, as has already been noted, since the plot undermines the
chronology of the story, the film can also be seen as being set outside
of the temporal realm of past-present-future. Accordingly, the film has
been interpreted following these four different modes of temporality: the
near past, the near future, the actual presence, and beyond temporal
reality. It should, moreover, also be underlined that most viewers of the
film have understood Before the Rain according to only one of these
four temporal modes, without taking the other three into active consideration. Why is that?
THE LIMITS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC REALISM
Two tentative answers can be given to this question. The first one is
that since most people that went to see the film around the mid-90s
expected to see something about the conditions in Balkan after the
down-fall of Yugoslavia, they did not, however, expect to have their
notions of realism, history, and temporality challenged. Therefore, when
making sense out of its complex diegesis, most people simplified the
narrative structure and projected their own presuppositions upon it.
Since different viewers had different presuppositions they also saw different things. Furthermore, they had their previous beliefs confirmed
and therefore they were able to leave the cinema with a positive opinion
about the film. The other way of answering this question is to point out
how consciously and cautiously Manchevski has edited this film. It can
be made subject to a vast number of possible interpretations without
having its diegesis severely distorted or forced into a presupposed analytical framework.
In the film, Manchevski has in a gentle manner put forward the argument that no correspondence between the faculty of knowledge and the
“real world” beyond this human faculty can be construed. Therefore, the
notion of realism, according to which an artwork can be compared with
the “real” motive it is set out to represent, cannot be upheld. Neither
“reality as it really is” can be documented, nor can there be any direct
connection between the past beyond human knowledge and the history
written by human beings, because since we have no access to that kind
of past we cannot claim that history could represent it. This epistemological break between the “real world” on the one side and human
knowledge on the other is in the film illustrated by the photojournalist
who suddenly rejects his earlier belief that he could objectively document reality by photographing it. Instead of his previous understanding
of his work — from a neutral position he would transmit knowledge
from one end of the world to another through his photographs — he
suddenly realises that there is no such neutral position and that he is
always taking active part in any situation in which he may find himself.
In the film, a key line marks out this shift in his understanding of the
means of photography and of the notion of photographic realism. Aleks
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says: “I killed. I took sides. My camera killed a man”, thus indicating
that his notion of a neutral ground from which he used to take his photographs cannot be uphold anymore. As has already been noted, Aleks
has decided to quit his job as a photojournalist after a traumatic experience in Bosnia sometime in 1992-93. According to the story told in the
film, Aleks got friendly with a militiaman and complained to him that
nothing interesting happened. The militiaman then randomly picked one
of the prisoners he was set out to guard and shot him on the spot.
Meanwhile, Aleks photographed the event. Thereafter Aleks drew the
conclusion that it was actually he who had killed a man with his camera
and he blamed his earlier naivety for having caused the entire incident.
On the bases of this conclusion he decided to stop working as a photographer. Apparently, he has at the same time given up his belief that reality can be documented through the means of photographic realism. This
shift in Aleks’ world-view signifies, furthermore, that the whole notion of
realism should be reconsidered.
This latter conclusion could also be directly ascribed to the writer/director Manchevski, because in Before the Rain he is actually playing a small
but significant role: the prisoner being shot in front of the camera.12
With this Hitchcockian manoeuvre, Manchevski has more than just made
an ironic remark to the theory of “the death of the author”. To the film
he has added a self-reflective remark — he is writing the script and
shooting the film within a concrete context and he, no lesser than his
imagined character Aleks, can find a neutral position from which he
could objectively describe the situation. Instead, Manchevski has visually
stated the moral of the film: that there is no neutral spot outside the
temporal stream of events from which reality could be documented,
hence the groundwork for both the notions of photographic realism and
of conventional historical writing (the attempt to represent the unmodified past in the present) has collapsed. With this condition as point of
departure, new conventions for the understanding of past and present
realities have to be constructed.
This general conclusion is underlined by the composition of the film’s
diegesis. As has been pointed out, the story of Before the Rain is not
told according to a conventional linear plot. However, when scrutinised
closely, the plot-line is not even circular. Although the scenes in the
beginning and in the end of the film to a high degree resemble one
another, they are far from being identical. It is not just that the cameraangles have been modified, but the monologue held by the elderly monk
has also been substantially changed.
The film begins with the scene in which Kiril is shown picking tomatoes.
Suddenly he kills an insect that had bitten his neck. Then the elderly
monk says: “It will be rain. The gadflies bite.” Thereafter he looks to the
horizon and continues: “Over there, it is already raining.” When returning to the monastery together, a distant sound that could be either
thunder or canon-blasts can be heard. The elderly monk says: “There is
a smell of rain. The thunder always makes me twitch. I fear that they
will start shooting also here.” Some playing children are shown, and the
monk says: “Children… Time never dies. The circle is not round.” The
children, however, have built a circle of pegs and weed, and they set
this circle on fire.
The film ends with a similar scene, however shot from another cameraangle. This time the monk looks at the horizon and says: “It will be rain.
The gadflies bite. Over there, it is already raining.” Then he turns to Kiril
and continues: “Come on! Time does not wait… because the circle is not
round”. In the background, the viewer can see the girl, Zamira, running
towards the camera. The film ends with a shoot at the dead Aleks and
the first drops of rain falling upon him.13
The difference between these two scenes may be considered subtle, but
is however distinct. Especially the difference between the two lines
“Time never dies. The circle is not round.” and “Time does not wait…
because the circle is not round” clearly indicates that Manchevski did not

intend to create a circular narration. Rather, these lines point out that he
wanted to problematise the notion of time and temporality within the
diegesis of the film. That Manchevski consciously has used the film to
problematise time and narration is refrained once more in the film’s middle sequence. In a scene from the London episode the viewer is
exposed to the following graffiti: “Time never dies/the circle/is not
round”.
So, when examined closely, the plot proves to be neither linear nor
round. Instead, the film produces a diegesis in which the presence of
time is always underlined precisely because the chronology of the story
is constantly undermined by the plot, and in turn causality is short-circuited throughout the diegesis. Therefore, this film can be said to have
been made in an attempt to consciously challenge the tendency in conventional moviemaking to let the plot coincide with the story in order to
help the audience experience the “reality-effect” that would confirm the
conventional notion of realism. Furthermore, this film is obviously composed in a deliberate attempt to challenge the idea that historical writing could be a sort of documentation of the past “as it really was” produced from some presupposed neutral position beyond temporality.
RAIN AND WAR
Basically, Before the Rain is not set out to be a realistic film, but a
tragedy. The experience he has made in Bosnia has taught Aleks, as it
has taught most people in the 1990s, that there are no clear-cut and
easy solutions to this kind of conflicts. Above all, there exists no neutral
position outside the conflict from which one could objectively document
and rationally solve it. “You have to take sides against war”, Anne tells
Aleks in London. But to make war against war itself is, however, a paradoxical undertaking. The traumatised Aleks responds that “War is normality and peace the exception”. Therefore, Aleks conclusion is that one
has to take sides within war, but still the same he refuses to line up
behind either one of the conflicting parties. Squeezed between the
insight that he has to participate, but at the same time unwilling to do
so, Aleks seems doomed to disaster.
As has been noted in the beginning of this essay, Manchevski made
Before the Rain in order to work out the tense atmosphere he had
experienced in Skopje in 1991. In the face of the wars between first
Slovenia and Yugoslavia and thereafter Croatia and Yugoslavia, also
Macedonia seemed to be endangered. In a situation of repressed hostility, when a majority of people expect and calculate with war in a foreseeable near future, can such an escalation of violence be stopped and
de-escalated? Can a war be fought against the notion of war, so that the
outbreak of expected violence and bloodshed could be inhibited? Most
possibly, Manchevski conceived and made his film with the direct aim of
counter-acting tendencies that could unleash armed conflicts and war in
Macedonia the film. Nevertheless, Manchevski has confirmed that he
made active use of Shakespearean tragedies when conceiving the script:
themes from Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet, and Hamlet have been woven
into the manuscript.14 The point to be underlined is that the film is made
as a classic tragedy and not as a modern realistic drama. That being the
case, after having seen the film, the viewers would then not be supposed to intellectually recognise their own everyday reality, but to have
an experience of catharsis: a feeling of purification and relief after having confronted an existential dilemma and having had this dilemma conceptualised. In an interview from early 1995, Manchevski has said that
some people in Macedonia complained after having seen the film:
“Some people said, ‘We don’t all live in run-down villages, we also drive
Mercedes cars. Why didn’t you show that?’ But most of them read the
film just as I wanted them to, which is as a warning.”15 But a warning
against what?
When making sense out of this film, it is tempting to see the diegetic
symbol “rain” as a metaphor for war. The title of the film would then be
read “Before the War”, and the film would warn that war could soon

strike down on Macedonia, like it had already hit other parts of former
Yugoslavia. For example, the lines uttered by the elderly monk in the
beginning of the film points clearly in that direction. Nevertheless, the
metaphoric does not run as smoothly as that. When Kiril dreams that
Zamira is smilingly standing by his bed, it is raining. But when Zamira
actually stands by his bed, she is not smiling but hunted and frightened,
and it is not raining. Later in the film, Aleks dreams that Hana enter his
room and start, smilingly, to undress. At the same time, the falling rain
can be seen through the window. But then again, when Hana really
enters his room she is frightened and worried. At that time, no rain can
be seen through the window. Here, “rain” appears to be not just a
metaphor for war, but also for sexual fantasy, especially male ones.
Furthermore, the complexity and the ambiguity around the usage of the
diegetic symbol “rain” in the film is also singled out through the strophe
by Mesa Selimonovic that opens the film: “With a shriek birds flee
across the black sky, / people are silent, my blood aces from waiting.”
With what would this frustrating waiting end? Would the relief come
with ending of passivity and the outbreak of the awaited war?
After having seen the film Before the Rain, one would be disposed to
answer this last question with a clear “No!”. Even if an outbreak of violent action would disperse the tense atmosphere of frustrating passivity
and therefore initially be perceived as a relief, it would rapidly prove
itself to something more hideous than the earlier condition. Therefore,
when the film was made within a discourse of escalating violence, and
when its purpose was to de-escalate this tendency from within the discourse, then its means would not be to simply reflect the present condition but to present a substitution for the awaited eruption. In that case
the means of conventional modern realism would not be sufficient and
therefore it is not surprising that Manchevski has chosen to make a classical tragedy.

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
In the beginning of this essay I remarked that the scene in which Hana
asks Aleks for help puts forward a complex cluster of questions: Who
are we? What can we know? What shall we do? The intricate connection
within this set of question is emphasised by the fact that one cannot
answer one of them without first having at least a tentative answer to
the other two. Still the same, for a long time there has been a trend
within Western thought that these questions could be separated from
one another and answered independently. This latter expectation can be
said to format a tragic aspect in modern science. At least since the days
of Descartes’ philosophic endeavour modern science has been concentrating on the second of these three questions while taken the answer th
of the other two for granted. As is well known, however, during the 20
century, not just this Cartesian philosophy but also Kant’s critique of it
has been put into question. When Descartes problematised knowledge
after having tentatively stated who we are and what we shall do, Kant
criticised that project by re-raising the question “What shall we do?”.
However, Kant took his point of departure in a tentative answer to the
question “What can we know?” but was later apparently deeply surprised by the profundity of the question “Who are we?”. Typically, in vain
the ageing Kant wrestled this last question in his writings on anthropology and he died without having it answered. Now, it can safely be said
that after Kant and especially during this last century the question “Who
are we?” has been troubling modern science on a profound level. It can
also be said that the hope that the valid answer to this one question
would provide us with knowledge of our “identity” has been scattered. If
we would claim to know our “identity” then we most first have
answered the question “What can we know?”. But the answer to that
latter question presuppose that the question “Who are we?” — the
“identity-question” — has already been answered. And if we accept that
answers to these two questions mutually determine one another, then
“What shall we do?”. However, answering this last question in a rational
fashion requires that the previous two questions have been already
answered. As rational beings we find ourselves trapped within a tragic
paradox. When trying to use science in order to liberate ourselves from
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this paradox, we discover instead that science has contrary to our
expectations brought us deeper into it. When discovering that we do not
know how we are, that we do not know what we mean by knowing, and
that we do not know what to do, then the tragic aspect of our undertaking becomes obvious.
Of course, the observation of this paradox and its challenge to rational
science is nothing new. In a way, Descartes’ science can be seen as a
reaction to Shakespeare’s dramatic works in the same manner as Plato’s
philosophy can be said to be a reaction to Sophocles’ tragedies — and
Plato’s condemnation of art in general and tragedies in particular is
notorious. Also, the fashion in which modern science has rejected art
and fiction — as well as so-called “post-modern” thinking — can also
only be called notorious.
With this background, the dissolution of old Yugoslavia at the close of
the 20th century has anew emphasised the questions “Who are we?”;
“What can we know?”; “What shall we do?”. Moreover, it has also underlined that answering these questions by simply proposing knowledge
about “identity” is not sufficient. Instead, we have to re-think our
answers to this set of questions. In this essay I have argued that the
film Before the Rain has been made as a conscious attempt to provoke
such a re-thinking. If this argument can be said to be valid, then the
film can be argued to be both an interesting historical document from
the 1990s, as well as a work of art that would have lasting value also in
the 21th century.
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APORIAS OF THE WAR STORY
by Antonio Monegal

This essay is devoted to a comparison of different approaches to the
narration of war. I do not consider all approaches, nor even the most
typical ones. Some of the examples I shall focus on are Spanish,
though they are discussed in an international context and in relation
to theoretical issues. The main Spanish examples are literary, but the
other central reference is a film, Before the Rain, directed by Milcho
Manchevski in 1994. I have chosen one of the very few twentiethcentury cases of a war outside of Spain that has produced responses
by Spanish writers – the conflict in former Yugoslavia – to draw the
parallels between one of these texts, Juan Goytisolo’s El sitio de los
sitios (1995), and Manchevski’s film. The main point of my argument
is that both the novel and the film illustrate the need to move away
from the epic representation of war, to avoid complicity with discourses which endow wars, and violence, with meaning. The narrative
poetics can thus be read as a commitment to a politics of representation that resists cooption by hegemonic explanations of the event,
particularly those of the media but also those of historiography. Both
works – that of Goytisolo and that of Manchevski – position themselves
at an intersection of discourses, allowing for fruitful discussion of the
interactions between history, literature, journalism, photography, film
and television in the representation of war.
The war story is ruled by a double and contradictory requirement: on the one hand, the need to tell, the ethical impetus of testimony, and, on the other, the impossibility of fully accounting for the
kind of1 chaotic and traumatic experience the phenomenon of war
entails. This ambivalent status is shared by narratives as different and
distant in form and function as Erich Maria Remarque’s All Quiet on
the Western Front (1929) and Kurt Vonnegut’s SlaughterhouseFive
(1966). Moreover, one of the oldest and most basic conventions of
such eyewitness accounts of war is that true knowledge of the
event can only come from experience. The idea is expressed, for
example, in the Chanson de Roland and echoed in David Jones’s First
World War narrative, In Parenthesis, which ends with a quote from
the French epic poem: ‘The geste says this and the man who was on
the field […] and who wrote the book […] the man who does not
know this has not understood anything’ (Jones 1963: 187).
We find the same concern in the words of a French soldier writing
about the First World War: ‘The man who has not understood with his
flesh cannot talk to you about it’. And in the words of a German soldier referring to the Second World War: ‘Those who haven’t lived
through the experience may sympathize as they read, the way one
sympathizes with the hero of a novel or a play, but they certainly 2
will never understand, as one cannot understand the unexplainable.’
The conflict inherent in this bearing witness to an unexplainable,
and often absurd, event is the subject of Tim O’Brien’s ‘How to tell a
true war story’, an insightful reflection on the limits and contradictions
of the war narration (O’Brien 1990: 7391). In this short fictionalized
essay, O’Brien returns to the concerns he has dealt with since his earlier books about his Vietnam experience, while the issues he develops apply to many other wars as well. In If I Die in a Combat Zone
(1973), O’Brien provides an answer to the question of the authority
of the eyewitness: ‘Can the foot soldier teach anything important
about war, merely for having been there? I think not. He can tell war
stories’ (O’Nan 1998: 46). And in ‘How to tell a true war story’ he discusses the problems involved in the telling of these stories, pointing
out the skewed perception of the event, the difficulty of separating
‘what happened from what seemed to happen’, the confusion and the
lack of verisimilitude of it all:
In many cases a true war story cannot be believed. If
you believe it, be skeptical. It is a question of credibility.
Often the crazy stuff is true and the normal stuff isn’t,
because the normal stuff is necessary to make you
believe the truly incredible craziness. In other cases you
can’t even tell a true war story. Sometimes it’s just

beyond telling. (O’Brien 1990: 79)
Thus, the need to be truthful which drives the telling becomes, paradoxically, an obstacle to be overcome, the limit of the impossible. It
cannot be understood too literally, precisely because of the kind of
event war is: ‘In war you lose your sense of the definite, hence your
sense of truth itself, and therefore it’s safe to say that in a true war
story nothing is ever absolutely true’ (O’Brien 1990: 88). While making claims to truth, the story retains its ambivalent status, as fiction
and event appear unavoidably intertwined in the telling.
In spite of all these difficulties and contradictions, the story is
told. Most people owe their knowledge of war, however inaccurate it
may be, not to experience but to representation, to indirect means.
For those of us who have not ‘been there’, horror is part of our reading of the images and texts that represent the violence and suffering
of war. It does not seem possible to approach and interpret such
texts without taking into account the fact that they refer to a
human experience. Nonetheless, there is an unbridgeable distance – in
Derridean terms, a différance – between experience and representation. The desire or the need to account for the experience of war
illustrates the tension between history and story, between reality and
fiction. Evelyn Hinz remarks that ‘of all types of literature, war literature seems the most resistant to the notion that literary texts are
autonomous constructs without any referential status or grounding
in reality’ (1990: vii).
Maybe we feel that there is something obscene in ignoring the
reality of death, that it is an offence inflicted upon the dead, as if
narrative responsibility were, in the case of the war story, accompanied by some form of moral responsibility.
The representation of war is a fundamental and foundational
act within our culture: Homer’s Iliad and the Trojan War inaugurate
simultaneously the epic tradition and an uninterrupted dialogue
between narrative discourse and armed conflict. The traffic between
history and literature goes both ways, because, suggests James
Tatum, ‘as wars pass from experience into memory, those who survive them as well as those who come long after them, shape their
own discoveries of war into patterns first to be found in Homer’
(1986: 16). The comment applies to epic poems and to novels, as well
as to historical accounts, to memoirs, and to the most basic of soldiers’ testimonies: diaries or letters. However, Homer does not have to
be a conscious model, and, particularly in the case of diaries and letters, most often it is not. According to Samuel Hynes:
The stories that men tell of war belong to a curious class of
writing. In most war narratives there is nothing to suggest
that the author is aware of any previous example: no quotations or allusions or imitations of earlier models, and no
evident knowledge of previous wars, or even of other theaters in the war that he is recalling. War writing, it
seems, is a genre without a tradition to the men who
write it. Still, it has a place among established literary
kinds: such writing, we might say, is something like travel
writing, something like autobiography, something like history. (1997: 45)
Hynes is clearly referring to war writing by soldiers based on firsthand experience. And he goes on to demonstrate that, although it
can be likened to several genres, war writing is different from all of
them: ‘If war narratives aren’t travel writing, aren’t autobiography,
aren’t history, what are they? Stories, first of all: responses to that
primal need we all have to tell and to hear individual experiences,
and so to understand our own lives and imagine the lives of others’
(Hynes 1997: 16). And when we move beyond the corpus selected
by Hynes to include fictional accounts, war poetry, historical documents and journalistic reports, it becomes even more evident that the
tradition of the war story can be traced across several genres. Also,
the referential status of the works is very often ambivalent. Much of
what is labelled as fiction is grounded in experience and historical
event. Conversely, even what historians call the ‘battle piece’, the
narrative depiction of documented combat, is a rhetorical exercise
that requires a lot of imaginative work. The same subject matter
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recurs in different formats, allowing for all sorts of interference
between fiction and testimony, so that the format is not indifferent to
our interpretation of the story and of the event.
Thus, what at first may look simply like a thematic common denominator for a wide variety of works, usually studied by several different disciplines, turns out to be a revealing vantage point for discussion of such fundamental theoretical issues as the relation between
reality and narrative, between literature and history, between verbal
narratives and other forms of representation, and between representation and ideology. And the ideological debate can be summarized as,
basically, the confrontation between epic and antiepic perspectives.
Just as we can say that war is one of the main driving forces in
history, so we can say that epic as a genre has preferred to narrate
of the course of history in terms of military exploits. But the view
we characterize as epic is ideologically biased, to the extent that it
glorifies heroism and other similar values. According to Evelyn Cobley,
the issue is ‘to problematize war narratives in relation to the ideologically specific ways in which modes of representation seek to make
sense of the war experience’ (1993: 15). This association between
mode of representation and ideology reveals the breach between the
event itself and a process of construction of meaning which wants to
be identified with truth.
This relationship between war and language – or, more accurately, between war and culture – affects not only those discourses
directly instrumental in facilitating the war effort, but also the general
cultural context that provides the interpretive framework which
endows war with meaning, sanctioning its occurrence. The epic thus
becomes one of the faces of military propaganda, in the sense that,
as Daniel Pick points out: ‘Battles do not necessarily begin when the
first shot is fired. The relationship between language and military
deeds must be reconceived. Words, ideas, images constitute the discursive support for military conflict; they should be understood not as
though they were mere froth without consequences, but as crucial
aspects of the destructive reality of violent conflict itself.’ (1993: 14)
War has framed and made possible two of the most traumatic
events in contemporary history: the Holocaust and the use of the
atomic bomb at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Both events are the object
of a continued theoretical debate that raises the question
of whether
3
the horror of these experiences can be represented. War however, in
itself a traumatic event, seems to be domesticated by the epic, as the
object of an old and highly conventional tradition of representation.
Hynes describes this domestication in terms of familiarity,
opposing personal narratives – which for him ‘bear witness’ while subverting expectations – to fictional accounts: ‘Those imaginary wars,
however vivid and violent they may be, are romances: they are war
turned into fictions, into shapely untruths. They feed out imaginations
with the big abstractions of war – Heroism, Fame, Valor, Glory; they
make death sentimental and battle melodramatic. Above all, they
make war familiar; they can’t not do it – the conventions of war in
art are simply too expected, too established, too dictatorial to elude’
(Hynes 1997: 30). The rules of genre imposed by the epic tradition
define a horizon of expectations that is so familiar as to make war
harmless and easy to assimilate. Even though one of the common
issues shared by war studies and Holocaust research is the view that
the horror of the event is beyond words, and even though one of
the most repeated topoi of war narratives is the statement that you
cannot understand unless you have been there, the epic story
promises a semblance
of historical knowledge embedded in an ideolog4
ical construct.
Whether in Troy or Bosnia, through film documentaries or photojournalism, memoirs or novels, the subject of war makes evident the
most contested aspects of mimesis. As Hinz notes, ‘Truth is the first
casualty of war’ (1997: ix). Writing war involves doing battle with
writing and reality, and requires the writer to confront the conflict
inherent in the difference between representation and experience. The
clash with reality is made evident in that – I quote from Hinz – ‘literature invariably distorts and domesticates the violent and irrational
nature of war’ (1997: vi). In other words, when we examine the tra-

dition of war representation we discover how the conventions of its
poetics constitute a system of rhetorical figuration which attempts to
contain – that is, accommodate and restrain – a chaotic experience
and subject it to an order that endows it with meaning. As Leo
Bersani and Ulysse Dutoit have shown in The Forms of Violence, narrative itself, as the driving force of the epic tradition and ‘the dominant mimetic strategy in our culture’ (1985: 42), is a means of making sense of violence:
Violence can be made intelligible through historical
accounts of the circumstances in which it occurs. Such
accounts, like almost all historical writing, are narrative in
that they elaborate story lines as a way of making sense
of experience. (1985: 4751)
The matter is not whether experience can or cannot be dismissed
altogether as a factor in the construction of meaning. What is at
stake is the – at least possible – irreducibility of experience to discourse, and at the same time the fact that experience is always communicated in a mediated form. It is at the moment of representation
that the conventions governing the form itself take on an ideological
charge. This link between representation and ideology is formulated
by Bates in two concise statements: 1) ‘All war stories are implicitly
moral, just as they are implicitly political’ (1996: 264), and 2) ‘The
politics of a story is thus expressed as a poetics and can only be
experienced that way’ (1996: 216).
The recognition of the ideological implications of a repertoire of
representational resources forces us to address the issues not only in
terms of fictionality or truth, of faithfulness to historical events, but in
terms of rhetoricity and of the history of modes of representation.
This also means that any opposition between a politically committed
version of cultural studies and a purely theoretical concern with the
rhetoricity of the discourses is a false one, as what we read, and
what we read into something, is inseparable from how we read. We
need to pay close attention to modes of indirect statement as ways
of transgressing epic conventions. For example, one could say,
aporetically, that in Guernica allegory enables Picasso to convey the
meaninglessness of war. From this point of view, according to Daniel
Pick: ‘The most productive accounts of war, it seems to me, are
those which recognize, precisely, the unavoidable roughness of the
outcome, the lacunae, the inconsistencies of the execution, the questionable nature of the very enterprise to encompass war in writing’
(1993: 10). One way of undermining the possibility of assigning an
epic meaning to the war story is to deconstruct its narrative structure, making it impossible to make sense of the story in a logical or
teleological way.
My choice of examples is determined by their use of this strategy. Some of the most successful and provocative accounts of the
Balkan conflict have been provided by films that do not show the war
as such, rejecting the powerful impulse toward increasingly realistic
depictions of military exploits and catastrophes that characterize even
such supposedly antiwar movies as Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan
(1998). Milcho Manchevski’s Before the Rain (1994) is among a series
of outstanding films which choose indirect statement as the means of
representing the war in former Yugoslavia. The list also includes Theo
Angelopoulos’s Ulysses’ Gaze (1995), Emir Kusturica’s Underground
(1995), and JeanLuc Godard’s For Ever Mozart (1996). Before the
Rain is not about the war in Bosnia, but about ethnic struggle in a
village in Macedonia, where in fact in 1994 there had been no war.
Thus, this imaginary or potential war – the war to come, like the rain
about to fall throughout the film – signifies the actual civil war nearby. In other words, indirect statement – poetic figuration
– is the resource chosen to allow a distancing from the representation of the historical event, in order to address the issues of violence
and conflict from a broader perspective.
The connection of the Balkan struggle with other wars and with
a wider European context is achieved in the film by using London as
the setting where the whole middle section takes place. And also
through the character of Aleksander, the tormented, PulitzerPrizewinning war photographer, who resigns from his job with a British

agency, leaves his British lover, Anne, and returns to his home village
in Macedonia. Violence becomes present in London when a Serbian
gunman shoots indiscriminately at the people in a restaurant, killing
Anne’s husband. This middle section is entitled ‘Faces’ and, through the
photographs in the agency, shows us the faces of war and its victims around the world. The reference to journalism is very revealing,
as it matches a trend in recent war narratives. The war correspondent, who nowadays is a key mediator of our information on wars,
has become the preferred focalizing agent of the narrative in both fictional and nonfictional accounts, replacing the soldier and the victim
as eyewitness. The journalist very often takes over the role of hero
of a new kind of epic that has as its object not the fighting but the
telling. The most recent example is Elie Chouraqui’s Harrison’s Flowers
(2000), about a woman who rescues her husband, another PulitzerPrizewinning photographer, from behind the front lines at the beginning of the war in Croatia.
The first section of Before the Rain is entitled ‘Words’ and tells
the story of a young Orthodox monk under a vote of silence, Kiril,
who protects an Albanian Muslim girl, Zamira, accused of killing a
Christian shepherd. He is expelled from the monastery and she ends
up being killed by her own brother when she tries to run away with
Kiril. The third section, ‘Pictures’, tells the story of Aleksander’s return
to the village, his attempt to break through the barrier that separates
the Macedonian and Albanian communities to see a former Muslim
girlfriend, Hanna, who is Zamira’s mother, his effort to protect Zamira
from his fellow Christians after she is accused of killing his own
cousin, and Aleksander’s death by another cousin of his.
It is obvious that the film has a symmetrical structure, with the
two murders within a family mirroring each other. But the really fascinating thing about this symmetry is the way in which it produces a
logical incompatibility, an aporia.
The film ends with Zamira running away towards the monastery, and
with a return to the first scene of the film, showing Kiril and an older
monk who repeats the same words he uttered at the beginning: ‘Time
never dies. The circle is not round’. Then we see the body of
Aleksander under the rain with circles of blood on his shirt.
The suggestion of a circular structure to the film, which ends
the way it began, is undermined by these enigmatic words – ‘Time
never dies. The circle is not round.’ – which also appear written on a
London wall in the middle section. But it is also further undermined by
a few breaches in temporal continuity that do not allow us to explain
the circular structure simply as a nonchronological arrangement of
the narrative sequence.
In the first section, Anne, the British woman, is inexplicably present at a double funeral in the village, during which we see Kiril running across the mountain in the background, while he is already hiding Zamira. The viewer cannot know at this point that it is the funeral
of Aleksander and his cousin, and it is very difficult to work this out
even in retrospect, as we barely see the faces of the bodies. In the
second section, Ann looks at pictures of Kiril next to the dead body
of Zamira, and receives a phone call for Aleksander, who is about to
leave London, from Kiril, who happens to be his nephew.
If we put all of this together, we realize it is impossible to
rearrange the temporal sequence in any meaningful way. The last section cannot be placed first in the chronology as it necessarily follows
the second one, Aleksander’s departure from London. The second section cannot precede the first one because it includes pictures of
Zamira’s death, but Anne’s presence at Aleksander’s funeral would
place the first section after the third one. These incompatible elements
produce a logical impossibility that prevents the film from achieving
closure. What has in fact happened is that the structure of the film
contradicts the monk’s words: in the film, time has been killed by
making the circle perfectly round and thus aporetic: section two follows section one, section three follows
section two, section one follows
5
section three, and so on and on…. The chronological time of history,
the linear time of epic narratives, has been defeated by the circularity
of the poetic time of the film. There is no closure, no conclusion, and
thus no meaning is given to violence and conflict.

Before writing the novel El sitio de los sitios about the siege of
Sarajevo, Juan Goytisolo published Cuaderno de Sarajevo, an account
of his visit in the summer of 1993, in response to an invitation by
Susan Sontag who was staging Waiting for Godot in the besieged city.
Cuaderno is the journal of a noncombatant traveller,
so it shares
6
some of the generic traits of travel literature. But at the same time it
can be read as journalism since these chronicles were originally published in the newspaper El País. Although this testimony is an expression of the social responsibility of the intellectual, which since Zola has
its own tradition and institutional framework, we cannot ignore the
role played by the media.
I have already mentioned the current function of the journalist as
privileged eyewitness and mediator of war. It is thus not surprising
that two other Spanish books about the war in former Yugoslavia
should be based on the experience of journalists: Arturo PérezReverte’s Territorio comanche and Julio Fuentes’s Sarajevo: Juicio final.
Strictly speaking, these are both novels, fictionalized accounts of the
war, although they both claim the authority of experience and employ
the resources of autobiographical discourse. Territorio comanche
appears to be more directly based on fact, and most of the people
named are easily recognizable by the reader as actual participants in
the historical events or as wellknown journalists. Even PérezReverte
himself is mentioned, but the thirdperson narration is focalized
through a fictional character, Barlés, who is the thinly disguised alter
ego of the author.
Territorio comanche is an epic narrative but it is the epic of the
journalist: of the courage, toughness and adventures of veterans of
many wars. And it is presented as a decidedly male epic: 7even the
women reporters are described in terms of male attributes. Not much
is said about the viewpoints of the fighters and victims, or about the
historical and political circumstances of the war. PérezReverte is in
fact writing about the war in Croatia, but it does not actually matter
since Barlés himself states in a lecture to journalism students that all
wars are the same: ‘desde Troya a Mostar,
o Sarajevo, siempre la
8
misma guerra’ (PérezReverte 1997: 83).
Sarajevo: Juicio final is also the story of a journalist, in this
case a firstperson narrative. It claims for itself the most truthful status: ‘Este libro no es una de aquellas pesadillas que te proyectaban la
realidad sin cambiarle una coma. Es la realidad. Mi visión de la guerra,
el amor y la muerte en el interior del cerco, construida con los materiales más profundos
y duraderos de mi memoria y mi experiencia’
9
(Fuentes 1997: 11). But in fact his account is highly fictionalized, and,
although the journalist is the narrator, the novel resorts to the conventional device of narrating the experience of the siege through the
romance between 10a young militiaman and a woman who is the journalist’s interpreter.
Although the books by PérezReverte and Fuentes exemplify
fairly standard ways of addressing the subject of war, they are doubly symptomatic in their representation of the outsider’s view, as journalist and as foreigner, of an alien conflict. As such, they provide an
interesting contrast with Goytisolo’s approach to the problem, both as
it affects his position as author and narrator, and in relation to the
ways in which he exposes and explores the limits of his own writing.
Cuaderno de Sarajevo relates immediate facts about the conflict
to themes that have concerned Goytisolo for a long time: international passivity is compared with the nonintervention policy during the
Spanish Civil War, which favoured Franco then as it did the Serbs later; the strategy of ethnic cleansing is associated with the old persecution of Muslims and Jews in Spain, and with the recent wave of
racism spreading throughout Europe. For Goytisolo, behind the figures
of murders, rapes, and tortures there lurks ‘la memoria del horror’
(1993: 43). Opposed to this memory is the killing of memory, what
Goytisolo calls ‘memoricidio’ (1993: 556): the cultural genocide symbolized by the destruction of the Sarajevo National Library. Thus the
book’s testimony implies a double fight against oblivion: the act of
writing is an attempt to give voice both to the present horror and to
the legacy of the past.
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This writing nevertheless reveals itself as insufficient. For a
start, it is limited by its point of view: it is the testimony of a passing
foreigner who has not suffered the experience narrated and who narrates it from the outside. The book consequently needs to incorporate other voices and testimonies, and thus there are abundant quotes
from journalists, politicians and victims. As if this proliferation were
not sufficient to document the facts, the text also overflows its margins by means of glosses and commentaries in the author’s handwriting (reproduced in facsimile) as well as photographs with their own captions. Autobiography is fused with autograph and with photograph as
modes of documenting the truth and of testimonial responsibility; but
this inscription of the author within 11
the text reveals even more clearly
his position outside the experience.
The insufficiency of the testimony in Cuaderno de Sarajevo is
confirmed by the novel El sitio de los sitios, which represents
12
Goytisolo’s engagement with an ongoing challenge. In an interview
printed in El País on 4 December 1995 and included in Cuaderno de
Sarajevo, Goytisolo explains: ‘Después de Cuaderno de Sarajevo,
después de numerosos artículos, reportajes y películas desde y sobre
la ciudad sitiada [...] comprendo que sólo la ficción me podía curar,
que sólo desde una ficción extrema podía exorcisar la pesadilla’ (1995:
8). This concept of extreme fiction has a specific meaning here. El
sitio de los sitios is a text ruled by indeterminacy and undecidability, in
which any possibility of clinging to a truthful or epic narration of war
is violently called into question.
It is a novel in which the author writes his own death, inscribed
in the book through the death in Sarajevo of a character who shares
the initials J.G. with the author but whose identity is a mystery. The
novel’s strategy recalls Maurice Blanchot’s view, in his essay The
Writing of the Disaster, of the disintegration of the subject of knowledge, who appears fragmented as an effect of the violence of the
traumatic experience: ‘To think the way one dies: without purpose,
without power, without unity’ (1986: 39). The identification of thought
and writing with death is, according to Blanchot, the only way to
confront the experience of disaster, making it equivalent to the experience of writing: ‘Writing is per se already (it is still) violence: the
rupture there is in each fragment, the break, the splitting, the tearing
of the shred – acute singularity, steely point. And yet, this combat is,
for patience, debate’ (1986: 46). Blanchot’s metaphors evoke the battle inherent in the process of apprehending and communicating an
experience that is irreducible to language.
The starting point of the story is the alleged death of J.G. –
the alleged initials of an allegedly Spanish traveller – in a room of the
hotel H.I. in the besieged city of S.: thinly disguised references to
the Holiday Inn in Sarajevo. The scene begins with the traveller watching from his hotel window a woman who crosses the street, ducking
to avoid the snipers’ gunfire, and ends with an explosion. A Spanish
commander with the UN forces sent to investigate discovers that the
corpse has disappeared, but finds among his belongings two manuscripts in Spanish: a book of poems with a homoerotic content, bearing the initials J.G., and a collection of four stories in the third person, which make reference to the siege of a district inhabited by
immigrants in a city that, although it is not named, we easily identify
as Paris. Later a fifth story is found which, according the commander,
‘correspondía palabra por palabra al contenido de las primeras páginas del presente libro’ (1995: 60). How could the mysterious J.G. have
written his own death?, asks the commander. And how can the
commander know the content of this book in which he figures?, asks
the reader.
The novel is constructed as an intricate jigsaw of sites, viewpoints
and narrators, which the texts itself identifies, following Bahktin, as a
‘polifonía de voces’ (1995: 122). There are numerous textual sources
for the multiple discourses woven into the novel’s fabric: short stories,
erotic and mystical poems, letters, dream sequences; these seldom
refer directly to the actual fighting. El sitio de los sitios is thus a
labyrinth of fragmented subjectivities. Goytisolo circles around the disaster, writing from its margins and on its margins
– as he did in the Cuaderno. The characters’ participation in the

process of dissemination of discourses is part of the fight of the
besieged city’s inhabitants: ‘Víctimas de la brutalidad de la Historia,
nos vengábamos de ella con nuestras historias, tejidas de ocultaciones, textos interpolados, lances fingidos: tal es el poder mirífico de
la literatura’ (1995: 155).
The confusion thus generated ends up affecting the very same
people responsible for it, who seemingly control the ‘authorship’ of the
text. A series of crossings and overlappings, of motifs inexplicably
repeated across texts from different and distant origins and sources
provoke doubts about who wrote them. Any explanation of the
sequence of events is called into question by the process of dispersion and contamination of the various texts, to the point that the
characters themselves become aware of their own unreality, particularly when a different version of the poems by J.G. and the five short
stories appears in a flea market. Nobody seems to control the narrative, as it is war itself that writes:
¿No es verdad increíble que todos seamos a la vez investigadores, cuentistas, poetas, falsarios y manipuladores de
textos? ¿Cómo explicar racionalmente ese cúmulo de coincidencias sino por el hecho de que, víctimas de un asedio
que años atrás hubiéramos juzgado impensable, nos hemos
convertido en personajes de una Historia impuesta?
¡Alguien
– los señores de la guerra y sus cómplices – escribe el
argumento y nos maneja como títeres desde su atalaya!
¡La realidad se ha transmutado en ficción: el cuento de
horror de nuestra existencia diaria! (1995: 162)
The writing of the disaster, following Blanchot, is not only what is written about the disaster but also what the disaster writes: the inscription of disaster on our culture, its imprint, its trace, and its memory.
And what Blanchot suggests is that the disaster describes, unwrites
(1986: 7), because its discourse challenges the capacity of writing to
register it, and that of the subject to make sense of it, while at the
same time the disaster cannot be left unsaid, it must be accounted for.
There is a desire to tell, a desire to write, a desire to know, but it
is a knowledge that does not lead to a truth: ‘when knowledge is no
longer a knowledge of truth, it is then that knowledge starts’
(Blanchot 1986: 43).
Goytisolo resorts to the fictionalization of a very real war in
order to fight against its reality. The last chapter, narrated by the socalled ‘compiler’, returns to the initial scene: the traveller’s gaze from
the hotel window focuses on a woman crossing the street, only now
she is the one who dies from a sniper’s shot. A ‘Nota del autor’ follows the account:
Con mediano valor y algunos puntos de civismo, el
escritor estuvo dos veces en Sarajevo durante los peores
días del cerco: el horror e indignación de cuanto vio le
consumen aún y tuvo que recurrir a la ficción para huir y
curarse de las imágenes que a su vez le asediaban. Tal es
el poder de la literatura.
Pero el sitio continúa y trescientas mil personas siguen atrapadas
en la otrora hermosa ciudad sin ninguna posibilidad de huida ni
curación a la vista. Tal es el límite de la literatura. (1995: 183)
Two sieges, that of the city and that suffered by the writer,
and a dividing line between both, a frontier between an inside
and an outside of the siege, which also divides reality and literature. El sitio de los sitios signifies that siege and that limit,
thanks to the proliferation of its meanings. The novel’s title itself
has multiple meanings, hinging on the various senses of the
word ‘sitio’: it can be read as the siege of sieges or the site of
sites; it is, as a metaphor, a centre of condensation and multiplication of meaning. The novel thus becomes the site of the
siege of reality by writing: going round in circles, disseminating
its discourses, without providing the reader with a conclusion,
without closure. It is this circular organization and lack of closure that allow for a comparison between Goytisolo’s novel and
Manchevski’s film. Manchevski uses Macedonia as the background against which to signify all the violence in the Balkans

and uses London as a European counterpart. Goytisolo resorts to
a siege in Paris as a metaphor of the siege of Sarajevo, while
Sarajevo itself has become, like Guernica, a metaphor of other
places and other conflicts. More names and stories, and different ways of telling them, to be added to that long tradition
that began at Troy, which is also the siege of sieges and the
site of sites: the siege and site that founds all war stories.

Notes
1) On the ethical dimension of autobiographical discourse, with some theoretical
insights that are
very relevant to the issues addressed here, see Loureiro (2000: 130).
2) These statements on ‘being there’ have been collected by Samuel Hynes (1997: 12).
3) For a review of some of the theoretical issues involved in the writing of the
Holocaust, see LaCapra (1994) and Bartov (1996, 2000).
4) In reference to First World War narratives, Cobley states: ‘The impulse to “set
down what can be remembered” is complicated not only by the possible distortions
of memory but even more seriously by the recognition that the horrors of mass
slaughter were ultimately beyond words’ (1993: 6).
5) One could apply to Before the Rain the title of another film about the war in
Bosnia: The Perfect Circle (1996), directed by Ademir Kenovic.
6) Peter Handke’s Eine winterliche Reise zu den Flüssen Donau, Save, Morawa und
Drina is also a travel journal but to the other side of the front lines and with the
opposite political message to that of Goytisolo’s book. The second part of each
book’s title is explicit: that of Handke reads Justice for Serbia, while that of
Goytisolo is Anotaciones de un viaje a la barbarie.
7) Territorio comanche was made into a film in 1997, directed by Gerardo Herrero. A
female protagonist was added to make it more commercial.
8) His badboy attitude also applies to his view of intellectuals. There is even a reference to Susan Sontag staging Waiting for Godot in Sarajevo. Barlés refuses to interview her and comments: ‘Mandad a un redactor de Cultura, había dicho. O mejor a
un intelectual comprometido. Yo soy un hijo de puta y sólo me la ponen dura la
guerra y la vorágine’ (PérezReverte 1997: 104).
9) Julio Fuentes was recently killed in the war in Afghanistan.
10) The most striking feature of Sarajevo: Juicio final is paratextual: a publicity blurb
by PérezReverte reproduced on the cover of the book which summarizes the issue of
the eyewitness’s narrative authority: ‘No me sorprende que Julio Fuentes haya
escrito este libro duro, real, excelente y sensible. Vivió meses y meses en Sarajevo
como un drogado de la Guerra. Tenía esa mirada inconfundible de quien ha visto
cosas que nadie debería ver nunca.’
11) Goytisolo explains how he got to hate the bulletproof vest he was forced to
wear as a condition of his being allowed to travel to Sarajevo by the UN forces. The
vest set him apart from the rest of the victims of the siege (1993: 1034).
12) Cristina MoreirasMenor has analysed this novel from a different perspective,
focusing on the connection between racism and violence.
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LIVING/RELIVING
BEFORE THE RAIN
by Thomas Woodard

Though the camera doesn’t lie, it cannot make us see truth, which is
invisible. Truth is living.
And how could movie reviews tell the truth? (If one picture is worth
a thousand words, what can 500 do?)
In any case, movie reviews don’t view, much less re-view or preview, films: they are merely lines of print pretending to transmute two
hours of images that seem to move into 500 words that seem to boil
down to a single definitive judgement such as, “this is a good (or bad)
movie”, “you’ll like (or hate) it”, “it’s worth seeing (or a waste of time),
because it has these strong (or weak) points”.
The above paragraphs, though, are not the preface to a movie
review (with its multiple social and commercial functions), but to verbal
reflections on a few aspects of Before the Rain (1994) - that is, a piece
of writing, which, just like a review, can bear no immediate, direct, or
simple resemblance to the film itself.

evolving, until the film ends and we realize we have participated in the
creation of a whole work titled “Before the Rain” which is now complete.
But which is not complete, because we must still live with it, relive it,
remember it, reflect on it, and try to make our experience of its disruptive fragments coherent. If we want meaning...
In other words, at the end of this movie we realize it doesn’t for a
static triptych, visible all at once, or intelligible as a unified whole. It is a
picture in motion, and still going on in us. This results in part from the
way the action comes back around to its beginning and starts over
again in the monastery garden with the two monks in their one-sided
conversation about when rain will finally break the drought. At the same
time, we realize we haven’t understood what sort of motion picture we
were watching while its riveting action was unwinding. We assumed that
its events, however jolting or even irrational, were taking place in a
rationally comprehensible universe. So the ending of this drama about
the irruption of violence in the midst of the most secure human environments - pastoral landscapes, tight-knit extended-family communities,
posh urban restaurants, monastic enclaves - is itself a violent blow to
one of our most tightly clutched assumptions about the world, namely
that it drives forward in time along a one-way street.
Before the Rain - as the first word of its title ostensibly takes for
granted - proceeds as if obeying the laws of objective, linear “chronology”, only to explode both that time and that logic. Meanwhile, its main
characters are a photographer who renounces photography and a monk
who breaks his vows.
During Before the Rain we viewers become caught up in what initially seems merely a local Balkan vendetta, but which, like the Balkan
episode which precipitated World War I, eventually extends as far as
England (the enraged Serbian spraying bullets around in a restaurant for
no reason we can understand), and finally goes beyond the level of individuals and nations to undermine our faith in universal temporality and
hence in the logic of cause and effect. In the last analysis, after much
uncomfortable reflection, we are forced to question our usual conception
of history: both as the avenue leading toward the fulfillment of human
hopes, and as a cosy prison, a confining, secure framework, within
which we must work out our personal and collective destinies. The
result of the film may be that we glimpse a hope of healing historical
trauma while we also feel trapped in an unending, tragic cycle.
Caught up from early on in suspense and in a fast unfolding of
unpredictable yet inexorable events, we take the sequence of scenes as
simply chronological throughout Part 1. Part 2 then jumps abruptly in
space and in its social and psychological setting. As for its setting in
time, this is not explicit, but we assume it is later than the end of Part
1, and this is confirmed when we see still photos of the young ex-monk
sitting on his suitcase beside the dead body of the young girl he left the
monastery on account of - photos which must have been snapped within minutes after the final image of Part 1. Next, we hear his voice telephoning London from Macedonia in search of his uncle Aleksandar who
is just leaving England to return to Macedonia. So far so good: Part 2
follows Part 1, then Part 3 follows Part 2. Only at the end of Part 3 do
we see that Aleksandar was killed on account of the young girl, Zamira,
as she began her flight from two mutually antagonistic local groups of
assassins. Aleksandar is “therefore” dead before Zamira seeks sanctuary
in the monastery, before Kiril conceals her presence, and of course
before she is killed. “Therefore”, Aleksandar is shot before he appears in
London and hence before he returns to Macedonia where he is shot.
Finally, we realize we have seen his dead body in a coffin early in Part 1
at the rural funeral (actually a double funeral for the two cousins)
attended also by Anne, his English lover whom he asks to elope with
him in Part 2. Chrono-logical impossibilities. But there are more. In Part
3, Anne tries to reach Aleksandar by long distance from London. This is
after her husband’s death and after she has already seen the photos of
the dead Zamira. Her call is received in Macedonia during preparations
for the wedding which takes place simultaneous with the killing of
Aleksandar when he tries to save Zamira. At this moment, Zamira is
“thus” both dead and alive.
So are one or other of the Parts simply flashbacks? This desperate
attempt to preserve chrono-logic gets washed away by Before the Rain.

LIVING/RE
BEFORE TH

***
Written and directed by Milcho Manchevski, a Macedonian who has
lived in New York; internationally produced (Macedonia, France, UK);
and with its three leading roles assigned to actors of three different
nationalities and three different native languages - an English actress as
Anne, English, who can get by in French; a French actor as Kiril, a
young Macedonian monk who also knows some French; and a
Yugoslavian actor playing Aleksandar Kirkov, a polyglot character speaking English, Macedonian, and Albanian, plus probably other languages and including on its sound track Macedonian, Albanian and Serbian, as
well as English and snatches of French and German - Before the Rain
confronts us throughout with cultural, ethnic, and linguistic barriers
which cut people off from one another in miscommunication or antagonism yet which love or compassion can instantaneously bring crashing
to the ground.
After introducing itself as “a tale in three parts”, the movie eventually numbers and names each part. The first is “Words”. More basic than
the various languages that distinguish communities is the human capacity to speak or remain silent. The first character appearing in the film
has in fact taken a vow of silence, and his later disavowal of silence is a
major turn in the drama. But words are not only chosen or avoided by
the characters inside the story: they are an element of the film itself.
They appear visually in two lines of verse before the credits (“my blood
aches from waiting...”), in the title and credits, and in its opening
announcement of itself as a story; they appear audibly. In this way,
words are fundamental to Before the Rain - on its first frames, in its
script and throughout its action. In the beginning were the words. The
title of the first part thus evokes a Christian text and the Christian motif
of the Word of God. First episode in the movie: a monastic garden, with
two Eastern Orthodox Catholic monks, the older one garrulous, carrying
on a what he refers to as a “one-sided conversation” with the silent Kiril.
This episode, which begins without spoken words, dwelling on Kiril’s
work picking tomatoes, ends with the older monk remarking on the vast
magnificent landscape (and seascape) surrounding them: “this heavenly
beauty merits words”.
Two other parts then complete the trinity. “Faces” suggests the characters in the drama, especially in close-ups, and the actors used in filming. “Pictures” calls attention to photography: still photos, the film’s own
frames and visual art, as well as Anne and Aleksandar’s profession.
Words are transpersonal public coin. Faces are personal yet publically visible. Pictures are physical objects made to be seen. This triptych
dissolves out into our experience as we live through the film, but equally, on reflection, back into people who created it with script, cameras,
and actors. Out of the trinity a unity emerges: the motion picture, the
composed work of art, and its impact on us. As we watch Before the
Rain, we experience words, faces, and pictures appearing, disappearing,
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It requires us to believe that the photo of Kiril beside the dead Zamira,
and Kiril’s call to London, and Anne’s call to Macedonia, are glitches,
bloopers, “minor oversights” on the part of the film’s director & writer,
plus its editor, producers, and entire crew. (Such is the position of Janet
Maslin writing for The New York Times, Feb. 24, 1995; also David
Denby, New York Magazine, March 13, 1995.)
Now there is no doubt that most of the events of Part 3 occur
“before” the opening sequences of Part 1. This is most poignantly and
artfully expressed in the evolution or devolution of the character who
shoots the cat on the monastery roof. In “Pictures” he is meekness itself
- a somewhat simple-minded animal lover (shown petting his donkey’s
head), who has never held a gun until Mitre puts one in his hands. He
appears to us in “Words”, however, wearing a baseball cap, hence
already with his fingers in the American pie, and soon reveals himself as
the most guncrazy hard-rocker of the whole wild bunch.
So why does Before the Rain not only circle back on itself in an
unending strip of film but take place outside the confines of the universally perceived and experienced human universe of one-way temporal
flow? If we trust that this film is grounded in a meaningful point of view
- however this takes off from common sense - we must endure, and try
to make sense out of, its explosion of narrative time logic.

observer” viewpoint of the man behind the camera and seeks out his
teenage beloved. Aleksandar thus tries to reverse time, return to his
own past; his character in the film begins to overlay Kiril’s (their names
are similar - Kirkov/Kiril); but both men end by sacrificing a facile vision
of salvation in their compassion for Zamira.
Each of these “tales” could be considered complete in itself. Within
each, common sense chronology prevails. Moreover, each strictly
adheres to the classical unities of time and place - the action unfolds
within a single delimited setting and duration. And each story has a
beginning, middle, and culminating denouement releasing tension and
leaving the viewer disturbed but satisfied. Thus each of these stories
could have existed as a short film, just as their individual characters
might seem autonomous, free to live out internal dreams of well-being.
But the three internally unified stories splice together in the context of
Before the Rain as a whole. They are not separable or autonomous, and
none of the characters in them is free to pursue a private path to “salvation”. Kiril meets Zamira inside his bedroom cell, his only personal
space, and immediately his destiny becomes enlaced with hers, and,
beyond her, with that of the ethnic (and religious) conflicts in
Macedonia. Anne shares her bed with her husband and Aleksandar, and
is torn between them, but ultimately loses them both due to the
internecine Balkan violence. Lastly, in Part 3, Aleksandar discovers that
his personal integrity requires him to return to a home and homeland he
had left years earlier in quest of greater glory. He learns that he (probably) fathered a daughter before leaving (namely, Zamira), and that his
duty to her (and to himself) demands that he die for her.
In this way, the three parts are intertwined through their characters,
their violent denouements, their background of collective conflict, and
their essential thematics. But they each have surface chronological unity
- which brings us around again to the question of the meaning of the
violation of the law of unidirectional temporality in the movie as a
whole.
In the first speeches in the first Part, the old, seemingly benign,
seemingly wise monk refers to the impending rain, and asserts that
“Time never dies. The circle is not round” - which is of course, taken literally, self-contradictory. (These words later appear as graffiti in Part 2.)
The rounding out of time, we suppose, would be the end of human history, its replacement by eternity. The round of time and the coming of
the rain: the film’s title had already connected temporal flow with rain,
but only when the film ends with rain and blood darkening the clothing
of the dead Aleksandar and then with the repetition of the first scene of
Part 1, including the words about the circle not being round, do we
begin to appreciate how the coming of rain is not the end of history, not
a permanent resolution or relief.
The movie ends with a succession of three climaxes: the shooting of
Aleksandar, the rain, and the repetition of the first scene of Part 1. Each
stuns us. But by the end, the “round of time” has taken on an entirely
concrete meaning for us: it is the film as a whole, which we find will
endlessly circle back on itself like a Moebius strip (as Manchevski has
said). Events, indeed, can repeat themselves identically only in an imaginary or artificial domain - e.g., in a movie. (Actually, in the scene at the
end, instead of repeating the identical words, “Time never dies. The circle is not round”, the monk says, “Come on, It’s time. And time doesn’t
wait. Because the circle is not round”. This variation may suggest,
among other things, that we will re-experience the movie, in a re-viewing or on re-flection, differently from our first exposure to it; and also
that our “waiting” - as in the verse appearing before the opening credits
- for rain or respite will continue in the foreseeable, and unforeseeable,
future.) Yet the imaginary and artificial world we live in during the
movie’s showing does not swallow up the rest of our lives. We still live
in history. We still await release into eternity. The film only foreshadows
that final completion, that true unity.
The time is thus not yet round in two senses: we find ourselves
trapped in the filmic universe of an endless cycling around of acts of
violence, bereavements, dissolutions of human bonds, betrayals of love
and trust; and we are trapped also in human history, where war is the
rule, peace the exception, loss of faith and trust are the rule, sacrifice
and enduring love the exception.

ELIVING
HE RAIN
***

We need an overview. So let’s start over. Before the Rain obeys an
expanded form of the classical dramatic rule of “unity of time and
place”: the setting is “Earth” and the time, “the full of the moon”. A
strong sense of the contrast between rural and urban landscapes (especially when we are thrust into a London street scene right after leaving
the Macedonian countryside) gives way to awareness that the differences between “civilized” England and a “primitive” Balkan village are
superficial; moreover, we see rural and urban vistas simultaneously from
Aleksandar’s plane window. And an almost surreal full moon illuminates
every night seen in the movie, implying that the entire action occurs at
the same time. So, in a double sense, Before the Rain evokes spacetime integration: the film as a whole is a single work folding back on
itself; simultaneous connection transcends all differences (of environment, culture, history). The fundamental temporal concept for this integration is the cycle of seasonal birth and death. The dominant visual
images for it are circles: tomatoes, petroglyph, twigs, halos, turtles,
moon. But only geopoliticized spaciality and geocosmic temporality
cohere in an objective “unity”. Otherwise, a linear temporal flux and spatial restlessness overwhelm us throughout. As if to relieve the stress of
this constant driving motion, the film consists of three separate segments, numbered 1, 2, and 3.
Part 1 centers around Kiril. Its title, “Words”, reflects his primary
concern, the quest for spiritual purity through renunciation of human
intercommunication: he has taken a vow of silence. He is blissfully
serene and secure in the monastic enclave. The early scenes focus on
his youthful innocence, his uncomplicated freedom from troubling passions, his apparently easy path toward salvation. But by the end of the
Part all this has changed: Kiril has spoken, violated monastic rules, been
ejected, perhaps fallen in love, and is out alone, homeless in a harsh
world.
Part 2 centers around Anne, stressed-out, sophisticated, 30-something. The title, “Faces”, and the cinematographic emphasis on close-ups
in this part, express her complex, overly complex, life of relationships in
the midst of modern urban frenzy, as well as her profession, editing still
photos. The part ends with the bloodied dead face of her estranged
husband.
Part 3, “Pictures”, centers around Aleksandar, early forties, a somewhat brutish, egoistic, jaded, mid-life crisis case, ready to abandon his
highly successful career as a front-line photographer in trouble spots all
over the world because he has learned that taking pictures, far from
harmless and morally neutral (or even extremely admirable) acquiesces
in, indeed battens on and often aggravates, deadly conflict. Aleksandar’s
search for personal salvation leads him down a path which is the inverse
of Kiril’s retreat to the monastery: Aleksandar renounces the “neutral
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But are we hopelessly trapped in the cycles of history? This is a fundamental issue in Before the Rain - as well as a fundamental European,
if not international (Buddhism, Hinduism, mysticism, etc.) issue. But
here is where the breakdown of chrono-logic gives a glimmer of hope.
For even to force this issue on us opens up the possibility that there
may be salvation from history, from the tragic repetitions of violence and
death.
Is death final, irrevocable? Not in Before the Rain. Aleksandar is
dead in the second scene of Part 1 but alive later. Zamira is dead by the
end of Part 1 but alive at the end of Part 3. Along with the binary
either/or logic of before-or-after and cause-or-effect, life-or-death dissolves into the impossible possibility of resurrection.
Now to come back to this from a different direction. All stories, and
all history, depend on what someone does leading to what someone else
feels and then does in response. War is the rule. A young woman
(Moslem, Albanian-speaking) stabs a Christian, Macedonian-speaking
man with a pitchfork. His relatives and her relatives both vow
vengeance on her. Another man interposes his body between her and
her pursuers, and they kill him. She flees and hides out; resumes her
flight but eventually is killed. This chain of events is inexorable. Such
chains repeat themselves. They form a hopelessly binding circle. Yet
some people find a way out: self-sacrifice through compassion, self-sacrifice for peace. They are willing to pay the price of death for not
responding in a natural, normal, “rational”, human way. That is, for not
responding to violence with violence; not letting a universal cause produce a universal effect. This is of course “impossible”. But Before the
Rain aims at getting the possibility of breaking the chains of history
across to its normal, healthy, cosmopolitan audience through the use of
words, faces, and moving pictures, but, centrally, through the moral
development of two characters, Kiril and Aleksandar. Kiril, however, goes
only so far in the film: he drops out (returning momentarily later on
merely in still photos and as a voice over long distance) because he is
not willing to give his life for Zamira; he abandons her to her death; he
is too naively confident no harm will come to her; he gives her only
empty words (“everything’s going to be all right”), in a language she
doesn’t even understand. The central figure in the movie is Aleksandar.
He evolves as Kiril does and then takes several more, crucial steps: he
commits totally to another; he gives up his life for her sake; he dies to
the world. Aleksandar can forgive himself for his past failings, sins, and
illusions only by accepting death. He functions in the film as an archetype of a savior communicating the possibility of redemption. His dead
body and his living body complete the round of time. His conscious act
of self-sacrifice makes us viewers aware of our own inadequacies and
cowardice as on-lookers in the midst of worldwide violence and tragedy.
Who is Aleksandar? That is, why did Manchevski revolve the film
around him? First we have the choice of his name. Far from being accidently hit upon, “Aleksandar” names the best-known (if not the onlyknown) Macedonian of history: the Greek-speaking King and
Generalissimo, Alexander the Great, who conquered the entire world as
it then was, and died at age 33. Aleksandar in this movie is a modernized world-conqueror; he has been to all the wars; he has attained the
pinnacle of success in his career (the Pulitzer Prize); he has lived in
many lands and speaks many languages. Like his Hellenic namesake, he
has tried to marry a foreign princess. His name, in its original Greek
form, means “defender of men”, or “guardian of humanity”. In his personality he is imperious, male chauvinistic, self-absorbed, fearless. Yet
he grieves deeply over the death of innocent people (some of whom he
considers himself personally responsible for), and he eventually chooses
not to acquiesce in the divisions, hatreds, and vendettas he discovers
infecting his native community like a virus: so he gives up his life to
save a woman, a member of the Albanian community hostile to him.
This is a Christ-like act. In fact, in the late Hellenic world, Alexander the
Great was viewed as a pre-figuring of Christ. Both were universal kings.
Both died at age 33. (The age Manchevski was when he first conceived
of Before the Rain?)
Before the Rain begins on monastic land. The Eastern Orthodox
Church provides not only Kiril’s first innocent promise of salvation but
also the viewer’s exposure to timeless archetypal and ritual images.

Icons of the Crucifixion surround us as they do Kiril. Aleksandar says he
is coming back home for a baptism; the movie ends with the baptismal
water on his heart. But the Church itself does not live up to its redemptive myth. It has become ritualistic and legalistic. It rejects Kiril’s
enlightenment about what reverence for human life demands. The
Church seems to drop out of the film early on (though it returns again
at the end), while archetypal patterns in the quest for salvation persist,
embodied in the issues Aleksandar confronts; issues requiring action in
the midst of mortal danger.
The “message” of this movie cannot be expressed neatly in familiar
concepts. All these rest on the linear logic of ordinary (and ordinary
philosophic) discourse. Nor, however, is the message simply a despairing
denial that life can be meaningful. Nor, on the other hand, does it affirm
some mystical religiosity, let alone Christian orthodoxy. It insists that we
cannot escape history; yet equally it insists that we must somehow rise
above history in order to live authentic human lives. Probably the central
affirmation of this work of art is not spiritual transcendence or even art,
but faith that inexplicable events of release from the cycling chain of
cause and effect occur through an intensification of our awareness that
there is no possible release from this chain. It is as if we have to give
up hope in history in order to discover hope in humanity. Our idea of
history as a steady, mechanical progress of “evolution” is false. Not only
is there no automatic social progress, but things seem to be getting
worse in the Macedonia Aleksandar returns to. The younger generation
learns only one of the two main languages spoken in the country (so
much for increasing intercommunication in the modern era). Young people are more narrow-minded than their elders, and quicker to shoot.
Very early in the film, images of beatific monastic ritual are cross-cut
with children exploding bullets into a turtle trapped in a circle of burning
sticks.
The film suggests that illusion of progress blind us to two facts of
life: on the one hand, universal cycles that, with only superficial variation, repeat over and over; on the other hand, redemptive moments
breaking through both cyclic patterns and linear chains.
To sum up, Before the Rain tries to intensify our consciousness of
how humanity always lurches from one act of violence to another.
History is the darkness before the reign of the true king - that is, before
an enlightened consciousness grounded in love, understanding, and
peace. The movie’s a-chronology tells the tale of the “king” dying and
being reborn over and over until time becomes round. It makes us realize that we are always before his reign, waiting. We are also always
before a rain. Rain merely marks a moment in the natural weather
cycle. Then too, storms cleanse and revitalize but also destroy peace
and quiet. Aleksandar’s dying words, “It’s going to rain”, come across as
affirmative and hopeful: there will eventually be an end of violence and
suffering. And throughout the film rain is tensely awaited, as if it would
bring some final release. But Aleksandar also refers (in Part 2) to “hard
rain”, and rainstorms in Macedonia are violent and brief. Rain ends up
symbolizing both release from violence and its inescapability. We always
either lack rain, and so yearn for it, or suffer its rage, and so dread it.
Rather, we always both crave and dread. Life combines these mutually
exclusive opposites. Before the Rain combines them.
***

Built into some films is the urgency for a re-viewing - as a recent
example, The Usual Suspects - since at the end we realize we have seen
things from the wrong angle the first time through. But Before the Rain
goes beyond this. It literally and physically forces us to begin re-viewing
it by re-exposing us at the end to its beginning. Meanwhile, we realize
that this physical re-viewing is only a metaphor for a reflective re-interpretation we need to attain, and which takes some effort on our part. In
other words, this movie is not merely “thought-provoking” but was created primarily to induce reflection about things we usually take for
granted. To achieve this effect, it uses narrative and cinematographic
techniques that carefully move us beyond the dominant Hollywood
mould - not discarding it or grossly violating it, but subtly melting it.
Characters remain plausibly “natural” and psychologically intelligible; but

their individuality fades into archetypes. Events unroll with surface continuity but jump cuts and cross cuts and irrational behaviors (such as the
shooting of the cat) shock us again and again; tiny gaps and wide
abysses open up in our sense of what’s going on and how it all hangs
together.
American reviewers predictably enough tend to prefer narratives
which heighten momentary sensations (excitement, suspense, passions)
while sustaining an unproblematic flow. Mainstream Hollywood techniques now function primarily for that purpose, not for the creation of
multilayered or symbolic meanings - there’s often no “meaning” except
the immediate experience aroused in the theater. We and reviewers
have learned the hard way how to take everything at face value.
Otherwise we won’t get our money’s worth of entertainment. Some “foreign” or “art” films, however, have other aims (which apparently foreigners are willing to pay for!). Most American reviewers have treated
Before the Rain as though it were the same kind of cinematographic
event as, say, Beyond Rangoon or The Killing Fields or Heaven and
Earth.
To highlight the contrast between his film and traditional Hollywood
narratives, Manchevski includes three references to Westerns. While the
opening credits roll, village kids are building a wall of twigs around a
turtle. The opening minutes of Part 1 cross cut between monastic ritual
and bullets exploding inside this little torture chamber. This sequence
reproduces one at the beginning of The Wild Bunch (1969). While
Peckinpah emphasizes the natural viciousness of crabs and insects,
Manchevski’s turtle, meekest (and roundest) of reptiles, is killed by
human weaponry deployed sadistically for sport. Both directors show
“innocent children” relishing mindless violence, but in Before the Rain
this points up the moral depravity of a younger generation bred on ethnic hostility and conditioned to guns, which has replaced the older generation’s catholic sense of community.
Then there’s the scene of Aleksandar whistling “Raindrops keep
falling on my head” while riding a bicycle (the film’s double circle/cycle
motif?) which soon crashes - a light-hearted allusion to Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid before things get bad.
Thirdly, Aleksandar brings Hana’s father a cigarette lighter, saying,
“like in American films”, and the two of them laughingly connect this
with Sitting Bull - perhaps suggesting Westerns involving ethnic massacre, like Custer’s Last Stand, Little Big Horn, or Little Big Man - though
what’s funny about this remains unclear, especially since elsewhere in
Before the Rain lighting fires (and cigarettes) has such ominous overtones. Significantly, however - and isn’t everything in Before the Rain
“significant”?! - the last two of these external references provide the
film’s only humorous seconds. Reminding us that humor, too, can be a
release from tragedy, while also reminding us we’re just watching a
movie.
***

All we experience in a movie are words, faces and pictures. These
are real, absolutely real, and may very well entertain us. But in and of
themselves they are no more nourishing than a barrage of bullets.
Sometimes instead of such recreation we want to regenerate our affirmation of life. This requires opening up to kinds of meaningfulness
which transcend the flow of filmic events, characters, and images, however enthralling. Before the Rain shows/offers us meaning born through
words, faces, and pictures; and through terrible tragedy. Meaning incarnated in a violent world, and reborn after violent deaths. Offers. The
camera can’t make us see truth, which is invisible. Truth is living. So we
are responsible.
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RELIGION, ETHNICITY AND VIOLENCE
IN BEFORE THE RAIN
by Irena Makarushka

In Violence and the Sacred, Rene Girard writes: “Religion in its
broadest sense ? must be another term for that obscurity that surrounds
man’s efforts to defend himself by curative or preventive means against
his own violence.” Furthermore, religion, or ‘that obscurity’, as he calls it,
is the holy, legal and legitimate side of violence as opposed to the
unjust, illegal and illegitimate. Within this framework, religion keeps
people safe from violence as it legitimates a certain kind of violence.
Furthermore, he agues, the importance of preserving some semblance
of transcendence, whether it be humanistic or theological, is to assure
that the difference between sacrifice and revenge, justice and
vengeance is maintained.
Before the Rain, a film written and directed Milcho Manchevski, poses a challenge to Girard’s analysis of the relationship between religion
and violence. In what follows, I argue that Manchevski describes a
world in which the legitimate side of violence, what Girard calls religion,
is indistinguishable from the illegitimate side blurring the line between
sacrifice and revenge, justice and vengeance. Set in Macedonia and
London, the film recounts the effects of war several individuals whose
lives are connected either by choice or fateful coincidence. Religious and
ethnic differences shape both love and politics. Christian/Muslim,
Slavic/Albanian tensions grounded in centuries old religious and ethnic
discords effect not only the lives of contemporary Macedonians but spill
over into the lives of Londoners. In the words of the village doctor, the
violence of war is a virus that does not recognize borders but spreads
and destroys lives indiscriminately.
Manchevski’s story is essentially simple. Set in contemporary
Macedonia and London, it concerns the lives of two main characters,
Aleksander Kirkov, a Pulitzer Prize winning photographer and his lover
Anne, a photo editor. He believes that while on assignment in Bosnia, he
caused the death of a Bosnian prisoner of war by asking to take his picture. Overcome by horror, he resigns and decides to return to
Macedonia after a 16 years absence. He asks Anne to go with him.
Anne, already estranged from her husband and having just discovered
she is pregnant, asks Aleks to give her time to decide. He leaves without her.
In a village in Macedonia torn apart by ethnic strife, a young
Albanian girl, Zamira seeks refuge in a monastery from a mob of
Macedonians who claim she killed a sheepherder. The abbot finds her
hiding in the room of a young monk, Kiril, and the sends them both
away. Despite differences of religion and language, Kiril falls in love with
her. He promises to ask his uncle Aleksander, a famous London photojournalist, to help them. When Zamira’s family find them, she is beaten
by her grandfather, then killed by her brother. Unbeknownst to Kiril, his
uncle Aleksander had recently returned to the village. Zamira’s flight to
the monastery was precipitated by Aleksander’s attempt to save her
from Macedonian mob. In the process, Aleksander was shot to death by
his cousin.
For Manchevski, religion, like ethnicity, is about politics and power.
By positing absolute claims about the values it holds sacred, religion creates the conditions under which violence, in the name of righteousness,
is perpetuated from generation to generation. Under such conditions,
Manchevski asks, is it possible to take sides against violence and to live
as though the weight of patrimony could be overcome? In effect, if religion and violence are indistinguishable; if the line between sacrifice and
revenge, justice and vengeance is blurred, where does one find the
moral imperative to resist violence?
My exploration of Before the Rain focuses on violence informed by
religio-ethnic factionalism and on the theme of ‘taking sides’-of becoming politically committed—in response to the horrors of war.
Furthermore, I consider the effect of religio-ethnic violence on the three
women who are at the very center of the story. Manchevski’s treatment
of these characters suggests that they suffer the violence wrought by
the civil war as well as the gendered violence of religio-cultural con-

straints that circumscribe their lives.
The simplicity of the story told in Before the Rain belies the complexity of Manchevski’s vision. Ostensibly the story is about individuals
related by love, blood and/or geography whose lives are transformed by
choices they make or by merely being in the wrong place at the right
time. However, Manchevski creates a tripartite narrative structure, titled
“Words,” “Faces” and “Pictures,” respectively, that challenges the viewer’s assumptions about the linearity of history. Images at the end of Part
Three are the same as those seen at the beginning of Part One.
Furthermore, within each part, characters and narrative elements appear
out of chronological sequence. Early in Part One, “Words”, for example,
Anne appears standing at the edge of the village during the funeral of
Stojan, who was allegedly killed by Zamira. Nearby, a young boy crouches taking pictures of her with Aleks’ camera. Not only does her presence
challenge the narrative’s chronology but her response, “Oh my God,”
leaves the viewer wondering who is being buried Stojan or Aleks who
was killed trying to save Zamira. In Part Two, “Faces,” which takes place
in London, Anne takes of phone call intended for Aleks. The caller is Kiril
who want to ask his uncle for help. However, the call relates to events
that take place in both Part One and Three again leaving the viewer
without a logical explanation.
Manchevski’s introduction of narrative ambiguity and anachronicity
displaces the viewer’s assumptions about history as a progressive
unfolding with a sense of discomfort that history, in the end, repeats
itself. However, Manchevski’s focus is not on the repetition of nationalist
ideologies that rise and fall throughout history, nor on the continuum of
religion and violence in culture. ....Rather, he focuses on human behaviors and choices. In relation to the theme of taking sides, he reflects on
how and why people choose to respond violently or a non-violently to
conditions of oppression and injustice. The circularity of the narrative
structure takes on a mythic significance insofar as it pertains to taking
sides. To this extent, it is suggestive of Nietzsche’s eternal recurrence of
the same. In Nietzsche’s analysis of the human condition, the will to
power is the will to create. What recurs eternally is not a specific
moment in history but rather the will’s engagement in the process of
creating values. For Nietzsche, at the center of this endeavor is an
ineluctable ambiguity that creation and destruction are two sides of the
same coin.
A similar ambiguity is reflected in Machevski’s vision of the human
condition. He invests his characters with the creative will to overcome
the sheer horror of violence by choosing to “take sides.” But “taking
sides” is ambiguous at best. When Anne exhorts Aleks to take sides she seems to forget that the origins of ethnic conflict are precisely in
the act of someone taking sides! As Elaine Scarry reminds us in The
Body in Pain, a body on a battlefield is both hero and the enemy
depending on the perspective of the observer. Taking sides carries no
promise of justice.
By choosing to focus on violent death, Manchevski underscores the
ambiguity of human action. The challenge to live ethically-to take sidesis not as simple as choosing between good and evil. The violence in
Before the Rain, including deliberate and/or random killing for allegedly
highly principled reasons grounded in religious faith and nationalist
pride, may be morally repugnant to some but an act of bravery to others. Manchevski’s reflections on violence have implications for making
moral judgments and raise questions about taking sides. Is it possible to
take sides against violence and killing without becoming a victim or a
perpetrator of violence? Is it possible for religious institutions to remain
apolitical, to resist taking sides yet retain some degree of moral authority? Is it possible to overcome historically and culturally defined hatred
among ethnically and religiously distinct groups and retain a national
identity?
The moral complexity of Manchevski’s vision that gives Before the
Rain a mythic quality has global implications. Currently war, genocide
and other forms of violence thrive amidst what appears to be a relatively peaceful time of history. Manchevski encapsulates his perception of
history and the human condition in words that reappear at intervals
throughout the film: “Time never dies. The circle is not round.” An old
Macedonian monk first gives voice to this mantra in Part I “Words” as he
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walks through a village that appears to be at once timeless and scarred
by the current outbreak of ethnic violence. In Part 2, “Faces,” these
words are scrawled on the side of a London building where Aleks, having left Anne, waits for a cab go to the airport and then to Macedonia.
Time and the circle provide the metaphoric templates that sustains both
form and content of the film. Furthermore, they symbolize aspects of
human and temporal interdependence. What happens in Macedonia has
implications for London, and vice versa.
Technological advances and the current valorization of the global
community give the appearance of progress. However, globalization
comes at a cost. Ethnic violence can no longer be contained within
national borders as evidenced by the scene in which a Balkan nationalist
enters a London restaurant. He first attacks a waiter to whom he speaks
in his own language. After being thrown out, he returns armed with a
gun and randomly kills many of dinners including Anne’s estranged husband, Nick. In this new world order, globalization means that sophisticated cosmopolitan centers may suffer the effects of imported ethnic
violence and nationalist extremism from geographically distant sources.
Balkan violence extending to London, a city habituated to IRA bombings, gives the scene a certain degree of irony. A further example of
globalization relates to the proliferation of rock music. In Part One, the
mentally unstable Macedonian who machine guns a cat is listening to
the music by the Beastie Boys on his walkman. In Part Two, the woman
who is walking through a cemetery in central London where Anne and
Aleks sit discussing their future is listening to the same Beastie Boys
song on her walkman. Perhaps in this instance Manchevski is less than
subtle.
The images of violence unfold, mirror and amplify one another in
“Words,” “Faces,” “Pictures”-the three parts of Before the Rain—providing theme and variation on the cycle of destruction. Each part deals with
violent death that results from religio-ethnic differences. In “Words,”
Manchevski introduces the visual vocabulary and the themes that give
shape to the film. The connection between religion, violence and moral
authority emerges at the beginning and remains constant throughout
the three parts. Insofar as this paper is a preliminary stage of a longer
analysis, I will focus on the first part and introduce elements of the second and third parts where pertinent to support my argument.
....”Words” begins with an epigraph from a poem by Mesa Selimovic.
Cast against an ominous storm-threatening Macedonian sky, words
appear and a voice is heard as though from on high: “With a shriek
birds, Flee across the black sky, People are silent, My blood aches from
waiting.” As the voice-over fades and distinctly ethnic music begins to
play, the camera cuts to a close-up of hands picking tomatoes in a vegetable garden. Gradually the face of the young monk, Kiril, emerges. He
turns his head and, with an enigmatic smile, looks toward a magnificent
blue sky as thunder is faintly heard in the distance. The sound of thunder contrasts with the serene and prayerful setting of the monastery
perched on a steep rugged mountainous promontory and adumbrates
the gunfire that will punctuate the narrative. An old monk appears and
announces that it is already raining in the next village. The camera follows the two monks as they walk toward the monastery. Underscoring
the separation between the monastery and life in the village, Machevski
cuts to a group of children playing war using live turtles as tanks and
yelling “Go Ninja turtle, kill him.” The tension accelerates as the monks
approach the monastery while the children gather twigs and encircle the
turtles. The monks arrive at the monastery chapel as the abbot swings
the incense burner. An icon of Christ Crucified fills the screen as the
monks chant, God have mercy on us. Outside, the children set the twigs
on fire and throw bullets into the flames. The camera lingers on the
image of the turtles dying surrounded by burning twigs that resemble
the crown of thorns on the head of the crucified Christ.
Through this powerful sequence of images and, ironically, very few
words, Manchevski introduces viewers to the central themes of the film:
violence, religion and taking sides. The sense of defeat and powerlessness is pervasive. The old monk walks by the children playing at war
without comment. During vespers, Kiril, who took a vow of silence,
stares transfixed at the icons of Mary and Christ. He appears entirely
disconnected and unmoved by the realities that surround him. Images

of the vulnerable and unprotected children playing at war by the side of
a monastery wherein monks sing vespers in an enclosed and protected
space underscores the inequity and injustice that Manchevski finds so
troubling. By not taking sides, the church offers no solace to the villagers who suffer harsh realities of religio-ethnic wars and abrogates its
moral responsibility. This point is persuasively made with regard to the
village children and is reinforced when the abbot refuses to protect the
young Albanian Muslim girl, Zamira, from the Macedonian militia.
Effectively, he becomes morally complicit in her death. Whether his decision is based on the fact that she is a woman or an Albanian is never
made clear. In the end, neither the Christian church nor her Muslim family protect her.
Manchevski’s criticism of the church and of organized religion recurs
throughout the film. He portrays religious rituals such as funerals and
weddings as taking part along side of the civil war but not tainted by it.
In Part One, Stojan’s funeral melds ancient religious ritual and ethnic
strife. As the priest sings and the women wail, a band of militia armed
with AK 47’s stand among the mourners. Other men hold very old, discolored, bullet-ridden and tattered religious and nationalist banners. The
responsibility of the clergy appears to extend only to the ritual of burying the dead not to creating the conditions for peaceful coexistence.
After all, at the heart of the civil war lies ancient religious and ethnic
hatred between Christians and Muslims. The co-existence of violence
and ritual is also evident in Part Three, “Pictures,” where a wedding procession attended by priests weaves its way through mountain roads as
armed Macedonian militia guard the perimeter of the village.
Manchevski sees in religious rituals and ethnic violence a mindlessness that permits their perpetuation from generation to generation. The
baptisms, wedding and funerals, like killings, murders and violence
become normative. Events such as children killing turtles, a mentally
unstable man machine gunning a cat, an unnamed intruder randomly
killing dinners in a London restaurant, a guard killing a prisoner of war
merely for effect, Zekir killing his sister, Zamira, and Goran killing his
cousin, Aleks, all have something in common. They reflect a startling
level of acceptance of violence as a natural and expected occurrence—
as an ineluctable element of culture. Insofar as religion is implicated in
the ethnic violence as one of its root causes, it remains part of the problem rather then part of the solution. (A very recent example of this was
the support the Serbian clergy gave Milosovic.)
Ethnic violence remains rooted in the ancient tribal belief that justice
and vengeance are one and require an eye for an eye. ....Mitre, the
leader of the Macedonian militia, makes this claim to the abbot, in Part
One, when he comes to search for Zamira. He claim that he has five
hundred years of history to support his right to avenge the death of one
of their own underscoring the primacy of vengeance and revenge over
justice and sacrifice. In Part Two, “Faces,” Manchevski comments graphically on the notion of an eye for an eye with the death of Nick who is
shot in the eye by the Balkan nationalist. In Part Three, Aleks is shot
trying to save Zamira by offering to have the accusations against her
taken to a court of justice. The story comes full circle.
Zamira is one of the most interesting characters in Before the Rain.
She appears very briefly in the first and third parts. Yet her actions set
in motion the cycle of violence at the center of the film. She is an
Albanian Muslim, who unlike her mother Hanna, rebels against the
expectations imposed on Muslim women, defies her grandfather and
enrages her brother by challenging the norm. The events that lead to
her death in Part One, unfold in Part Three. Zamira is accused of luring
Stojan into the field behind his sheepfold and of killing him with a pitchfork. Manchevski provides no evidence to support such a claim since she
is never seen with Stojan. There is an allusion to a sexual encounter in
Part One when her grandfather, Zekir, reminds her that her head was
shorn as a punishment for having been found with Stojan. Whether the
encounter was voluntary or involuntary is not revealed but Stojan’s legendary womanizing would suggest that Zamira could have been raped.
Manchevski’s portrayal of Zamira is as much about generational differences as it is about expectation placed on women by religious traditions. Her mother, Hanna, who is a widow, lives in her father’s house in
the Albanian Muslim part of the Macedonian village. As a young woman,
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she and Aleks fell in love but religious and ethnic differences kept them
apart. When Aleks returns to the village and visits her, he finds that she
lives under the strict Muslim rules that govern women’s lives. Covering
her head and lowering her eyes when she speaks with men, Hanna is
imprisoned as much by the iron bars on her windows as by religious values.
Zamira, on the other hand, takes sides against the laws that punish
or constrain her injustly. Wearing a tee-shirt and jeans, she neither covers her head nor subordinates herself to her grandfather and brother.
Hanna takes sides only when she tries to save Zamira. Risking her own
life, she visits Aleks at night in order to ask him to find Zamira and take
her from the Macedonian militia. ....She leaves him with the unspoken
understanding the Zamira is his daughter. When Zamira escapes with
Aleks’ help and hides in the monastery, she demonstrates a remarkable
degree of self-confidence and courage. Could it be that her brother kills
her not so much for bringing shame on the family and defying the
Muslim law but for the sheer power of her refusal to be subordinated?
Did she die because she took sides against religious oppression and
male domination?
The violence experienced by Zamira, and the subordination required
of Hanna parallel the humiliation suffered by Christian Macedonian
women. Neither religious tradition provides women parity with men, particularly with regard to sexuality. In Part Three, Stojan’s wife is forced to
serve him and his family as he makes sexual overtures at their dinner
table to the school teacher. The village doctor comments that Stojan values his sheep more than his wife. In Part Two, Anne’s estranged husband suggests that she should simply resign her position as photo editor, have the baby and become a proper wife. Ironically, Aleks makes
the same request when he asks Anne to go with him to Macedonia so
that she can live in his village and have many children. Manchevski does
not reveal whether or not Anne decided on an abortion or whether she
decided to leave London for Macedonia. The image of her standing at
the edge of the village in Part One is surreal-an illogical and anachronistic event-leaving the question unresolved.
The film ends where it began. The young monk is in the garden
picking tomatoes and the air thunders with the anticipation of rain. The
story has come full circle. The violence and death that define the events
in-between provide little by way of hope or solace. Although large drops
of rain begin to fall on a land devasted by religio-ethnic violence, there
is nothing to suggest a redemptive cleansing. Kiril is returned to his vow
of silence. The violence is about to begin again leaving the viewer without closure or resolution. Mancheski’s hope remains with individuals who
do take sides in spite of the consequences. Aleks’s attempt to save
Zamira’s life cost him his own. Taking sides was a compensatory act-a
way of making amends for weight of responsibility he felt for the death
of a Bosnian prisoner of war. Desiring to shoot pictures in order to document the horrors of war, he caused the prisoner to be killed-however
indirectly. Whether or not Manchevski sees Aleks as a hero is not clear.
He does suggest that choosing to act justly in a world where there are
few external markers that separate sacrifice from revenge and justice
from vengeance is in the end the only thing that matters and is worth
dying for.
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BEFORE THE RAIN - AN AESTHETICS OF PARADOX
by Joao Vicente Ganzarolli de Oliveira

I. Words, Faces, Photos

by Joao Vicente Ganzarolli de Oliveira

Before the rain is not just a beautiful film that focuses on human
conflicts and love relationships made impossible due to the radicalism
and bellicose atmosphere which has spread through the Balkans during
the last three years. Divided into three different stories, Milcho
Manchevski’s first feature-length film also has a particular aesthetical
approach. The structure of Before the rain relies essentially on an aesthetics of paradox. Instead of looking for logical coherence, Manchevski
emphasizes contradiction and strangeness.
Words, Faces and Photos are indeed very simple episodes in themselves, and quite similar between each other, the script is basically the
same for all of them: the announcement and the expectation of the
rain, the apearent casuality of the meetings and the disagreements an,
finally, the tragedy - which is symbolized by the rain. Together, they
form an allegorical circle: each one can be considered the first, the second or the last in relation to the other two. The circle, however, is not
perfect, “not round”, because the stories present in a similar - not identical - way the same kind of facts. In spite of being linked, the parts also
remain independent. Logically speaking, each part only makes sense
when isolated. The group, that means, the circle as a whole is contradictory.
The contradictions regard the sequence of the facts when we try to
establish a correct order between the episodes. The question is that
there is no “correct” order of the episodes in Before the rain. All of the
three orders are as possible as they are impossible, depending on the
way one looks at them. Manchevski does not stop inverting the positions
of before and after, establishing, therefore, a paradoxal temporality.
Manchevski conceives time as a circular entity, without beginning or
end, in such a way that one cannot know how long it takes from one
fact to another. As a matter of fact, it is not possible to find out if any
time passes at all: the end of Photos corresponds to the beginning of
Words as a literal repetition and an indication of the circle.
These are the orders:
In Words, the young Macedonian orthodox monk Kiril Kirkov mentions the possibility of escaping with the Albanese Muslim Zamira to
London, where they could stay with his uncle Aleksander. In Faces, Kiril
makes a telephone call to Aleksander, without succeeding in localizing
him. In Photos, Anne goes to the Macedonian small village in order to
meet his lover Aleksander Kirkov, after their sudden separation in Faces.
All these connections justify the sequence.
On the other hand, we also have signals that make this order
absurd. Aleksander’s funeral takes place in Words, but he is alive in
Faces. In this story, we have Zamira’s death confirmed by photographs.
If that is true, how can she be alive in Photos?
II. Faces, Photos, Words

Photos comes after Words, since the things that happen to
Aleksander in the village confirm his decision of abandoning the career
as photographer, which was taken in Faces. The end of Photos is identical to the beginning of Words.
This order can also be considered contradictory. The monastery is in
peace in Photos; nevertheless, Faces indicates, through the mentioned
photographs, that Kiril has already left the place. Aleksander dies in
Photos and in buried in Words, but in this story his nephew says he is
alive.
III. Photos, Words, Faces

Zamira’s love affair with Aleksander’s cousin and persecution corrob-
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orates Photos coming before Words. Faces follows this story because of
Kiril’s telephone call and the photographs.
More contradictions can be found: It definitely rains in Photos, on
the other hand, in Words, people are still waiting for the rain. If
Aleksander appears dead in Words, he could not be alive in Faces... but
he is.

It is important to point out that the very titles of the episodes are
denied by their respective content. Words is indeed an apology of
silence, not withstanding the sentence of the old priest, referred to the
idyllic Macedonian landscape: “This beauty should be lauded with
words”. According to Zamira’s last gestures, we presume that Kiril will
return to the vote of silence. In Faces, Manchevski shows how deformed
human features can become. Madonna’s face on a photo is deformed by
a blur of spilled coffee. This event looks like an anticipation of the
appearance of Nick’s face at the moment of his death. Photos pictures
the refuse of the profession by the famous photographer Aleksander
Kirkov. In Bosnia, his camera “killed a man”, as a result of his obsession
in obtaining “scenes of action”. So great is the contempt towards his
Pulitzer Prize, that he utilizes the book written in his honor as a mere
support for the leg of the table in his old house.
“Eye by eye”, exposes the energical Mitre in Words, who justifies his
desire of revenge based on 500 years of Muslim control of the region. In
the small Macedonian village, as well as for the Macedonian Catholics
and for the Muslim Albaneses, the accumulated hate has just reached its
point of ebullition. The “center” of the circle that symbolizes Before the
rain is located in the middle of Faces; it is a sentence spoken by
Aleksander, which works as an authentical historical portrait of the conflict Balkans: “War is the rule, peace is an exception”. The sentence is
central, equidistant from the points of the circular surface, not only in
the sense of being legitimate to all the main facts showed in the film,
but also because these facts converge towards it.
Before the rain is tuned to the sounds of disharmony, absurdity and
pain - typical traces of the war. Peace is a mere exception. This
becomes clear through the scenes of semi-anecdotal neutrality of the
UN soldiers, restrict to crossing the disputed areas in their white cars,
and “lending themselves only to the gathering of the corpses of those
who die in the conflicts”, as the village’s doctor says.
The rain is an allegory of the tragedy. In all the stories, the tragical
denouement is announced, expected and consummated. “Flies are
already biting; it seems that it will rain; it is raining already over there”,
reveals the old priest, that “had almost taken the vote of silence”, to the
young monk Kiril Kirkov. He refers to the rain that marks Aleksander’s
death, as well as the end of Photos and the beginning of Words. The
same painful spectacle will happen again, because time cannot help circulating. In the paradoxal world of Before the rain, created and moved
through the calamities that distinguish human existence, there is only
one postulate that remains standing: it is necessary to rain.
(Joao Vicente Ganzarolli de Oliveira is a teacher of the Faculty of Arts at
UFRJ - Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brasil)
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Introducción

La cultura de finales del siglo XX ha cambiado la preponderancia del
entorno urbano por el entorno mediático. Los nuevos avances tecnológicos en la comunicación audiovisual y las nuevas tecnologías informáticas
han hecho de nuestra localidad un punto de intersección en la gran
aldea global. Los medios audiovisuales se han convertido en la gran
escuela de la sociedad tardo-capitalista: no solo por la accesibilidad de
los contenidos, sino por el impacto que esta produce en la psique de los
individuos en proceso de socialización. La cultura de la palabra se está
transformando a pasos agigantados en cultura de la imagen, no de la
imagen muda, sino de la imagen elocuente como medio de comunicación.
Desde la antigüedad el saber que el hombre posee sobre sí mismo,
sobre lo que es justo o conveniente, bueno o malo, humano o monstruoso, se ha depositado en el saber mítico. Los hombres se han contado
historias para formar a los hombres y para establecer los límites de la
civilización. El mito puede verse como la narración que no necesita de
una demostración para justificar su verdad: su validez reside en el poder
persuasivo de la historia. En este sentido el cine se ha convertido en el
gran medio que los hombres de finales de siglo XX utilizan para expresar su concepción cosmológica, su visión del mundo y su código moral.
Lo que debemos desear o sentir, lo que debemos opinar o negar, está
contado en historias cuyo poder de persuasión reside en los fotogramas.
Por ello la integridad perceptiva, sentimental e intelectual debe pasar
por una educación audiovisual que permita la reflexión crítica y el análisis consciente de las historias contadas a través de imágenes.
El propósito de este trabajo es ejemplificar en una unidad didáctica los
medios necesarios que cualquier espectador necesita para juzgar una
película: juzgar lo que se dice (análisis ético-antropológico) y por qué se
dice del modo en que se dice (análisis estético). La necesidad de una
apertura del proceso educativo al entorno, a las realidades sociales que
la rodean y también al progreso de la cultura en sus distinas manifestaciones se quiere potenciar a través de unidades didácticas de este tipo:
tal apertura aparece en la incorporación de nuevos contenidos en el currículo, nuevas tecnologías en la educación, nuevos lenguajes, y en general atención a las exigencias reclamadas por el interés de la sociedad.
De esta manera se incoropora al sistema escolar contenidos que actualmente se ofrecen fuera de él y que son reclamados. El objetivo último
es preparar a los jóvenes para vivir su papel de ciudadanos activos proporcionándoles los suficientes elementos de transición a la vida adulta y
activa

Autores:
Objetivos de la unidad
Marta Soria y Pablo Arnau

1. Conocer que la realidad puede ser explorada a través del lenguaje
visual y saber utilizar las herramientas para analizar críticamente la narración audiovisual.

2. Potenciar la sensibilidad estética con referencia al lenguaje cinematográfico y respetar los diferentes modelos de representación audiovisual así como el uso que se hace de las imágenes y las características
del medio artístico tratado e interpretar los mensajes icónicos.
3. Estructurar y planificar las diferentes fases en el proceso de realización de una obra fílmica Dominar técnicas de estudio y estructurar
una visión de conjunto para poder elaborar estrategias para resolución
de problemas.

4. Adquisición de actitudes morales críticas que capaciten al alumno
para enfrentarse al medio de representación audiovisual.

5. Relacionar las narraciones cinematográficas con valores morales y con
el impacto que posean estas en la conducta de los individuos a través
de trabajos en grupo e individual.
6. Asimilación de valores morales (tolerancia, solidaridad, pluralismo) a
través del lenguaje fílmico, así como reflexionar sobre los temas transversales (educación por la paz, cosumo, medio ambiente, ocio y tiempo
libre, educación para la salud, formación intelectual y patrimonio cultural, ).
Contenidos

3. 1. CONCEPTUALES

1. Lenguaje cinematográfico y técnicas fílmicas: unidades de narración,
planos, ángulos y posición de la cámara, iluminación, escenografía,
sonido, color, montaje, tiempo y signos de puntuación.
2. Análisis de iconos y símbolos.
3. Mensaje cinematográfico y comunicación.
4. Valores morales dentro de una narración cinematográfica.
5. Tiempo mitológico y tiempo cronológico. Presentación lineal y presentación cíclica.

3.2. PROCEDIMENTALES

1. Reconocimiento de los elementos del lenguaje fílmico utilizados.
2. Comprensión del mensaje ético y moral y su relación con los medios
cinematográficos utilizados.
3. Análisis e interpretación de los símbolos y signos presentados en la
narración y su recurrencia y relevancia. Estudio de los posibles significados de una imagen.
4. Interiorización de las funciones sociales del medio fílmico.
5. Presentación de las conclusiones sobre los contenidos de la unidad.
Debate y discusión.

3.3. ACTITUDINALES

1. Sensibilización de la percepción en el visionado de una película.
2. Hábito de espíritu crítico con los mensajes emitidos.
3. Conciencia de que las imágenes pueden ser empleadas como instumento de poder político y social. 4. Reconocimiento del valor de los
mensajes sociales para aumentar los niveles de comunicación.
5. Reconocimiento de los valores morales y éticos defendidos y justificados a través de una narración fílmica.
6. Valoración y respeto por las opiniones de los compañeros.
Actividades

1. Realización de un escrito comparando los elementos del lenguaje
cinematográfico utilizado y el mensaje que con ello se quiere tranmitir.
SIMBOLOS
Árbol

ESCENAS

SIGNIFICACIÓN

Tortuga

Música estridente
Lluvia
Gato

Iconos religiosos
Círculo
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3. Resumir los argumentos de las tres partes

ESCENARIO

I PARTE
Palabras

II PARTE Caras

Temporalización

III PARTE
Fotos

PERSONAJES

Sesión 2 y 3
Visionado de la película (109 minutos)

ARGUMENTO
4. Establecer una secuencia de las causas que han producido las
muertes. Investigar si pueden llegar a identificarse las causas y efectos?
Qué sentido tiene que Zamira y Kurkov sean muertos por miembros de
su propio pueblo?
5. Señalar cuáles son las relaciones de parentesco entre los siguientes
actores.
KURKOV

HANA

KIRILL

ANNE

ZAMIRA

6. Señalar las escenas en que los niños sean espectadores. Por qué
Manchevski quiere hacer de los niños testigos de excepción?

7. Cuando acontece la película, en tiempo mitológico o en tiempo lineal?
Buscar los elementos anacrónicos que se han utilizado? Con que fin se
han utilizado?
8. Cuál es la naturaleza de la violencia según lo que se muestra en
Antes de la Lluvia?

2. Debate y puesta en común del trabajo por grupos de las ideas
extraídas.
Criterios de evaluación

No se realizará una prueba de evaluación de esta unidad didáctica,
sino que el profesor detectará la consecución de los contenidos y objetivos didácticos con la actividad planteada para que todos los componentes del grupo se esfuercen y trabajen por igual.
Materiales

- Monitor y video.
- Copia de ANTES DE LA LLUVIA (BEFORE THE RAIN), de M.
Manchevski.
- Mito y Razón, de H. G. Gadamer, Paidós, Barcelona 1997.
- Mito y Realidad, de M. Elíade, Labor, Barcelona 1995.
- Cinema i filosofia, del grupo Embolic, editorial La Magrana,
Barcelona 1996.
- Iniciación al lenguaje del cine, de Cándido Fernández, Valladolid
1973.
- Anexo I: Guía de comentario de la película. El relato mítico como
género humanístico.
- AnexoII: Guía del visionado de la película: elementos técnicos, formales y estéticos 7.
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Sesión 1
Introducción al lenguaje cinematográfico. Diferenciación de tiempo mítico y tiempo cronológico. El tema de la película: naturaleza de la violencia y educación para la paz. Entrega de la fotocopia de las guías (Anexo
I y II) y de las actividades.

Sesión 4
Comentario estético formal de la película. Búsqueda de los signos y símbolos recurrentes.
Sesión 5
Argumento lineal y argumento cíclico. Concreción de elementos
anacrónicos y su impacto en la narración.

Sesión 6
Debate y discusión sobre los mensajes expuestos: naturaleza de la violencia y la consecución de la paz.
Anexo I
Descargar Anexo I

Anexo II
Descargar Anexo II
Publicado en el libro sobre educación que edita
el CPR de Huesca, septiembre de 1999

ANTES DE LA LLUVIA
LA DECISIÓN DE VIVIR EN EL SER O EN LA NEGACIÓN
DE SER: EL TENER
(comparación del conflicto de los Balcanes y la ocupación sionista.
fascista en Palestina)

SINTESIS ARGUMENTAL
La estructura narrativa del film “Antes de la lluvia” (Before the rainMilcho Manchevski), se centra en las relaciones de Amor-odio, entre
agresores y agredidos, y la posibilidad de salir de este círculo dramático,
en cuanto haya sido posible un proceso interior en los individuos de
desarrollo y evolución en la capacidad de amar. Con humildad y honestidad, con coraje y fe, orientado productivamente y que se manifiesta en
la capacidad de “reparación real, del daño inflingido al otro” y “de la
capacidad de perdón del agredido”, vale decir, inclinarse y decidir en la
opción de los valores y principios, basados en el Dar y por tanto, Ser, a
través del Amor universal, como elemento liberador del ser humano, por
sobre el poder y los intereses económicos.

ANTES DE LA LLUVIA
LA DECISIÓN DE VIVIR EN EL
SER O EN LA NEGACIÓN DE
SER: EL TENER

Por la profesora Chilena, Nelly Marzouka

APROXIMACIÓN A UN ANÁLISIS DE CONTENIDO, DESDE EL PUNTO
DE VISTA DE LOS ORÍGENES Y MOTIVACIONES PSICOLÓGICAS DE LOS
CONFLICTOS, ASÍ COMO SU POSIBLE SOLUCIÓN A PARTIR DE LA PROPUESTA EN EL CAMBIO DEL MODO DE PERCEPCIÓN Y EXPERIENCIAR
NUESTRAS RELACIONES INTERPERSONALES CONFORME AL PROCESO
DE EVOLUCIÓN DE DESARROLLO HUMANO.
El Amor fraternal es el amor a todos los seres humanos; se caracteriza por su falta de exclusividad. Si he desarrollado la capacidad de
amar, no puedo dejar de amar a mis hermanos. En el amor fraternal se
realiza la experiencia de unión con todos los hombres, de solidaridad
humana, de reparación humana.
Erich Fromm.-

BREVE INTRODUCCIÓN

El Amor como impulso de Vida, prevalece sobre el impulso de odio
en todo aquel individuo que halla evolucionado hacia un estado de
mayor integridad y madurez en su proceso de convertirse en persona.

Entre los grandes profetas de la Humanidad: Jesús, el palestino-cristiano y Mahoma, ambos, habían obtenido un adelanto espiritual muy
alto, como nadie más en la raza humana, ambos, “experienciaron la
vida”, a través del objeto mas importante de ésta, que es la experiencia
del Alma, vivencia espiritual, basada en el Amor.
ALGUNOS ELEMENTOS TEORICOS

“En la etapa mental madura, el agresor se encuentra agobiado por
sentimientos de pena y tristeza, encontrándose autenticamente arrepentido por el daño que ha hecho. A la vez, ha delimitado su responsabilidad y la de los demás, lo que contribuye a disminuir su propia persecución y culpa. Luego de pasar por todo esto, está abocado a la tarea de
reparar en su mundo interno a aquella persona muerta a causa de su
acción. Acepta la justicia, ya que ella también lo ayuda a la discriminación de las culpas compartidas, a la reparación en el muerto y en los
familiares que necesitan un procedimiento justo. Producto de su auténtico arrepentimiento, contribuye a la aclaración de los hechos, permitiendo al grupo social hacer experiencia para que nunca se repitan los actos
que destruyeron a algunos de sus miembros. Desde esta actitud de
reparación surge una disposición para ayudar al agredido, al familiar de
las víctimas. El victimario reconoce que la realización de la propia existencia sólo se lleva a cabo en la medida en que no niegue ni destruya el
vínculo con el otro. Así como para el agredido la reparación se completa
en la medida en que el agresor lleva a cabo un cambio psíquico que le
garantiza que nunca más volverá a ocurrir la agresión, el agresor completa su reparación en la medida en que siente que puede garantizar al
agredido y a quienes lo representan, que aquello no volverá a repetirse.
Solo, desde esta actitud se hace posible la reconciliación, como el volver
a unirse después de una experiencia de odio, pero en la cual terminó
sobreponiéndose el amor, experiencia que concluye con un fortalecimiento de los lazos afectivos. El camino y dificultades, así como el tiempo que tome la reconciliación, dependerá de la etapa de madurez del
agresor y también de la respuesta del agredido, en llegar a creer en el
arrepentimiento del agresor, y que las agresiones no volverán a repetirse.”(1)

Los postulados anteriores, se observan con nitidez en las vivencias
de algunos de los protagonistas, tales como Kiril, ( el sacerdote macedonio ) y Zamira ( la joven albanesa), así como el proceso que da lugar a
los cambios y la sustitución de la desconfianza y temor, en sentimientos
positivos y de convivencia, en esta interrelación entre representantes de
agresores y agredidos. Es así, como el sentimiento de Amor sentido y
experienciado en ambos, es la única forma de comunicación real, (de
hecho el sacerdote, se encuentra con votos de silencio y además ambos
difieren en idioma). Esto da cuenta de la primera parte de la película,
que transcurre en Macedonia, subtitulada paradójicamente: “Palabras”.

La segunda parte, transcurre en Londres y da cuenta del proceso de
crecimiento personal originado en Aleksander Kirkov, fotógrafo macedonio, contratado por una agencia noticiosa, donde ha sido premiado con
el premio “Pulitzer”. Nos damos cuenta, que Aleksander antes de su
regreso, se sitúa mas bien, orientado hacia un modo “tenencial”, hacia
la obtención del éxito y “cosas”, sus motivaciones y preocupaciones
giraban más bien, en torno a las emociones intensas y transitorias. A
sus 40 años, al parecer rehuía el afecto con responsabilidad y compromiso, era sin duda el mejor y más “exitoso” fotógrafo, pero luego, se
produce un cambio en él, retorna de Bosnia y renuncia a la agencia
intentando volcar su modo de experienciar hacia una orientación de ser,
buscando a Annie, la mujer amada, después de producirse una evolución en su crecimiento y madurez, dispuesto a tomar decisiones vitales,
luego de ser testigo presencial de hechos de violencia y muerte, de
obtener y poseer magníficas fotos de masacres en Bosnia, logra percibir,
que el amor como vivencia, es lo que determina la existencia humana.

CIERTAS CONSIDERACIONES NECESARIAS
También logra “darse cuenta”, que el sexo sin amor, el erotismo
fácil, el amor carente del compromiso de “adulto”, (fomentado y característico en el desarrollo de la sociedad industrial occidental) en un acto
narcisista y egocéntrico, no conduce a la comunión humana, por el contrario, esto produce aún, un mayor grado de soledad humana, ya que
no constituye una expresión natural del ser en etapa plena, integral y
madura. El Amor y el sexo, son indisociables, el amor sin el sexo es no
tan solo, frustrante, sino que enfermizo, carente de la armonía indispensable, que es aquella que, brinda cierta paz y serenidad a nuestra vida;
así mismo el sexo sin Amor constituye un acto netamente “masturbatorio”, que puede ser “momentáneamente placentero”, pero exento de
dicha, alegría, plenitud e integridad, es “genitalidad pura”, biológico y
animal, rebajado a nivel de “ necesidad del cuerpo físico”, sexo-droga,
sin el calor de la intimidad, el sentimiento y comunicación, respeto y
armonía inherentes a un proceso de evolución dentro de la especie
humana, dotada de corazón y razón.

Por la profesora Chilena, Nelly Marzouka

Nos damos cuenta, de que Alexander, retorna con tendencia hacia la
apertura a la experiencia y al cambio, al devenir de la vida y a su tendencia actualizante, abandonando las pautas rígidas de comportamiento.
Frente al deseo de Annie, de tener un hijo, Aleksander le responde:
“cambiaré”. Annie, en cambio, no se encuentra preparada aún, para
tomar en ese preciso momento la decisión para divorciarse de su esposo. Al pedido de espera de ella, Aleksander sabiamente, le responde:
“Que tengas buena vida, toma partido…”. Khalil Gibran, dice así, “cuando el Amor os llame, seguidlo, aunque su camino sea duro y difícil”, “el
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Amor no da nada más a sí mismo y no toma nada más que de sí mismo. El Amor no posee ni es poseído. Porque el amor es suficiente para
el amor”. En palabras de Erich Fromm “El amor erótico es exclusivo,
pero ama en la otra persona a toda la Humanidad...es exclusivo sólo en
el sentido de que puedo fundirme plena e intensamente con una sola
persona. El amor erótico excluye el amor por los demás sólo en el sentido de la fusión erótica....” Y, en cuanto a mi personal sistema de creencias, percepciones y vivencias, también concuerdo y postulo, y en mis
palabras... que el Amor entre un hombre y una mujer, “normal y maduro” mantiene el intrínseco espíritu de comunión entre tan sólo esas dos
personas, y no puede ser compartido ni invadido por terceros, ésta creencia y percepción se basa y fundamenta además, en la observación de
los sucesos y conflictos que acontecen, así como también en el estudio
objetivo y científico, de personalidades tanto en hombres como en
mujeres, que “toleran” dentro de aquellas sociedades que fomentan y
promueven abierta o enmascaradamente, la poligamia ya sea en desmedro de la situación de la mujer, y/o de la “persona” como “sujeto- individuo”, por ejemplo, en las sociedades japonesas, con las “geishas” , las
sociedades islámicas, “durras”, pero igualmente, la sociedad occidental
industrial decadente, que se manifiesta a través de la carencia de lealtad o fidelidad, al contraer un solo matrimonio, y la mantención paralela, y en categoría de “amantes” a otros(as), o sea, también en desmedro del individuo, en tanto sea persona merecedora de respeto. En
todos estos casos, el estudio y análisis de la autoestima de los individuos en cuestión, deja mucho que decir.
La vida transcurre, a través de aquello que la conforma, el tiempo,
que en sí mismo es ilimitado e infinito,es “el tiempo que nos espera”, en
cambio, el ser humano dentro de él, posee un trayecto de vida muy
pequeño y limitado dentro de este espacio temporal, nosotros no somos
dueños ni poseedores del tiempo, en realidad, innata y naturalmente,
no somos poseedores de nada.
OLVIDAR RECORDANDO

En la tercera parte...Aleksander, luego de 16 años, vuelve a
Macedonia, al tomar la decisión de renunciar a la agencia, al premio
“Pulitzer”, en fin, abandona y deja atrás la vida “tenencial”. Dentro de
sus vivencias de amor de juventud temprana, recuerda a Hana (madre
de Zamira). Durante la visita al hogar albanes de Zekir, el abuelo, lo
recibe con la hospitalidad y respeto intrínsicos, rememorando los tiempos en que convivían en armonía, o sea “.... olvidar recordando...”, al
grado que en virtud del tradicional respeto que se profesa a los mayores, en tan solo una demostración de las grandes tradiciones musulmanas, le solicita a su nieto Alí, que le bese la mano... Alí representa los
sentimientos de resentimiento generados por la violencia de la exclusión
de la autoridad eslava-.macedonia. Se observa la disparidad en la capacidad para vivenciar los tiempos cronológicos, en la armamentización de
personas incapacitadas para tales efectos y en la capacidad de las personas para rescatar la memoria histórica de su pueblo de modo constructivo, Kiril y Aleksander, dentro de la sociedad macedonia, (ambos,
curiosamente ligados por un lazo de sangre, sobrino y tío) logran desde
el modo de ser, y desde el estado mental maduro, sobreponerse al odio
y destrucción, y generar lazos afectivos.
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La estructura narrativa del film, sucede en tres estructuras narrativas menores o segmentos, armonizadas en la motivación del vínculo de
Amor, como agente liberador, en los tres episodios que se estructuran a
partir de un movimiento circular entre el inicio y el final del relato. Este
cielo que amenaza tormenta, observado inicialmente por el joven sacerdote, acaba descargando la lluvia sobre el cuerpo abatido de Alexander,
quien a través de la evolución inferida en la observación de sus conductas, y que finaliza con la entrega y sacrificio de su propia vida, en pos
de salvar a Zamira, revela una actitud u orientación de Amor entre él y
el mundo en su totalidad. Alexander, no solo ama a Annie, y mantiene
el afecto en el recuerdo de Hana, sino que él, acorde y consecuente con
su capacidad de Amar, además ama a sus semejantes. Entre las dos
imágenes del inicio y fin del film, se establece un vínculo a través de la

joven albanesa, que consigue huir, al ser salvada primeramente por
Aleksander, y llegar al monasterio, donde Kiril mira el cielo, que anuncia
y anticipa lluvia.

ALGUNOS PARALELISMOS Y DIFERENCIACIONES
Dentro de la sociedad macedonia se visualizan sujetos incapaces de
recuperar de un modo constructivo la memoria, y opuestamente se
hallan sumergidos en prácticas de fuerza y violencia, representando este
estado mental paranoide se encuentra Mitre, quién expresa inclusive su
temor frente a la alta tasa de natalidad de los albaneses.... es el mismo
temor, que ostenta el Jefe del estado mayor israelí Mofaz, dadas sus
conductas xenófobas- racistas en contra del pueblo palestino, expresiones verbales tales como “cucarachas, cáncer a eliminar” , dan cuenta de
la limpieza étnica, y firmes propósitos de traslado de la población palestina nativa, desde Gaza y la Ribera Occidental, hacia Jordania.
En el otro polo, los sacerdotes macedonios, que han logrado una
etapa madura, donde se es capaz de tomar conciencia de la propia participación en la destrucción de los otros seres, donde se logra iniciar el
doloroso proceso de reparación del daño inflingido a los demás, instalando en su mente el recuerdo de una buena relación en la que predominan los sentimientos de amor por sobre los de odio, donde la dolorosa toma de conciencia de la propia participación y los esfuerzos emocionales para conducir a un verdadero arrepentimiento del agresor, se realizan en un clima de confianza y fe en sí mismo y en los demás.
Existen diferencias, en cuanto a los orígenes como a la naturaleza
misma, de ambos conflictos, ya que en los Balcanes, coexisten diferentes grupos étnicos, con idiomas, religiones y culturas diferentes. Por lo
tanto, aquí tenemos un conflicto entre diferentes grupos culturales, con
procedencias étnicas distintas, en los cuales existe un entrecruzamiento,
por la convivencia geográfica, donde la causa del conflicto, se sitúa en
la falta de cumplimiento de los acuerdos, por parte de las autoridades
servias (1986-1991), de esta forma, se da origen a un choque entre
naciones, por disputas territoriales. Otro factor, es el de las diferencias
económicas, de privilegios entre las distintas naciones o repúblicas, en
donde la autoridad servia desea mantener los privilegios adquiridos, y
para esto mantiene un discurso chauvinista y exclusivista, así la autoridad gobernante con Milosevic, rompió el estado federal yugoslavo y
rechazó la conversión de éste, en una confederación, con el respaldo del
Imperio de EEUU (al igual que el ataque indiscriminado del brazo derecho de este Imperio, la OTAN). Opuesta, es la propuesta multiétnica y
multicultural, basadas en el diálogo y cooperación, característica de la
población bosnia, así como albanesa, .*

“SOMETHING IS PUTRID”, ALGO ESTA PODRIDO, TRANSMITE SHAKESPEARE, A TRAVES DE LA EXPRESION DE HAMLET EN DINAMARCA.
VISLUMBRAMOS, QUE ESTA PODREDUMBRE O MEZQUINDAD FASCISTA,
SE EXTIENDE AL MUNDO Y PRINCIPALMENTE A LA CREACIÓN DEL
ESTADO FASCISTA-SIONISTA DE “ISRAEL”.

La diferencia, con Palestina, es que este país ha sido literalmente
borrado del mapa (no existe, actualmente), y el pueblo palestino, que
constituye un milenario pueblo que ha habitado 2000 años su territorio,
ha sido despojado de sus ancestrales tierras, ha sido textualmente,
echado al mar, lenta y violentamente y en su reemplazo, gracias al proyecto colonial imperialista sionista-israelí, se instauró un Estado teocrático basado en la exclusión y racismo, desde el año 1948, fecha de su
creación por las grandes potencias. En base a una ideología fascista,
reunió personas de distintos origenes culturales y nacionalidades, en
torno tan sólo al elemento religioso (judío), conformando y “creando de
forma artificial” una “nacionalidad” (israelí), y usurpando además un término religioso, como es el de “Israel”, cuyo real significado es: “Pueblo
de Dios”, “Pueblo de Iglesia”. Es decir, “Israel” corresponde a un término religioso-bíblico que alude a los creyentes en Dios. ¿Que elementos
comunes tiene una persona de religión judía proveniente de Argentina,
otra de Rusia, otra de Polonia, etc.? (tal como provienen Golda Meir,
Sharon, etc) solamente los une la ideología racista, fascista y de exclusión, que es el Sionismo.“ Es importante no confundir a los Israelitas Bíblicos con los israelíes
de hoy. Los judíos quienes, bajo el impulso Sionista, emigraron hacia

Palestina durante la última parte del Siglo XIX y el mandato británico o
después del establecimiento del Estado de “ Israel” no son los descendientes de los Israelitas Bíblicos. Los historiadores Judíos confirman que
los Judíos de origen palestino constituyen una pequeña minoría y que
los que vinieron para Palestina en nuestros tiempos son convertidos al
judaísmo de diversas razas y regiones del mundo y no poseen lazos
raciales con los Israelitas” (2).

SOMETHING IS PUTRID
Las semejanzas, que podemos hallar entre ambos conflictos se
encuentran, en que la teoría y práctica del discurso de los pueblos bosnio, albanes y palestino es el mismo, en torno al proyecto de coexistencia multireligiosa y pluralista, en contraste con la xenofobia de las autoridades del pueblo serbio, de las autoridades del pueblo eslavo -macedonio y de la ideología sionista-israelí, a la cual se adscriben, no tan
sólo las autoridades, sino que además la nueva sociedad israelí llamada
y trasladada de todas las naciones del mundo, a las cuales pertenecen y
habitaban hasta antes del año 1948. En estas empresas chauvinistas y
suicidas, se encuentra el respaldo de los “poderosos hacia los poderosos”, respaldo hacia no tan solo la adquisición, sino que además la
expansión de territorios por la fuerza.
Otras semejanzas, es el plan de partición a cargo del Imperio y
Poder en Palestina en el año 1948 y el plan de partición de Bosnia (plan
Vance-Owen) ambos con la misma kafkiana ilegalidad, producto de las
presiones de los “poderosos”. Luego, la elección y mantención en el
poder de los criminales de guerra, ya sea en los diferentes cantones en
Bosnia, en Servia, con el agravante de que en Palestina, el criminal de
guerra es reelegido una y otra vez hasta nuestros días por la mayoría
de la enajenada y artifialmente construída, “sociedad sionista-israelí”,
que avalan de esta forma la limpieza étnica, genocidio y holocausto para
la solución de los conflictos. Ya que cabe hacer notar y recordar que el
primer ministro israelí Rabin, quien junto al presidente de la Autoridad
Nacional Palestina, Yasser Arafat, firmaran un acuerdo de paz, fue asesinado por un terrorista israelí. Con el objeto de hacer frente al exterminio y como una natural reacción social, surgen los movimientos de desobediencia civil en todos estos lugares, así como la resistencia armada.
Realizando una extrapolación al conflicto de la ocupación y violencia
del estado sionista sobre el pueblo palestino, podemos decir al respecto,
que mientras se mantenga un estado teocrático, creado artificial y
exclusivamente como una expresión política del Sionismo, y este en el
marco de la necesidad del Imperialismo de colocar un gendarme en
Medio Oriente, mediante el despojo del pueblo nativo y originario palestino, será imposible realizar un proceso de reconciliación maduro.
Es verdad, que existen algunos atisbos de “reparación” en algunos
grupos pacifistas israelíes, en su deseo de devolver un 20% de la usurpación de la Palestina Histórica, podemos decir, que corresponde a una
reparación parcial, en el cual no existe un cambio psíquico en el agresor
sionista-israelí, un cambio que implique reconocer la culpa, el arrepentimiento y la reparación. Aquí se pudo salir del estado mental persecutorio, para tomar contacto con el horror de haber dañado y matado, pero
no puede, creer que puede ser capaz de arreglar aquello que hizo, cree
que el arreglo sólo puede ser parcial, reconoce la necesidad del otro
para vivir y se realiza el vínculo, pero privándolo de libertad, no cree en
la reconciliación, es mas bien un acuerdo de convivencia, no se logra
hacer experiencia, no estará libre de repetir actos destructivos, de los
cuales se ha culpado, pero que fue incapaz de reparar. Por ende, es
imperativo retomar junto a estos pequeños grupos de la nueva sociedad
israelí, y avanzar conjuntamente a un estado mental plenamente maduro, que se traduce en la restitución del Estado Laico en Palestina, la
recuperación de la memoria colectiva del pueblo palestino y la memoria
colectiva de la comunidad religiosa judía, totalmente ajena, así como
manipulada por la ideología sionista, y lograr convivir, al igual que antes
de la creación del artificial estado gendarme de los intereses imperialistas, “Israel”, sobre los cimientos de la verdad histórica, y justicia, consecuentemente, en paz y armonía personas de religión judía, musulmana,
cristiana, atea, agnóstica, etc. etc.
La OLP, como representante del pueblo palestino, a través de las
presiones a las cuales ha sido sometida, por el Imperio de EEUU, se ha

visto obligada, a aceptar “ acuerdos de paz”, pese a ser estos no tan
solo aberrantes, sino que kafkianos y contrarios a los principios de igualdad y justicia para los pueblos, pero lo ha hecho, en son de poder vivir
algún día, y no muy lejano en paz, la armonía, propia a su idiosincrasia
de pueblo tradicionalmente pacífico, de pueblo impregnado de los mas
altos valores humanos en sus tradiciones y costumbres familiares, en su
memoria colectiva como pueblo, logrando perdonar, una y otra vez, los
atropellos y agravios que suceden hasta el día de hoy, y que en el 2003,
se trata de repetir un nuevo éxodo masivo de la población autóctona
palestina, en base al terrorismo que dio como resultado la creación artificial de este estado gendarme de los intereses imperiales en 1948.
Paralelamente, estos “acuerdos de paz”, han sido violados reiteradamente por el estado sionista-israelí, así como todas las normas del derecho internacional, y las repetidas resoluciones del mismo organismo, “
utilizado”, en su nacimiento, Naciones Unidas.
LA TRISTE REALIDAD (O REALITY SHOW)

El estado mental de la mayoría de la sociedad sionista-israelí, y principalmente de sus líderes, corresponde así en la actualidad, a un estado
mental paranoide, donde la construcción histórica de la memoria colectiva de la comunidad religiosa judía, por parte de la ideología sionista, se
ha basado en 1. El Victimismo y 2. La falsificación de la Historia, en este
estado predominan la persecución, el odio, la envidia, la destrucción y el
temor. La realidad es percibida como atacante, y frente a ella la alternativa es contraatacar. La destrucción del pueblo palestino, se debe a que
debido a la “persecución proyectada en los otros, éstos se perciben
como que dañan y él se ve obligado a defenderse”, careciendo de todo
concepto de justicia y su criterio frente a la destrucción del otro es “la
que me hiciste y dos más”, imponiéndose el mas fuerte, sin ninguna
consideración con la situación del otro, en este caso del pueblo civil
palestino, desarmado y desvalido, sino que guiado por el deseo de
actuar contra el que percibe como su enemigo, hasta aniquilarlo.

Aquí es imposible la reconciliación, ya que no existe vínculo, al otro,
al pueblo palestino, hay que destruírlo, porque tan solo en esta forma
de exclusión, sostenida por la ideología fascista-sionista, es posible afirmar la existencia de un estado artificial sionista-israelí, enclave del
Imperialismo de turno, en Medio Oriente, para contrarrestar la resistencia de las masas de los pueblos árabes. Por lo tanto, como el amor es la
única respuesta satisfactoria al problema de la existencia humana, la
sociedad sionista-israelí, exenta de este elemento vital, y por el contrario basada en la paranoia y necrofilia, a la larga esta destinada a perecer, debido a su propia contradicción en relación a las necesidades básicas y normales, acordes a la naturaleza humana.
Citas bibliograficas:
(1) Capponi, Ricardo. Chile: Un Duelo Pendiente. Editorial Andrés Bello.
1999.
(2) Reinach, Joseph, Jerusalem, P.94, Croom Helm, London 1981(citado
por Henry Cattan).
Bibliografia complementaria:

*Taibo Arias, Carlos. Profesor titular de Ciencia Política y Administración, U.
Autónoma de Madrid. Los Conflictos Yugoeslavos.(en colaboración con J.C.
Lechado).1994.-

Este Análisis de contenido, se gestó como una contribución más al Cine
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LA TRAGEDIA EN EL CINE

mas en que un carácter bueno es insuficiente para alcanzar la eudaimonia, se muestra la diferencia entre bondad y buen vivir. Esta diferencia
no sólo es real, para Aristóteles, sino de enorme importancia para pensar la formación ética, por ello es la tragedia una verdadera fuente de
aprendizaje.

LA
TRAGED
EN EL C
by Alicia Naput
INTRODUCCIÓN

En el presente trabajo me propongo reflexionar acerca del valor
cognoscitivo de la tragedia, de su papel en la formación ética releyendo
a Aristóteles.
Al respecto analizaré dos cuestiones: una de orden estructural, esto
es, el papel decisivo de la composición de las acciones en la visibilidad del carácter trágico y de los límites de la acción humana en la
consecución de la felicidad; y otra de orden ético-pedagógico, a
saber, la función de clarificación cognoscitiva de la tragedia, autoconocimiento, producida por efecto de pasiones como la compasión
y el temor.
Al decir de M. Nussbaum “según la concepción de Aristóteles, la
tragedia contribuye al conocimiento de uno mismo precisamente explorando lo temible y lo que mueve a la piedad. Esta labor la lleva a cabo
explorando dichas pasiones. En efecto, las respuestas pasionales son
ellas mismas un reconocimiento de la condición terrenal de nuestra
aspiración al bien.”16

Avanzaré luego un paso más para analizar como se actualiza el conflicto trágico entendido básicamente como la dialéctica salvación-aniquilamiento-, y consecuentemente su valor formativo, en la forma cinematográfica, concretamente en el filme “Antes de la lluvia” de M.
Manchevski.
LA TRAGEDIA ÁTICA Y LA FORMACIÓN ÉTICA. UNA LECTURA DE LA
POÉTICA Y LA ÉTICA A NICÓMACO

Analizaremos, en este punto, las que son para Aristóteles, características fundamentales de la tragedia (estructura y finalidad) en relación
con algunos de los conceptos centrales de su teoría de la acción.
“Es, pues, la tragedia una imitación de acción digna y completa de
amplitud adecuada, con lenguaje que deleita (…); imitación que se efectúa por medio de personajes en acción y no narrativamente, logrando
por medio de la piedad y el terror la expurgación de tales pasiones.”17
Así mismo Aristóteles nos señala que aquello que caracteriza a la
tragedia, o digamos a la buena tragedia, es la composición de la acción.
Los elementos de toda tragedia, nos dice, son seis: la fábula (composición de las acciones), los caracteres (calidad determinada de los personajes), el lenguaje (composición de los versos), pensamiento (todo lo que
se manifiesta al hablar), el espectáculo y la composición musical. Y
luego destaca “el más importante de esos elementos es la composición
de las acciones, pues la tragedia es imitación no de hombres sino de
acción, vida, felicidad e infelicidad, pues la felicidad y la infelicidad están
en la acción y el fin es una acción no una cualidad. Los hombres tienen
cualidades por sus caracteres; pero según sus acciones son felices o al
contrario.”3
Tenemos aquí un interesante punto de partida para la reflexión ética. Según sus acciones, nos dice Aristóteles, son los hombres felices o
infelices, diremos entonces que un buen carácter no basta para ser
felices o para alcanzar la plenitud de la vida buena, y consecuentemente
el contexto relacional de las acciones humanas, esto es, la comunidad
política se vuelve un elemento indispensable para la consecución de la
felicidad del agente. No existe ciudadano sin comunidad política que lo
reconozca, ni comportamiento amoroso sin alguien que lo reciba y
devuelva. Por lo mismo, carácter y acción están íntimamente relacionados, de tal manera que no es posible representarse los estados del
carácter sin hacer lo propio con la acción y la comunicación. Finalmente
la interferencia del mundo en la propia acción señala el límite y la posibilidad, esto es, nuestra vulnerabilidad y la imposibilidad de la autosuficiencia personal.

Leemos en la Etica a Nicómaco “ Los verdaderos placeres del hombre son las acciones conformes a la virtud. No son sólo agradables, sino
que, además, son buenas y bellas, y los son sobre todas las cosas, (…)
Por consiguiente, la felicidad es, a la vez, lo mejor, más bello y más
dulce que existe…”
La ética se ocupa entonces del saber vivir bien, del saber ser felices.
Ahora, para que uno pueda vivir bien, esto es, ser feliz, deben darse
algunas condiciones. Aristóteles nos señala al respecto lo siguiente: “Es
imposible, o por lo menos no es fácil, hacer el bien cuando uno está privado de todo, puesto que para una multitud de cosas son indispensables los amigos, la riqueza, la influencia política.”4
Lo que nos hace felices entonces, son las elecciones éticas, pero
ellas sólo se realizan exitosamente en la comunidad política. “El objeto
de la política es el más elevado de todos, y su cuidado principal es formar el alma de los ciudadanos, y enseñarles, mejorándolos en la práctica de todas las virtudes”5
He aquí que la comunidad política no es sólo condición de una práctica virtuosa sino que es la encargada de enseñar dicha práctica, dicho
de otro modo, su existencia es la condición necesaria para la formación
ética. Pero ¿en qué consiste esta formación ética?
Y ¿qué peso tienen o que papel juegan los azares de la fortuna en la
consecución de la propia felicidad?
Comencemos por la segunda pregunta. Aristóteles nos dice que el
hombre virtuoso sabe sufrir los azares de la fortuna sin perder la dignidad, sabe sacar siempre de las circunstancias el mejor partido posible.
Para hacerle perder la felicidad al hombre virtuoso no bastarán los infortunios ordinarios sino que deberán caer sobre él los más grandes y
repetidos desastres.
Podemos pensar, entonces, que la formación ética será aquella que
enseña a los hombres a elegir lo mejor teniendo en cuenta las circunstancias particulares de la acción, y a mantener la dignidad en aquellas
situaciones desgraciadas a las que la fortuna nos expone.
Es la prudencia o frónesis aquella virtud intelectual, que consiste en
el hábito de elegir lo bueno de acuerdo a los contextos particulares de
las acciones. El hombre prudente, dice el filósofo, es el que “sabe deliberar bien” y en esta deliberación intervienen deseo (o instinto) y razón,
se trata de una preferencia del alma y “ella es un acto de inteligencia
instintiva o del instinto inteligente; y el hombre es precisamente un principio de este género”6
Es el objeto de la prudencia, entonces, deliberar bien. Pero ¿De qué
naturaleza son las cosas sobre las cuales se delibera? ¿Qué saber o
saberes compromete esa práctica?
Se delibera sobre lo posible, esto es, sobre aquello que puede ser de
otro modo que como es y sobre aquellas cosas respecto de las cuales
hay un fin que aspirar. Cito: “…Pudiendo decirse de una manera general
y absoluta que es hombre de buen consejo el que sabe encontrar, mediante un razonamiento, lo que la humanidad debe hacer con más acierto
en las cosas sometidas a su acción.”7
En cuanto a los saberes, la prudencia, dice Aristóteles, “no se limita
a fórmulas generales sino que es preciso que sepa también las soluciones particulares; porque es práctica, porque obra y la acción se aplica
necesariamente al pormenor de las cosas.”8 Ella es esencialmente práctica y supone los dos órdenes de conocimiento, pero está orientada,
como la opinión, fundamentalmente a lo contingente.
Por último cabe interrogarse acerca de la deliberación. ¿Cuáles son
las características de la sabia deliberación? ¿En qué se diferencia de la
simple opinión?
Aristóteles distingue la sabia deliberación de la simple opinión o
doxa. La deliberación supone razonamiento, el que delibera busca alguna cosa y calcula razonando; en cambio la opinión es ya una afirmación
bastante precisa. De algún modo la deliberación sabia sería la rectitud.
Se define, también, la sabia deliberación considerando los propios

by Alicia Nap

En la tragedia, nos dice M. Nussbaum, se examinan las múltiples for-
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intereses: la sabia deliberación es aquella que nos sirve para distinguir
el objeto que debemos buscar, a establecer el medio que debemos
emplear y a calcular el tiempo en que es preciso que obremos.
Resulta que en este aprendizaje del buen vivir, entendido como la
búsqueda de la felicidad, es tan importante y decisivo conocer las circunstancias a las que nos enfrentamos, como ser conscientes de los
propios límites, de la propia vulnerabilidad, y mantenernos dignos (no
quebrantarnos) ante el infortunio, esto es, aquello que no podemos
cambiar ni evitar. Podríamos decir, que prudente no será aquel que
actúe desconociendo los riesgos a que está sujeto, pero tampoco el
pusilánime que se doblegue con resignación ante las circunstancias
eventualmente adversas renunciando a elegir en las cosas sometidas a
su acción.
A partir de lo expuesto podríamos, entonces, pensar en el papel formativo de la tragedia en tanto nos permite ponernos en contacto con
los propios límites en el conflicto que carece de salida superadora, pero
justamente en el marco de acciones de sujetos que no escapan al conflicto sino que lo asumen aunque ello desencadene inevitablemente la
tragedia. El héroe trágico asume que conocer, develar, tomar consciencia, no lleva necesariamente a la dicha, pero se hace cargo también de
que en toda empresa humana, que se precie de tal, escapar al conflicto
nos hace peores personas.
Ya habíamos señalado al comienzo de este trabajo las relaciones que
Aristóteles planteaba entre la acción y el carácter trágicos, esto es, que
están relacionados tan íntimamente que es imposible representarse los
estados del carácter sin hacer lo propio con la acción y podemos afirmar
ahora, también desde el punto de vista ético, que la interferencia del
mundo en la propia acción contradice de facto cualquier idea de autosuficiencia personal en la consecución de la felicidad.
Podemos considerar entonces a la escena trágica, con Aristóteles,
como instancia estética debeladora de los conflictos constitutivos de la
acción humana. Sin embargo resta aun reflexionar acerca de dos cuestiones. En primer lugar cómo es que la tragedia clásica puede constituirse en una experiencia de reconocimiento. Y en segundo lugar, si el
conflicto trágico, y su dialéctica salvación-aniquilamiento, puede ser
reconocido como tal en producciones culturales contemporáneas, sin
caer en definiciones escencialistas o ahistóricas, y también, cuales serían
sus características y su valor cognoscitivo.

porque trata de una acción sustitutiva en la que se anuncian nuevos
contenidos de la vida del pueblo. Estos contenidos, que, a diferencia de
las antiguas sujeciones fatales, no emanan de un mandato superior, sino
de la vida del héroe mismo, terminan aniquilándolo, ya que por ser
desproporcionados a la voluntad individual, benefician a la comunidad
aun por nacer. La muerte trágica tiene un doble significado: debilitar la
ley antigua de los dioses olímpicos y ofrendar al dios desconocido el
héroe en cuanto primicia de una nueva cosecha humana”.11

Además del sacrificio del héroe se agrega otra característica indisolublemente ligada a la acción trágica, esto es, a la ejecución de lo trágico, se trata de la opresión muda o enmudecimiento del héroe, que
Benjamin vincula con la relación de éste con la comunidad por la cual se
sacrifica. Benjamin explica que cuanto más se encuentra rezagada la
palabra trágica respecto de las acciones del héroe, tanto más se libera
de las viejas leyes y encuentra su alma la salvación, junto a la realización del destino trágico, en la “palabra de una comunidad distante”.
Recordemos a la Antígona de Sófocles en la heroica (y absolutamente
solitaria) aceptación de su destino trágico, consecuencia irremediable de
su solitaria (y, a la vez pública) desobediencia a ley de la polis; su gesto
desmesurado “habla” para una comunidad futura, aquella capaz de desoír la razón de Estado. Releamos el siguiente fragmento:

DIA
CINE
EL VALOR COGNOSCITIVO DE LAS PASIONES TRÁGICAS. FILOSOFÍA DE
LO TRÁGICO GRIEGO

put

Aristóteles sostenía que la tragedia podía ser considerada como una
experiencia formativa en tanto promovía la clarificación cognoscitiva producida por efecto de la compasión y el temor. Las pasiones contribuyen
así (del mismo modo que juegan un papel central en toda deliberación)
al conocimiento de uno mismo, precisamente explorando lo temible y lo
que mueve a piedad.9

Para comprender como funciona esta experiencia formativa o de
autoconocimiento es menester volvernos a interrogar sobre lo trágico
griego, sus características distintivas, sus particularidades. Haremos lo
propio no ya desde una poética sino desde la filosofía, esto es, pensaremos a la tragedia como una narrativa de un cierto tiempo cultural y
político. Lo cual conduce a interrogarnos no ya acerca de la tragedia
como género literario, con sus reglas propias, sino acerca de lo trágico.
¿Es pertinente hablar de una filosofía de lo trágico o, al menos, de una
estructura común a partir de la cual se podría, sino definir, por lo menos
comprender las diversas formas históricas de la tragedia y los dramas
trágicos?10

Peter Szondi citando a Benjamin (Origen del drama Barroco) echa
luz respecto de la especificidad de lo trágico griego, y a la vez nos permite comenzar a pensar en esa posible estructura común, escribe: “La
poesía trágica descansa en la idea del sacrificio. Pero el sacrificio trágico
se diferencia de cualquier otro por su objeto (el héroe) y constituye al
mismo tiempo un principio y un final. Un final porque es un principio
expiatorio debido a los dioses, guardianes de la ley antigua; un principio

Antígona (al rey Creonte): ¿Qué esperas, pues?, a mí, tus palabras
ni placen ni podrían nunca llegar a complacerme; y las mías también a ti
te son desagradables. De todos modos, ¿Cómo podía alcanzar más gloriosa gloria que enterrando a mi hermano? Todos éstos te dirían que mi
acción les agrada, si el miedo no les tuviera cerrada la boca: pero la
tiranía tiene, entre otras muchas ventajas, la de poder hacer y decir lo
que le venga en gana.
Creonte: De entre todos los cadmeos, este punto de vista es sólo
tuyo.

Antígona: Que no, que es el de todos: pero ante ti cierran la boca.

Es dable pensar que lo trágico se constituye justamente allí donde
se hace, a la vez, necesaria e imposible una palabra otra, necesaria para
fundar un orden humano diferente; imposible, porque no hay comunidad que la reconozca (lo que también ocurre con el contenido de los
actos del héroe). La acción trágica ocurre y se desarrolla allí donde no
puede operar la palabra, es decir, donde esta es inaudible, lo cual se
hace visible en la centralidad de la acción del héroe y también en su
destino trágico.
Esto podría ilustrarse con las observaciones de Hegel acerca del destino trágico de Sócrates. Recordemos que Hegel sostenía que la suerte
del filósofo no podía ser otra en virtud de que el principio del mundo
griego no podía aun tolerar el principio de la reflexión subjetiva; de ahí
que este resultase hostilmente destructivo. Por ello el pueblo ateniense
estaba tanto autorizado, como obligado a reaccionar contra la iniciativa
de Sócrates conforme a las leyes. “He ahí el lugar de los héroes en la
historia universal; por medio de ellos emerge el nuevo mundo”.
De los modos de leer la tragedia griega de Benjamin y de Hegel
podríamos extraer un elemento o consideración común que tal vez sea
útil para respondernos a la pregunta con la iniciamos este análisis. A
saber (veamos): sacrificio que significa a la vez un comienzo y un final;
la muerte trágica anuncia el debilitamiento de la ley vieja y la emergencia de un mundo nuevo; paradoja o dialéctica salvación –aniquilamiento.
Podríamos entonces definir como trágico el hecho de que la liberación
de la ley antigua no podría realizarse sino volviendo a cumplirla, y que
para ello se exigiese el rescate de la muerte, o que para poner en práctica los nuevos contenidos de la vida el pueblo demandase la acción de
un héroe, pero para terminar aniquilándolo.
La relevancia del momento dialéctico (salvación-aniquilamiento) -que
es para P. Szondi constitutivo de lo trágico entendido no como esencia
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sino el conflicto (forma) alrededor del cual se actualiza con diversas particularidades lo trágico en la historia y el drama humanos - se
desprende del mismo hecho de que sea visible aun allí donde no se discute lo trágico sino la tragedia como obra de arte, concretamente en la
Poética de Aristóteles. Justamente en ocasión de fijar la modalidad de la
acción que suscitase temor y compasión, Aristóteles exige que el cambio
de fortuna del héroe no se vincule la perversidad sino a un error, del
mismo modo que la culpa debe derivarse dialécticamente de una condición virtuosa. También es dable mencionar que el filósofo griego, reflexionando acerca del efecto trágico le concede un lugar destacado a la
dialéctica amor odio al considerar sumamente emotivos los conflictos
trágicos que ocurren entre personas amigas, entre hermanos, entre una
madre y su hijo, o entre un padre y un hijo. Nuevamente podemos
recordar a Antígona, a su tenaz insistencia en enterrar a su hermano en
una suerte de imprudente lealtad al amor filial, ella es víctima de su
desmesurada virtud.
Resulta cualitativa también la reflexión de Schiller acerca de lo trágico, quien se mantiene fiel a Aristóteles en tanto intenta comprender la
tragedia a partir de los efectos que suscita (su finalidad). Así en su
artículo sobre el arte trágico, citado por Szondi, sostiene: “Se supera al
género emotivo allí donde el origen de la desgracia no sólo no está reñido con la moralidad sino que incluso sólo sea viable a través de la
moralidad”12

Es así como podemos apreciar con bastante claridad como la estructura dialéctica de la tragedia no es sólo visualizada por la filosofía, sino
que es destacada como elemento constitutivo también por las que
podríamos llamar perspectivas dramatúrgicas o histórico-filosóficas.
El vínculo entre formación ética y tragedia, o lo que es lo mismo, la
función formativa de la tragedia, para Aristóteles tiene que ver con que
la obra trágica, como relato complejo y concreto de acciones humanas
permite perfeccionar nuestra percepción del carácter conflictivo, contradictorio y complejo de la vida humana. Le atribuye tanto valor motivacional como cognoscitivo.

“La tragedia no estructura de antemano los problemas de sus personajes; no los muestra en busca de aspectos morales importantes,
obligándonos a nosotros, como interpretes, a un papel a sí mismo activo. Interpretar una tragedia es un asunto más complejo, menos determinado, más misterioso que valorar un ejemplo filosófico, la obra no se
agota sino que permanece abierta a nuevas interpretaciones...” Se
acude o se convoca al lector a la reflexión sobre su propia experiencia
como tal ; “En efecto dicha experiencia posee la indeterminación y la
complejidad exigible a una investigación sobre nuestra relación ética con
la fortuna.”13
El valor formativo del relato trágico para Aristóteles radica justamente en que las grandes tramas trágicas exploran la diferencia entre la
bondad y el buen vivir, entre lo que somos y el modo más o menos feliz
en que discurre nuestra existencia. “Se examinan las múltiples formas
en que un carácter bueno es insuficiente para alcanzar la eudaimonía.”14

Martha Nussbaum vincula de manera interesante esta diferencia
entre ser bueno y vivir bien con la función de las dos pasiones trágicas,
esto es, la compasión y el temor. En primer lugar nos compadecemos de
la suerte del personaje, justamente porque es bueno y porque por ello
no merecía el sufrimiento; y a la vez esta identificación es posible
porque la suerte del protagonista de la tragedia podría extenderse, en
ciertas condiciones, al común de los mortales. Poniendo atención en la
piedad que nos provoca la suerte del héroe podemos aprender sobre
nuestra concepción acerca de lo importante en la vida humana y sobre
nuestra propia vulnerabilidad, la de nuestros compromisos, la de nuestras convicciones. En segundo lugar, la tragedia suscita nuestro temor
en tanto aquello que le ocurre al héroe podría ocurrirnos a nosotros y
no está absolutamente en nuestras manos evitarlo.
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Podemos concluir momentáneamente entonces que la potencia
cognoscitiva de los conflictos de la tragedia, así como su valor formativo
(en tanto promueve la identificación y con ella potencia la autorreflexión) también reside fuertemente en la dialéctica salvación-aniquilamiento
de la trama trágica. ( Que describíamos más arriba).

Al comienzo del presente trabajo planteábamos que las respuestas
pasionales a la tragedia son ellas mismas un reconocimiento de la condición terrenal de nuestra aspiración al bien; ahora podríamos agregar
que la identificación con la tragedia expresa además de dicho
reconocimiento, aquel que identifica lo humano con la capacidad de desobedecer el mandato que indica que nada hay más importante que conservar la vida.

LA ACTUALIZACIÓN DEL CONFLICTO TRÁGICO EN UN RELATO
CINEMATOGRÁFICO
En este último punto se analizará lo que he denominado: la actualización del conflicto trágico en el cine. Para ello, analizaremos el filme
“Antes de la lluvia”15, considerando cómo se hace visible su tragicidad (la
dialéctica redención-aniquilamiento) en la trama misma de la acción.
Pier Paolo Pasolini definía al cine como “el lenguaje escrito de la
acción”. Nada más pertinente para pensarlo en relación con el drama
trágico.
En la narración cinematográfica, la acción o las acciones ocupan un
lugar central, la definen. En ese relato, las palabras son secundarias, lo
importante, lo definitorio son las acciones alrededor de las cuales se
construye dicho relato, relato que al decir de Godard, tiene la particularidad de ofrecer un sentimiento del tejido o el río de la historia, de su
entramado y su devenir. Además el filme se construye montando miradas, formas de ver el devenir de la vida, y ello convoca la pasión y el
reconocimiento porque, entre otras cosas, el que mira (y el que vuelve a
mirar) no mira sino lo que siente, y lo que, en ocasiones, no quiere confesar como su secreto. Y allí, en el sentimiento común de lo inconfesado, de lo secreto, viéndonos actuar, ocurren la identificación y el reconocimiento, con una fuerza que tal vez no tenga ningún otro relato.
El filme “Antes de la lluvia” de Milcho Manchevski narra de un modo
muy particular los días finales de un fotógrafo que ha ganado fama capturando instantáneas de la guerra. Nuestro protagonista, Alexander
Kirkov, abandona Bosnia primero, y luego Londres decidido a volver a su
Macedonia natal en busca de... sí mismo, de un reencuentro que le
devuelva algo de la humanidad perdida, del compromiso con una historia que pueda sentir como propia. En definitiva, hay en la decisión de
este personaje la voluntad de abandonar el lugar de “observador”, en la
convicción de que ese es también un lugar de complicidad con el horror.

El relato está organizado en tres episodios, a saber: “Palabras”,
“Rostros” y “Fotografías” (o Imágenes).

El primer episodio narra, casi sin palabras, el encuentro en un
monasterio cristiano ortodoxo de un joven macedonio ( a la sazón sobrino de Alexander) monje con una joven albanesa. Ella se refugia, a hurtadillas, en el monasterio huyendo de un grupo de macedonios. Kiril (el
monje) en primera instancia se asusta cuando le descubre en su cuarto,
luego parece querer denunciarla, pero finalmente la oculta. Ninguno
comprende la lengua del otro, se miran con temor, pero el silencio de
Kiril ante los perseguidores y sus superiores no admite malos entendidos. En una escena que se anuncia en los sueños de Kiril ambos se dan
la mano y sellan un pacto: huirán juntos. Horas más tarde la joven será
asesinada por su propio hermano; a partir de allí sabremos que quien
traicione a “la sangre”, al clan, encontrará la muerte.

En este mismo episodio aparecerá por primera vez, fugazmente, el
rostro de Alexander Kirkov. Un largo travelling nos permitirá espiar su
rostro exánime detrás de los cuerpos de un grupo de personas que lo
despiden gravemente, algunos entre llantos desconsolados. La mirada
de la cámara se desliza tras los cuerpos, para luego alejarse y ofrecernos el panorama del entierro; aun no lo sabemos, pero es el protagonista de la historia el que ha encontrado la muerte, junto a su primo, en
Macedonia, su tierra natal.

A partir de allí el filme reconstruirá, a la manera de un
rompecabezas, la búsqueda de Alexander. Hemos presenciado el final de
la historia pero aun desconocemos los motivos, el sentido, las razones
de las muertes y junto a ellas desconocemos el sentido, las razones, los
motivos de la vida de Alexander.
No es caprichoso que la narración se organice centralmente a partir
de la muerte de Alex. Su muerte y la circunstancia particular en la
ocurre no sólo dan sentido a su vida, sino que hacen posible el relato.
Tal como escribía Pasolini en su Empirismo Erético:

“Es pues absolutamente necesario morir, ya que mientras vivimos
carecemos de sentido, y el lenguaje de nuestra vida (con el que nos
expresamos, y al que, por tanto, atribuimos máxima importancia) es
intraducible: un caos de posibilidades, una búsqueda de relaciones y de
significados sin solución de continuidad. La muerte realiza un fulmíneo
montaje de nuestra vida, o sea, elige los momentos realmente significativos (y ya no modificables con otros posibles momentos contrarios o
coherentes), y los pone en sucesión, convirtiendo nuestro presente,
infinito, inestable e incierto, y por tanto lingüísticamente no descriptible,
en un pasado claro, estable, cierto, y por tanto lingüísticamente bien
descriptible.
Sólo gracias a la muerte nuestra vida nos sirve para expresarnos”.16

En el segundo episodio conocemos por fragmentos la desilusión y
los desencuentros de Alexander con su profesión, con el amor, con la
ciudad adoptiva que se muestra como un mar de rostros, coches y edificios ajenos, acompañantes ocasionales, telón de fondo de la más íntima
soledad.
- “Toma partido”, es la frase que pronuncia al despedirse de quien
se rehúsa a acompañarlo en su viaje a Macedonia. Su compañera de
trabajo y amante no responde, solo lo mira irse, mientras nosotros
podemos intuir que ni siquiera comprende qué es lo que él busca, ni de
qué se arrepiente, ni por qué irse es una forma de “tomar partido”.
Probablemente ella estuviera en condiciones de comenzar a comprenderlo recién cuando desde lo alto de una colina se vuelva otro testigo de
su entierro. Cuando, como nosotros, se pregunte íntimamente por qué.
Finalmente en el último episodio se devela el íntimo motivo del viaje
de Alex. Al comienzo, en un breve diálogo en el colectivo que lo lleva a
su pueblo ya en Macedonia, se anuncia de algún modo el final.
-A qué vino, pregunta un soldado macedonio, sentado a su lado.
- A un bautismo, responde Alexander.

¿De quién?; replica el soldado.
El mío; responde Alexander.
¿Cómo?
No, el de un sobrino.
Lo lamentará cuando lo decapiten; advierte el soldado. (en sentido
contrario vemos con los ojos del protagonista, por la ventanilla, el desfile de personas que intentan recorrer justamente el camino inverso al
suyo, huir de Macedonia)
Ya es hora; sentencia el protagonista.
De algún modo podríamos decir que Alex está dispuesto a morir o
tal vez mejor, no está dispuesto vivir a cualquier precio; y por ello es el
héroe de esta historia.
Se reencontrará con sus familiares y podrá ver “a distancia” a su
amiga, pero el escenario no es aquel que su memoria mantenía vivo.
La comunidad añorada ha estallado, macedonios ortodoxos (su familia)
y musulmanes albaneses (sus viejos amigos) son ahora enemigos, se
odian y en el mejor de los casos “conviven” vigilándose, mientras
planean el exterminio del otro.
Y sucede lo previsible, su vieja amiga musulmana le pide que salve
a su hija, acusada de matar a su primo. En un cuarto en penumbras se
dan la mano y sellan así un pacto que no es el de “la sangre” sino el
de la humanidad, en una escena que remite simétricamente al encuentro de los dos jóvenes en el primer episodio.
Alexander salvará a la joven albanesa a costa de la propia vida; y,
como ya sabemos, ella hará lo propio por el joven que la ocultara de

sus perseguidores. Y ambos sufrirán la misma pena, el mismo castigo,
la muerte.
El filme finaliza con la muerte de Alex pero algo es diferente, esta
vez su rostro -que se nos muestra en un plano medio, picado- sonríe y,
sobre él, por fin, cae la ansiada lluvia. Durante todo el filme hemos
esperado la lluvia, junto a los personajes, en medio de un clima
caluroso y agobiante.
Simultáneamente, detrás de la colina (donde aun no llueve), y tal
como ocurre al comienzo, el sacerdote que acompaña al joven Kiril a
cosechar tomates le recuerda: “¡Ya es hora! El tiempo no espera, el círculo no es redondo.” Habíamos escuchado la misma sentencia al
comienzo del primer episodio, pero algo rompe la sensación de simetría
del relato, hemos sido testigos de lo que ocurrió “antes de la lluvia”.
El conflicto trágico se actualiza aquí de un modo particular. La
tragedia adviene ante la imposibilidad de la reconstrucción de la comunidad política. Podríamos decir que la política se ha vuelto tragedia ante
la imposibilidad de una historia otra, ante una historia devenida destino
del clan. El círculo se rompe trágicamente porque no hay una comunidad que comparta el gesto de Alexander, que pueda comprenderlo.
Cabe recuperar aquí lo que Casullo reseña acerca del drama barroco, releyendo a Benjamín: “el drama barroco no cuenta el mito, como
lo hacía lo trágico griego, sino que cuenta la historia del hombre acontecida, la historia como sucesión ininterrumpida de catástrofes causadas por los poderes terrenales. Pero en ese contar la historia, reaparece el mito: el poder, el soberano, el gobernante (...). La historia fue
siempre una catarata de catástrofes porque la culpa mítica originaria
del hombre es su destino. La culpa, desde el arte dramático barroco, es
el mito reingresando a través de los poderes vencedores, y como explicación de la historia. Pero el teatro barroco busca secularizar dicho misterio mítico, desactivar la historia catastrófica, desactivar el mito que
destina; se opone a la visión que niega que la historia puede ser lugar
de redención, desde lo humano (...) En el drama barroco la escena
deviene clave de comprensión de la historia.”17
En “Antes de la lluvia” el mito ha reingresado en la historia, de la
mano de los poderes “vencedores” de los clanes que destinan a las
comunidades al enfrentamiento perpetuo, de la mano de la miseria, y
sobre la base de la derrota de lo que alguna vez fue una comunidad
política. Derrota de las viejas e “ineficaces” resistencias políticas al
avance del capital transnacionalizado. Justamente el reingreso del mito
del eterno enfrentamiento interétnico se asienta sobre la derrota de la
idea de la historia, como empresa humana, como lugar de redención.
Es esa idea, la de la historia como lugar de redención, la que
Alexander actualiza, la que se hace visible en la trama de la acción del
protagonista.
Es posible reconocer aquí el drama cristiano, Alex rompe el círculo
(al que refiere el cura ortodoxo), se sacrifica, pero su rebelión no es
contra los dioses o el destino, sino contra los hombres vueltos “enemigos naturales”, en defensa de la historia, de la memoria de un orden
cultural en el que eran conciudadanos, de la ley…en lugar de “la sangre”; recordemos aquello de: “la sangre está en el aire”, dicho por el
padre de su vieja amiga musulmana, cuando lo recibe en su casa.
“El tiempo no espera, el círculo no es redondo”.

Lo que reivindica la acción de Alexander (como la de Kiril) es, junto
al reconocimiento, la ruptura con la tradición, en un sentido “renegar del
padre y rechazar el propio nombre”, para elegir, para construir un orden
cultural y político. Esa acción se vuelve tragedia, la salvación conlleva el
aniquilamiento, cuando no existe horizonte político, esto es, horizonte
común para los seres humanos.
En este contexto lo que nos convoca a reconocernos en la conducta
del protagonista es justamente la acción ética, aquella limitada por la
arbitrariedad del mundo, pero también (y fundamentalmente) autorizada
o habilitada por la conciencia enfrentada al mundo, por el gesto emancipatorio de renunciar a la “naturaleza” para “ser políticamente”.
El conflicto trágico se vuelve en “Antes de la lluvia” clave de comprensión de lo humano en tanto hace visible el fracaso de la política
identificada con el fracaso del proyecto que se propuso como emancipatorio y no lo fue. La forma trágica nos enfrenta aquí, con la profundidad
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necesaria, a las contradicciones y divisiones que nos inhiben e inmovilizan políticamente.
“Antes de la lluvia” se filmó en 1994, en una Macedonia independiente desde 1991 del viejo Estado yugoslavo, del que sólo parece
quedar (en el filme) la melodía de la “Internacional” silbada por un
cartero del servicio de correos que, por supuesto, cuando más se lo
necesita no funciona. Gesto paródico de Manchevski que recuerda
un pasado patéticamente caricaturizado en la breve escena del
mencionado correo: la empleada atiende una llamada telefónica, es
la amiga de Alex desde Londres, que intenta desesperadamente
comunicarse en varios idiomas; la oficinista alcanza a escuchar el
nombre de Alex pero, como no comprende bien el contexto del
mensaje, corta la comunicación, sin más.

La Macedonia “independiente” se ha incorporado plenamente al occidente civilizado y al mercado mundial, por ello recibe la asistencia de las
Naciones Unidas, de sus cascos blancos, que como los cuervos arriban a
las zonas en litigio en busca de los muertos.
En ese contexto de imposibilidad y decadencia Manchevski nos hace
cómplices del gesto definitivamente libre de alguien que siente que
seguir actuando en pos de la conservación de la propia vida, en medio
de la creciente deshumanización, es envilecerse un poco más cada día.
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“PRE KI[E”, FILM ZA RATNE SEZONE
LEGENDA O NEPOTREBNOJ SMRTI
Svetlana Slap{ak

manje; postoje tri hromatski definisana sveta, sparu{eni i `uti pejza`
danju, prostor nasilja, milostivo plava no}, vreme dobrote i privi|enja i
najzad crno-belo sivi, sa pokojom bojom, svet Zapada, u kojem kornja~e
sre}no plivaju u akvarijumu pre nego {to zapuca neki ludak - ponekad iz
Belfasta, a ponekad i sa Balkana. Sa petstogodi{njim razlozima, dakako,
ali ne stalno i svuda, i ne kao princip.

“PRE KI[E”,
FILM ZA
RATNE
SEZONE

Da film Mil~a Man~evskog ima nedvosmislenu formativnu nameru,
nema nikakve sumnje. Da je ta namera ne{to {to lokalni filmski stvaraoci
superiorno preziru, dosta se jasno vidi iz ratne filmske produkcije, na
primer iz moralne nedefinisanosti Pavlovi}evog “Dezertera” ili iz
neobi~no ljupkog filma “Mi nismo an|eli”, ^iji je jedini problem {to nije
bio snimljen petnaest do dvadeset godina ranije. Ratni sarajevski dokumentarci Kenovi}a i grupe SAGA, ve~ zbog uslova u kojima su ra|eni,
spadaju u sasvim drugu kategoriju, i podle`u drugim kriterijumima. Mil~o
Man~evski, autsajder po lokalnim merilima i sklon visokom riziku po
svetskim — mislim na iskakanje iz uspe{ne karijere re`isera spotova i
reklama — jedini je do sada uspeo da stvori ubedljivu i moralno
besprekornu me{avinu lokalnog i univerzalnog, legendu koja podjednako
dobro ~itaju oni prezasi}eni znanjem i umovanjem o biv{oj dr`avi, i oni
savr{eno neobave{teni. Iz komunikacije su isklju~eni, kako i treba, svi
aktivni u}esnici.
Ako za trenutak zaboravimo svetski uspeh i Zlatnog lava, Mil~o
Man~evski je lako re{io pedesetogodi{nji problem jugoslovenske kinematografije: nedostatak dobrog, logi~nog i ubedljivog scenarija. To {to
iste jugoslovenske kinematografije vi{e nema, mo`e se delom ~itati kao
pravedna kazna. I samouverenost “pra{ke {kole”, sa sve dr`avnim i
javnim teto}enjem, izgleda mal~ice neobi~no pred ovim makedonskim
mladuncem koji ode, nau~i i uspe ne obja{njavaju}i usput svima {ta se
sve ne mo`e da postigne. Sem {to ume da napi{e scenario u kojem
ni{ta ne visi i nije gurnuto pod tepih, i dijaloge koji vrcaju — posebno u
londonskoj epizodi — Man~evski ume da primeni brzinu, ne{to {to u
biv{oj domovini nikako ne mo`e da pre|e kafanski prag. Tek sa tom
brzinom lajtmotivi postaju funkcionalni: iznenadno no}no pojavljivanje
voljene @ene, povra}anje kao reakcija na nasilje, pucanje u le|a. Samo
se sa vrhunskim scenaristi~kim rafinmanom mogla sklopiti mehanika
pri~a koja je, sa manje kontrole i vi{e samozadovoljstva, mogla zavr{iti
u pateti}noj jednozna~nosti i u melodrami. Nijednog jedinog iskliznu}a
nema u konstrukciji, u kru`nom toku legende, ali to je tek savr{ena podloga za autosubverziju i umno`avanje smisla.

Kona~no, tu su i one simboli~ke slike koje mogu razumeti samo
“doma}i” i koje su njima namenjene kao poseban kanal za komuniciranje: stari broj “Nove Makedonije”, kutija crvene “drine”, pesma “Indeksa”. I
jedan nehotimi~ni znak na tome kanalu, na {pici: posveta Abdurahmanu
[alji, glumcu koji je u filmu odigrao starog Albanca Zekira i zatim umro.
Informacija za one na izgubljenim vezama, se}anje na jedno tako “narodno” lice i uloge tipskih Albanaca iz doba kada je dr`ava pazila na to
kako se ko “prikazuje”: onda je to izgledalo nezgrapno. A da je sve drugo propalo od te dr`ave, a ostalo samo to, mo`da bi, paradoksalno,
opstala i ta dr`ava. Ili bar ne bi bilo toliko mrtvih. Abdurahman [alja,
time {to je poslednju ulogu odigrao u ovome filmu, dodao je svojoj
gluma~koj karijeri i nesumnjivu humanu misiju.
Socijalne grupe u filmu precizno su podeljene po odnosu prema nasilju:
deca, ona {to kradu metke i automate i dive se oru`ju, odaju begunce,
mu~e kornja~u, nagove{tavaju mra`nu budu}nost zavisno od upu{tene
generacije; mladi} i devojka su u svom otporu nasilju potpuno nemo~ni
(jagnjad!), jer im nedostaje znanje koje im je neko u odsudnim godinama
uskratio; nezadovoljeni, od mladi}a do klimakteri~ara, uz lude i bednike
koje vuku za sobom, dobili su opravdanje da tirani{u sve kojima bi se
ina~e morali pokoravati; usamljeni i samoubila~ki pojedinci srednjih godina, koji ose}aju pre svega teret svoje krivice, a imaju znanje, mogu
ponuditi samo sebe; starci, i pravoslavni popovi i albanski patrijarhalac,
koji znaju pravila i njihovu primenu, gube ugled ve} time {to ne kontroli{u nasilje; i najzad, `ene, koje su sve do jedne protiv mu{kog nasilja
i sve`e izmi{ljenih razloga za progon drugoga, od rafinirane tankouste
Engleskinje do pokorne makedonske supruge, do oslobo|ene seoske
u~iteljice, do unaza|ene albanske udovice, koja se nekad slobodno
{kolovala, do njene k}eri koju je zaostalost prvo, a onda i sve ostalo predodredilo da bude `rtveno jagnje.
Film Mil~a Man~evskog te{ka je i depresivna legenda o nepotrebnim
smrtima. Prelepi snimci Ohrida (Crkva Sv. Jovan Kaneo kao glavni
motiv) i makedonskih planina, sela ubogih i u bedi istih “vekovnih” neprijatelja, deo su opreme legende, kao i stalni motiv ki{e koja bi tek trebalo
da do|e. Ki{a smiruje posle su{e, pucnjave gromova i ubistava, ona spira krv i umiva mrtve, razdvaja `rtve i nasilnike, bar dok se ovi drugi ne
osu{e. Ki{a je, kao i mir, uvek mogu}na. Lepota divljeg legendarnog
prostora klju~na je za dramaturgiju filma. Pa, ipak, ~ovek bi po`eleo
jedan sun~ev zalazak i jedan pun mesec manje, {to nimalo ne bi {kodilo
emocijama.

LEGENDA O
NEPOTREB NOJ SMRTI

Man~evski je bio svestan da, ukoliko ostane na nivou legende, rizikuje
ignorantska ili manipulatorska tuma}enja o “vekovnoj mr`nji”, a da
istovremeno jedino legendom mo`e da postigne nivo univerzalnosti
potreban da se i{ta razume. Stoga je morao uneti ceo niz inteligentnih,
ne`nih, cini~nih, nostalgi~nih (za biv{e kompatriote) intervencija, koje
osnovnu legendu dekonstrui{u i dovode u sumnju svako malo zadovoljstvo jednostavnog re{enja. Tako je, na primer, potpuno jasno da je
prethodna generacija (Zekir, Aleksandar, Hana) bila bilingvalna i da su
deca i{la zajedno u {kolu; Hanina k~er je ~obanica, i govori samo
albanski. Aleksandrov mla|i srodnik je mona{ki po~etnik: on je preuzeo
zavet ~utanja, koji je simboli~ka slika cele jedne generacije.

Stereotip o “petstogodi{njem ropstvu” izgovaraju samo ubice/ludaci.
Trebalo bi, dodu{e, biti glumac kao {to je Rade [erbe|ija, da bi se iz
njegovog pogleda ~italo kako Hana nekada nije bila zabra|ena. Iz ovih
se primera vidi koliko Man~evski zahteva od svoje publike: ne vi{e nego
bilo koji drugi solidni ameri~ki re`iser nekog trilera u kojem se sve va`no
za zaplet izgovara u jednoj re~enici.
Ako bismo hteli da nekako klasifikujemo simboli~ke slike Man~evskog,
dobili bismo komplikovanu strukturu: uvodne slike nasilja, kao {to je
mu~enje kornja~e, zatim pla~enje pa ubijanje ma~ke, ra|anje dvoje jagnjadi u krvi i prljav{tini, nagove{tavaju neminovnost tragi~kog
razre{enja; slike aktuelnog sveta, kao {to su |ipovi UNPROFOR u
makedonskom bespu}u, slike iz rata u Bosni, snimci Skoplja, daju
paradoksalnu podlogu doga|anjima: divlja lica naoruzanih, sa
pravoslavne i albanske strane, ne ostavljaju nikakvu sumnju, nadu jo{

Muzika grupe “Anastasia” je evokativno folklorna i veoma dobra:
uostalom, bilo bi neobi~no da nije, pod senkom Leb i sol tradicije. Film
valjda gledati dva puta, drugi put da bi se u`ivalo u sjajnoj kameri i monta`i, i likovnom senzibilitetu laureata za muzi~ki spot. Kada bih smela,
rekla bih da je re~ o du{i, ali je danas pominjanje du{e stvar ukusa koji
je protivan i na{im `ivotima i ovakvom filmu. Du{a pripada nekoj boljoj
budu}nosti.
Pateti~no, ako ima pravde i pragmati~no, ako je Oskara mogao dobiti
ne`ni i dobrodu{ni Mediteraneo, Mil~o Man~evski bi zaslu`ivao Oskara;
on, dodu{e, vredi manje od venecijanskog lava, ali bi Man~evskom
zgodno do{ao u nastavku karijere, u kojoj, sem zrelih remek-dela iz
po~etne faze, mo`emo o~ekivati jo{ {to{ta.
(Vreme Zabave No. 13, januar 1995)

Svetlana Slap{ak
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HOME

HOM

by Tanja Milicic-Wagner
“I started to yearn for the grayness of Eastern Europe…The
smells…the steam engines, the cabbage, the sweat: it is hard to explain,
but I had to go.” (Kratochvil, Afterword). There is nostalgia that flows
through the words by Antonin Kratochvil, a Czechoslovakian born photographer who set out to document life in Eastern Europe to show the
people in his adopted homeland USA, where he comes from and who he
is. Home is a projection and basis of identity, a staging of personal
memory. According to two of many definitions in the Oxford Reference
Dictionary home is 1.the place where one lives; the fixed residence of a
family or household, and 2.one’s native land; the district where one was
born or has lived for a long period of time or to which one feels
attached. Margaret Morse points out that in relation to computer games,
in Oxford English Dictionary, home is “the place where one is free from
attack, the point which one tries to reach, the goal.” (Morse ,72) Home
is the place we come back to when we are lost. As well as being a symbol of protection and order home can also stand as a metaphor for loneliness and rejection. The concept of ‘home’ is a complex one since each
individual has different thoughts and feelings that associate with it. It is
interesting to note as Doreen Massey points out: “ how frequently the
characterization of place as home comes from those who have left.”
(Massey, 11). The aim of this essay is to explore the notion of home in
relation to nostalgia, which is most commonly a result of one’s life in
exile (voluntary or forced). This will be specifically discussed in regard to
the film Before the Rain (Pred Dozhdot, 1994) by Milcho Manchevski’s, a
Macedonian born filmmaker, now living in USA.
First coined by a Swiss physician in the late seventeenth century
nostalgia means ‘a painful desire to return home’, derived from Greek
nostos, ‘to return home’, and algia, ‘a painful condition’. It also suggests
powerful longing to return to some gone by period, when our idealized
image of the past prevents us from living in the present. The fortunate
immigrant passes through a mourning period, which is also a process of
liberation, so there can be a sense of belonging to the new culture without giving up one’s cultural heritage. The unfortunate immigrant is
trapped by memory, as Atom Egoyan notes: “ I think when you maneuver your way, or when you find yourself in the middle of the culture you
do not feel at home, you have to reconstruct your personality to some
extent…These people have a tremendous sense of nostalgia for that
time or period in their lives or in their fantasies when they don’t have to
put on that cap or that disguise…” (Naficy, 195).
For Dubravka Ugresic nostalgia, that sharp and undefined feeling, is
as complicated as one’s memory. It can not be controlled, it is subversive working of the brain. Its strategy is treacherous, capricious, surprising and shocking. Smell, touch, melody or any other sensory experience
can stimulate it. In his Remembrance of Things Past Marcel Proust
beautifully described how taste could take one into the realm of childhood “…I raised to my lips a spoonful of the tea in which I had soaked
a morsel of the cake. No sooner had the warm liquid, and the crumbs
with it, touched my palate than a shudder ran through my whole body,
and I stopped, intent upon the extraordinary changes taking place. An
exquisite pleasure had invaded my senses, but individual detached, with
no suggestion of its origin.” (Morse citing Proust, 65-66). It is clear that
home is not an object, a house, but a complex web that brings together
memories and images, desires and fears, the past and the present.
Many artists looked at the concept of ‘home’ from different perspectives. Andrej Tarkovsky’s film Nostalghia (1983) is a touching record of
the loss and grievance for home. Throughout the film the central figure,
the poet Andrej Gorchakov, keeps fingering the keys to his home in
Russia in the pocket of his overcoat as an unconscious reflection of his
longing for home. All of Tarkovsky’s films, in fact, seem to deal with
nostalgia for an absent domicile. Milcho Manchevski’s Before the Rain
portrays one of the most archetypal stories relating to home, that of
Ulysses’ return.
However, it is important to note that exploring the concept of home
is not central to Before the Rain. A storm is brewing in Macedonian
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Mountains, but so is the civil war. Manchevski himself stated that the
film is neither about Macedonia nor Yugoslavia, but about the feeling of
waiting for something to explode, which is suggested in the title itself.
The whole narrative, which is universal and could have happened anywhere else in the world, unfolds just before the drops of rain are to wet
the soil. But what makes this film unique is that it was set (apart from
the central part) in Macedonia where its main character Aleksandar
Kirkov, played by Rade Serbedija, was born and is returning to after living in exile for sixteen years. If one reads between the frames one realizes that Before the Rain is indeed about Macedonia, too. If the story
took place in Palestine or Pakistan or anywhere else, the central message would remain, but those less obvious ones, under the surface,
which played important role in creating the mood and atmosphere,
would certainly change. I am not referring to facts or data, but emotions and thoughts conveyed through nostalgic portrayal of landscape,
grizzle-bearded European hero, touching soundtrack by Anastasia and so
on and so on. This is what Hamid Naficy refers to as accented style of
filmmaking. He gives an example of Atom Egoyan films: “Even though
Egoyan’s films are not explicitly about Armenians, they have inscribed
certain ethnocultural, exilic, and authorial sensibilities and structures of
feeling that give his films accented style.” (Naficy, 183)
The circular plot in Before the Rain is divided in three chapters. After
Words, which shows the aching beauty of the Macedonian landscape
with its monasteries, churches and people who appear to be living in a
different century, the modernity of the second part Faces, set in London,
comes a s a shock. The third episode Pictures takes the story back to
Macedonia and brings the treads together. We arrive where we started
and know the place for the first time. The symbol of circle does not only
stand a s a metaphor for a circle of violence and hatred, but also as a
circle of life, of one’s return to one’s origins. This return is a complex
process and is echoed through the ‘imperfection of circle’ that flows
through the narrative, beginning and end meet and merge, but the closure is broken by one very unsettling flash-forward; and the repeated
line: “Time never dies. Circle is not round.”, which in turn also refers to
other ‘circles’ in the story. The story is enclosed in itself, without opening to the past or the future.
Aleksandar, a London based photojournalist, longs to return home,
which in his thoughts will soothe him, offer refuge and security, where
he will forget about the horrors of taking photographs on the front-line
in Bosnia. Nostalgic and melancholic portrayal of the landscape is related to how Aleksandar sees his birthplace when returning, it is the reflection of his point of view. His return is fueled by guilt. “I killed - my camera killed - a man”, he explains. But on his return he finds that what he
once knew as home no longer exists. This relates to Caroline Knowles
argument that: “…As an emotional activity, belonging is liminal feeling or
sense which erupts around the loss and nostalgic longing created by
(different forms) of migration. The irony of this sense of belonging is
that it is always a mirage which disappears in the act of traveling to it.”
(Knowles, 64)
Aleksandar’s vision of home is naive, a utopian refuge, a Peter Pan’s
Never-Never Land, which is partly due to his traumatic experience.
Reality is very different, he is an outsider, a stranger in his own home.
His relatives express surprise at his return when he could be in “America
or England where they don’t shoot each other - that is where it is comfortable.” Their vision of the ‘outside’ is not very different to Aleksandar’s
perception of his homeland as imaginary land, where longing surpasses
reality. Life always seems to be better somewhere else, which brings us
to the question why Aleksandar left in the first place. We can assume to
search for that ‘western dream’.
It is interesting to note that both, the director Milcho Manchevski
and the main protagonist Rade Serbedzija, live in exile, of course for different reasons. Manchevski left Macedonia to study film at Southern
Illinois University, he later moved to New York which became his adopted home, but as he also considers Skopje, Macedonian capital, to be his
home, he is a culturally split personality. Dubravka Ugresic would refer
to him as someone with two lives, but one biography. Living in exile
shaped him as a person and as an artist, his work and interests would
have been different had he stayed in Macedonia. In one of the inter-
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views Rade Serbedzija stated that while thinking how to play out his
role as Aleksandar, returning home for the first time in sixteen years, he
constantly had one situation in front of his eyes: “Can you imagine, in
24 years, just once, twelve years ago, he went to his country. No more
than once…Macedonia was always his sore point.” (Markovich, 4).
Manchevski reflects some of the feelings and thoughts he experienced
through Aleksandar’s character. When we see the landscape with nostalgic eyes, we are really looking through Manchevski. It was him who
realized that after a long absence one could never find what it was.
When he writes, the story happens, he is only a conduit, other than
that the use of home as one of the pillars for the film was a conscious
decision. “Home figured big in the feelings shaping the basic story and
the film. The story came out of these feelings. In addition I wanted to
make a film composed of simple elements, archetypal stories. The
Ulysses story (returning home) was just one of these.” (Interview). For
Manchevski there is something very deep, and primal about home. “I
think there is more at work than just social constructs, and I think this
goes to the root of one’s being. Belonging - belonging to a place, to a
group, to images and memories…these are only few of the things which
help us identify ourselves in front of ourselves. The rooting and comparison which takes place when juxtaposing home and non-home are, in
my opinion, part of the basic definition elements of the self.”
(Interview). In many ways, Manchevski says, he feels like an outsider, a
position he enjoys, since it provides certain freedom. Aleksandar was
even more of an outsider, he was less in tune with what was going on in
his birthplace. There is not much in common between Aleksandar and
Manchevski himself, but it is certain that there would never be
Aleksandar as such if Manchevski stayed in Macedonia. As David Morley
noted: “ ‘Home’ simply can not be understood except in relation to outside.” (Morley, 153)
Rade Serbedzija, left in the midst of the war in former Yugoslavia.
He still considers himself Yugoslavian, but not the ‘new’ one, he will
never accept such Yugoslavia, but the ‘old’ one, which was once upon a
time. He notes: “I heard my heart beat when we won in football or basketball, I felt sense of belonging, I thought to myself, that is my people.
You can’t forget that feeling overnight.” (Markovic, 2). He could have left
Yugoslavia long time ago, to search for fame and success. He stayed
because he felt he could not leave his roots, his mother tongue, his people.
He would be nothing without his people. He could never mean anything to anyone in a foreign language. What he meant to former
Yugoslavia he could never mean to anyone else. “How can I touch the
heights in a foreign language.” (Markovic, 4). The concept of ‘home’ is
founded in language; our first home is in the domicile of our mother
tongue, as Predrag Finci writes: “ Only in my homeland am I the master
of my destiny, no matter how miserable it is. Wherever I go, I am a
stranger who has to be subjected to the foreign, or at least adopt to
what is not exactly familiar. I said: my own language tells me that only
in it can I free myself, express myself fully; all the others are just translations.” (Finci, 49).
According to Angelica Bammer, in the eighteenth century, homesickness was considered to be disease, which could be diagnosed and
cured. It was linked to particular pathology of violence and loss experienced by those who left their homes to gain fortune in colonies.
(Bammer, XI). Today, when migrating is fueled by globalisation and fast
development in technology, displacement, exile, homelessness and nostalgia are common experiences. Wark notes that: “…we no longer have
roots, we have aerials…we no longer have origins, we have terminals.”
(Morley citing Wark, 158). Manchevski suggests that life in exile creates
a sense of no longer belonging to one place. Aleksandar is outsider in
both Britain and Macedonia, he cannot relate to either culture.
Manchevski experiences the contradiction of feeling and not feeling at
home in both New York and Skopje, he is somewhere in between. He
proposes a debate on what happens when you grow a new home (in
addition or instead the old one).
Serbedzija is at home in his imaginary world, since Yugoslavia that
he knew and belonged to no longer exists, he is what Dubravka Ugresic
would call Yugonostalgic. In Before the Rain Manchevski challenges the

mythical concept of ‘home’ where one is taken care of, at ease, fulfilled,
safe, secure, and happy; where one is free. Manchevski’s story is one of
self-exploration and self-statement, it is about complexities of life in
exile. It supports the statement that home is not an object, a house, but
a complex web that brings together memories and images, desires and
fears, the past and the present. Don’t we all long to feel what Andre
Kertesz felt in Paris. “Paris became my home and still is. Paris accepted
me as an artist, painter, or sculptor. I was understood there.” (Kertesz
64).
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OUR NEED OF TABOO: PICTURES OF VIOLENCE AND
MOURNING DIFFICULTIES
by Andrzej Werbart

In memory of Lajos Szekely

Can everything be depicted? Where has the boundary been drawn for
what is permissible? When is the description of reality no longer ethical?
What inner need in man leads to his effort to go repeatedly beyond the
boundaries of the permissible, to see all and show all? And what are the
consequences for our psyche, for our inner life, of new technical
approaches by which pictures of what is happening in various places in
the world can be spread so rapidly, without regard to distance?
Questions like this are being posed today not only by professional opinion-makers but also by the man in the street, who is confronted by pictures of violence, suffering, death and perversion even in the sanctity of
his home. Psychoanalytical experience is not ineffectual in the face of
these questions even if it can not offer firm backing for a pronouncement about how it really is today or how it ought to be. Our specific
knowledge can help us to identify the wishes and fantasies in operation
at times when we are fascinated by or feel loathing for various descriptions of violence, may they be fiction or an alleged description of what
is happening here and now. These highly private wishes and fantasies
are part of our universal dreams which recur in various disguises
throughout the whole history of mankind.

Descriptions of violence are as old as man’s ability to describe what is
happening around and within himself, from cave paintings through
Greek myths, Homer’s epic, the Bible, to present-day news reports from
Bosnia, violent films and, pornography. In all probability the prohibition
against describing certain facts is old as the capacity to do so. The prototype of this taboo was the prohibition against naming and describing
the God of the Judaism. As with every prohibition, its origin is the
antithesis – the cult of images, the idolatry. My working hypothesis is
that pictures of violence, like pictures of sexuality, are in our culture the
objects of an ancient taboo. Man’s relation to his own ability to name
and depict, to be his own witness, has always been ambiguous. The
name and the image have taken on magical significance, and to name
or depict has been a mystical way taking possession of ”the reality”. We
can see clear traces of this in children’s play – there is nothing inexplicable or traumatic in the child’s world which the child does not attempt to
master by reproducing the incident within the secure framework of play.

primitive people. So man’s thirst for blood and his appetite for murder
have grown into a blood and murder taboo. Obedience to taboos is a
parallel to the child’s obedience to this father and the desire to rebel
against him. We all have a strongly ambivalent attitude to taboos: we
want nothing more than to break with them but are at the same time
afraid of doing so.

In the story of the creation taboos do not have ethical roots; they are
ontological. At the beginning a difference arose. Differentiation was the
original act of creation. God separated day from night, heaven from
earth, the creator from the creation. Only God knew the difference. In
the beginning of man’s history there was a breach of taboo. Eating from
the Tree of Knowledge involved man’s desire to see the difference himself and attack the distinction between God and man. History began
with the punishment of crime. East of the Garden of Eden the next
crime was committed, Abel’s murder by his brother. In our imagination
sexuality and the thirst for knowledge are linked to forbidden fruits. The
same ambivalent relation, the same unconscious desire to violate the
prohibition, lie at the bottom of science and perversion, man’s creativity
and criminality. Man has taken the liberty of putting the forbidden into
ritualised forms, fenced in by strict rules like the totem meal, the ecstatic rituals of antiquity, the ”bread and theatre” of the Roman Empire, the
carnival world ? rebours.

The most important function of taboo is to provide frames, to draw a
line. Every taboo establishes a boundary between the allowed and the
forbidden, between God and man, between the sacred and the profane,
between what may be touched and what may not be touched, between
the living and the non-living, between generations, sexes, permitted and
forbidden food. The taboo, the boundary, leaves room for the imagination, for fancies about being able to do the forbidden. The imagined violation is an important element in the satisfaction of every desire. The
portrayal of the forbidden gives pleasure only if it stimulates the imagination. Without imagination the picture is flat and mechanical. The
account which leaves no room for fantasy dissolves the boundary
around the fantasising, the day dream, the game, the theatre, which
needs to be created in order to make it into ”something else” than the
world of everyday life. In the stories patients tell of their experiences of
the first psychotic break-down, the same theme stubbornly recurs: having crossed a boundary. How does this boundary originate? And what
happens when it is crossed?

by Andrzej Werbart

The demoralising influence of depiction on man has been discussed
since antiquity and in Plato’s ideal state all forms of mimetic art were to
be forbidden. Regardless of the medium it uses or to whom it is
addressed, art has always been an attempt to describe man’s relation to
his taboo, to the boundaries he himself has staked out for himself. At
the same time art is a way to create, question, and break through
another boundary, that between reality and fantasy, between the portrayal and what is portrayed. Today’s debate about reports of violence in
the media once more raises the question of man’s relation to the taboos
he has created in his previous history. New techniques have given us
opportunities for an instant global communication of messages. The
medium has prevailed over the message (McLuhan 1964), creating an
illusion that there is no intermediate link, as if the picture were no
longer filtered through the psyche of others but could reach our inner
selves directly: images claim to replace immediate perception. The
images spread in this way deny that the ancient taboos against depicting mankind’s violence and sexuality exist at all – or that there is an
psychic agent for taboo.
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TABOO AND VIOLATION
Taking obsessional neurosis as a model, Freud understands (1913;
1918) taboo as a conscious prohibition against the fulfilment of the most
powerful unconscious desires and probably the earliest form of conscience. All taboos have archaic roots; they are external prohibitions
against strongly desirable actions which were imposed on generations of

A BOUNDARY, A FRAME, A SHIELD
The first boundary we confront is that between the ego and the nonego. Man’s spiritual dimension, our psyche, may be regarded as a product of a boundary, a separation. In the psychoanalytical tradition a number of concepts exist which describe the dividing line between the ego
and stimuli coming from both outside and inside. According to Freud
(1895b) trauma is a matter of large amounts of excitation breaking
through the ego’s protective barrier. He describes depression (1895a;
1917a) as an ”open wound,” a ”hole in the psychic sphere,” an ”inner
bleeding” which empties the ego. Inwardly, too, our psyche is structured
by boundaries drawn between various instruments: the conscious, the
pre-conscious and the unconscious, or the id, the ego and the superego.
Freud (1920) compares the ”protective shield against excitation” to a
membrane or skin which takes on an inorganic character: because the
outer layer has ceased to be living, it saves all the deeper layers from a
similar fate. Anzieu (1985) has studied the psychic significance of the
skin as a boundary and a shield for the ego, a unifying and protective
”sack.” He coined the concept ”skin ego” whose function is to protect
and contain unconscious psychic phenomena in a way similar to the way
the skin protects and contains the body. From these reasoning we can
say that every act of violence, both psychic and physical, is directed
against the ego’s protective shield, the psychic skin, and concretely
against the victim’s skin and body orifices. This thesis, which is linked to
Freud’s statement that the model for all taboos is the touching taboo, is
also applicable to invasive accounts of violence and perversion.
Our relation to our own ego and its boundaries is of dubious character.
On the one hand we strive to maintain the ego as an instrument of
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autonomy, an active agent in our own lives, a centre for autonomous
and ethical action. On the other hand we all have a longing to transgress the ego’s boundaries; these may be interpreted as an obstacle to
another, freer existence, going beyond the ego. We can experience the
ego’s dissolution in sleep and in dreams, by using various types of stimuli, by going to the movies, enjoying nature or by having ecstatic religious or sexual experiences. A flight too far from the limits of one’s own
ego, as for example into the drug culture, may end in violence, murder,
chaos, and the downfall of the individual.

One boundary is that between fiction and reality. This boundary is not
determined once and for all. It changes with the development of the
individual and the culture. Often the boundary between fiction and reality is ritualised, even if the crossing, the threshold, seems to be invisible.
The listeners gather around the bard and the tale can begin. ”Let’s play,”
say the children. The family gathers around the radio, the lights dim at
the movies, the curtain goes up at the theatre. We open the book and
can close it again. But we can never be sure. Of course, as children we
could call out to the marionette ”Look out!” when the enemy sneaked
after our hero, even if on another level we knew that it was ”only” a
play at a puppet theatre. In certain primitive cultures there was a great
fear of being photographed – the one who owned the picture had a
magic power over the person pictured. When the Scudder missiles
exploded over Israel in 1992 and were sent via TV directly into our living rooms, we needed to remind ourselves that it was neither fireworks
nor an exciting film.

Defying this boundary between fiction and reality has always been the
ambition of great art. Sometimes the need to draw attention to the fact
that it is not a realistic picture of some kind of ”reality” has gotten the
upper hand, as in non-figurative art or the theatre of the absurd.
Sometimes the dominating ambition has been quite the opposite: to go
for an alleged ”true reality,” even ”truer” than reality itself. Being at a
rock concert or a boxing match, watching a pornographic film or a
newsreel picture of children succumbing to thirst can give us the same
feeling – it is actually happening, ”in reality,” here and now.

This boundary between fiction and reality, between ”as-if” and ”for real”,
between the portrayal and what is being portrayed, is constantly being
influenced by new narrative techniques and new communication tools.
The generation born before TV existed may be troubled by the fact that
the difference between a news report and a horror film is wiped out as
one flips channels. New electronic media, the stock example of which
has become virtual reality, shifts anew the boundary between fiction and
reality, between living and non-living. A four-year-old boy points at the
TV screen and says, ”That’s make-believe, isn’t it?” For him the question
is as natural in front of the TV as on the nursery school playground
when he wonders if an older playmate pushes him ”for real” or as a part
of the game. Never previously in the history of mankind, however, have
we had the same chances in our everyday lives to be anywhere in the
world as witnesses to the worst catastrophes, the most bestial murders,
the most horrifying war scenes. This may be perceived as if not only our
homes but our very egos were being invaded, and this starts up the
ancient protective mechanism, our psychic defences. When the account
of reality is unendurable we can make it ”fictive” by regarding it as
something which is happening ”there” as ”only” a picture or something
which is not ”here.” Our children beg for confirmation, ”They don’t shoot
like that in Sweden? Not in our city, anyway? Not on our street? Not at
us?”
There is also a temptation to cross the boundary between good and
evil. Our memories of endless debates on moral issues from our teenage years , often with various borderline cases as examples, may be a
reminder of this. In the world of fiction Faust as well as heroes of science fiction personify our fascination with evil. We probably all bear
within us a wish, a fantasy, of a life ”beyond good and evil” (Nietzsche),
beyond the boundaries of our existence, with access to unlimited power
and secret forces. Recently it has been observed that it is not only film

but also newly released books for young people which to a greater and
greater extent deal with evil and death, without love, without anything
good, without explanation. Symptomatically enough, in these publications there is a recurrence of the same remark the hero makes when
caught in a vulnerable situation: ”It was like a film.” This fascination
with evil and power is always linked to notions of boundary crossing,
originally the wish to go beyond the child’s helplessness and overstep
the authority and prohibitions of parents. This is also linked to the
desire for immortality and a life not governed by moral principles.

The outermost limit for us is that between living and dead, between
human and non-human. Perhaps every use of violence implies that the
other person is de-humanised, robbed of his human dignity, regarded
not as a living and feeling subject but as an object of our lust and hate.
There is a hairline difference between two knights who are engaged in a
life and death struggle, but who at the same time recognise each others’ sovereignty, and the undefeated hero battling evil embodied in a
human figure. The systematic annihilation of Jews presupposed that
they had first been declared and been regarded as non-human, vermin
and contagion to be eradicated – we still speak of ”the extermination”
of the Jews.

The boundaries between fiction and reality, between good and evil and
between living and dead are closely interwoven. When one is eliminated
the other follows along. The longing to cross the boundaries of one’s
own ego is also bound up with the desire to see all and show all. It
soon turns out that all of this deals with one aspect – a taboo-shrouded
aspect – at the expense of the connected whole we do not want to see
or show. This is the mechanism common to every boundary crossing –
isolating a fragment of our emotional life and ignoring the connected
whole. In this way the boundary which is to be crossed and eliminated
is re-created. At this point we can already formulate a preliminary
hypothesis, viz. that descriptions of violence and perversion may lead to
traumatising intra-psychic consequences if they penetrate the skin ego
or contribute to its dissolution. A condition for the psychological working
through of our experiences and conflicts is, on the contrary, the maintenance of boundaries. In the psychoanalytical treatment situation the
purpose of the frames is to protect both the analyst and the analysand
from the destructiveness them both. Certain actions are taboo and
under that mantle everything can be expressed and named.

THE PERVERSE UNIVERSE
The desires and fantasies played back in the media today in the pictures
of violence are among the perverse components in each and every one
of us but they are also a depiction of the perverse aspects of our social
life. In the perverse universe there is no difference between ”as if” and
”make-believe” and ”for real,” between fantasy and deed, between our
inner, psychic reality and the outside world. Everything is ”for fun” at the
same time that it is happening in reality. ”Beyond good and evil,” the
dividing line between living, human, and dead, non-human is erased.
Chasseguet-Smirgel (1984; 1986; 1989) calls attention to the fact that
the perverse scenario is apt to be revived in a group context where the
differences between individuals are levelled out. According to her the
distinguishing characteristic of perversion is that differences between
sexes and between generations are erased. The differentiation which
perversion attempts to obliterate revives, however, in the middle of the
perverse scenario which perpetually revolves around power, control, and
dominance or subjection. Man’s hybris is in his longing to take the
Creator’s place. Chasseguet-Smirgel sees perversion as one of the ways
to attempt to expand the boundaries of what is possible and be set free
from reality. (Creativity is another way). The perverse temptation is to
regard pregenital desires and satisfactions, accessible to the little girl or
boy, as equal or better than the adult’s genital desires and activities.
The antithesis of the perverse universe is the three-dimensional Oedipal
psyche: between mother and child there is the father/reality itself which
sets up an incest barrier. Separation and differentiation are the cornerstones of the law.
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VIOLENCE AND DESTRUCTIVENESS IN OUR INNER WORLD AND IN
SOCIETY
The connection between our inner world and the society into which we
are born and which we ourselves create is a dark chapter in psychoanalytical theory. Unless we approach this uncertain area, however, we can
not answer the opening questions. In Freud’s (1930) vision of man and
society we find violence as the basis of our existence on two levels.
Here I mean the violence in the uninhibited instinct and the violence
which our culture practices against the individual. Without a certain
measure of compulsion and restraint in the gratification of impulses, cultural institutions can not be maintained, Freud says (1927, p. 7): ”One
has, I think, to reckon with the fact that there are present in all men
destructive, and therefore anti-social and anti-cultural, trends and that
in a great number of people these are strong enough to determinate
their behaviour in human society.” Social violence is represented within
us as the superego. The ego’s function is to find compromises between
the unbridled pressures of instinct, the outer world, and the restraints of
the superego. (Freud 1933a.)

On the initiative of the League of Nations Albert Einstein turned to Freud
in 1932 with the question, ”Why war?”. Freud (1933b) began his reply
with a reminder that in antiquity violence was the traditional way to
solve all conflicts and that the goal has always been to eliminate the
adversary entirely. Throughout the development of civilisation the violence of the strong individual has been overcome by transferring power
to a larger unit, consolidated by emotional ties between its members.
Group solidarity can, however, lead to the disintegration of ego boundaries when the individual joins a larger association to which he delegates his responsibility and his conscience. When the leader replaces the
ego ideal of the individual, acts which were previously forbidden may
appear to be permissible (Freud 1921). Man’s aggressive and destructive
urges may be integrated with the libido and work constructively, or be
separated from it and given free rein. Despite Freud’s celebrated scepticism, the exchange of letters with Einstein breathed life into the belief
that everything which promotes civilisation and culture operates against
war. The cornerstone of civilisation is the universal prohibition against
incest (Freud 1913). Even here we return to the central role played by a
boundary, a difference. Without distinctions between different psychic
agents, without a boundary between our desires and our conscience, no
compromises are possible.
Psychoanalytical experience teaches us that periods of vast revolutionary
changes are followed by crises for the individual, albeit after a certain
delay and after the acute phase has passed. Bychowski (1968) shows
convincingly how anxiety and fear lead to hate within the individual and
in the society – from antiquity to the present day. During certain historical epochs, when large groups of people have lost faith in the old solutions to their life problems, in religion and other ideologies, and when
the superego has degenerated, a state of discontent, hopelessness and
uncertainty arises. This releases a psychological regression which activates infantile reaction patterns and awakens a longing for a strong
leader, a helping father. Starting from Caesar, Cromwell, Robespierre,
Hitler and Stalin Bychowski shows how people who no longer believe in
their own strength transfer all their hope to the leader who promises
salvation and a new faith in the future. Following Freud’s line he points
out that man’s wickedness, hate and destructiveness find their best outlet when they serve man’s highest ideals. From another perspective
Hanna Arendt (1970) observed a displacement of violence to the political arena after the time of the student revolt. According to her, loss of
power brings with it a temptation to replace it with violence when violence is no longer supported and controlled by authority. On the psychological plane there is a parallel in the feeling of powerlessness which
breeds rage and violence.
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AFTER AUSCHWITZ
Despite our humanistic ideals, love of our fellow man and concern for
others, there are in us all more or less distinct traces of the desire to
make others into non-us, and in the end into non-people. It is our own

outraged narcissism which reduces others to a non-human status and
underlies ”the Fascist mentality” (Bollas 1992). Fear of the different, on
the other side of our prescribed cairn, lays the foundation for xenophobia. Eissler (1975) gives the name ”cultural narcissism” to that force
which causes us to overvalue our own national, political or religious affiliation, leading to conflict and war. Green (1981) believes that every culture builds on inherent paranoid processes: the distinctive character of
the culture is confirmed by the devaluation and rejection of another
culture often lying near at hand. Minority groups which deviate from our
own group in matters of religion, ethnical origin, political views, language
or sexuality are convenient projection screens for the intolerance of our
own weakness and aggressivity. The path the projection takes often follows ”the narcissism of small differences” (Freud 1918; 1921; 1930): the
closest neighbour is perceived as a threat to our own identity and survival
and the neighbour farther away seems to be nicer and more exciting. We
meet ”strangers” on visits home. In Sweden we tell Norwegian stories but
not English or Russian stories. Yet as a matter of fact we do not eat up
our neighbours, we do not make lamp shades out of their skin and mattresses out of their hair. Though all that has happened. Cannibalism, child
murder and human sacrifice are part of our prehistoric roots.

The culture we live and feel discontent in originated in large measure
from the prohibition against doing what was once allowed, indeed even
holy, like sacrificing our children to the gods (Bergman 1992). These
unconscious murderous and cannibalistic desires have left indelible
marks on the religious rituals of the West. The murderous desires of
children against parents (the Oedipus complex) and the murderous
desires of parents against children (the Laius complex) are, according to
Bergman, interwoven with each other as components in the existential
conditions of mankind. But there are historical experiences of a much
more recent date. We live in a world after Auschwitz. Our parents have
been there or could have been, in one way or another. They knew or did
not want to know. Our children are the third generation after the mass
use of the gas chamber and the cremation ovens, after all the taboos
were abolished once again – not as an exception, as a crime, but as a
systematic operation with both bureaucratic and industrial overtones.
Without our really knowing how, the Holocaust and death factories
have influenced our conscious and unconscious ideas, our super egos,
our desires and our terrors. The technology of death and the cult of the
death’s-head have not been a parenthesis in history leaving no traces.
The perverse, seductive, paranoid father – the F?hrer – has been
replaced by our ideas about the fatherless society, by the absence of the
Law of the Father. Fifty years after Auschwitz we are complaining about
the absence of adults to see, set limits and say no. The confusion
between generations is said to characterise our Zeitgeist. The middleaged generation, born in the time of Auschwitz and Hiroshima, refuse to
give up their own eternal youth. At the same time the younger generation, the third, take over adult roles too early. To formulate that in the
dualistic terms of Freudian instinct theory: the strained acceptance of
libido, of Eros, turns into its opposite, the cult of death, and Thanatos
looms in the wake of longing to subvert the boundaries of the ego.

In Adorno’s widely quoted phrasing, it is impossible to write poems after
Auschwitz. It has often been said that it is not possible to imagine or
depict the Holocaust. The taboo against pictures and descriptions of the
Holocaust have, however, never existed – all the art created in hiding
places, the ghettos and concentration camps bear witness to this. On
the contrary, I would like to assert that Auschwitz demolished the taboo
against describing certain phenomena. Both the crossing of boundaries
between good and evil, human and non-human, living and dead, and
”ignorance” of this have been replaced not only by the desire but also the
technology to see all and show all. Today we would be able to witness the
consequences of Zyklon B in a direct broadcast. There is logic in this: that
at the same time as the Holocaust is being denied there are no longer
any limits for what can be depicted – and neither perhaps for what may
be done so that it will be depicted. No doubt it is more difficult to create
poetry after Auschwitz – it requires an effort to restore the boundary
between fiction and reality, between the portrayal and what is portrayed.

AFTER THE COLLAPSE OF THE BERLIN WALL
As I pointed out at the start, psychoanalysis does not provide us with
any basis for comment on political change but only on the unconscious
desires and defences brought into focus by the change. Let us take the
Berlin Wall as a symbol. On one side of the wall we had ”the good”
Europeans or Germans and on the other ”the bad.” This distortion of
reality was based on the defence mechanisms of denial, splitting and
projection, well known to psychoanalysts from the individual inner
scene, which taken together seriously jeopardise the reality testing. But
the collapse of the wall is not only a victory for democracy. It is also a
threat to the psychic survival of every East German; the depression
which struck many citizens of the former East Germany has been noted
by several writers. The old defences do not function; the ego ideal has
changed key. Two paths are accessible to the individual: the painful confrontation with his own emotional reactions to the new state of things or
flight from his affliction through new denials, splittings and projections.
The various outcomes of this identity crisis are dependent not only on
the ability of each individual to mourn his own inner lost object but also
on the models he finds in the prevailing culture. We can also take the
former Soviet Union and Yugoslavia as examples. The aspect I want to
call attention to is ”the taboo” against national conflicts. These multinational hybrids were possible because of the same psychic mechanisms of
denial, splitting and projection. There were no conflicts between nations
inside their own borders, only outside them. When the outer ”curtain”
has been perforated we can observe what Freud (1896) described as
the return of the repressed.

The world after the collapse of the Berlin Wall has sometimes been
compared to the Middle Ages: several small centres, local power structures, the disintegration of the central authority. Denial, splitting and
projection can no longer follow the simple east- west path. When these
mechanisms, primitive but structuring for the ego, no longer function in
the same way, the ego risks being flooded by archaic, violent and perverse impulses. When hate and envy are not held back by taboo, there
is scope for uninhibited killing. The need for order and new psychic
defences becomes acute, and this may lead to a perverted reconstruction of frames, characterised by paranoid delusions. ”Ethnic cleansing”
may here serve as an example from the political arena. The prohibition
against hybris, against mixing, is then revived as a perverse decree to
uphold absolute cleanliness.

At the same time another change has been going on with consequences
for our inner life and our culture which up to now have been difficult to
assess. Modern media technology can give us an illusion of direct presence in the centre of events. We can sit at home and on the TV screen
follow the advance of the troops over the desert on the border between
Kuwait and Iraq. Through our computers we can make direct contact
with a colleague in the besieged Sarajevo. On the one hand this can
give us a feeling of omnipotence and on the other hand of powerlessness and unreality. The new technical means of extending the range of
our sense and motor organs confronts our psyche with new demands on
our ability to test reality and defend ourselves against overstimulation,
to weed out unessential information. It is a classic psychoanalytical thesis that our culture, our civilisation, is based on repression. At the same
time it is only the intellectual and economic elite who have the
resources to set priorities independently on the flood of information,
using the minimal, absolutely essential part. For the great majority the
result may be traumatic overstimulation and the defences which accompany it, like encapsulation, screening, ego restrictions, etc. Until new
boundaries between the inner and the outer are established the distinction between reality and illusion will remain indistinct. Natural disasters,
such as for example the earthquake in Kobe, may be required to remind
the Japanese stock market that the information world is not the only
reality we live in.
THE LIMITS OF BOUNDARY CROSSING
The inner, psychic processes described above, bolstered by changes in
the social arena and in the area of media technique, coincide in time
and strengthen each other. At the same time as the limitless state of

things appears to be an ideal, development here meets its own border.
The desire to overstep and obliterate the boundaries of the ego, to
break with taboos, is an important incentive to portrayals of man’s
destructiveness and sexuality. Crossing a boundary is possible only if
there is a boundary to cross. Beyond the boundary everything is
allowed. Passing a geographical border, leaving one’s own country, is
often the equivalent of leaving behind the restrictions of one’s own
superego. As soon as they are on board the ferry from Sweden, young
people begin to drink without restraint and on the boat from Finland
Finish youth do the same. When the culturally accepted boundaries for
the permissible are shifted, the content of actions and pictures which
were intended to challenge the taboos is also affected. Since accounts
of man’s destructiveness and sexuality adapt themselves to this they
must tempt us with promises that we may be allowed to see something
which has never before been witnessed, more genuine, more real, more
harrowing. The indignation or the excitation which the depiction of violence is intended to arouse demands new, bolder pictures. This inflation
of the crossing of boundaries finally leaves us bored and indifferent: still
one more picture of the wounded in the Sarajevo food queues, yet
another series of blurred pictures of stretchers, the focus on the pools
of blood on the ground. Paradoxically enough the taboo needs to be
recreated so that we will be able to enjoy or be horrified at seeing and
giving a name to the forbidden. TV news broadcasts warn us of shocking and violent pictures. The advertising for VCR films tempts us with an
uncut version – more blood and sperm. The dialectic of boundary crossing is that it restores the prohibition which was to be abolished.

In the unconscious, crimes against taboos are punishable by the death
penalty. For us humans the ultimate boundary transgression is our own
death and that of others, the irreversible crossing. The temptation and
desire to cross boundaries is linked to the sexualisation of death and the
mortification of sexuality. The object of pictures of violence and pornography is always killed symbolically, transformed from a living, feeling
subject to a dead thing, a waste product. The viewer of these portrayals
goes through a corresponding transformation: his sensitivity and his
ability to empathise with others have to be blunted and parts of his own
subjectivity put between parentheses. This transition may be surrounded
by protective rituals: the spectators gather at the Colosseum and the
emperor declares the gladiatorial games open; we put the cassette into
the VCR and settle ourselves comfortably on the sofa. When there is no
refuge, when suddenly at breakfast we are served bodies twisting in
death agonies or orgiastic spasms we are ourselves the subjects of violence. Our inner selves are outraged. We can turn away or continue to
watch without seeing. The picture loses its substance, becomes a shadow play without reference to anything outside the picture. The symbolic
meaning is killed. The eagerly awaited excitation in watching what is not
allowed to be shown is transformed into distaste and boredom
(Bruckner & Finkielkraut 1977) as a consequence of scotomas which
characterise perverse scenarios. The new pornographers, violating man’s
ultimate, decisive separateness, do our fantasy work for us, Steiner
(1967) writes in his essay, ” Night Words.” In this way we consent to
being dispossessed of our own fantasies. What tempts us is that we
believe we are overcoming death.
FASCINATION WITH VIOLENCE AND ESCAPE FROM SUFFERING AND
MOURNING
Accounts of violence and perversion promise us that we will be vicariously freed from the shackles of our own consciences and social norms,
that we will at last realise ourselves to the fullest. They promise to tear
down all the prohibitions which have hitherto limited our chances. The
less comprehensible the reason for violence seems to be, the more
devoid of all emotional connections the perverse acts are, the stronger
our positive or negative reactions are. Turned on or dismayed, we let
ourselves be cheated. Foucault (1976) concludes the first volume of
”The History of Sexuality”: The irony of this deployment is in having us
believe that it concerns our ‘liberation’.” These ever more sophisticated
or realistic direct accounts leave a feeling of emptiness, satiation and
disgust in their wake. The promised liberation never comes, regardless
of whether we regard it as an apocalypse or a Paradise on earth. The
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insurmountable boredom of pictures of violence catches up with us. In
Freud’s (1923, p. 46) description ”the death instincts are by their nature
mute” and ”the clamour of life proceeds for the most part from Eros”. In
the superego of the melancholic ”a pure culture of the death instinct”
reigns supreme (Freud 1923, p. 53). When perpetual repetitions of the
same actions are presented without their historical and emotional context they lose their relationship to the conditions of our human existence
and with our roots. Thus the depression recurs which the picture of violence, like every boundary crossing, has been passed off as helping us
to escape. This void, covering up our own violent, destructive desires, is
a pathological form of sorrow from a psychoanalytical standpoint, an
expression of the inability or refusal to suffer and to mourn.
The desire to escape every limitation in man’s existence ends in depression or destructiveness. Sabina Spielrein, who in 1912 suggested the
first psychoanalytical phraseology for the death instinct, wrote that the
most important characteristic of an individual is that he is a ”dividual,”
Dividuum. Wurmser (1987) sees man’s claim to the absolute as ”the
perversion of conscience” – it fosters the ”demonic” side of the personality and leads to evil, destructiveness and violence. According to
Shengold (1991) our original desire for ”everything” is an expression of
the utmost narcissism, and it makes ”something” unattainable. Our murderous desires express a rage which turns against the inevitably frustrating reality we live in, represented by the indispensable parents. Only
a tolerance for ”no,” ”never” and ”nothingness” can create a real place
where it is possible for ”someone” to exist as a separate individual with
his own identity.

The psychoanalytical term ”the omnipotence of thought” can help us to
understand the effects of the spread of accounts of violence in the
media. The concept was coined by one of Freud’s patients, known as
the Ratman (1909) and used by Freud in his research on taboo (1913).
What the magic thoughts of small children, obsessive neurotic patients
and people in primitive cultures have in common is that the thought is
considered to be on a par with the deed. The distinctive mark of the
new, global media is that it so easily brings up to date this archaic,
infantile ”omnipotence of thought” and in that way promotes narcissistic
solutions. In its turn this narcissism is an effective obstacle to – and a
flight from – perceived suffering, depression, mourning and working
through. Added to this is also the disintegration of the individual conscience by participation in the global network of viewers. In Freud’s
research on taboo the archetype for this process was the primitive
man’s totem meal when the totem animal was killed and eaten: every
individual is aware that he is doing something forbidden, allowed only
because the whole clan is participating in it.

According to Freud (1913) man’s cultural products are a first acknowledgement of Ananke, ”Necessity”, in the sense of limitations inherent in
the existential conditions of man which challenge our narcissism. In this
context it could be added that the relation of art to ”Necessity” has
always been ambivalent. Every innovative work of art, like every new
medium, is an effort to subjugate Ananke, overstep the boundaries in
our earthly existence and re-establish a narcissistic structure. Art which
ends there, however, will not be art; not until it reaches a bottom layer
of depression can it help us to mourn. Subtle ties bind creativity to our
narcissistic and depressive sides (Sz?kely 1976; 1983; Haynal 1985;
Kristeva 1987; Cullberg 1992; Crafoord 1993). Narratives which deal in
depth with our existential conditions, with what makes us humans irretrievably doomed to live as separate ”in-dividuals”, dependent on each
other, divided into two sexes and several generations, vulnerable and
mortal, can help us to be reconciled with our existential conditions. A
painful acknowledgement of Ananke is also an important part of the
psychotherapeutic process of change. Let me illustrate this with three
clinical vignettes and a film.
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THREE PATIENTS AND THREE COLOURS
The first girl’s colours were brown. Brown’s inner world was filled with
terror and perversion. She could sit for hours in front of the TV and
watch the most brutal and cruel violent and pornographic films. Before

the approaching termination of her psychotherapy Brown fantasised
butchering her therapist and cutting up her dead mother. There was no
limit to Brown’s hate for her therapist and her mother, both of whom
had unavoidably left her. Her own progress in therapy and in life confronted her with the need to accept that, as a matter of fact, she was
able to look after herself on her own. When she took a decisive step in
that direction she regressed and in confusion went out to her mother’s
grave. On the way back she met with the same type of accident which
had led to her mother’s death. By identifying with her mother she was
trying to understand her mother’s death and accept the fact that she
had nothing to do with it, at the same time as she was trying to ”be”
the mother. Brown teetered on the brink of death and had to go
through a series of surgical procedures. After one of the operations she
thought that she had finally buried her mother and freed herself from
her. Before the conclusion of the therapy she hit on the idea that she
might go to another psychotherapist and this made her feel like a traitor.
She had a whim that she might plant the same kind of potted plant as
the one in the therapist’s consulting room. Perhaps it would bloom for
her, too, and then she could cut a flower and give it to the therapist.
Actually she was still grappling with the separation from her mother’s
body and expressing a hope that she would be able to refrain from
butchering and eating it. She could not keep the good plant herself but
imagined that she had to pick the flower and give it back to the therapist, a representative of her mother. Before the next operation a few
weeks later she mixed up ideas about the dead mother’s mangled body
with fantasies about cutting up her own body and that of the therapist.
The therapist who had survived these onslaughts received a postcard
after the operation which had on it a picture of the flower Brown wanted to plant, cut and give to her. That moment might be described as a
transition from the Fascist mentality and the brown anal universe to a
world where the difference between Brown and others and between the
symbol and what is symbolised may be allowed to exist.

The second girl’s colours were pink. Pink’s fear of her own destructiveness was hidden behind an idyllic facade. She was a sweet innocent, a
china doll. As Pink approached the end of her therapy she wanted to
make the process short. Apparently she perceived the upcoming separation as a sign of the therapist’s sadism. Her own sadism continued to be
denied and projected. At this point Pink’s fantasies revolved around the
desire to hold the female therapist’s hand when a man penetrated her.
With their long knives men were nasty creatures. With the therapist she
constantly re-created a feeling that there was always something more to
work with which she was not allowing the therapist to penetrate. Pink
could not endure the difference between the bodies of a man and a
woman, between parent and child generations, between patient and
therapist, and she also did everything she could to deny the boundary
created by the termination. She thought that psychotherapy was not
worth anything if it was really going to end by the therapist and her
being separated. Everything was ruined and it was just as well to begin
slashing her wrists and burning herself with cigarettes. She thought that
it helped her to feel real if she saw blood flowing. During one therapy
session she stuck her fingertip with a needle, squeezing out a few drops
of blood that she wanted the therapist to suck on. In this action Pink’s
vampirism mingled with fantasies about the therapist’s bloodthirstiness.
At the same time Pink was more and more openly seductive toward the
therapist, alternating between inviting physical contact and reproaching
her for the lack of it. Not until the therapist became aware of her own
strongly negative reactions to Pink’s bloodthirstiness and her homosexual invitations was she able to understand that at every session Pink was
giving her the feeling that she was leaving something unfinished and
unprocessed behind and that Pink’s motivation was to get the therapist
to realise how impossible the upcoming separation seemed to her. This
became the starting point for a new round in her work with Pink’s
refusal to live in a world of differences.
Green, a middle-aged woman who looked like a teenager, was concerned about environmental destruction. The very first sessions of psychoanalysis aroused her dread of the future termination. She could not

understand why she should embark on this relationship if she could not
”get” the analyst and she complained constantly about the lack of mutuality in the relationship. For several years Green reacted to every separation from the analyst with hateful feelings and murderous fantasies,
such as butchering and eating her body. Despite the violent quality in
her emotions, dreams, fantasies and accusations Green did not need to
stage them in her real life or assault her own body, nor did she need to
hide her desires behind a facade of innocence and naivet?. She could
speak openly about her reactions and her desires remained simply
desires. The months before the end of the analysis were characterised
by a profound mourning made possible when ambivalent emotions were
allowed to come out. Green came to the final session with a gift for her
analyst which in symbolic form summed up the inner change she had
gone through but was also a symbolic representation of a funeral. She
was able to give up the illusion that her desire to have the father/analyst to herself would finally be satisfied after the termination, and she
buried her fantasy picture.
Brown’s and Pink’s colours seemed like the reverse of each other but
they both lived in the same archaic universe where their bodies and
those of their mothers had grown together. Sometimes Green’s colours
might seem brown and sometimes pink. Even though she protested
vehemently against every difference between her and the analyst,
between her own and her mother’s relation to her father, she could present her own conflicts in symbolic form. Certainly in her analysis she
regressed to the same archaic universe in which Brown and Pink permanently inhabited, but in contrast to the two other patients her starting
point was a deep depression and not a psychosis. In all three cases violence and perversion disclosed their demands to obliterate all differences.
A FILM
”No animals or human beings have been injured in creating this film,”
we are assured after Milcho Manchevski’s film ”Before the Rain.” We can
feel secure that everything was just fiction, ”make believe.”
Photographer and Pulitzer prize winner Alex is on a trip to Bosnia as a
newspaper correspondent after 16 years in London. On one occasion he
observes to a Serbian militiaman, ”Nothing is happening here.” ”We can
easily fix that,” answers the militiaman and shoots a prisoner. In this
scene the boundary between fiction and reality is dissolved when the
desire for an authentically shocking picture determines what becomes
real.

Weighed down by guilt feelings, Alex travels to Macedonia where he
wishes to make amends for his crime by trying to rescue the daughter
of his youthful love. He winds up in the middle of a feud between
Albanians and Macedonians (”they have oppressed us for 500 years”)
and witnesses how a brother murders his sister, an Albanian girl charged
with having killed a Macedonian. He is finally killed by his own brother.
In the first part of the film, ”Words,” we get no explanations for all the
hate and violence we are witness to. Part two, ”Faces,” transports us to
London only so that we may once again witness something incomprehensible. In a restaurant a Yugoslav picks a quarrel with a fellow countryman, insulting him until he is thrown out. In a few minutes he comes
back and mows down the restaurant guests. The explanation does not
come until the third part, ”Pictures.” Here we see a Macedonia where
next door neighbours are full of hate for each other and we follow the
fateful course of events in connection with Alex’ rescue attempt. As in a
Greek tragedy it proves to be impossible for Alex, for all of us, to stay
out of things and circumvent fate: when Alex fights to preserve his own
humanity he puts at stake the life of the girl he was to rescue as well as
his own.
The whole film may be considered an expos? of the difference between
the viewer of incomprehensible descriptions of violence without meaning
or relation and the witness to meaningful and comprehensible actions,
however strange and frightening, being the consequence of a long and
not immediately recognisable story. Shocking pictures from the war
scene skimmed through in a London office, completely unacceptable in

their invasion of everyday life, come gradually to be replaced by ”faces”
of people, their fates, the coherence of life. The violence in the epic story of the film with its dazzlingly beautiful, almost dreamlike pictures, is
contrasted with extremely realistic pictures from Bosnia, reaching us at
the same moment they are happening, invading us without giving us
any connection or possibility to understand. The highly personal, stylised
tale, filtered through the psyche of another subject, gives us a feeling of
participation in our common human history. Within the frame of a ritually limited time and place we meet our own and our neighbour’s destructiveness and once again discover that there is nowhere to flee. This
family of ours who inhabit the earth are brothers and sisters who are
killing each other.

PICTURES OF VIOLENCE AND PERVERSION ARE DIFFERENT FROM
IMAGES OF CONDITIO HUMANA
Now that we have gotten so far into this discourse we may need to go
back to some of the theses we formulated earlier and elaborate further
on them. Our contemporary descriptions of man’s violence, destruction
and sexuality destroy the boundaries between reality and fantasy,
between the portrayal and what is portrayed, between good and evil,
living and dead, human and non-human. This plays a part in our longing
to cross the boundaries of our own ego. In combination with denying
that a taboo against portrayal of certain occurrences exists at all, these
pictures present a perverse scenario, which may bring into focus corresponding aspects of our inner world. The preoccupation with violence
and perversion in our culture can be regarded as a consequence of secularisation, the victory of rationality over faith, and a continuation of the
disintegration of the boundary between sacred and profane. Nietzsche
and Dostoyevsky articulated this perception of Gott ist tot: if God is
dead all crimes and perversions are allowed.

After Auschwitz our culture was to a great extent characterised by the
desire to see all and show all and by a denial of the boundaries for what
may be depicted and what may be done. This involves a change in our
relation to the ultimate limit of our existence, death. Great ambivalence
characterises the cult of death which is continuing its advance in the
shadow of the gas chambers and the crematorium ovens. On the one
hand the taboo surrounding death seems to have been strengthened
and on the other hand eliminated. Much of the concrete, physical content of death has been rendered invisible at the same time as pictures
of dead and dying bodies are inundating us. We seem to be denying
that our own death and that of others is one of the realities of life and a
”beyond,” at the same time as we violate previous taboos surrounding
death and the images of it. If death is not a final crossing and if pictures of murder and corpses are a common ingredient of our daily lives,
perhaps there is nothing we need to be afraid of and nothing to mourn,
either. This cult of death seems to be an attempt to come to terms with
the narcissistic outrage perpetrated on us by the fact that we are mortal.

Present day techniques for the spread of information has extended the
range of our sense and motor organs to a level which spans the globe.
This global expansion of boundaries of the outer organs of the ego has
not been accompanied by a corresponding change in our ego. The skin
ego, the outer shield of our body image and our inner world, is lagging
behind. This state of things resembles adolescence: the teenager’s body
changes faster than his chances of integrating it into his self-image, at
the same time as the radical increase in the pressure of his instincts
triggers regression. In contrast to the teenager, however, what we are
talking about here is not a matter of the increased pressure of the libido
but of the death instinct. The result is that we once again meet the
archaic, infantile sides of our selves, this time under the hegemony of
hate and destructiveness. Changes in the social arena and in the scope
of the media coincide and together strengthen the regressive psychic
processes, which have also been apparent in other epochs of historic
upheavals.
The effect of exposure to pictures of violence and perversion may be
described in terms of regression to narcissistic structures. Another consequence was the mortification of our psyche, a process which may be
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said to chisel out the ”living dead” parts of our ego. Effects like these
have previously been observed in a pure form in people who have survived a perverted world full of destructiveness, violence and evil – the
survivors of the Holocaust, of torture and psychosis (Werbart &
Lindbom-Jakobson 1993). The preliminary hypothesis that pictures of
violence and sexuality may have traumatising intrapsychic consequences
if they penetrate or contribute to the disintegration of the skin ego can
now be confirmed. A massive exposure to images of man’s evil and perversion, devoid of every emotional and historical context, may activate
our ”archaic remnants.” Our own destructiveness and narcissism then
come to life rather than being diverted and canalised. This may lead to
a temporary or persistent reorganisation of the ego. The appeal of these
images and the regression they conjure up lie in the fact that the projection outward of our own aggressivity and hate is accompanied by
flight from depression and grief, manifest in the ecstatic expectation of
being able to free ourselves from all the boundaries in our existence.
This regression in the individual and in the group can be carried over
from generation to generation (Ka?s et al. 1993).

What then is the difference between pictures of violence and perversion
which serve the ends of the death instinct and accounts which promote
the action of the life instinct in joining together instead of tearing down?
One difference is between pictures which isolate a fragment of our life,
ignoring its total emotional and historical context, and accounts which
are incorporated into a human story. Another difference is between
showing or viewing, and witnessing. This difference deals with the presence or absence of a Narrator, an intermediate agent who is responsible
for a certain psychic and symbolic pre-processing. The tales of the
Greek bards, the Bible stories, the Islandic Edda and V?lsungasagan or
the Finnish Kalevala are not devoid of atrocities, but they are presented
by someone who witnesses, relates and mediates. With the modern
technique for the spread of information, the Narrator tends to become
invisible and to be replaced by the medium. The mediating instrument
seeks to obliterate the subject’s presence as an intermediate link in
order to be seen as a neutral extension of our perceptual organs.
Unprocessed, non-symbolised pictures are still not testimony, for that
requires a narrative communicated through another person’s subjectivity.
The portrayals which ”rape” us are pictures without a tie to experience,
empty of suffering, pain, meaning, and message. Behind the undoctored
images of violence and perversion is an incapacity to endure suffering
and psychic pain – in reality a refusal to accept mankind’s existential
conditions. In psychoanalytical terms it deals with an attempt to make
the Oedipal third invisible or to eliminate it. Such pictures play along
with our desire to cross the boundaries of our own ego and confirm the
ego’s temporary or permanent disintegration. Pictures of violence and
perversion included in a description of conditio humana, on the other
hand, contribute to the re-establishment of the ego as a psychic agent
of our self-government.

TO RE-ESTABLISH THE EGO IS TO RESTORE DIFFERENCES
The world we live in, the incomprehensible events occurring all around
us, all the dangers to our own existence as individuals and as a species,
constantly threaten the ego’s unity. When pictures of naked violence,
the free outlet for murderous and perverse desires, are perceived as
invasive and perforate the skin ego, the entire arsenal of our ancient
defence mechanisms is activated. Besides denial, projection and splitting, I have mentioned such defences against traumatic overstimulation
as encapsulation, screening, and ego restriction. The sense of our vulnerability and our own murderous desires are both so threatening to us
that, faced with pictures of this kind, we may react by ”de-identifying
ourselves,” keeping a distance, regarding reality as fiction, de-humanising others. This is not true; it can’t be like this. It is happening there,
not here. It is they who are doing it, not us. They are not like us; they
are different. ”They are only Jews,” as an eye witness to the liquidation
of the ghetto expressed it in Steven Spielberg’s film, ”Schindler’s List.”
It’s just a movie, not for real. The use of these defence mechanisms is
facilitated by the pretended transparency of the new media. ”This is
exactly how it is...” When the presence of the mediating agent is made
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invisible and the re-editing by the ”third” subject is denied, we can protect the unity of our ego by contrariwise looking upon the portrayal as
completely opaque. There is nothing beyond the presentation; the medium itself is the message. In the end it is the murderer within ourselves,
the bloodthirsty beast we do not want to know. As in neurosis and psychosis a massive use of our most primitive, rigid defences contributes to
strengthening the effect of what we are defending ourselves against.
This may lead to a perverted reconstruction of frames, characterised by
paranoid delusions. When the taboo against portrayal of certain occurrences is denied, that which we do not want to know can be fully possible.
In the current debate about the mass media in the USA, a paradox has
recently come to light. It seems that everyone follows Simpson’s trial in
direct TV broadcasts. This murder affects the entire population since
they can recognise themselves in the drama and identify with both the
perpetrator and the victim. The pictures from Serbia, on the other hand,
do not seem to affect the American public and are regarded as just pictures on the TV screen. The spread of pictures of violence by the media
may contribute to the identification process (like the broadcasts of the
hunt for and the trial of Simpson) or to de-humanisation and the onset
of xenophobia (”We never believed anything else about the Balkan people”). Our attempt at ”objective news reporting” may contribute to this
de-humanisation. Inexplicable pictures of bleeding, maimed or dead
bodies, often in direct broadcasts, may easily strengthen the feeling of
unreality.
Pictures of evil, violence, destructiveness, and perversion may contribute to the re-establishment of the ego’s boundaries if they counteract the disintegration of the ego and restore differences. In order that
they may help us to work through our experiences, to endure suffering
and to mourn, such descriptions have to fulfil certain conditions. The
subjective position, with the portrayal separated from what is being portrayed, may make it easier for us to identify with one of the protagonists. The narrator’s visible presence, the mediating agent responsible
for a certain psychic pre-processing, can contribute to our leaving the
role of the passive viewer and becoming an active witness. This also
promotes the symbolisation and reconstruction of a historic context.
Such accounts can help us to accept the loss of our infantile omnipotence.

In Freud’s (1917b) aphorism one of the great injures to the narcissism
of man is that our ego is not master in its own house. Changes in our
culture, in the political arena and the technology of the spread of information work together today to influence the boundaries between our
ego and the outside world, between our ego ideal and perceived selfesteem, between the desirable and the undesirable aspects of our inner
world. This is a new outrage to our narcissism. Our impulses, desires
and fantasies are the same as they were ten thousand years earlier.
Never before, however, has our repressed, archaic world had the same
chance not only to break through to the surface but also to be rapidly
spread over the whole world and shared by everyone. The boundary
between the festivals of the Ancient Age or the carnivals of the Middle
Ages and the every day life was circumscribed by a train of rules and
ceremonies. The bard and the story teller could extend the range of our
sense and motor organs because his ego was the mediating link. With
the technology of today these boundaries are indistinct and the mediating subject is reduced to a minimum. Modernism, post-modernism,
deconstruction have had the goal of breaking with various taboos, crossing boundaries, mixing what previously could not be mixed. For the
archaic stratum in our ego the message that everything may be depicted may take on the meaning that everything may also be done. In the
world we live in today several different technological and cultural factors
work together to activate the archaic and perverse sides of our personalities. All those who are depicting our passage and our fate on this
earth are involved in this process of the breakthrough of archaic material. Restoring the ego involves restoring our ancient taboos and re-establishing differences between fiction and reality, between good and evil,

the permissible and the forbidden, living and dead, human and nonhuman.
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SEEING AND BEIN
NEGOTIATING TH
IN MILCHO MANC
THE RAIN

SEEING AND BEING SEEN: NEGOTIATING THE
WESTERN GAZE IN MILCHO MANCHEVSKI’S BEFORE
THE RAIN
by Angelina Ilieva

Concerned with the response of Western audiences to Milcho
Manchevski’s Before the Rain, both Dina Iordanova and Slavoj Zizek
argue that, despite intentions to the contrary, the director “offers to the
Western gaze what [that gaze] likes to see in the Balkans – a mythical
spectacle of eternal, primordial passions, of the vicious cycle of hate and
love, in contrast to the decadent and anemic life in the West....” (Zizek
2000). Iordanova insists that “by uncritically continuing the line of traditional representations of the Balkans as a mystic stronghold of stubborn
and belligerent people, Before the Rain continued an existing Balkan
trend of voluntary self-exoticism” (147). Whereas some Western reviews
show that such concerns with the film’s reception are not entirely
groundless,1 I agree with Victor Friedman when he argues that “the fact
that many Western viewers interpreted the film literally rather than symbolically” is “not a failure of the film but of the gaze” (143). I believe
that Iordanova and Zizek’s focus on the presentation of the Balkans to
the West has led them to miss the film’s intricate critique of both the
Western gaze as well as the Balkan internalization of that gaze. In other
words, while these critics see the film as “performing ‘Balkanism’,” I join
Katarzyna Marciniak’s in interpreting Manchevski’s work as “performatively critiquing” (67)“Balkanism” and the attendant myths of national
identity. This short essay cannot presume to do justice to the uncanny
process of estrangement to which Before the Rain submits familiar
stereotypes and national myths.2 It will rather only touch upon certain
aspects of the film’s treatment of the complex mirroring between West
European center and Balkan periphery.
Iordanova is justifiably concerned that a tendency to depict Balkan
cultures “through the eyes of Westerners (or locals who have spent sufficient time in the West) … results in perpetuation of the Eurocentric
gaze” and in the representation of the Balkan people as “other,” strange
and foreign (152-3). Before the Rain, however, does not simply represent Macedonia “from the point of view of a displaced native,” but
makes the problem of representation one of its most poignant themes.
Rather than unambiguously endorsing the Western gaze as normative,
therefore, Manchevski’s film makes apparent a plethora of tensions
inherent in the act of gazing itself. As an emigre war photographer,
Aleks, occupies literally the position of the Western gaze directed at the
Balkans, turning them into an exotic object of curiosity and study, and
affirming the West’s normative status. He thus stands for the internalization and perpetuation of the Western gaze against which Iordanova has
cautioned. Significantly, however, we meet the photographer not during
his stable career when he “performs” the Western gaze comfortably, but
at the beginning of his journey away from that identification, when he
has been confronted with the underlying dangers of his role. The character’s development through the narrative constitutes a commentary on
the problems of observation and representation. And, in as much as he
and his craft refer to the director and his work, Aleks’s difficult negotiation with his responsibilities is also the film’s gesture of self-reflection.

I went to a French TV broadcast when I went to Paris for the
film’s opening night; there were there some people who had
been in Bosnia, who were photo-reporters, people who were
very much alike Aleksandar. There was also there a French
female reporter … who talked about how her adrenalin goes
up, how people change when they are going to set off from
Paris, …. And the host asked her, “Do you like the war?”…
(Kunovski 53)

The question of voyeurism within the gaze directed at the violence
in the Balkans as raised by the film has been addressed by a number of
critics. Victor Friedman, for example, analyzes in detail the film’s representation of the local attitude toward the western observers vested in
Dr. Saso’s expression “Sega Zapad seir gleda” (“Now the West is watching the show”). “[S]eir is a word of Turkish origin meaning ‘spectacle’ or
‘ sight worth seeing’… the implication is someone who watches uselessly.” Friedman clarifies his point by referring to a cartoon in Nova
Makedonija where the label of the West European “observer” (posmatra?) is substituted with the word seirdzija, with “the connotation of useless ‘bystander, rubberneck’” (141). I need to add to Friedman’s astute
and very helpful comments, however, that the replacement of posmatrac
with seirdzija adds the dimension of enjoyment which is lacking from
the former neutral term. Calling the western observers seirdziji not only
highlights their perceived uselessness but also the perverse enjoyment
that a seirdzija receives from seeing the spectacle in front of him. The
issue of enjoyment is at the center of Zizek’s critique in his discussion of
Kusturica’s Underground. The West’s relationship to (the violence in) the
Balkans, according to him, “is deeply ambiguous,” “a strange mixture of
repulsion … and attraction.” According to Zizek , the Balkans become a
fantasy space where the West projects its “repressed” dark passions.
The ambiguity becomes especially pronounced in a morbid fascination
with the victims, with “horrifying pictures of mutilated corpses, of
wounded and crying children… They were horrified by them, yet at the
same time they ‘couldn’t avert their eyes’”(no pagination).
Thus, if the Western gaze directed at the “other” marks the latter as
an abnormal, strange entity whose actions and motivations are entirely
beyond the comprehension of the “normal” civilized center, the uncanny
moment when the observed object suddenly returns the gaze, negates
the radical difference between observer and observed. Confronting the
former with a terrifying dimension of its own perverse desires, this
moment shatters the comfortable image of the “civilized” West free from
the primitive passions of the barbaric Balkans, and writes center and
periphery within a similar libidinal economy. By embracing his role as an
actor in a spectacle, the militia man embarrasses the observers with
their own voyeuristic enjoyment. Turning them from “monitoring” outsiders into an “audience” (which has gone there to watch a performance, and in other circumstances would pay for it), he gains the moral
superiority which has hitherto belonged to his observers, because they
can no longer maintain the distance which allows them to take the
superior stance of “disgust.” In this gesture, we can detect a type of
Dostoevskian Underground-Man attempting to reclaim a morbid kind of
dignity by the militia man.
There are a number of other issues that the encounter with the militiaman brings out. First and foremost, as a number of critics have
already noted, the incident shatters the naive belief in the neutral position of the observer, in the possibility of watching but remaining
untouched, outside the war’s imperative violence. Instead of following
its own “autonomous” logic of development, the “object” under scrutiny
incorporates the fact that it is being observed into the economy of its
own actions. Violence becomes a spectacle enacted for the benefit of
the gaze, war emerges as an impromptu performance carried in active
dialogue with its audiences. In this dialogue, the observed can actively
manipulate their own representation – either in aggressively enacting
the role of barbaric “others” to the West (as the militiaman does), or in
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Aleks’s involuntary involvement in the violence he hopes to prevent
by documenting it exemplifies a plethora of complex dynamic ties
between the gaze and its object. The encounter of the photographer,
the militiaman, and the prisoner stages the uncanny moment when the
object of observation suddenly comes alive and looks back at the gaze.
The “uncanny” quality stems not so much from the fact that the relation
between observer and observed is suddenly rendered reciprocal and
that the observer himself comes under scrutiny, but from the fact that
the object “returns” to the gaze its own unconscious (perverse) desires.
The object offers to the gaze what that gaze seeks – violence. By satisfying literally (cynically-perversely) the photographer’s “wish” for exciting
shots, the militia man confronts him with the hidden sadistic dimension
of his search for these interesting shots. The need to represent violence
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to the West in order to shock it into action slides into the quest for violence itself. Watching turns into vampirism. Manchevski himself brings
this point up in an interview:

NG SEEN:
HE WESTERN GAZE
CHEVSKI’S BEFORE
riveting the audience’s attention through violence. I have in mind here
the liberation movements in the region at the end of the nineteenth
century, when, as is well known, revolutionary activities were often carried out in the hope of attracting the attention of Western public opinion. That Susan Woodward notes a similar manipulation of the representation of violence in the Yugoslavian wars of succession should not be
read as a sign of the Balkan’s timelessness but as a symptom of the
unchanged relation between the center and its margins:

The psychological warfare to justify the creation of national
states would be to no avail if diplomatic recognition did not follow. Military engagements aimed not merely at physical control
of territory but at foreign support. Military strategists and political leaders chose targets and managed media coverage so as
to shape international opinion and local sympathies. …All sides
used attacks (and mutual incriminations of blame) on cultural
monuments, on civilians in breadlines, on wedding and funeral
parties, on busloads of orphans … to mobilize sympathies and
hostility at home and abroad. …the UN organizations on the
ground became vehicles of [the nationalist leaders’] statemaking, in effect not observers but integral parts of the political
struggles that included war (236, 318, italics mine).

At the same time, the spectators bear responsibility because their
expectations and responses influence the outcome of the performance.
Woodward laments the failure of Western powers to recognize what
Manchevski’s character immediately recognizes – their own influence on
the events on the ground. Thus she calls for “a greater appreciation for
the influence that actions by foreign governments and international
organizations were having on Yugoslav politics throughout its path of
dissolution” (3). Yet another episode in Before the Rain highlights, perhaps even unintentionally, the West’s role in the relations between
Balkan countries themselves. The quarrel between the waiter and his
visitor in Part Two, while attesting to the film’s refusal to create a space
“where the audience can feel safely positioned outside the discourse of
ethnic cleansing” (Marciniak 79), also enacts the drama of the Balkans
for acceptance. The waiter, clean shaven, hard working and likeable, is
trying to blend in the “civilized” West. His ultimate goal as an immigrant
is to make money and join “normal” bourgeois life. His dream, of
course, is shared by every country on the European periphery – to
become a legitimate part of Europe and to have the chance to live the
life of the “civilized,” “normal” West.3 The desire to belong to the
Economic Center, especially poignant after the dissolution of the socialist
system, is to a large extent the obverse phenomenon of the objectifying
Western gaze – if the latter marks the observed peripheral object as
alien, exotic, and different, the peripheral subject gazes longingly at the
center, seeking to erase the difference and write itself as same.4
While the motives for the quarrel remain purposefully unclear,5 the
visitor seems to be ridiculing precisely the waiter’s petty concern with
money: with an expression of contempt, he throws money at the waiter’s face and repeats “Money, money, money” (“Pare”). At least to this
viewer, the derision relates to the Balkan’s own myth about itself as a
place of authenticity – as a place of spiritual rather than worldly concerns, where one rises above petty cares, above money and ownership,
and values only ties with friends and community. From this perspective,
the waiter is betraying his loyalty to an ethos of community for the
ethos of western egotistic individualism. The intruder’s provocative
behavior challenges the West’s presumed position of superiority by challenging its esteem of economic success. This militant character then
engages in a struggle for dignity similar to that of the militiaman. The
latter shocks his observers by throwing back at them – embellished –
their own image of him as a violent savage; likewise, the restaurant bully elevates the myth of his own exotic authenticity, and indulges in the
(perverse) enjoyment of moral superiority which he gains, however
briefly, in his arrogant denial of bourgeois etiquette.
The waiter, for his part, wants to be distinguished from this unacceptable (to the west) visitor from his past – a connection with him
threatens his successful integration. As his guest demonstratively throws

money at him and attracts everyone’s attention, the young man struggles with humiliation and restrains himself from responding. The restaurant owner, however, does not appreciate his employee’s efforts:
Owner (with dignity): “George, I think it would be best if you
left the restaurant as quickly as possible. And don’t come
back.”
George (indignantly): “Sir, sir, I didn’t do anything!”
Owner: “I am sorry, George. And make sure your friend leaves
with you.”
While George requires that the difference between him and the disturbing visitor be recognized, his boss refuses to acknowledge the distinction
between the two foreigners and insists on seeing them together as an
entity, drawing a line between himself and the two of them. It is at this
point that the real fight erupts: having lost the battle of acceptance, the
waiter relinquishes control and hits the bully. As the fight escalates, the
owner of the restaurant fails to see his own role in its outbreak.
This last exchange recalls, in its own peculiar way, the fears of the
Northern Yugoslav republics in their quest for admittance to EUROPE. As
Tomislav Longinovic has put it, “[Slovenism] was offered as an escape
from the Balkans, towards the promise of Mittleeuropa and … [of] an
ever-elusive future of Western Europe…. ‘The serbs’ were a threat to
Slovene ‘European identity’ …because they could coerce the Slovenes to
remain part of the abject cultural space of ‘the Balkans’.”6 I do not want
to suggest, however, that this incident should be read literally as an allegory of the Yugoslav dissolution. Rather than attempting to map specific
historical events and actors unto the film’s episodes, I am hoping to
draw attention to the dense web of mirroring gazes from East and West
that Manchevski masterfully brings out in his dramatization of mutually
dependent identity claims.
Finally, the restaurant scene “does not allow for the representation
of Western Europe as a superior ‘civilized’ space that has overcome its
ethnic dilemmas” (69), because it insists on reminding its viewers of
“civilized” England’s own “uncomfortable” violence. To Nick’s consoling
comment (“At least they aren’t from Ulster”), the owner rejoins “No, sir,
I am from Ulster.” Just like the waiter before him, the owner is caught in
the need to negotiate his own relation to the stigma and violence of his
place of origin (the imperial periphery) and his desired belonging to the
(imperial/economic) center. Nick’s two unsuccessful jokes (“I guess the
civil war gets more civil once they get here” and “At least they aren’t
from Ulster”) may be interpreted as a gesture toward to what some critics have termed the “comforting” effect of Balkan violence: the savagery
of the “other” confirms the “civility” of the self. In the short conversation
between Nick and the owner, however, Manchevski precludes the possibility of such comfort. The violence we have witness becomes a part of
a general problem rather than a uniquely Balkan trait. Rather than confirming the West’s image of itself as free of the barbarism of less developed countries, the director frames the East and the West together.
(SELF)MYSTIFICATION

The incident of Aleks’s camera also highlights a problem with the
Enlightenment trust in direct representation as a reliable vehicle to
“understanding” reality. Erik Tängerstad comments on the issue extensively:
In this film, Manchevski has put forward the argument that no
correspondence between knowledge and the ‘real world’ can
be construed. The notion of realism, according to which an
artwork can be compared with the ‘real’ is destroyed. Reality
‘as it really is’ cannot be documented, nor can there be any
direct connection between the past and written history,
because we have no access to that kind of past that history
could represent. (Tängerstad 178-180)
Observation does not provide adequate understanding of reality, first
because it can only take in that which the object chooses to show to the
gaze, but also because it fails to perceive what is beyond the frame. As
already mentioned, the other problem is that the Balkans’ status as the
West’s object of study immediately bars them from the desired acknowl-
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edgment of “likeness” to and participation in the West. It marks them as
a strange, opaque entity whose actions and meanings are not readily
available but can be understood only through careful deciphering. The
problem, of course, is not the urge to study, and we would not want to
discourage such a noble endeavor. Rather, it is with the assumption of
radical difference between the subject and the object of study, a difference which makes it impossible for the subject to “understand” without
the possession of the key to some secret, singular meaning. Here I
resort to Zizek’s assertions:
The main source of mystification of the Bosnian war is that
everybody tries to “understand” it. One of the cliches about it
is that, in order to explain what is going on, one has to be
acquainted with at least the last five hundred years of history,
with its bric-a-brac of wars, religious and ethnic conflicts... This
compulsive evocation of the “complexity” of the situation
serves to maintain the quasi-ethnological gaze on the
Balkans… What one should do is precisely the opposite… one
should … put in parentheses the multitude of meanings, the
wealth of specters of the past that allow us to “understand”
the situation. One should resist the temptation to “understand”... It is only such a suspension of “comprehension” that
renders possible the analysis of … the political calculi and
strategic decisions that led to the war.
As Woodward has shown, the causes did not reside so much in the past
but in the present: “The real origin of the Yugoslav conflict is the disintegration of governmental authority and the breakdown of a political
and civil order. …. The conflict is not a result of historical animosities
and it is not a return to the procommunist past; it is the result of the
politics of transforming a socialist society to a market economy and
democracy” (15, italics mine).
Before the Rain exposes not only the problematic effects of the
Western gaze upon the observed and its responsibility, it also presents
us with a critique of the obverse side of the West’s frustration at the
Balkan mystery. Not only does the west accept that it cannot comprehend the Balkans because their meaning does not lend itself to rational
understanding; the Balkans themselves try to affirm their specificity and
singularity, and insist on the Western gaze’s inability to penetrate to
their true meanings. As an emigrant, Aleks has not lived through the
dissolution of the Yugoslav community and the emergence of the nationalist monster. He returns to Macedonia both a westerner and a
Yugoslavian antique from the past. His efforts to argue with his cousin’s
decision to seek revenge are thus dismissed on grounds of his inability
to understand. Running into Zdrave and the rest of the armed gang as
they announce their program “Site siptari na kol” (“All Albanians to the
stake”), Aleks asks the obvious question “I posle?” (“And what then?”).
The response neutralizes the “foreign” attempt at intervention precisely by
suggesting that there is a meaning inaccessible to outsiders: “Ti glej si seir.
Ne si od tuka” (“You watch the show. You are not from here”). Zdrave
retorts far more brazenly during the confrontation at the sheepfold:
Aleks: Zasrami se! (You should be ashamed!)
….
Zdrave: Braced, odamna si izlezen od tuka, ne znaes kako sidi
toa. Gledaj si ja tvojata ziveacka. (Cousin, you left from here a
long time ago, you don’t know how things are. Mind your own
life.)
By presenting the obvious situation of violence as some inscrutable matter which eludes the grasp even of a local who has spent time abroad,
Zdrave effectively invalidates Aleks’s judgment and standards. It is in
these details that Manchevski critiques not only the Western mystification of the Balkans, but also the local claim to a be an incomprehensible
mysterious entity – both become convenient ways to avoid moral
responsibility.
ALEKS’S

JOURNEY HOME

When the object under Aleks’s camera comes to life and throws the
perverse truth of his unformulated wish back in his face, Manchevski’s
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character (unlike the restaurant owner or the politicians to whom
Woodward refers) immediately recognizes his responsibility in the murder. By embodying the Western gaze, the photographer has sinned
against the “western” belief in the absolute value of human life as well
as against his former Yugoslavian self. His resignation and his return
home are acts of penance and the beginning of a quest to recover, at
least partially, a core of his prelapserian self. Since his responsibility is
that of the gaze, his cleansing necessarily passes through the gradual
renunciation of the camera as a mediator between himself and violence.
The slow process of emerging from behind the camera accentuates the
photographic medium as a protective screen between the self and reality.
His first step is to separate himself from his unfortunate pictures
from Bosnia and to bequeath them to Ann. Before Aleks can send his
pictures, his cousin is found dead. The film’s slow, relentless exploration
of Bojan’s wounds clearly coincides with the war photographer’s experienced gaze, a coincidence which expands the specificity of the scene to
the generality of all other scenes of violence that he has shot on film.
The slow camera movement, the slowed action, and the reigning silence
recall the stunned slowing of time in the moment of shock. As Aleks’s
hand motions to adjust the imaginary camera’s lens and press the button, he also renounces the real camera. His gesture of renunciation
seems to be also the gesture of accepting the finality of Bojan’s death.
Having taken the imaginary shot with Aleks, the film’s focus moves away
from the dead body and the dripping blood toward the people around it
and their emotions. The action speeds up, the sound grows louder.
Renouncing the position of the correspondent, the gaze behind the camera does not remain fixated on the (arguably aestheticized) object of the
violated body but travels beyond it to the humanity of the people who
have to negotiate the death.
Aleks’s final distancing from the photographer’s mode of looking at
the world is also the hero’s final preparation for confronting his cousin. I
find a possible key to this final step in his conversation with Hana:
Hana: … Ti gledas li sto se slucuva so lugevo nasi? (Do you
observe what’s happening with our people?)7
Aleks: Gledam. (I do).
Hana: Ne e za gledanje! “It’s not a sight one should (have to)
see!”
Hana’s idiomatic expression carries the implications of the act of watching as voyeurism. “Ne e za gledanje” indicates the embarrassment that
unites the object of observation with the observer in sharing a shameful
scene. Recognizing the riveting enjoyment of sejr, this expression warns
against it and hopes for the aversion of the gaze.
After Hana leaves, we follow Aleks as he steps over a book entitled
“Alexander Kirkov, Pictures,” lying on the floor. The height of his artistic
and journalistic achievement, the book remains behind, useless and
ignored. The final gesture in his intimate ritual preparation for his confrontation with the gang is to tear up the fateful pictures of the Bosnian
prisoner. In this final act of emergence from behind the camera, the
cleansing journey toward “settling his debt” nears its completion. Having
given up pictures, the protagonist also cuts the distance between himself and the events happening around him: the responsibility of his camera for the murder of the prisoner translates into his responsibility as an
observer of his cousins’ violence. Now he can refuse to acknowledge the
difference between observer and observed; he can refuse to allow his
intervention to be neutralized by the argument of his foreignness. The
shift of the verb “gledam” which takes place in his response to Zdrave
indicates the change in a most succinct form:
Zdrave: Braced, odamna si izlezen od tuka, ne znaes kako sidi
toa. Gledaj si ja tvojata ziveacka. (“Cousin, you left from here
a long time ago, you don’t know how things are. Mind [literally
watch, observe] your own life.”)
Aleks: Oti is ja gledam, ne mozam so sebe da ziveam koga te
gledam vakov! (“Because I mind [watch] my own life, I cannot
live with myself when I see you like this!”)
Aleks has finally adopted Hana’s attitude toward seeing – it is a sight
that embarrasses, that degrades both observer and observed.
Recognizing the spuriousness of the radical difference between himself

and his cousin, between the “westerner” and the “Balkan,” he can at
least attempt to wake up the others. It can hardly be contested that it is
Aleks’s death that finally breaks the strained anxiety and brings forth
release with the first drops of rain. In the personal development of the
character, therefore, Aleksandar finally succeeds in “returning home.”
This is why, as Manchevski points out, the character dies happy and,
more importantly, makes the film a “happy end”: “For him, these thirty
seconds before he dies, and even though he dies, are the most important in his life. He dies with a smile on his face, he is the only happy
face. Therefore, even if he dies, the end of the film Before the Rain is a
happy end. …. Aleksandar … dies happy” (Kunovski 49). His death
redeems him of the camera’s murder and gives the hope, however tenuous, that “the circle is not round.”8
A detail worth mentioning here is that Manchevski plays the role of
the prisoner shot in front of the camera. Tängerstad interprets this
“authorial death” as a mark of the director’s awareness of his own
responsibility as a purveyor of representations:
Depicting himself as the executed and not the executioner,
Manchevski suggests that he, like his imagined character
Aleks, cannot find a neutral position from which to objectively
describe ‘reality’. Manchevski has thus visually stated the moral
of the film: that there is no neutral spot outside the temporal
stream of events from which reality can be documented (179).
If the fictional character is redeemed of the crime inherent in his craft
by dying at the hands of the “dark Balkan types” he tried to observe
and represent, the director seems to have borne responsibility of his
representational craft.
The character’s renunciation of his photos also finds a parallel in the
formal structural organization of the film. As the diegesis progresses, the
viewers discover that each of the three segments – Words, Faces,
Pictures — is entitled after the medium of representation which, in that
segment, is given up, destroyed, or rendered inaccessible, meaningless,
useless. “Words” thematizes speech as an inadequate access to reality
or meaning. As Venko Andonovski argues, words become arbitrary signs
which have been “emptied” of meaning (“isprazneni”), and we find ourselves in a state of “damaged” communication (Andonovski 22). Part
Two, “Faces,” submits our access to the face to gradual erasure. The
“spectral” quality of this part and its focus on the representation of faces
has been examined in detail by Miroslav Cepincik and Ian Christie. The
formal slippage of the characters’ faces as they appear to us refracted
through the windows of the taxi is aligned with the active attention that
the film draws to the distortion of Nick’s face. Part Three, “Pictures,” follows the photographer’s slow separation from his camera and his craft,
as he learns not to trust its representation. Significantly, it is in this third
part, through Aleks’s letter to Anne, that the viewers are confronted
with the full weight of the issues of observation and responsibility discussed above. Manchevski has noted that the words, faces, and pictures
are also the three main elements of the cinematic medium itself.9 The
character’s journey away from his own medium of representation then is
doubled by the film’s form itself, as the medium submits itself to gradual
erasure. Making this erasure obvious through the section titles, Before
the Rain contemplates the uncertainty of its own attempts to represent.
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I attempt a more detailed analysis in my dissertation.
Thus one possible reason for the persistent tendency of Balkan directors to represent
their countries through foreign eyes may be precisely the acute urgency with which a
re-examination of identities and borders has been taking place in the post-communist
countries.
4
In the urge to write oneself as same, the each part of the periphery is also busily
carving out differences between itself and its more exotic neighbors, thus creating its
own “nesting orientalisms” as described by Bakic-Hayden: “Thus, while Europe as a
while has disparaged not only the orient “proper” but also the parts of Europe that were
under oriental Ottoman rule, Yugoslavs who reside in areas that were formerly the
Habsburg monarchy distinguish themselves from those in areas formerly ruled by the
Ottoman Empire, hence ‘improper’…. (922).
5
In a question and answer session at Yale Manchevski explained that the point is to
show that others’ violence is always incomprehensible to the observers.
6
The relation of the restaurant owner for the outbreak of the fight in this episode is in
fact opposite to the relation Woodward sees between the Western countries and the
Yugoslav crisis. In her view, Germany’s hasty recognition of Slovenia and Croatia’s
“nesting orientalist” claims to radical difference from the post-Ottoman south that precipitated the violent dissolution.
7
I choose the rather clumsy and non-conversational “observe” because it has both
meanings of watching and seeing that are present in the interchange between the two.
8
Zdrave’s actions give some reason for hope: as Aleks dies, Zdrave first grabs his gun
and runs to shoot after Zamira, who is peeking behind a rock trying to find out what
happens to Aleks. After the first volley of chasing bullets, however, Zdrave drops his
arms, his face contorting in the first bursting sobs. The scene suggests, to this reader
at least, that Zdrave is suddenly overwhelmed by a realization of meaninglessness and
grief. As the rain begins to pour heavily on Aleks’s body, Zdrave continues to sob – he
has released his grief and allowed it to flow out of him with the rain and has not transformed it into the urge for vengeance. Significantly, he is not among the men looking
for Zamira in the monastery the next day.
9
Personal interview, New York, February 2003.
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“RETHINKING HISTORY” - THE JOURNAL OF THEORY AND PRACTICE
ONE FILM - MANY HISTORIES: AN INQUIRY INTO “BEFORE THE RAIN”
RAINMAKING AND PERSONAL TRUTH
Milcho Manchevski

by Milcho Manchevski

RAINMAKING AND
PERSONAL TRUTH

The embryo of the idea for Before the Rain came to me in 1991. I was
living in New York at the time (and I still do), and I had not gone back
to Macedonia in six years. My aunt - who raised me - fell ill that year
and I went to see her in Macedonia, which then was still part of
Yugoslavia.
....What I saw (or, rather - what I felt) there were two things: a sense
of heart - felt homecoming and a sense of impending doom. I am not
sure doom is the right word, because it was more a feeling of impending something promising and optimistic. Nevertheless, these potential
sensations which I felt hovered in the air, combined with the reports
from other parts of Yugoslavia - which I mainly read in The New York
Times before and after my one - month trip home - certainly created an
impression of something bad about to happen. It was a matter of a feeling rather than rational analysis. It felt sort of like the pressure you feel
on the inside of your mouth before it rains. I decided the best way to
describe this feeling way by calling it before-the-rain feeling, like when
you wait for the skies to open and bring down something hard, but alsopotentially-something cleansing. Like rain.
....My aunt died the next year and I went back for the funeral. This time
I went to the same town, but not it was in a different country. The land
where I was born and raised-Yugoslavia-was disintegrating, and
Macedonia was one of the small countries emerging out of Yugoslavia. A
two-fold sense was in the air-the end of something, and the birth of
something new. I did not known what was going to be stronger and
more defining-birth or death, even though the optimism of something
new, something all your own seemed to be stronger.
....I went back to New York and quickly wrote a three-part six-page story, which I kept to myself. Three love stories-one in a monastery in
Macedonia, one in a village near the monastery, and the middle one in
London-intertwine and become one big love story. This story is of cyclical nature with-and this was very important-a carefully designed quirk in
the chronology. It seemed that the story and subject matter were too
esoteric. So esoteric-it seemed to me-that no one-I thought-would want
to spend big bucks to commit it to the screen. So, I did not show it to
any potential producers or backers.
....Several months-or perhaps even a year-later a cameraman I was
working with at the time suggested I mail it to British Screen. I followed
his advice and sent it to them, misspelling the names of the people
there. Yet, they liked it, commissioned a screenplay, and then put the
first money towards the production. British Screen and its head-Simon
Perry-were instrumental in getting Before the Rain made. It would never
have gotten off the page had it not been for their enthusiasm and perseverance. We got more money from France and, finally, from
Macedonia, so in the summer of 1993 we were in Macedonia, ready to
shoot. A crew from Britain, France, Serbia, Montenegro, Kosovo, Croatia,
Bulgaria, South Africa and Macedonia assembled in the mountains.
....During the two years between the embryo of the film idea and the
crew assembling many things happened in Macedonia. For one-she was no
longer a part of Yugoslavia, with its own government, President, constitution, borders, flag etc. More dramatically-war (or wars) was (were) raging
in Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. It had begun to rain.
....So, there we were in Macedonia with full-scale war going on nearby.
We had a hard time financing and then insuring the film, getting equip-

ment and people to the locations. Most people felt that Macedonia,
Bosnia, Serbia was all the same. Even the paperwork was difficult to do,
since the baby country was yet to be recognized by Britain and France
as we were planning the production. The film was no longer a co-production with a Yugoslav republic, but with the country of Macedonia.
....Yet, there was no war in this country. And, as history would have itno war come to Macedonia in the coming years-fortunately. Perhaps it
was poetic justice after the first two Balkan Wars (of 1912-13) and
World War I brought on so much suffering to these parts.
....The film I set out to write was inspired by the events unfolding in my
then-homeland: Yugoslavia. The film I was about to start shooting was
now about another country: Macedonia; a country with different reality
than Bosnia or Croatia, for example.
....Before the Rain is not about a particular country. It is about people
caught on the verge of wider violence that is about to erupt around
them, the birth and course of which they could possibly affect in one
way or another. Can an individual really affect the bid canvas, or is it
more dialectical than that-do things happen no matter what you do? I
guess dialectics sound a bit fatalistic when put in those terms.
....The story was inspired by the events unfolding in Yugoslavia, but it
was not about them. It was about people in any country who stand in
front of large events that are about to engulf them. When I first wrote
it, the story was taking place in an unnamed country. I even toyed with
the idea of setting it in a newly-independent country which had used to
be part of the Soviet Union. Armenia, perhaps. Yet, I know nothing
about these places, and film is a very concrete animal: the characters
speak in a certain language, the costumes, the landscape, the customs,
the relationships, the faces, the architecture-they are all very concrete
when on the screen.
....The reason I did not want to set in Macedonia was the following:
people were going to view the film as a documentary analysis of the
current political situation in these parts. And Before the Rain was not
that.
....For starters, I was not familiar enough with the intricacies of the
political workings here (which raises an interesting question-is the one
who lives at the site of the crime more qualified to talk-about it, or is it
the one who sees it from some distance). Furthermore, the film was not
dealing with politicians at all. The conflict entrepreneurs were only
sketched in the film. Yet, the politicians were crucial to the unfolding of
the Yugoslav drama-from the big bad guys whom we see shaking hands
with other politicians and whose names we hear on the news, to nutcakes raping and killing anonymously. (The raises an additional issue-is
it a real ethnic conflict we are dealing with in Yugoslavia, or is it oldfashioned thuggery and land-grabbing masked as ethnic conflict (by the
participants) and explained away as ethnic conflict (by the complacent
world). Is this the core of all local wars in the Balkans-and perhaps elsewhere-in the last century?)
....More to the point, there was no war in Macedonia, and everyone
here was happy and proud of that fact, even though there was real
apprehension. To talk of people tooting machine guns and on the verge
of shooting their neighbors off different ethnic background in Macedonia
was in a way like describing your hard-working father as a drunk. It
could even be seen by some as a dangerous provocation. At one point I
was even going to omit any references to Macedonia-and there are not
many. Still, the film was (partly) Macedonian, shot mainly here, spoken
mainly in the Macedonian, and there was no way around the fact the
people will see it as an expose of the current situation. On top of it all,
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the writer-director (myself) was Macedonian and has spent his adult life
in New York. I was talking about one aspect of ethnic relations in these
parts, which is reality-based. (Remembering better times, it was not a
coincidence that the characters advocating tolerance and mutual understanding between different ethnic communities are of the older generations, while the hotheads are young.)
....In order to reinforce the fact that this is not a documentary about
contemporary Macedonia, I treated the film-to a point-like a fable, stylistically. The country was made to look like a fairy-tale land in the way it
was photographed. Blues and visuals suggestive of Byzantine art dominated the first third; the middle section was glassy, gray and milky; the
third part was brown, warm, even hot, pagan: sticks, mud and grass.
....Special effects were utilized (moon, stars). The music was quite dramatic. We even created new film geography of the country. Most films
do, but here we wanted to create even more heightened reality composed solely of wonderful landscapes, a place obviously unreal, closer to
a mythical land than to current-day Macedonia. (Kiril, the monk comes
out of a monastery near Prilep, and runs to a church on a cliff in Ohrid,
some 100 km away; Aleksandar dies at two places at the same time under a solitary tree near Prilep and outside a sheepfold near Stip-which
we then edit to make look like unified landscape; Zamira dies near
Prilep, but her close-ups were shot in Ohrid and Skopje, and Kiril’s
closeups were shot in London).
....On the other hand, we insisted on the realistic detail. Weeks were
spent getting the costume right. We hired a dialect coach who was present during the shoot to make sure the dialect fits a particular, somewhat undefined part of Western Macedonia. The landscape, the architecture, the costume, the dialect had to fit a realistic picture, which matters only to (some) people in Macedonia and to very few people elsewhere.
....So, we were somewhere between the real and the general, and
insisting on making both worlds happy.
....Indeed-as expected-even though the film was generally very wellappreciated in Macedonia, there were people objecting to the sight of
machine guns in tranquil Macedonian villages. (For that matter, viewers
reading this film as their extension representing them in the big wide
world complained of the choice of village setting at all. They thought we
should highlight an urban area which would-in their mind-mean
Macedonia is catching up with the industrialized world. This would-in
their opinion-be more desirable. The beat-up bus used by Aleksandar
Kirkov, the protagonist rated especially poorly with them.)
....Then, within a year of the premiere, in October 1995 an assassination
attempt was made on the President-in broad daylight (9.30 am) and on
the very main street in the capital, Skopje. A car bomb killed two people, including the President’s driver, and injured a few more. The
President lost an eye and was seriosly injured, shrapnel still lodged in
his brain. Later on, the police started seizing truckloads of arms, a lot of
them coming from Albania or Kosovo. Three violent clashes during
street demonstrations claimed the lives of several Macedonian citizens.
Several terrorist bombs exploded in the streets and even in the front
yards of police stations, as border patrols were fired upon. Not to mention the Kosovo war literally across the border and the refugee crisis
spilling over into Macedonia. In a way, reality was catching up-and being
more brutal and definitely more imaginative than the fiction my characters were living in.
....Yet, peace prevailed.
....[Dr. Kica B. Kolbe thinks the way the viewers react to Before the Rain
derives from two fixations-or projections. Many in Macedonia, Dr. Kolbe
says, have a mythological image of the world, an image they want to
identify with when thinking about and evaluating themselves. Since they
are already dealing with a mythological image, they experience the fiction and myth in Before the Rain as a disillusionment. They (the fiction
and the myth of this film) unmask the fixation and the negative myth;
the poetic fiction is thus scary, it could reveal their (the viewers’) own
real face underneath.
....[On the other hand, the rest of the world, and Europe in particular,
have their own mythological perception of the Balkans; unpredictable,
explosive, archaic, Byzantine shrewd and dark, a powder keg. . . . . , all

mythological images. So, the world finds confirmation of their projections and mythology in their own interpretation of Before the Rain. They
appreciate the fairytale quality of the film, but only because their experience of the Balkans-and in particular, Macedonia-is of something inexperienced and generalized.
....[Yet, in Dr Kolbe’s analysis, when an artist leaves the country s/he
was born in, s/he often sees it as a fairytale land. This, then, is part of
the personal experience at the root of the creative process, which is different from the two projections employed by some viewers of the film,
Dr Kolbe asserts.]
....When the film opened it did quite well for a small film from an even
smaller country. It was distributed in close to fifty countries and played
dozens of festivals, winning the prestigious Golden Lion and nine other
awards at the Venice film festival, earning an Academy Award nomination and thirty international awards.
....More importantly, many people were genuinely emotional about
Before the Rain, felt for the characters and ideas of the film. It was
rewarding to see people walk out of the cinema with tears on their
faces. Yet, when they started asking whether the situation in Macedonia
was the way the film portrays it, and when newspapers began publishing little maps of Macedonia along the reviews of the film, the feeling of
your hard-working father being portrayed as a drunk arose again.
....The brought back the old film - school dilemma of the documentary
in relation to fiction. Who is to determine what is real and what is fiction? Are we to learn about the Kennedy assassination from Oliver
Stone’s JFK? Are we to learn about American West from John Wayne,
from Clint Eastwood or from Sam Peckinpah? Or from PBS documentaries?
....Many people believe that there is no such thing as a documentary
film.The moment you decide when to press the button and where to
point the camera you are making a choice that affects the ‘documentary’
aspect of your creation. Not to mention editing or voice - over, that further enhance the filmmaker’s manipulation of the story. Every film is a
work of fiction, no matter how hard its makers try to be objective.
That’s the nature of the beast. What is ‘being objective’, after all?
....Perhaps because film is so convincing, so successful at simulating
reality, we are all inclined to believe the make - believe that has been
created by people who - more often that not - have nothing to do with
the facts. They often do not even have enough knowledge of the facts.
....And sometimes they do not even care about the facts. (Two years
ago I was preparing a film for 20th Century Fox, inspired by the Donner
Party incident in California in the 1840s. The Fox research department
was delighted that the director asked them for more than a thousand
pages of research material. However, an executive at the Fox production
department reprimanded me, “Why waste so much time? After all, it’s
film about people eating other people”.)
....So, what is left then?
....The personal truth, perhaps. The film might be telling it the way it
was - for this one person making the film. How s/he saw. Perhaps this
personal truth will be more successful and even more objective in conveying a feeling, and thus - the facts. Does a sincere and well - told
personal truth count as - or even become - an objective truth?
Whatever objective truth is.
....Furthermore, does a new way the facts have been experienced, and
a new angle on the facts (or on what think the facts are) help establish
a fuller picture? What happens if this new angle does not jive with the
widely accepted interpretation of the facts? Stone’s JFK?
....Or, is there another, more interesting level to the historical film?
Perhaps we should look at the filmmakers and their times more than we
should look at the subject of their films and the time they are portraying
in the films. John Wayne, his attitude, his wardrobe and his film partners tell us more about certain social standards of the 50s, 60s and 70s
than about the Wild West itself. Then - if this is so - here is a new question. How do we watch these films, how do we separate Sean Connery
from King Arthur? How do we separate our relationship to the past from
our desire to know more about the past itself (and to learn it from the
movies)?
....Again - perhaps it helps being acutely aware of the fact that it is all

an interpretation of a personal truth masked as a realistic re - creation
of fact, place and time; a ritual re - enactment.
....It could be John Ford’s personal truth helping us learn about his
times. Or it could be Jack Warner’s personal truth helping us learn about
his times. Or it could be Jack Warner’s personal truth.
....Or it could be the personal truth of faceless ciphers at a Hollywood
studio.
***

FABLE AS HISTORY: THE MACEDONIAN CONTEXT OF
BEFORE THE RAINI
Victor A. Friedman
University of Chicago

One of the first reactions I had when watching Before the Rain
was a sense of disorientation, since I recognized the various churches and
monasteries that were edited together to produce the effect of a single
location (cf. Brown 1998: 169). At the end, as I left the theater with the
Albanian friend who had suggested that we see the film, which had just
opened in New York, I was deeply moved and impressed, but also deeply
disturbed at the thought that American audiences would take it as a kind
of documentary about the Yugoslav Wars of Succession that were then
still being fought rather than as a cautionary fable set in Macedonia. My
Albanian friend agreed with me, and several weeks later Macedonian friends of mine in Chicago voiced the same misgivings when the topic of
conversation turned to Before the Rain. In my remarks here, I shall contextualize some of the historical and political narratives and cultural practices that the film draws on to achieve its creative force. Of particular
importance will be the distinction between what has been and what might
be, since it precisely the interweaving of these elements that gives the
fable its historical meaning. I shall examine both larger issues , e.g., the
portrayal of disintegration in public and private spheres, as well as to
smaller details that would have been missed by Western audiences, e.g.,
the use of Serbian, not Macedonian, in the restaurant scene in Part Two. I
will also discuss the history of conflict in Macedonia over the past century,
and the manner in which the film reflects both external (West European /
North American) and internal (Macedonian) selective focus on aspects of
those conflicts. The question of a third point of view, viz. Albanian, will
also be raised. My organizing principle will be a close reading of selections
of the text, music, and images of the film.
I shall deal with the opening lines at the end and begin instead
with the last sentence of Marko the old monk’s first speech: Shtom zagrmi
me presekuva. Pomisluvam i kaj nas zapukalo. ‘Whenever it thunders, it
gives me a jolt. It makes me think they’ve started shooting here, too.’
This sentence reflects life at the time the film was made in Macedonia,
where the phrase samo da ne pukne literally ‘if only [someone] doesn’t
shoot’ or ‘If only it doesn’t explode’ was an everyday utterance both on
the street during the day as people went about their business and at
home in the evening as people watched television horrified as the towns
and villages of their former country burned. It has often been argued that
it was precisely the fear instilled by these images (sometimes referred to
as’ the Sarajevo Syndrome’) that helped prevent the outbreak of organized hostilities in the Republic of Macedonia. If, like the European Union
(cf. Friedman 1996), one looks only at Macedonian—Albanian relations
during this period — despite the complexity of interethnic relations in a
country with six languages in official use (Macedonian, Albanian, Turkish,
Romani, Aromanian, and Serbian) and in which Christianity and Islam do
not strictly follow ethnic lines (see note 8) —one sees a pattern of escalating tension in successive incidents, clashes, riots, bombings, and finally
the flood of hundreds of thousands of refugees from Kosovo. As of this
writing, friends in Macedonia say they live in a permanent state of psychosis, and indeed when I was in Macedonia during the NATO bombing

and subsequent KFOR occupation of Kosovo, one had a sense that everyone was permanently on edge.
As Kiril and Marko return to the monastery, children play war
with turtles as tanks in a circle of twigs. They set fire to the twigs and
throw onto the fire bullets that explode and hit a turtle. In the near-by
church a priest is chanting in Church Slavonic‘... Holy God, Most Holy
Mother of God, save us ...’ The intercut scenes make one think of the
break-up of Yugoslavia or the siege of Sarajevo on the one hand, and
the numerous peace agreements that kept being signed on the other. (A
joke from that period asks: ‘What is shorter than a nanosecond? A
Bosnian ceasefire.’) But another image could also be invoked. In
Sarajevo, before the Yugoslav Wars of Succession, there was a museum
at one end of the bridge where Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated.
Among the displays at this museum was a political cartoon from the
period shortly before the outbreak of the World War One. The cartoon
shows a disorderly circle of powder kegs with dangling fuses and gunpowder spilling out. In the center of the circle formed by these powder
kegs are a few thin, ill-shaven, dark-mustachioed men in national costumes of the Balkan nations looking around bewildered. Standing outside
the circle, eagerly extending lit matches to them are plump, pale, wellgroomed politicians and arms dealers in the West European formal dress
of the Great Powers. Thus was the concept of ‘Balkan powder keg’
understood in former Yugoslavia. And so who is the turtle and who are
the children? As Alexander asks in a line from Part Three that was not
used in the final version: ‘Where did they get all those guns? We don’t
even have enough money for bread.’
That evening the young monk Kiril returns to his cell and finds
Zamira, an Albanian girl, hiding there. Zamira’s clothing is misunderstood by one U.S. reviewer, who describes her as ‘an Albanian Moslem
girl in boy’s clothing’ (Simon 1995: 66). However, what the reviewer
mistook for pants are known in Albanian as çitjane or çintijane, a kind of
loose pantaloon made of ordinary cloth, tight at the ankle and held up
with a drawstring. They are characteristic everyday household wear of
Muslim women in Macedonia and elsewhere in the Balkans, and they
mark Zamira as a village, Muslim girl. She does not speak Macedonian
nor does he understand Albanian, and this is itself a comment on the
disintegration of Macedonian life (cf. Brown 1998:165—6). Zamira’s lack
of knowledge of Macedonian can be read as a failure of the Yugoslav
state and either a return to patriarchal village values or an assertion of
new nationalist ones. Either way the result, albeit of different etiology, is
the same: A reduction of communicative possibilities and the isolation
that goes with it. As we learn later, both Zamira’s mother, Hana, and her
grandfather, Zekir, can speak Macedonian. Zekir’s ability reflects the old
value of multilingualism that was characteristic of Macedonia, and the
Ottoman Empire in general. Hana went to a mixed school (with
Alexander) and speaks Macedonian, in part as the result of the postWorld War Two liberation of women and compulsory elementary education. Alexander, whom we will glimpse shortly (lying in one of the two
coffins) but will not meet until Part Two, also speaks some Albanian,
unlike Kiril, who is from the same village but of a younger generation.
The fact that Zamira speaks no Macedonian means she has been isolated, either as result of the resurgence of the conservative policy to keep
girls at home rather than sending them to school (cf. Reineck 1991) or
because of a breakdown in multilingualism in the school system since
1981.
The next morning armed Macedonian villagers led by long-haired, bearded Mitre come searching for Zamira, whom they accuse of
having murdered their relative. When the abbot, father Damjan, tells
them that the monks are sheltering only some Bosnian Muslim refugees
and continues, ‘we are all the same before God’, one of them, Stojan,
replies: A pet veka tursko? ‘And five centuries of Turkish [slavery]?’ This
reply not only refers to the period of Ottoman rule in Macedonia (which
lasted from the middle of the fifteenth century until 1912), but invokes
the narrative of servitude, struggle, and liberation that serves as the
foundational myth (and explanation for backwardness and marginalization) of all the modern Balkan nation-states, including, ironically, the
Turkish Republic, where various problems are blamed on spending 500
years of the Ottoman Empire trying to rule the Balkans At the same
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time, Stojan’s invocation erases almost the entire twentieth century. If
history really were the basis of the current tensions, one could expect a
reference to World War Two, when western Macedonia was part of a
fascist-ruled greater Albania and Macedonian Partisans (Communists)
fought Albanian Ballists (members of the nationalist Ballikombëtar ‘national front’). The reference to the Ottoman period is, in a way, a deployment of the ‘ancient ethnic hatreds’ myth that has been justifiably criticized as a specious explanation for the Yugoslav Wars of Succession (cf.,
e.g., Cooper 1993, Brown 1998:166). In fact, it was precisely Turkey
that supplied Macedonia with significant economic support during the
early and middle 1990’s when the country was blockaded by Greece to
the south and was forbidden by the UN embargo to trade with its major
partner, Serbia, to the north. Moreover, in Eastern Macedonia, where
there are few or no Albanians but Turks constitute a significant ethnic
minority, the tensions experienced between Macedonians and Albanians
in the West are simply absent (cf. Friedman 1996: 94).
Having evaded the armed search party but not the monks, Kiril and
Zamira leave the monastery that night, but the next morning they’re
found by Zamira’s grandfather, Zekir, her brother, Ali, and other relatives.
By the end of the encounter Zamira has been killed by Ali. This final
scene of Part One takes place mostly in Albanian. The notable fact
about this scene that would be missed by Western audiences (and some
Macedonian audiences as well) is that while the Macedonian in the film
is colloquial or dialectal, the Albanian is all literary rather than one of
the dialects of western Macedonia. The Albanians are thus characters in
a Macedonian drama. The significance of this point is strengthened by
scenes from Part Three, and so I shall return to it after considering Part
Two.
By means of photographs of Kiril and Zamira from the end of
the previous part and a telephone call from Macedonia for Alexander,
presumably from Kiril, who is Alexander’s sister’s son, the sequencing of
Part Two after Part One is established. It is the end of Part Two that
contains material missed by Western viewers.
Alexander, a war photographer, has left for Macedonia. Anne,
his lover, and her estranged husband, Nick, are in a restaurant. In the
background, a customer and a waiter have a conversation that becomes
a quarrel. The customer puts money in the waiter’s pocket saying Evo ti
pare ‘Here’s your money’ and then begins throwing money at the waiter
more and more aggressively saying Pare, pare... ‘Money, money...’ They
fight, the customer leaves, but he returns with a gun and shoots up the
restaurant, killing Nick, among others, and walks out the door singing
too himself. The quarrel is in Serbian, not Macedonian, and is left
untranslated. The customer is a big, bearded macho while the waiter is
shorter and clean shaven. Beards were discouraged in communist
Yugoslavia (associated, among other things, with the Orthodox Church),
but in the context of World War Two they were associated with cetniks
[members of a ceta ‘band’], Serbian royalists who fought both the Nazis
and their Croatian collaborators (the ustase [literally ‘rebels’]) and also
Tito’s communists (partizani). During the Yugoslav Wars of Succession,
Serbian nationalist paramilitaries also affected beards and were again
called cetniks, a word that during the communist period was used as an
insult. If the beard references Serbian irregulars, then being clean shaven in this context can reference Croats. During the years immediately
preceding the break-up of former Yugoslavia, one of the arguments
Croats (and Slovenes) used in favor of secession was that participating
in the Yugoslav federation was holding them back economically and preventing them from joining (West) European economic progress. The
period of the break-up was also characterized by severe inflation and
hyperinflation. The big aggressive beard throwing money at, beating,
and shooting the clean shaven little man thus becomes a microcosm of
one aspect of Serb—Croat relations. Having shot up the restaurant, the
Serb leaves singing a song from the period of the uprisings against the
Turks. The line we hear is Igralese delije, nasred zemlje Srbije ‘The wild
young heroes were dancing in the middle of the land of Serbia’. The
next line of the song is Igraj kolo do kola, culo se do Stambola ‘Dance
round dance after round dance, heard all the way to Istanbul’, the implication being that of a rising against the Turks. Once again there is a
reference to the beginning of the century, but this time the modern con-

flict that the scene refers to is one that was actually going on at the
time the film was made.
Part Three begins with Alexander’s return. The drive into
Skopje shows scenes of a normal town except for two shots of big white
UNPROFOR (United Nations Protection Forces) military vehicles that convey the sense of the proximity of war. One of the shots, made at a
major intersection in downtown Skopje, purposefully includes an actual
graffito, but one that only a Macedonian (or Cyrillic-reading Balkan)
audience would understand. The graffito says BUREK DA! (burek da
‘Burek,yes!’). Burek (from Turkish bürek) is an oven-baked, savory
pastry made from very thin sheets of oiled, unleavened dough layered
with ground meat, cheese, or spinach. It is popular throughout the
Balkans and traditional burek-shops fulfill the function of Western fastfood restaurants. In a country where graffiti are often used in political
functions (both government sponsored and anti-government), such a
graffito has multiple resonances. A slogan praising a popular local food
item rather than a political leader, party, or movement is a parodic rejection of political slogans in general. At the same time, however, the choice of burek for such praise is a kind of proud assertion of Balkan identity, and, given the function of burek shops in Macedonia and the opening
of a McDonald’s a few blocks from the location of the graffito, it can also
be taken as a rejection the cultural hegemonic homogenization of global
(read: Western) capitalism. Thus, the slogan can be read as both locally
apolitical and globally political.
Alexander reaches his village and is challenged by a machinegun toting teenager, his cousin Stojan. At the festive meal welcoming
him back, Mitre remarks: More, Shiptari... Se kotat kako zajci. Ke ne
preplavat. ‘Damn Albanians... breed like rabbits. Pretty soon they’ll overwhelm us.’ to which an older relative, Aunt Cveta, answers: Dosta so tie
gluposti. Nikoj nisto nema da preplavi. ‘Enough of that rubbish. No one’s
going to overwhelm anything.’ Without going into the politics of birth
rates and the question of racist stereotypes, we can observe that while
the sense of these comments will be clear to Western audiences, such
audiences would be unaware both of the typical nature of the remark
and the extent to which it represents a pre-1991 stereotype. Already in
1970 a book published in England but distributed in Macedonia characterized Macedonia’s Albanian minority in these words: ‘The Albanians
live on very little, hold tenaciously to their land and have many children.’
(Edwards 1970: 91). The interchange between Mitre and Cveta also highlights the issue of the role of gender in collective conflict. Hostilities are
carried out by men, and women’s bodies are transformed by male discourse into reproductive weapons. Cveta can protest this vision, but she
cannot act to prevent its effects.
Alexander goes to visit Hana Halili, his high school sweetheart,
who is living with her father, Zekir, in the Albanian village. He encounters much the same hostility from armed Albanian teenagers that he
encountered from Stojan, but eventually he gets to Zekir’s house. The
scene in Zekir’s living room and Alexander’s subsequent departure has
two themes worth noting. The first is the breakdown of order on the
Albanian side represented by Ali’s behavior. Brown (1998: 165—6)
makes the point that the presentation of the Macedonian villagers reinforces the tropes of disorder and chaos used in the West to present the
Yugoslav Wars of Succession. In the scene in Zekir’s house, however, we
see a breakdown of order on the Albanian side as well. The scene develops in a context of very traditional Balkan hospitality. Although the main
person Alexander wishes to see is Hana, Balkan Muslim custom dictates
that he sees her only when she serves him the traditional sweetmeat
and water with which guests are welcomed. The conversation can consist only of the exchange of formulaic expressions, and so looks must do
the work of words. Hana leaves as required by custom, but the next
moments show that for the younger generation the traditional order —
and the peaceful coexistence that went with it — has completely fallen
apart. Zekir calls in his grandson Ali. The youth does not come in immediately, which is a bad sign; when he does come in, he refuses to greet
the guest at all, much less, as instructed by his grandfather, by kissing
the guest’s hand, a sign of respect from young people to their elders
preserved among conservative Balkan villagers; and upon leaving Ali
threatens to kill Alexander. In the context of traditional Albanian society,
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this scene represents more than appalling bad manners; Ali’s refusal to
obey the male head of household and his violation of the laws of hospitality represents a complete rejection of the most cherished traditional
Albanian values. Anarchy has undermined culture. Mutual mistrust has
resulted in the destruction not only of social relations but of entire value
systems.
The second noteworthy feature in this scene is the extra-diegetic use of the melody of the Macedonian folk song Jovano, Jovanke
while Hana is serving Alexander and again when she is watching him
leave the village. The use of this melody, like the fact alluded to above
that the Macedonian is colloquial while the Albanian is literary, emphasizes the role of the Albanians as subjects in a Macedonian film. Although
Albanians are vital to the plot, no Albanian music is used. When
Alexander enters the Albanian village, we hear, diegetically, the end of
the azan (Muslim call to prayer), and a melody universal to Islam. The
Albanians are thus identified as Muslims rather than as Albanians. In
Jovano, Jovanke, a song known throughout former Yugoslavia, a young
man laments that he is waiting for his beloved to come to him at home,
but she does not come because her mother won’t let her out. The point
of view thus expressed is both Alexander’s and Macedonian, even in the
Albanian village. The Macedonian is pining for his lost Albanian love; the
Macedonians are lamenting the loss of their peaceful life.
Before the scene shifts, the music gives way to the beating of
a tapan, a large, double-sided base drum. This is music shared by
Macedonians and Albanians (and other Balkan peoples), and so could
betaking place in either village, but the next scene is specifically
Macedonian; the drum beating becomes diegetic and we see Mitre at his
parents’ graves fulfilling a custom of inviting them to a wedding. In the
scenes that follow, Anne tries calling Alexander from England and the
veterinarian delivers a lamb for Bojan (Mitre’s brother, Alexander’s cousin), sending him for some good homemade brandy to celebrate. As
Bojan leaves, two Albanian girls (they are wearing çintijane) are watching him from the top of the next hill; one of them is holding a pitchfork.
After Bojan leaves, Alexander has a conversation with the
veterinarian, Dr. Saso. Here, too, we have some lines that are typical of
things people were actually saying in Macedonia at the time the movie
was made. When Alexander suggests that people in Macedonia are too
peaceful to start shooting one another, Dr. Saso answers: Taka i za
Bosna vikaa. Sega Zapad seir gleda, ceka da se iskolat do posleden.
‘That’s what they said about Bosnia. Now the West is watching
the show, waiting till they slaughter each other to the last man.’ In
Macedonian, gleda is a native (Slavic) word meaning ‘watch’ while seir is
a word of Turkish origin meaning ‘spectacle’ or ‘sight worth seeing’. In
combination, the implication is someone who watches uselessly. Dr.
Saso’s sentiment was expressed in a cartoon that appeared in the principle Macedonian daily, Nova Makedonija (4 October 1992, p. 11)the year
after the Wars began: A fat old man in a blue suit and black top hat
labeled EZ (Evropska zaednica ‘European Community’) is sitting on a
ledge looking out over a distant battle and conflagration. On his back,
the word posmatrac ‘observer’, printed in neat white letters, has been
crossed out in black and below printed in a handwritten style is the
word seirdzija, a Turkism with the same basic meaning, but with the
connotation of ‘bystander, rubberneck’. Questions of observation versus
action, of nas ‘one of us’ (literally ‘our’) versus ‘outsider’ are raised
repeatedly. When Alexander’s cousins use nas they mean only
Macedonians, when any of the other characters (Hana, Dr.Saso, the
young soldier Atanas on the bus) use it, they mean everyone in
Macedonia, or former Yugoslavia. When Alexander’s cousins set off on
their vigilante mission and Alexander asks where is UNPROFOR? It
reflects a problem of the UN mission. De jure, the purpose of UNPROFOR in Macedonia was to guarantee its borders with Albania and the
FRY, and that only in the function of a so-called trip-wire. In other
words, the mission was entirely one of appearances, since in the case of
an actual invasion; the UN soldiers’ mandate was only to defend themselves, not Macedonia, although any aggressor would presumably be
open to world censure. De facto, however, the UN mission was understood locally as contributing to Macedonia’s stability, which meant the
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issue was not simply protection against external threats but also mediating internal conflict.
That night Alexander writes to Anne and we learn that his
desire for an interesting war pictures caused a murder. The next morning Bojan is dead, killed with a pitchfork; an Albanian girl is implicated,
and Alexander’s male relatives set off to capture her. That night, Hana
comes to Alexander: It is her daughter they have captured.
At the end of the night scene, Alexander tears up the photos
of the murder he caused and throws them down. We see the image of
the man who committed the murder for Alexander’s camera and hear
extra-diegetically the sound of the tapan and two zurlas (very loud
double-reed wind instruments, related to the oboe). The music becomes
diegetic, it is daytime, we see a horse’s hooves, the tapan player, and a
procession of the type typical of traditional weddings in Macedonia. We
view the corner of a flag. In traditional Balkan weddings, the bride is
brought in procession to the groom’s house, and the procession is led
by a standard-bearer carrying a staff decorated with ribbons, pieces of
cloth, or a banner. In recent years, national flags have been used. The
way this scene is photographed, however, we cannot tell if this is an
Albanian wedding or a Macedonian one. At the time this film was made,
both the Albanian and Macedonian national flags consisted of a red field
with a symbol in the middle (in the Albanian case a black double-headed
eagle, in the Macedonian, a yellow disk with sixteen rays). By showing
only a lower corner of the flag and not letting us see the participants
clearly, Manchevski creates a scene that is ambiguous. The procession
could be either for a Macedonian or an Albanian wedding, since both
could be accompanied by the tapan and zurlas and both could have a
red banner at the head. Next we see Alexander heading for the sheep
fold, then back to the wedding, where the nationality is revealed: The
flag is Macedonian and the bride is in a traditional Macedonian costume.
It is the wedding that Mitre had invited his dead parents to
just after Alexander visited Hana’s village, but for just a moment the
boundary between Macedonian and Albanian was left undefined, the
two groups are not all that different.
Alexander continues on his way to the sheep fold, where his
cousins are holding Hana’s daughter. It is Zamira. Alexander takes her
away; his cousin Zdrave kills him; Zamira flees. As Mitre looks down at
Alexander the extra-diegeticmusic is another well-known Macedonian
folk song I was born in pain, I will die in sorrow. Zamira heads for the
monastery. The film ends almost at its beginning, but not quite. Kiril is
picking tomatoes and is bitten by a fly. At the beginning of the film,
however, Marko says: Ke vrne. Kasaat mu’ite. Ajde! Vreme e. Dolu veke
vrne.‘It’s going to rain. The flies are biting. C’mon! It’s time. It’s already
raining down there.’ It is only after several other lines are spoken that
he adds: Vremeto nikogas ne si umira, a i krugot ne e trkalezen. ‘Time
never dies, and the circle is not round, either.’ (Roughly the same as the
graffito in London on a wall behind Alexander just before he catches a
cab to the airport.) At the end, however, two lines are reversed, and the
pseudo-circularity of present events that reference the past is emphasized by a slightly different clause about time, one that is spoken sooner
than at the beginning: Ke vrne. Kasaat mu’ite. Dolu veke vrne. Ajde,
vreme e. A vremeto ne ceka. A i krugot ne e trkalezen. ‘It’s going to
rain. The flies are biting. It’s already raining down there. C’mon! It’s
time. And time does not wait. And the circle is not round, either.’
A number of Western viewers, and even some reviewers (e.g.,
Lane 1995: 110), failed to realize that the narratives are intentionally,
impossibly circular and not simply three parts told out of sequence. The
point of the mechanical devices connecting Macedonia to England (the
photographs and phone call in Part Two and the phone call in Part
Three) is to establish the sequentiality of the three parts, so that the
end loops back to the beginning like Uroboros swallowing its own tail.
Although the film has its inspiration in events that were (and
were not) occurring at the time it was made, it is not a historical documentary, although it is a historical document. Rather, in its own context
it is a monitory fable inspired by what were at the time contemporary
attitudes (whence the film’s historicity). Utilizing elements of then-existing real life, it expresses concern over a possible future. A Macedonian
audience would immediately recognize that the Macedonia of Before the
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Rain is a composite and the events symbolic, Western audiences were
given the same opportunity to recognize the contingent nature of the
events — and the contingency was emphasized — by the warped circularity of the story. Mistrust and hopelessness beget violence in a cycle
that is nonetheless not literally endless and therefore not unstoppable.
That many Western viewers did not see this is not a failure of
the film but of the gaze.
Iordanova (1999: 80), using Balkanism as a variant of Said’s
Orientalism — a timeless space onto which the West projects its phantasmatic content — quotes Zizek (1995: 38) on Before the Rain: the ultimate ideological product of Western liberal multiculturalism [offering] to
the Western liberal gaze ... precisely what this gaze wants to see in the
Balkan war — the spectacle of a timeless, incomprehensible, mythical
cycle of passions, in contrast to decadent and anemic Western life. Aside
from the fact that quite a few Western viewers interpreted the film literally rather than symbolically (and were, therefore, a bit confused), this
critique fails to take into account a Macedonian audience’s perspective.
In an analysis more nuanced than Zizek’s, Brown (1999: 173)
concludes: At times it may appear that the result of the analysis is to
put in place a binary distinction between ‘non-Macedonian’ and
‘Macedonian’ readings of the film, and to suggest that the former are
untrue while the latter are true. The principal point of comparison,
though, is not in terms of any correspondence with any single ‘reality.’
Rather, the aim is to illuminate the existence of different modes of imagining by which realisms are constituted. In this paper, I have tried to
indicate how the Macedonian context of Before the Rain can enrich a
Western reading of the film and I have also tried to identify elements
that can enrich either reading.
As an epilogue to the film, I can observe that the foreboding it
expressed has lasted the entire decade. Although gun-toting bands of
hairy Chetniks and clean-shaven Ballists are not wandering through the
villages of Macedonia, the tensions that existed when the film was made
have not relaxed. But neither have they grown into what they used to
call total war at UNPROFOR headquarters in Skopje, where I worked as
policy analyst in 1994. When I was in Skopje in December1998, I noticed graffiti that had not been there a year ago: On the left bank of the
Vardar I saw UÇK, (Ushtria Çlirimtare të Kosovës) the Albanian abbreviation of the KLA (Kosovo Liberation Army), on the right bank, RUSAM
DZAMII (rusam dzamii, ‘I destroy mosques’). During the 1999 NATO
bombing and Milosevic’s horrible Operation Horseshoe, as hundreds of
thousands of refugees —most of them Kosovar Albanian, but also Roms,
Turks, Serbs, Gorans, and others as well — poured into Macedonia, tensions that were simmering, especially among intellectuals, made their
way both to the surface and more broadly among the population, like a
weed with shallow but strangling roots. In taxis and in the market place,
drivers and owners kept their radios tuned loudly to Albanian or
Macedonian radio stations, indicating their ethnic loyalties and which
customers they would accept. At the same time, however, ethnic
Macedonians and Albanians were cooperating quite successfully in a
number of business enterprises spawned by the needs of the Western
forces. Still, it remains to be seen whether a broad-based economic stability can be established and overcome the interests of ethno politicians
and ethno entrepreneurs. So far, however, Before the Rain remains the
monitory fable it was intended to be.
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BEFORE THE RAIN:
ETHNIC NATIONALISM AND GLOBALIZATION
Robert Burgoyne

The extraordinary reawakening of ethnic nationalism and the
powerful xenophobia that fuels it has become one of the most costly
and perplexing problems of late twentieth century life. Even in stable,
multi-ethnic states like Canada and the United States, the resurgence of
ethnic antagonism — seen most dramatically in the U.S. in the white
militia movement and in Canada in the Quebec separatist movement —
and the call for reconfiguring the nation based on ethnic cores appears
to be on the rise. As Eric Hobsbawm has written, ‘xenophobia looks like
becoming the mass ideology of the twentieth century fin de siecle. What
holds humanity together today is a denial of what the human race has
in common’ (Hobsbawm 1996: 265). This tendency toward fragmentation along ethnic lines, however, is matched by an equally powerful countercurrent: the rise of an international, global culture, a phenomenon
especially visible among the young people of the world, who are now,
regardless of their ethnic or national affiliation, also part of an international youth culture joined by fashion, music, cuisine, modes of entertainment and communication.
In this paper, I would like to explore the intriguing connections the
film Before The Rain makes between the deadly resurgence of a kind of
ethnic primordialism and what would appear to be its opposite, globalization, seen most clearly in the emergence of an international youth
culture, visible in the common cultural vocabulary shared among the
youth of different nations portrayed in the film. I will argue that these
two powerful vectors of contemporary life — the allure of ethnic identification and the global penetration of certain mass cultural styles of
dress, music, entertainment, and communications — are recapitulated in
the film’s own style and mode of production, which renders an ancient
ethnic conflict in a cinematic idiom drawn from the genre of the international art film. A style of filmmaking commonly identified with the ‘Young
Cinema’ movements of the world such as the French New Wave and the
New German Cinema, the international art film has often served as the
vanguard expression of new national consciousness, and has come to be
identified with emergent forms of national identification, as in the emergence of the New Polish Cinema, the New Hungarian Cinema, and the
New Australian Cinema. In Before The Rain, however, the film’s art cinema narrative style — characterized by a complicated temporal order,
gaps in causality, weak or inscrutable character motivation, ellipses, psychological interiority, dream sequences, and the pronounced use of parallelism rather than cause and effect linkages — conveys a set of messages that are quite distinct from the nationalist projections that frame
the Young Cinema movements of the 1960’s and 1970’s (Bordwell 1985:
203-233). In fact, Before The Rain might be seen to empty the art cinema genre of its original content in order to convert it to the expression
of a very different set of messages (Jameson 1981).
As Mikhail Bakhtin has written, genres function as forms of cultural
memory, capable of both recalling past usages and responding to the
present in a new way. Genres are best understood, he argues, as repositories of social experience, crystallized forms of social and cultural perception, ‘organs of memory’ that embody the worldviews of the periods
in which they originated, while also carrying with them the ‘layered
record of their changing use.’ In his view, they are the principal vehicles
for shaping and carrying social experience from one generation to another, the connecting ‘drive belts from the history of society to the history
of language and literature.’ Through the process Bakhtin calls ‘genre
memory,’ aesthetic forms both ‘remember the past, and make their
resources and potentials available to the present.... redefining present
experience in an additional way.’ This leads to the concept of ‘doublevoicing,’ which occurs when an older genre is adapted to a new context
(Morson and Emerson 1990).
In my view, Before The Rain exhibits this kind of double voicing.
The film clearly rehearses many of the generic characteristics of the art
cinema, including a loosening of cause and effect, complex temporal

organization, rhyming images and sonic motifs, a pronounced use of
symbolism, and an emphasis on psychological interiority. The film also
reprises, to some extent, the typical plot trajectory of the genre. The art
film’s plot, focused on character psychology, frequently takes the form of
what Horst Ruthrof describes as a boundary-situation story, in which the
character, ‘in a flash of insight, becomes aware of meaningful as against
meaningless existence.’ In the boundary-situation story, ‘the causal
chain leads up to an episode of the private individual’s awareness of
fundamental human issues ... a recognition that he or she faces a crisis
of existential significance’ (Bordwell 1985: 208). In Before The Rain, the
boundary-situation is clearly a dominant organizing principle of the text,
with all three main characters, Kiril, Anne, and Alexander, confronting
crises of conscience. But the use of the formal vocabulary of the art
cinema produces a new and very particular effect in Before The Rain:: it
comes to express, I believe, a kind of cognitive or perhaps imaginary
mapping of contemporary geopolitical life. In its use of formal devices
such as parallelism, temporal circularity, and its insistent use of rhyming
images and sonic motifs, the film attempts to model a relation between
the global media environment and the resurgence of ethnic identity, serving as a striking instanciation of what Fredric Jameson calls the ‘geopolitical aesthetic’ (Jameson 1992).
The film continuously suggests some connection between globalization and the reawakening of ethnic desires. An example can be found
in the scene where Alex Kirkov, the Pulitzer Prize winning photographer,
is sitting in a London cemetary with his lover, Anne. As he tells her of
his imminent departure for Macedonia, and asks her to come with him,
he explains his desire to return to the land of his birth in terms that
foreshadow his impending death. Saying ‘My bones ache to go home;
like the elephants,’ he hops off the tomb where they were sitting, and
hands her an envelope which contains what I interpret to be a photographic record of the future, of events which have yet to take place,
events which will unfold after his death. As Alex walks away from the
camera into the deep recesses of the frame, a teenage girl appears and
begins walking toward the camera, carrying a radio turned up loud. The
song that she is listening to is the same rap song heard earlier in
Macedonia, a song that one of the gun-crazy Macedonian teenagers
who had been hunting down the Albanian girl Zamira had been listening
to with great enthusiasm. In the next scene, Anne is shown looking at
the photographs Alex gave her, photographs that depict the dead
Zamira, Alex’s nephew Kiril, the Orthodox monk who had tried to help
her, and the Macedonian police. A phone call then comes through from
a man asking for Alex Kirkov. The voice on the other end may be Kiril’s,
whose photograph we had just viewed. The English woman asks where
the call is coming from, and the man on the other end says ‘Macedonia
calling.’
These scenes create a very strong impression of different worlds
converging, brought into intimate contact by the global media of music,
photography, and telecommunications, and of different temporal regimes, premodern and postmodern, colliding together in a violent new
configuration in which the most archaic human impulses are latticed
together with postmodern media forms that seem to supply a necessary
but indeterminate connection. Although many theorists have considered
the phenomenon of ethnic nationalism and its resurgence around the
globe, only Tom Nairn, to my knowledge, has attempted to link globalization, or what he calls internationality, to the growing fragmentation
of society into ethnic enclaves. As Nairn writes:
In fact, the overwhelmingly dominant political byproduct of modern
internationality so far has been nationalism... the nonlogical, untidy,
refractory, disintegrative, particularistic truth of nation-states. Not swelling or supine unity but ‘Balkanization,’ a world of spiky exceptions ... All
those Big Macs and IBM salesmen must have actually (materially)
fostered or created this result, no doubt unintentionally. ‘Balkanization’
must not be a doomed and mindless resistance to the advancement of
progress, but that progress itself. It must be what actually happens ....
Ah yes, we always thought we knew that the poor Macedonians would
have to resign themselves to progress — to the erosion of their antique
and colorful ways, to becoming more like everybody else.
Now, we also know that progress must resign itself to being Macedonian
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(Nairn 1996: 270).
Nairn’s striking observation, however, falls short of a diagnosis or
explanation. Despite his conviction that the simultaneous appearance
of these two phenomena — the rise of a global popular, communications, and economic culture and the resurgence of ethnic nationalism —
‘cannot be an accident,’ he is unable to explain this connection except in
terms of the breakup of the Cold War superpower relationship, which
had kept ethnic desires and antagonisms in a state of suspended animation, while also constricting the flow of communications, commodities,
and technology. Indeed, the connection Nairn sees between global culture and the resurgence of ethnic nationalism is difficult to pin down:
from most vantage points, these two potent forms of identification —
that of ‘blood and belonging,’ on the one hand, and the affective communities called forth by a global culture — appear to be radically distinct, to refer to completely different libidinal economies — one having to
do with a collective political struggle of life and death, with a community
of memories, with a cycle of revenge; the other with the ‘expansion of
an intersubjectively shared world’ defined and created by the global
media, with badges of membership consisting of rapidly changing trends
and fashions (Habermas 1996: 292). From a historical perspective, they
seem to be especially disjunct. In the case of ethnic nationalism, historical memory is typically set forth as the most significant justification for
claims on territory and for cultural and social homogeneity. Contrarily,
the appeal of global, international youth culture, or the appeal of the
Young Cinema movements of the world, for that matter, is based precisely on its rejection of traditional, parochial ways of viewing the world in
favor of a new, utopian modernity. Yet, I tend to agree with Nairn when
he writes that he ‘fails to see how one can avoid suspecting that there is
some kind of connection here’ (Nairn 1996: 271).
Another writer, from a very different perspective, has given a particularly optimistic account of the role of the global media in this regard.
Claiming the global media can serve as an agent of national conscience,
Martha Minow in a book entitled Between Vengeance and Forgiveness:
Facing History after Genocide and Mass Violence, understands it as a
medium that promotes reparation and atonement. In a review of her
work, Jeremiah Creedon writes: ‘in the age of CNN, when history has a
photographic memory, [t]he power of the mass media is surely one of
the reasons that so many countries around the world lately have been
driven to apologize for past sins. At a time when no atrocity can be forgotten and every victim lies in a shallow grave, the need for a new politics of atonement may be greater than ever.’ Minow, in an interview conducted by Creedon, says that ‘For the first time ever, the global use of
peer pressure has become an important moral force. With no sovereign
to insist that individual countries obey this code, the only threat is the
possibility of shame, of holding out for everyone to see, here’s what
they did’ (Creedon 1999: 96-99).
The connection the author draws here between the global media’s
coverage of ethnic violence and the activity of witnessing as an act of
historical documentation leading to collective, global moral judgement is
precisely the dilemma, the crisis of conscience embodied in the character of Alex Kirkov, the Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer of the film.
Part of a long cinematic tradition of photographer-witnesses who come
to be implicated in moral crises — I am thinking here, particularly, of the
David Hemmings character in Blow Up, the James Woods character in
Salvador, the Nick Nolte character in Under Fire, and perhaps even the
James Stewart character in Rear Window — Alex Kirkov finds that the
act of witnessing leads directly to a murder. Far from serving as an
agent of collective conscience and atonement, the act of witnessing in a
global media market, Alex discovers, may actually trigger atrocity. On
assignment in Bosnia, Alex had idly complained to a soldier in charge of
a prisoner detail that nothing was happening here, that he wasn’t getting any good photographs. The guard responded by pulling an innocent
man out of the line of prisoners, forcing him to kneel, and then, after
making sure Alex was ready with his camera, shooting him in the head.
This event provokes a crisis in Alex that leads him to return to his home
village in Macedonia, to atone for his mistake, and to find his own death
in the process.
The global media, in this view, is transgressive, rather than repara-

tive. Alex Kirkov, the cosmopolitan Pulitzer Prize winner, points a guilty
finger at himself, and decides to return to Macedonia, where the crimes
and persecutions of the historical past seem to resonate with his own
sense of guilt: ‘Macedonia, where the Byzantines put out the eyes of
14,000 people. 28,000 eyes.’ By renouncing his role as professional
witness and embracing his identity as a Macedonian, Alex embodies the
tension, the contradiction that runs throughout the film between the
power and reach of the global media, for good and for ill, and the emotional pull of ethnic modes of belonging. The film makes clear, however,
that there can be no separation of these dual aspects of contemporary
life, that somehow, the allure of ethnic identification goes hand in hand
with the global penetration of a mass media culture.
In my view, the complex temporal order that distinguishes the film
is one of the key ways the film recodes elements of the art cinema to
express a very different set of messages than those typically associated
with the art film. The circular temporal structure of the film, reminiscent
of the films of Alain Resnais, Chris Marker, Bernardo Bertolucci, and
Andrej Wazda — filmmakers who employed complicated temporal forms
as a way of expanding the representation of subjectivity — here creates
a kind of forward and backward movement in the text that thematizes
the contradictory dynamic of the present historical moment, in which
the furious forward momentum of global communication and technology
is matched by an equally powerful social regression to a form of ethnic
primordialism. In Before The Rain, the past appears to be interchangeable with the present and the future. This idea is also expressed in the
complex overlay of temporal regimes that marks several sequences,
creating a sense of the co-presence of premodern, modern, and postmodern cultural forms and modes of life in the historical present.
This sense of simultaneity of past, present, and future is made
explicit in the opening scenes of the film. In a series of crosscuts between children playing ‘Ninja Turtles’ with two actual turtles and scenes
of Kiril, the young Orthodox Christian monk, gazing at the frescoes in
the Medieval monastery, Before The Rain sets forth what appears to be
one of its principal themes. As the children begin their game, in which
two turtles are used as toy soldiers or toy tanks to combat each other,
the film cuts between Kiril, looking upon a serene painting of the
Madonna and Christ child, and the violent game played by the children.
As the game becomes increasingly cruel and ominous, the film cuts from
the painting of the Madonna and Child to a series of increasingly bloody
scenes painted on the monastery walls, beginning with the crucifixion
and progressing to scenes of martyrdom, torture, plague and persecution. Here, the crosscutting between the children, who end up killing their
‘Ninja Turtles’ by putting live bullets into the flaming circle of twigs that
surrounds them, and the scenes of persecution depicted in the frescoes,
can be seen as a kind of Eisensteinian intellectual montage that calls
into question the notion of progress or modernity: the children’s barbaric
treatment of the turtles, and of each other, appears to recapitulate the
barbarism of the earliest centuries of Western civilization, despite the
children’s affiliation with the global media and their familiarity with the
iconography of popular culture.
Later on, in the second section of the film, set in London, we view a
series of photographs of what appears to be scenes of ethnic persecution in Bosnia or Romania. The photographs of starving prisoners, children who have been maimed, scarred, and shot in their sleep, preening
neo-Nazis and anguished parents and grandparents rehearse the scenes
depicted in the Medieval frescoes, as if the medium for representing
history had changed somewhat but history itself had not. The agency
photo editor, Anne, who is viewing these photos, has on her desk other
photographs as well, including shots of what looks to be a fashion
show featuring fetish wear of some kind, with a topless blonde smiling
into the camera. As the radio in the editor’s office broadcasts news of
Romania, and other foreign crises, the photo editor spills coffee over the
photograph of the smiling blonde model, coffee which in the lighting of
the scene has the appearance of blood.
This temporal layering of past, present, and anticipated future, and
the parallels the film establishes between the Balkans and Britain
appears to assert a linkage between global media culture and ethnic
violence. It also seems to assert a non-teleological concept of history, in
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which the progressive forward momentum of transnational economies
and communications, far from massively erasing the fabric of ethnic life,
seems somehow to revive it. What is the real motor of history, the film
seems to ask: national mobilization in ever smaller battalions, or the
progressive expansion of world media, communications, and economic
structures? And what is the connection between the two phenomena?
In the art cinema, deviations of temporal order, such as flashbacks
and flashforwards, and odd, rhyming juxtapositions of dissimilar spaces
— such as the cut from Macedonia after the murder of Zamira to Anne
weeping in the shower — are usually read as a form of authorial commentary, underlining the author’s or the narrator’s control of the world
presented in the film. The profilmic world may thus come to be seen as
a construct, a filmmaker’s stylized restaging of the real, or of history.
This is evidently not the case with Before The Rain, despite the strong
sense of authorial commentary running throughout the film, and the
pronounced use of expressive techniques. The film, with its causal looseness and gaps, creates the uncertainty and ambiguity associated with
the art cinema, but the political and historical material the film deals
with is never really appropriated or entirely transformed by its use of
formal conventions.
Instead, the film seems to offer a case study in the activity Fredric
Jameson calls cognitive mapping. It attempts to articulate the local and
the global, linking the most intimately local events and the features of
the global political environment. The film thus brings together the journalistic activity of reporting with the project of cultural analysis
(MacCabe 1992: ix-xvi). And it argues for a comparative form of analysis
in which the local political context and the global context in which film is
situated — for all films must now be considered as global, as participating in the global distribution of cultural power — are articulated
together. As Colin MacCabe writes, it is now crucial ‘to understand film
in its global complexity if one is to hope to understand it in its local specificities’ (MacCabe 1992: xv). Questions about the relation of politics
and film, form and history, global and ethnic identity, are placed in relief in this text.
Nevertheless, the global success and visibility of the film, ensured by
its circulation in international film festivals which have assumed a new
importance as modes of exhibition in the late twentieth century, can be
attributed, at least in part, to its stylistic borrowings from the art film. In
soliciting the genre memory of the art film, Before The Rain stakes out a
position that is at angles to both the ethnic particularities it deals with
and the cultural and political dominance of Hollywood and the United
States. In a world defined, on the one hand, by proliferating nation-states and fantasmatic nationalisms, and on the other, by the ever-widening reach of the superstate and the world system, Before The Rain
stands as a striking attempt to critique both the descent into what
appears to be an ethnic abyss and the global media and commodity culture. The use of art cinema formal techniques, forged in opposition to
Hollywood conventions, serves as a reminder of an alternative way of
charting our path through a world that seems increasingly to be defined
by one extreme or the other.
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Ian Christie

The debate about film and/as history now stretches over forty years,
but from its most recent phase – represented by the work of Robert
Burgoyne, Natalie Zemon Davis, Robert Rosenstone and Hayden Whitei
– I believe the following propositions have gained some collective currency in ‘enlightened’ circles:
the processes by which films construct ‘worlds’ can be fruitfully compared with how historians — among other kinds of writers— construct
world-views;
self-conscious, or reflexive, experimental films can expose the
processes of narrative, representation, characterization and the like in
ways that may usefully provoke a critique of these in traditional historiography;

historical films can pose questions that print-based historians cannot
answer;
historical films are often about difference rather than similarity
between then and now;

‘surface’ or literal realism matters less in historical films than values,
perspective and ‘authenticity’;

film can create forms of discourse not possible on the page, which
are peculiarly suited to representing certain phenomena and concepts.
However, even if these views now command some support, there is
still a need to develop the concept of film’s visual discourse in relation to
history’s predominantly verbal discourse; to create an active dialogue,
which treats the representation and interpretation of the visual more adequately. For it is here that narrative film is most often taken to task, admittedly by those skeptical of its historical value, for its pervasive inauthenticity. The inventions of scripting and anachronisms of production design still
loom larger than they should in a serious debate over cinema’s power to
‘revision’ (in Rosenstone’s term) both the past and the other.
Milcho Manchevski’s Before the Rain offers an intriguing challenge,
precisely because it deals with the ‘past-in-the-present’ and with the
experience of ‘otherness’ in a recognisably contemporary world, yet
without portraying any specific ‘historical’ event. It makes considerable
play of being a story of two places, two worlds, far apart in some ways,
yet in others closely joined – not least by a flight time of only several
hours. Rural Macedonia and central London: country and city, landscape
and cityscape. Furthermore, the meaning of the film seems to lie in the
contrast between these places, or kinds of place, which shape and ultimately destine its emblematic characters. In short, Before the Rain
belongs to a recognizable genre of film in which landscape, or setting,
has more than background significance. It functions instead as foreground. The totality of the landscape — with its human and temporal
elements, as much as its topography — is the subject. The figures are
primarily reference points — compositional devices, we might say — as
in a landscape painting by Poussin or Claude. The most notable current
exponents of this genre would be Angelopoulos and the Taviani brothers;ii previously they would have been Tarkovsky or Antonioni;iii and
before that the early Renoir, Rouquier and the Italian neo-realists of the
late 1940s, with Flaherty as perhaps the genre’s founding father.iv
I want to suggest is that to understand fully what Before the Rain is
saying/showing, we need to work out how to read it properly, which I
think may benefit from consideration of the history of the genre of landscape portrayal, and of its relationship, in turn, to the tradition of critical
historiography. I take as an encouragement in this enterprise an aside
by W. J. T. Mitchell in his introduction to a collection of essays on landscape:
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Although this collection does not contain any essays on cinematic
landscape, it should be clear why moving pictures, in a very real sense,
are the subtext of these revisionist accounts of traditional motionless
landscape images in photography, painting and other media. (Mitchell
1994: 2)

What I hope to do here is make explicit some of Mitchell’s ‘subtext’,
using his and others’ revisionist ideas about landscape as very much
more than background or the subject of passive contemplation.
Before doing so, however, it is necessary to establish what pre-dates
revisionism: is there a significant consensus about the significance of
landscape? A cluster of apparently related writings from the late 1940s
will shed useful light on a range of views at that time. First, Kenneth
Clark, in his Slade Lectures on the history of landscape painting, restated what was no doubt widely accepted: namely that the emergence of
landscape in the Renaisance was linked with the new analytical spirit
that would lead to the birth of ‘real science’ some two centuries later
(Clark 1949: 30). An earlier landscape of symbols gave way to a ‘landscape of fact’ after about 1420, as ‘a new idea of space and a new perception of light’ produced the enclosed space unified by realistic lighting
that is characteristic of Flemish and Florentine art of the later 15th century. Later this would be eclipsed by fantastic and idealized landscapes.
Clark’s view is essentially evolutionary or developmental: landscape
painting ‘marks the stages in our conception of nature… it is part of a
cycle in which the human spirit attempted once more to create a harmony with its environment’ (17).
Around the same time, Ernst Gombrich also addressed the question
as to why landscape should have emerged as a rising new genre; and
he quoted a 17th century writer, Edward Norgate, referring to it as ‘a
Noveltie, though a good one’ (Gombrich 1953: 107). Gombrich showed
how the early Renaissance painters gradually admitted landscape as
more than mere background or decoration through a combination of discovering its status for certain ancient authorities and admiring the
achievements of Northern painters who already specialised in its portrayal. But there was, in his view, a crucial distinction to be made
between the growing prominence of landscape backgrounds and the
landscape genre as, in Norgate’s phrase, ‘an absolute and entire Art’
(107). As a conventionalist, he is concerned to refute any idea that landscape painting reflected a new appreciation of the natural world per se.
This would be ‘a dangerous over-simplification’, perhaps even a reversal
of the actual process. Instead, theory and landscape painting precede
the recognition of the picturesque in nature. Landscape is never merely
perceptual or visual: it is composed — and later, during the 17th and 18th
centuries, it will literally be constructed as ‘land-scape’ in the craze for
garden design.
Gombrich is interested in the internal articulation and progress of
the genre of landscape; how it developed a hierarchy of value, especially after Poussin gave it a new dignity in his heroic landscapes. He also
notes how Turner produced his Liber studiorum in the early 19th century,
contemporary with Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony, as a lexicon or
typology of landscape sub-genres from the Rural (the lowest) to the
Heroic, via the Historical, Pastoral, the Elevated Pastoral, the Marine and
others. Landscape had thus entered the canonic system of the arts,
even before Romanticism would annex and amplify its artistic meanings.
With Gombrich’s strictures in mind, we may look afresh at one of the
classic statements on landscape from cinema’s shorter history. In the
course of his writing about the Italian neo-realists, the major French
critic André Bazin commented more than once on the significance of
landscape, and we can trace the growth of a theory of what might be
termed ‘intentional cinematic landscape’ (Bazin 1971). Discussing the Po
marshes episode in Rossellini’s film about the liberation of Italy, Paisà
(1946), he notes that ‘the horizon is always at the same height’,
because this ‘is the exact equivalent, under conditions imposed by the
screen, of the inner feeling men experience who are living between the
sky and the water and whose lives are at the mercy of an infinitesimal
shift of angle’.v Seven years after his first championing of neo-realism,
Bazin defended Rossellini’s Viaggio in Italia (1953), particularly against a
widely voiced disappointment over the film’s ‘incomplete’ depiction of
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Naples.vi The locations used – excavations at Pompeii and a street with
the St Gennario procession – may be few, but according to Bazin they
have a ‘wholeness’. More precisely, this is Naples ‘“filtered” through the
consciousness of the heroine. If the landscape is bare and confined, it is
because the consciousness of an ordinary bourgeoise suffers from a great
spiritual poverty.’ (98) The fragments of Naples which form both a backdrop to and a catalyst for the heroine’s recovery from her spiritual crisis
are, for Bazin, ‘at once as objective as a straight photograph and as subjective as pure personal consciousness’. Here, then, is an authoritative formulation of the idea of a specific ‘location’ both informing and being
informed by – in a reciprocal process – the dramatic narrative set within it.
Before returning to Mitchell and considering what application his
ideas might have to Before the Rain, there is another important cluster
of thinking about landscape which needs to be acknowledged. Two leading figures from the British ‘new left’, the art critic John Berger and the
literary and social critic Raymond Williams, both raised questions about
the ‘address’ of landscape in the early 1970s (Berger 1972; Williams
1973). In his critical intervention in art history, Berger discussed a wellknown painting by Gainsborough, Mr and Mrs Andrews, in which the
landowning couple is shown in the foregound of a rural landscape (106).
He quotes an art historian’s angry objection to his insistence that the
painting deals primarily with property relations, claiming instead that it
shows them engaged in ‘philosophic enjoyment of…unperverted Nature’
(107). But, replies Berger, to be a landowner was generally a precondition for such philosophic enjoyment, which in turn did not usually permit
any similar enjoyment by others; and one of the prime pleasures of the
painting for its owners was surely that of seeing themselves portrayed
as landowners, with all the substantiality of oil paint. By contrast,
Williams’ study of the dialectic of country and city in British culture
identified a dilemma facing any writer from the mid-19th century
onwards: if they are writing about country matters, they are doing so
for a largely urban audience, which lacked first-hand experience of such
matters. The represented countryside or rural landscape is thus already
exotic, or picturesque or nostalgic for a majority of its audience, which
has neither a philosophical nor proprietorial relationship to it.
Taking this historicisation of landscape relations as a cue, I turn
finally to Mitchell’s collection of essays. He distinguishes in his introduction two major shifts in thinking about landscape art that post-date both
Clark and Gombrich. One is the modernist shift that traces the history of
landscape painting as leading ultimately to abstraction, as in the work of
Kandinsky or the Abstract Expressionists. The other is the postmodern,
which decenters the role of painting in favour of a semiotic or
hermeneutic approach to landscape as allegory. His aim, however, is to
go beyond that choice between contemplation and interpretation: to
‘change “landscape” from a noun to a verb’; to refigure it ‘as a process
by which social and subjective identities are formed’ (Mitchell 1994:1).
This involves what we have done and are doing to our environment,
what the environment in turn does to us, how we naturalise what we do
to each other, and how these ‘doings’ are enacted in the media of representation we call landscape.

Among the Theses proposed by Mitchell are a series of assertions
intended to shift the idea of landscape from timelessness and passivity
towards an active, historicized understanding of the genre. It is, he
claims, ‘a medium of exchange…a social hieroglyph.. an exhausted
medium… an historical phenomenon’.
In this sense, Manchevski’s film may be first understood as a beneficiary of the new landscape cinema initiated by Angelopoulos in the
1970s, itself the result of a desire to communicate a particular complex
of space and time – or landscape and history – characteristic of the
Balkans. The form of The Traveling Players is that of a peculiarly postmodern landscape, an ironic anti-pastoral. The actors who are endlessly
enacting a traditional pastoral drama are the chorus, or witnesses, to
the political ‘normalisation’ of post-war Greece. Each location they visit is
a specific topos, a site of popular memory, as we experience a guided
tour of the political landscape of post-war Greece. The roots of this
strategy can perhaps be found in Brecht’s Mother Courage, set during
an earlier civil war, with its endless, pointless changing of place: move-

ment without goal or purpose, except survival.vii The distinctive ‘chronotopes’ (to use Bakhtin’s term for space-time articulation) of The
Travelling Players – circular camera movements during which time ‘slips’;
or action taking place entirely off-screen, signalled only by sound - represent a particular historical experience: that of civil war in the late
modern or post-imperial world (Georgakas 1997).
It seems clear that Before the Rain follows on from this model, and
from aspects of Angelopoulos’s subsequent films, in which landscape is
‘historicised’ in a variety of ways, up to the major Balkan overview of
Ulysses’ Gaze (1995), completed in the same year. But Manchevski’s
specific concern is the relationship of the local to the global. He wants
us to feel ‘locality’ linked to, but also in tension with, ‘globality’; hence
the triptych form, the panels of which turn out to be linked as three
segments of one story, told ‘out of order’ in way made popular by
Altman’s Short Cuts (1993) and Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1994). Here,
however, the intention appears to be to suggest a mythic recurrent pattern, closer to Kieslowski’s La Double Vie de Veronique (1991) or, ultimately, to Borges (1965).viii From The Traveling Players also comes the
idea of a clandestine or suppressed history, one that cannot be spoken
or shown by ‘direct’ means.
The juxtaposition of two sharply contrasted settings can usefully be
explored by reference to Henri Lefebvre’s phenomenology of space, in
particular his distinction between ‘absolute’ and ‘abstract’ space.
According to Lefebvre:
The cradle of absolute space… is a fragment of agro-pastoral space,
a set of places named and exploited by peasants, or by nomadic or
semi-nomadic pastoralists. A moment comes when, through the actions
of masters or conquerors, a part of this space is assigned a new role,
and henceforth appears as transcendent, sacred… however, it continues
to be perceived as part of nature. (Lefebvre 1991: 234)

What Lefebvre calls ‘abstract space’, which is the space of the modern world, comes into being between the 10th and 19th centuries,
through a series of shifts that are apparently unrelated, but result in the
modern state: political, institutional and apparently homogeneous (but
only apparently, he insists). Shaped by the visual, by display, by the
geometric and the musical, it embodies many of the characteristics of
imperial Rome, rediscovered in the modern world.
Before the Rain moves, in Lefebvre’s terms, from absolute to abstract
and back to a corrupted form of absolute space across its triptych. But this
movement is neither linear nor progressive, any more than is the separation between Lefebvre’s forms of space. For the characters in the narrative
move differently: Annie is present fleetingly as a witness in the first, and is
pivotal in the second, but present in the third only as a distant figure seeking to make contact between these two radically different spaces, by telephone. Likewise, Alexandar is absent from the first (except as a barelyseen corpse), central to the second, and dies in the third. The circular narrative works to create the sense of a fable, to weaken narrative causality in
favour of ‘fate’ or ‘destiny’ as prime agents.
In the film’s first part, entitled ‘Words’,ix we see almost diagrammatically the elements of absolute space: the church by the sea overlooking
the ‘sacred space’ of the homeland; a sacramental realm consecrated by
the traditional burial taking place, with its religious symbols linked to the
earth; yet one already tainted by the young monk’s breaking his vow of
silence and by the signs of violent death surrounding the burial. The
second panel, ‘Faces’, is set in London, and shows the abstract space of
the city with a particular emphasis on refraction or mediation. We see
Annie working with images as a picture editor; and during her taxi ride
with Aleksandar, the city streets are reflected in the window, as if superimposed. This is a spectral city, recalling Williams’ review of ‘The Figure
in the City’, running from Blake, through Thomson’s ‘City of Dreadful
Night’, to Eliot’s ‘unreal city’. It is the city of death in life; and indeed
Alex’s mission is to tell Annie that he has been complicit in killing, for
which confession, appropriately, he takes her to a graveyard — the only
pastoral, or absolute/sacramental space in a city. The last part of this
second panel takes place in a stylish restaurant, where an obscure dispute involving one of the staff provokes a bloody massacre, in which
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Annie’s separated husband is randomly killed. As she cradles his body,
her voice lamenting his shattered face continues over an aerial view of
Macedonia to which Aleksandar is returning. The transition from an interior landscape after battle to a ‘barbarous’ landscape, which Aleksandar
still considers home, is accompanied by Annie’s repeated phrase, ‘your
face’, suggesting a metaphorical caution regarding the ‘face’ of the
country that Aleksandar thinks he knows well.
Later in this third panel, ‘Pictures’, as he explores the newly polarized terrain of his former home, divided between Orthodox and Muslim,
there is another eloquent passage that offers further insight into the
complexity of spatial representation in Before the Rain. Aleksandar’s
departure from the Muslim village where he has been met with suspicion is accompanied by an ‘oriental’ sounding song, which is of course
open to different interpretations by those with different degrees of
familiarity with Macedonia (is it plaintive/Muslim/ethnic/regional, or
some combination of these?). Next we see a uniformed postman
approach a rural post-office whistling the ‘Internationale’, a reminder of
the persistence of Yugoslavia’s communist culture (and again open to
different interpretations); and as he arrives, a telephone conversation
heard only in voice-over brings Annie’s voice from London into
Macedonia, trying to make contact with Aleksandar. Sounds, especially
when combined non-synchronously with images, guide our interpretation of the filmic discourse, creating signification from the amorphous
visual. Indeed, in this passage, the connotations of music and speech
superimpose a political matrix, although not a univocal ‘meaning’, upon
otherwise ‘neutral’ (to an outsider) images of Macedonia.
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I turn finally to an aspect of Before the Rain which links it with the
era of Neo-realism, and separates it from much of narrative cinema. As
an end credit affirms, the film was ‘entirely filmed on location in London
and Macedonia’. But why should we care, since it can probably be
assumed that most film viewers do not expect films to be made where
they claim to be set? Popular awareness of illusion and artifice - and
simple substitution – is almost as old as cinema itself. From the
Californian desert of DeMille’s Ten Commandments and salt serving as
ice in midsummer for the climactic battle of Eisenstein’s Alexander
Nevsky, to the Phillipines and South London various doubling for
Vietnam in Coppola’s Apocalypse Now and Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket,
up to the elaborate computer generated images of Titanic, we expect
things seen on screen to originate differently from how they appear. The
reasons are technical, in a variety of ways, practical and, most often,
economic: to shoot on a studio back-lot, or where there is cheap labour
or fiscal incentives, makes financial sense for a product as expensive as
narrative cinema, especially when an historic period has to be simulated.
Authenticity, in both the filmmakers’ and the sympathetic historians’
senses, does not require literal pro-filmic accuracy – London for London,
and Macedonia for Macedonia. But here we have it anyway; so what
does it signify?
In part, there is an economic dimension, since this certified authenticity allows the film to count as a UK-Macedonia co-production, and so
enjoy certain subsidy and fiscal benefits available to European co-productions.x But more important is the implicit claim to visual authenticity
that is furnished by the indexical signification of images photographed in
Macedonia and in London – the imprint of these places, preserved in the
film. The issue is clearly different in painting, which may be related to
the landscape it depicts in a multiplicity of ways, none of which are
linked in this mechanical way. For instance, Monet’s series paintings of
London and Venice were started ‘on location’, but finished years later at
his studio near Paris. We would normally say of these that it is their rendition of effects of light by means of paint that matter, rather than their
‘truth to topography’.
But what if landscape understood historically is the subject of the
film, as I have claimed? Mitchell analyses several landscapes - two New
Zealand paintings and a modern photograph taken in Israel - to explicate their articulation of power, possession and imperialism, interpreting
them as allegories of the state of power relations understood by their
makers. Like Gombrich, Mitchell insists that landscape is already representation, which is then re-represented. In film, this work of ‘re-repre-

sentation’ is carried on through the control of perspective and enunciation – making evident from whose point of view we are seeing – so
that the act of seeing is inscribed in filmic landscapes. Someone is
always seeing; landscape has become intentional, narrativised. In this
respect, Before the Rain offers a striking corrective to the reporter/foreign correspondent narrative present in so many films, where we ‘see
through’ the eyes of the visitor, in a trope of discovery/revelation. Here,
Aleksandar is a native, and one experienced in seeing/picturing (a
Pulitzer prize winning photographer, no less). But he insists on seeing
everything as it was, instead of what it has become; and he dies ultimately as a result of his inability, or refusal, to read the new signs of
ethnic-religious polarization. Like Neil Jordan’s Angel (Ireland, 1982),
also structured around a reluctant participant-observer, Before the Rain
functions as a lesson in cultural geography of contemporary civil war, in
learning to read subtle and often confusing signs of allegiance and
intention. In this sense, it is a tutelary film about how we read and
compartmentalise space in the modern world: how landscape is politicized as ‘location’ through the filmic process.
It can also be understood in terms of the older tradition of the
paysage moralisé: allegorical landscape arranged to move us to contemplation of ‘solemn things’. In a classic study of the interpretation of one
particular subject in this genre, the tomb in Arcadia, the great iconologist Erwin Panofsky showed how this changed between Poussin’s time
and the 19th century, from a stoical acceptance that Death, too, was present in Arcadia, to an elegiac regret that the characters portrayed – and
so by implication the viewers - were no longer in Arcadia (Panofsky
1970). By analogy, we might see Before the Rain as a specifically modern form of elegy, which portrays the beautiful and ‘primitive’ Balkans,
with its traditions of internicene violence, now brought into contact with
the civilized ‘first world’ of London. Such violence, the film argues by its
structure as well as its action, will continue to invade the world of its
viewers, as long as the capitals of abstract ‘imperial’ space ignore the
grievances of the periphery, still ‘absolute’ in some respects, which they
have helped exacerbate.
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Abstract

Manchevski’s film belongs to a tradition of ‘landscape cinema’, represented recently
by Angelopoulos and the Taviani brothers, and originally by Rossellini and Neo-realism.
What these and other related films mean, it is suggested, can best be understood by
reference to art historical and critical theory accounts of landscape as a signifying practice, theorized by Clarke and Gombrich around 1950, then by Williams and Mitchell from
an ideological standpoint. Lefebvre’s distinction between ‘absolute’ and ‘abstract’ space
is used to characterize the three parts of the film, moving from Macedonia to London
and back; and the authenticity of the locations is assessed in economic and aesthetic
terms. The film is identified as an allegory of spatial relations in the modern world of
civil wars; and also as part of a tradition of elegiac landscape studies which lament the
loss of arcadian innocence.
Keywords

i) See, for instance but by no means exclusively, Burgoyne (1996); Davis (1987);
Rosenstone (1995) and White (1988; 19). These propositions are much indebted to
Rosenstone’s polemical and hortatory writings.

ii) Theodoros Angelopoulos, b. 1935 Athens, Greece. His films, from Reconstruction
(1970) to Ulysses’ Gaze (1995) deal persistently but obliquely with aspects of Greek history. The Italians Paolo (b. 1931) and Vittorio (b. 1929) Taviani dealt unconventionally
with ‘historical’ subjects in their earlier films, such as Allonsanfan (1974), but from Padre
Pardone (1977) to La Notte di San Lorenzo (1982) and Kaos (1984), they created a distinctive form of meditation on landscape’s shaping of human personality and memory.
iii) Andrey Tarkovsky (1932-86) created a series of striking allegorical landscapes,
both historical and futuristic in such films as Andrei Rublev (1966) and Stalker (1979),
while his last films, Nostalghia (1993) and The Sacrifice (1986), made outside Russia
take the form of elegiac reflections on exile. Michelangelo Antonioni (b.1912) was
notable for his bold experiments of the 60s in which landscape dominated and to some
extent substituted for narrative, as in L’avventura (1960) and Deserto rosso (1964).

iv) Jean Renoir’s (1894-1979) Toni (1935) was largely filmed on location and foreshadowed the mid-40s ‘neo-realism’ of Roberto Rossellini (1906-77). Georges Rouquier
(1909-89) showed a French family’s life through the passing of the seasons in
Farrebique (1946). Robert Flaherty (1884-1951) pioneered the feature documentary
with Nanook of the North (1922) and went on to film other marginal cultures in their
threatened habitats.
v) Bazin, ‘An aesthetic of reality’ (first pub. Esprit, January 1948), trans. In Gray
(1971: 37).

vi) Bazin, ‘In defence of Rossellini’ (first pub. Cinema Nuovo, 1955), in Gray (1971:
93-101).
vii) Bertolt Brecht, Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder (Mother Courage and Her
Children), 1939, subtitled ‘a chronicle play of the Thirty Years War’, Willett (1967: 47)

viii) Several of Jorge Luis Borges’ stories propose a recurrent archetype or narrative
which will be repeated through history by unwitting actors: see, for instance, ‘The
Theme of the Traitor and the Hero’, in Borges 1965: 112-6.

ix) Lefebvre compares abstract space, with its ‘strictly symbolic existence’, to the
‘fictional/real space of language’ (Lefebvre 1994: 236).
x) It is in fact a British-Macedonian-French co-production, reflecting the important
role that French subsidy plays in much non-French based European filmmaking.
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BEFORE THE RAIN — AFTER THE WAR?
THE NARRATIVE STRUCTURE OF A FEATURE FILM AND ITS
DIFFERENT RECEPTIONS
By Erik Tängerstad

Usually when feature films are made, their producers try to knit
together story and plot in order to create a mimetic whole that should
enable the viewers to construct a vision of a dramatic event. When, for
example, the director Steven Spielberg makes his highly popular historical films (cf. Schindler’s List, Amistad, Saving Private Ryan) he and his
producers attempt to dramatise past events. Such movies can be said to
write history with film, because they aim at realistically reconstructing
the past in ways that resemble the writing of history that tries to represent the past in an accurate and undistorted version — “the past as it
really was”. Anybody seeing such a film, believing “this is what it was
like” has accepted and confirmed the filmmakers’ formula. Such filmmaking is rooted in a specific notion of historical writing, which would
be grounded on the basic idea that outside and beyond our human perception past reality exists, and that the aim of historical writing is to
enable human knowledge access to this past reality. In this respect, the
presupposed aim of historical writing would be to transcend our faculty
of knowledge from its position here-and-now in order to let it cover
some assumed event, which would be placed there-and-then. When
seeing a historical film, for example Saving Private Ryan, the belief that
the film will enable us to know anything about past events emanates
from this notion of historical writing.
Seen from this perspective, the film Before the Rain proves to challenge not just the manner in which feature films in general and historical films in particular are conventionally made and understood, but precisely this notion of historical writing. In this article I will argue that a
close examination of the complex narrative structure that is outlined in
the film Before the Rain could function as a means to problematise our
understanding of more conventional narrative strategies within
moviemaking and the writing of history.1
In order to present this film in a more full-fledged manner, it should
first be put into context. It was written and directed in the early 1990s
by Milcho Manchevski, who was born in Yugoslavia and trained as a film
director in the United States. As a moviemaker, Manchevski had previously been doing pop-videos and short films. Before the Rain was his
debut as a feature film director.
Manchevski’s first impulse to make the film came as a result of his
return in 1991 to his hometown Skopje.2 In the 80s he had spent most
of his time in USA and he was not prepared to confront the magnitude
of the changes that had occurred in Yugoslavia. The tension during the
spring of 1991, shortly before the outbreak of the war, was strongly felt
and Manchevski decided to make a film in order to work out this experience. In 1992 French and English film-producers decided to develop the
script and the film was shot on location in Macedonia and London in
1993. Meanwhile, the Yugoslav State fell apart and its former republic
Macedonia was declared an independent and sovereign state. In 1994
the film Before the Rain was awarded the Golden Lion for Best Film at
the Venice Film Festival. It then became an instant international success,
both by critics and by paying audiences. The film was awarded on several occasions in 1994-95; it was also Oscar-nominated for Best ForeignLanguage Film in 1995.3 In this sense, Before the Rain is not an obscure
and seldom shown film, but together with Hollywood made movies, such
as for example Spielberg’s films, it is recognised and seen world-wide.
What makes this particular film interesting is, however, that its mode
of narration differs fundamentally from a conventional mode of
Hollywood filmmaking. To fully grasp how Before the Rain challenges
conventional narrative structures, some of these conventions should be
sketched.
Story, Plot, Diegesis
One common way of analysing film is to differ between story and
plot.4 If the story of the film tells what it is about, then the plot of the
film is the way this story is told. The story of Before the Rain can be
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summarised as follows: An awarded photojournalist, specialised on covering war-zones, decides to quit his job at a London based agency after
a traumatic experience in Bosnia. He turns back to his native village in
Macedonia with the intention of finding the love of his youth. Back in
the village he finds that the community has been broken up and a line
of demarcation between two groups has been drawn. Roughly, the
groups are structured according to cultural and linguistic features so
that the distinction between Albanians and Slavs has become overemphasised. The photographer finds himself in the Slavic group, while
his beloved is in the Albanian one. When attempting to save her
Albanian speaking daughter from a Slavic mob, and at the same time
de-escalate the conflict, the photographer is killed by his Slavic cousin.
Also the daughter is killed, but by her Albanian brother.
The plot in which this story is told can be broken up into four distinct parts: a prologue, and three individual, however inter-linked,
episodes: “Words”, Faces”, “Pictures”. In the prologue, a young orthodox
monk, Kiril, who has sworn an oath of absolute silence, is picking tomatoes while listening to an elderly monk’s reflections on the coming rain
and about how children incarnate the hope for the future. However, the
children shown are playing with fire.
In the episode “Words”, a Slavic speaking mob is searching the
monastery where Kiril lives, in order to find an Albanian speaking girl.
They do not find her, although she has hidden in Kiril’s cell. When Kiril
discovers her, he does not reveal his knowledge of her existence to the
others. Therefore, when the monks eventually find the girl, Kiril is dismissed from the monastery: he and the girl are shown leaving the cloister together. Later they are found by a group of Albanian speaking men
and the girl is shot by her brother. Kiril is left helpless, sitting next to the
dying girl.
The episode “Faces” is set in London. A young woman, Anne, works
in a photo agency. Aleks (Aleksander), who is a photojournalist, returns
to the agency just in order to resign his work there. He has suffered a
traumatic experience in Bosnia, which made him reconsider his whole
life. Now he wants to return to his childhood village in Macedonia and
start over. Although she is married to another man, Anne and Aleks are
having an ongoing love affair. When Aleks wants her to follow him to
Macedonia, she is in jeopardy. Aleks leaves London and the same
evening Anne has an encounter with her husband in a restaurant.
Suddenly a quarrel between two Serbo-Croatian speaking men in the
same restaurant escalates to shooting, and Anne’s husband is accidentally shot dead.
“Pictures” shows Aleks’ return to his native village. He wants to meet
Hanna, an old classmate of his, but also the love of his youth. However,
Aleks seems to have misconceived the profundity of the antagonism
between the propagators of the different groups that has rapidly developed during his absence. When Aleks’ cousin Bojan is mysteriously murdered, Hanna’s daughter, Zamira, is accused for the killing. A Slavic
mob, armed with machine guns, starts looking for the girl and Hanna
comes to Aleks and begs for his help. Aleks tries to find Zamira and
detects her being held prisoner by the mob. When he attempts to liberate the girl, another of his cousins kills him. However, Zamira manages
to run away and hide in the monastery where Kiril (who is also a relative of Aleks’) lives.
The film ends where it begins, showing Kiril picking tomatoes while
listening to the old monk speaking about the rain that will fall. The narrative structure of the film can therefore on one level be said to be circular — it ends where it begins — instead of linear, which would be the
conventional narrative format of a feature film.
Shortly before the opening of Before the Rain, Quentin Tarantino’s
film Pulp Fiction had become a box office success. Also in the latter film
the narrative structure could in this sense be called circular instead of
linear, and in the reviews written around the mid-90s Before the Rain
was often compared with Pulp Fiction. The narrative structure of Before
the Rain is, however, more intricate than the one of Pulp Fiction. In the
former film, and unlike the latter one, the chronology of the story is not
supported and confirmed by the plot. For example, in the agency in
London Anne is shown looking at photographs depicting Kiril sitting by
the dead Zamira. This would not be possible, according to the chronolo-

gy of the story, because at that time Zamira would still be alive, and
moreover, Bojan would not yet have been murdered and therefore no
mob would be out looking for the girl in the first place. In the film there
are other such details — telephone calls are made before they could
have been made, people show up on places where they could not be,
etc. — which make the plot undermine the chronological order of the
story.
Beside the distinction between story and plot, another conventional
means to analyse film could here be introduced. When the plot outlines
the story a narrative universe is created. Such universe is called the diegesis, and the elements in the narration that are used when composing
this universe are called diegetic. Claudia Gorbman has defined the diegesis as the spatial-temporal world of actions and persons that is produced by the narration.5 According to the norms of realism, the diegesis
should correspond and resemble the notion of the (extra-diegetic) “real
universe” in order to make the narration realistic. Therefore, when
Spielberg in Saving Private Ryan wanted to re-stage the D-Day in a realistic manner, he created a diegesis that should correspond the “real DDay” in ways that should enable the audiences to resemble what they
see on the screen with their previous notion of the “real D-Day”. When
audiences thus identify what they see on the screen with what they
already possessed as common knowledge, a “reality-effect” is collectively perceived.6 Since the prevailing belief-structure of the audience is
reinforced through this effect, the individual viewers collectively think
that they have gained knowledge of the past by watching the film.
Before the Rain distances itself from these norms of realism because
its diegesis does not resemble the popular notion of the “real universe”:
the universe constructed in this film does not obey the rules of causality
and chronology. Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated, outside
Macedonia the film was widely received and interpreted as a realistic
description of still present or recently past events. This condition raises
the question how it was possible for audiences in the mid-90s to interpret the non-realistic diegesis of Before the Rain as a diegesis that followed the rules of conventional realism. However, before this question
can be answered, one has to frame the actual reception of the film
around 1994-95.
Different Collective Interpretations
As has already been noted, in 1994-95 the film Before the Rain
became an international success, also acknowledged by Hollywood (the
Oscar-nomination), in spite of the fact that it was made contrary to the
conventional Hollywood formula of filmmaking. How was this possible?
What did audiences used to Hollywood-made film perceive when watching Before the Rain? To some extent these questions have been
answered by the social-anthropologist Keith Brown. In an article he has
compared the reception of the film outside and inside Macedonia.7 He
points out that in the United States and Western Europe the film was
seen as a depiction of the ethnic hatred that was collectively understood, outside Yugoslavia and the Balkan region, to characterise the
downfall of Yugoslavian State. In this sense, the film was seen to illustrate the newsreels and the reports from the war in Bosnia, and thus as
a description of still ongoing or recently past events. In the reviews that
were written outside Macedonia two features were constantly refrained.
The first was the “ethnic hatred” that was understood to characterise
the Balkan region. The second was the beauty of the landscape. In general these reviewers “did not doubt the beauty or the authenticity of the
images (…) they appear to wallow in the tragic paradox that was created; that such violence could exist in a landscape so beautiful”. (Brown
1998: 166) The diegesis of the film was therefore collectively interpret
according to the rules of realism, hence the reviewers (and the audiences as a whole) took for granted that the landscape that was shown
in the film corresponded to a fixed location set in Macedonia, and they
presupposed that the action of the film resembled action that had taken
place in the country.8 In short, audiences in North-America and WesternEurope seem to have projected their understanding of the down-fall of
Yugoslavia on this movie, hence interpreting the non-realistic film
according to the notion of realism. Therewith they collectively perceived
the film as a “reality-effect” which was producing something that they
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assumed to be documented knowledge of still present or recently past
events.
This manner of interpreting the film differs profoundly from the way
it was received in Macedonia. Contrary to the other republics that constituted the former Yugoslav State, Macedonia has during the 1990s not
experienced war directly on its territory. The kind of armed gangs and
bands of warriors that emerged in Bosnia during the war were unseen in
Macedonia when the film was first shown. Therefore, in Macedonia
Before the Rain was seen as a warning for a possible near future, and
not as a documentation of a recent past. This reception was also reinforced by the fact that the landscape shown in the film is not to be
found on the ground. It is a composition of images from different localities in Macedonia that have been edited together to one picture. For
example, the monastery in which Kiril lodges is a composite of footage
from four different cloisters. Anybody being familiar with Macedonian
surroundings would immediately see that the diegesis produced in
Before the Rain does not correspond to an actual locality in Macedonia,
but that it is constructed upon a mixture of footage taken from different
places all over the young country.9 This virtual landscape was then collectively understood to underscore the interpretation that this was a film
about a threatening future and not about an experienced past.
What non-Macedonian audiences saw when viewing Before the Rain
was therefore something else than what a Macedonian audience saw
when watching the same film. Different viewers rooted in different contexts with different beliefs and pre-knowledge would project different
understandings on the same film so that even when looking at the same
thing they would see and perceive different things. This condition is, of
course, not overly surprising, but it should nevertheless be explicitly
emphasised, especially when North American and Western European
audiences have regarded their own spontaneous understanding of the
film as “realistic”.

The Collective Construction of National Identity
What did then a Macedonian audience see when watching Before
the Rain around 1994-95? Following Brown’s study of contemporary
Macedonian reviews, they saw Macedonia.10 The bringing together of
different well known places and buildings through the composition of a
virtual landscape made possible a collective erection of a visual monument over the new Republic of Macedonia. As Brown has accurately put
it, Manchevski did not recreate Macedonia on film: he created an image
of the new State of Macedonia. (Brown 1998: 168) And when the people of this new State not just accepted and approved this image, but
actively identified themselves with it, a new national identity was in the
making. The international recognition of the film also helped reinforcing
this collective construction of a national monument. Instead of collectively falling prey to ethnic conflict, the film helped the young republic to
disarm ethnic-oriented troublemakers. It also helped the Macedonian
republic to be internationally recognised and to profile itself in the face
of the more or less hostile scepticism raised in its neighbouring countries. Ironically, when audiences outside Macedonia identified the diegesis of the film with their vision of Bosnia, the same diegesis was used
within the new republic to create a difference between Macedonia and
Bosnia. Nevertheless, the international recognition of the film helped
forming a Macedonian national identity, although this international
recognition was based on blurred notions of Macedonia and the rest of
the Balkan region.
However, when looking at this Balkan region as a whole, the tragic
dimension of this ironical twist becomes unavoidable. Not just in
Western Europe but also among different countries within the Balkans
Before the Rain was seen as a film about the war in Bosnia. The
Ljubljana based film- and literature scholar Slavoj Zizek saw the film in
connection with “the trauma ‘Bosnia’ (ethnic cleansing etc.)”. He also
draw a parallel between it and Emir Kusturica’s film Underground, which
was released in 1995, and which was received more or less at the same
time as was Before the Rain. Zizek meant that these two films were
generally viewed from the same perspective and that they both were
understood to confirm a Western notion of the wild, uncivilised, and
above all incomprehensible Balkans, a notion that he called “Balkanism”

(in parity with Edward Said’s concept “Orientalism”).11 In his article,
Zizek focused primarily on the film Underground and referred only once
to Before the Rain. This reference is however a problematic one,
because from reading his article one gets the picture that Before the
Rain would to a high degree resemble Underground and that both films
would be depictions of the Bosnian war.
By now Slavoj Zizek has become so internationally recognised as a
theoretician of popular culture that a presentation of him would be
superfluous.12 Apparently, in and around the institute in Slovenia where
he works, there has been an ongoing discussion about how to interpret
movies dealing with the down-fall of old Yugoslavia. In the debate the
two films Underground and Before the Rain have been equalised in the
same manner as in Zizek’s above referred argument.13 It seems that
most of the Slovenian critics view both these films as naïve and simplifying, describing the conflict through ethnically and historically tinted
stereotypes. However, when they were working out a Slovenian and/or
Central European discourse around these two films, also a Slovenian
intellectual and/or national identity could be said to have been in the
making.
It might be that from a Slovenian point of view, the films
Underground and Before the Rain could be compared in an equalising
manner — both of them dealing with the aftermath of the collapsed
Yugoslav State, but none of them referring to Slovenia, which therefore
could construct some sort of a “Central European Yugoslav Sonderweg”
that would differ this new country from the others that emerged out of
old Yugoslavia. Seen from a Macedonian horizon, however, these two
movies are regarded as most different. When Underground — a film
made in Serbia/Yugoslavia — focus the war in Bosnia as some sort of
prolonging consequence of Tito’s Yugoslav project, then Before the Rain
— in this respect a Macedonian film — could be said to outline the conflict as a fundamental break with Tito’s project, not as its inherited consequence. Moreover, in the diegesis of Before the Rain the war in Bosnia
is turned into a somewhat peripheral event, while it is central in the diegesis of Underground.14
The actor playing the role of Aleks, Rade Sherbedzija, was one of
the post popular actors in old Yugoslavia. The presence of Sherbedzija
in the film alongside with other references to old Yugoslavia, including
the image of Tito (a framed old photo on the wall, an old newspaper
cover) has reportedly triggered a kind of “Yugo-nostalgia” around Before
the Rain in Macedonia. (Brown 1998: 170) That kind of interpretation of
Yugoslav history lies far away from how this history has been portrayed
in Underground. In the latter movie the Yugoslav people (foremost the
Serb people) are depicted as having been collectively deceived by the
communist party under Tito.
In his survey over the reception of Before the Rain, in which he
does not even once mention the film Underground, Brown concludes
that the film could be “argued to occupy an active role in the transition
of the Republic, from a part of Yugoslavia to a sovereign state”. (Brown
1998: 171) The overall reception of this film inside Macedonia can
therefore be said to have functioned as an active element in the collective construction of a Macedonian national identity. This conclusion can
be expanded: movies like Before the Rain, Underground, Welcome to
Sarajevo, etc. could all be said to have been actively used in the collective construction of different national identities in the different newly
founded countries in the Balkan region. But it should also be recognised
that one and the same film plays different roles in the making of different national identities. Moreover, it should be emphasised that the making of a national identity does not necessarily overlap the making of an
ethnic identity. For example, the film Before the Rain has been actively
used in order to construct, at one and the same time, a Macedonian
national identity and to counter-act the constructions of Slavic and
Albanian ethnic identities inside the new Macedonian State.
The tragic moment in these processes of constructing collective
identities is that there seem not to be any possibilities of determining
the processes on an entirely intellectual level based solely on pure reason, but instead, all judgements and interpretations are being done in
confrontation with other such judgements and interpretations. The
tragedy would then be that although this kind of identity-construction
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processes are unavoidable, they will always be carried out through acts
of more or less openly violent confrontations. This would be the case no
matter what arrangements are to be used in order to replace the confrontation with a purely rational decision-making process.
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The Limits of Photographic Realism
Above, the question how audiences in the mid-90s could interpret
the non-realistic diegesis of Before the Rain as a diegesis that followed
the rules of conventional realism has been raised. When trying to give
an answer to this question, one should bear in mind that different audiences perceived this film in fundamentally different manners. Roughly
speaking, when people outside the territory of former Yugoslavia saw
Before the Rain, they resembled it with TV newsreels and thought that
they saw a depiction of recent past. At the same time, when people in
the new republic of Macedonia watched the film, they saw a possible
near future. However, taking their vantage-point in footage from contemporary London or images of UN vehicles in Skopje, other people saw
the actual present.15 But, as has already been noted, since the plot
undermines the chronology of the story, the film can also be seen as
being set outside of the temporal realm of past-present-future.
Accordingly, the film has been interpreted following these four different
modes of temporality: the near past, the near future, the actual presence, and beyond temporal reality. It should, moreover, also be underlined that most viewers of the film have understood Before the Rain
according to only one of these four temporal modes, without taking the
other three into active consideration. Why is that?
Two tentative answers can be given to this question. The first one is
that since most people that went to see the film around the mid-90s
expected to see something about the conditions in Balkan after the
down-fall of Yugoslavia, they did not, however, expect to have their
notions of realism, history, and temporality challenged. Therefore, when
making sense out of its complex diegesis, most people simplified the
narrative structure of the film and projected their own presuppositions
upon it. Since different viewers had different presuppositions they also
saw different things. Furthermore, they had their previous beliefs confirmed and therefore they were able to leave the cinema with a positive
opinion about the film. The other way of answering this question is to
point out how consciously and cautiously Manchevski has edited this
film. It can be made subject to a vast number of possible interpretations
without having its diegesis severely distorted or forced into a presupposed analytical framework.
Nevertheless, the rest of this essay I will devote to one single understanding of Before the Rain, namely my own. Through this particular
interpretation I will argue that following its narrative structure through a
close examination, one is enabled to understand how this film challenges inherited notions of moviemaking and history-writing. To facilitate
the reading of my interpretation, the results should initially be anticipated. I will argue that in this film, Manchevski has put forward the argument that no correspondence between the faculty of knowledge and the
“real world” beyond this human faculty can be construed. Therefore, the
notion of realism, according to which an artwork can be compared with
the “real” motive it is set out to represent, cannot be upheld. Neither
“reality as it really is” can be documented, nor can there be any direct
connection between the past beyond human knowledge and the history
written by human beings, because since we have no access to that kind
of past we cannot claim that history could represent it. This epistemological break between the “real world” on the one side and human
knowledge on the other is in the film illustrated by the photojournalist
who suddenly rejects his earlier belief that he could objectively document reality by photographing it. Instead of his previous understanding
of his work — from a neutral position he would transmit knowledge
from one end of the world to another through his photographs — he
suddenly realises that there is no such neutral position and that he is
always taking active part in any situation in which he may find himself.
In the film, a key line marks out this shift in his understanding of
the means of photography and of the notion of photographic realism.
Aleks says: “I killed. I took sides. My camera killed a man”, thus indicating that his notion of a neutral ground from which he used to take his

photographs cannot be uphold anymore. As has already been noted,
Aleks has decided to quit his job as a photojournalist after a traumatic
experience in Bosnia sometime in 1992-93. According to the story told
in the film, Aleks got friendly with a militiaman and complained to him
that nothing interesting happened. The militiaman then randomly picked
one of the prisoners he was set out to guard and shot him on the spot.
Meanwhile, Aleks photographed the event. Thereafter Aleks drew the
conclusion that it was actually he who had killed a man with his camera
and he blamed his earlier naivety for having caused the entire incident.
On the bases of this conclusion he decided to stop working as a photographer. Apparently, he has at the same time given up his belief that reality can be documented through the means of photographic realism. This
shift in Aleks’ world-view signifies, furthermore, that the whole notion of
realism should be reconsidered.
This latter conclusion could also be directly ascribed to the
writer/director Manchevski, because in Before the Rain he is actually
playing a small but significant role: the prisoner being shot in front of
the camera.16 When in this manner writing himself into the script,
Manchevski has more than just made an ironic remark to the theory of
“the death of the author”. To the film he has added a self-reflective
remark — he is writing the script and shooting the film within a concrete
context and he, no lesser than his imagined character Aleks, can find a
neutral position from which he could objectively describe the situation.
Instead, Manchevski has visually stated the moral of the film: that there
is no neutral spot outside the temporal stream of events from which
reality could be documented, hence the groundwork for both the notions
of photographic realism and of conventional historical writing (the
attempt to represent the unmodified past in the present) has collapsed.
From this condition as the point of departure, new conventions for the
understanding past and present realities have to be constructed.
This general conclusion is underlined by the composition of the film’s
diegesis. As has been pointed out, the story of Before the Rain is not
told according to a conventional linear plot. However, when scrutinised
closely, the plot-line is not even circular. Although the scenes in the
beginning and in the end of the film to a high degree resemble one
another, they are far from being identical. It is not just that the cameraangles have been modified, but the monologue held by the elderly monk
has also been substantially changed.
The film begins with the scene in which Kiril is shown picking tomatoes. Suddenly he kills an insect that had bitten his neck. Then the
elderly monk says: “It will be rain. The gadflies bite.” Thereafter he
looks to the horizon and continues: “Over there, it is already raining.”
When returning to the monastery together, a distant sound that could
be either thunder or canon blasts can be heard. The elderly monk says:
“There is a smell of rain. The thunder always makes me twitch. I fear
that they will start shooting also here.” Some playing children are
shown, and the monk says: “Children… Time never dies. The circle is
not round.” The children, however, have built a circle of pegs and weed,
and they set this circle on fire.
The film ends with a similar scene, however shot from another camera-angle. This time the monk looks at the horizon and says: “It will be
rain. The gadflies bite. Over there, it is already raining.” Then he turns
to Kiril and continues: “Come on! Time does not wait… because the circle is not round”. In the background, the viewer can see the girl,
Zamira, running towards the camera. The film ends with a shoot at the
dead Aleks and the first drops of rain falling upon him.17
The difference between these two scenes may be considered subtle,
but it is however distinct. Especially the difference between the two lines
“Time never dies. The circle is not round.”, and “Time does not wait…
because the circle is not round” clearly indicates that Manchevski did not
intend to create a circular narration. Rather, these lines point out that he
wanted to problematise the notion of time and temporality within the diegesis of the film. That Manchevski consciously has used the film to problematise time and narration is refrained once more in the film’s middle
sequence. In a scene from the London episode the viewer is exposed to
the following graffiti: “Time never dies/the circle/is not round”.
So, when examined closely, the plot proves to be neither linear nor
round. Instead, the film produces a diegesis in which the presence of

time is always underlined precisely because the chronology of the story
is constantly undermined by the plot, and in turn causality is short-circuited throughout the diegesis. Therefore, I argue, this film is made in
an attempt to consciously challenge the tendency in conventional
moviemaking to let the plot coincide with the story in order to help the
audience experience the “reality-effect” that would confirm the conventional notion of realism. Furthermore, I argue that this film is composed
in a deliberate attempt to challenge the idea that historical writing could
be a sort of documentation of the past “as it really was” produced from
some presupposed neutral position beyond temporality.

Rain and War
Basically, I argue that Before the Rain is not set out to be a realistic
film, but a tragedy. The experience he has made in Bosnia has taught
Aleks, as it has taught most people in the 1990s, that there are no clearcut and easy solutions to this kind of conflicts. Above all, there exists no
neutral position outside the conflict from which one could objectively document and rationally solve it. “You have to take sides against war”, Anne
tells Aleks in London. But to make war against war itself is, however, a
paradoxical undertaking. The traumatised Aleks responds that “War is
normality and peace the exception”. Therefore, Aleks conclusion is that
one has to take sides within war, but still the same he refuses to line up
behind either one of the conflicting parties. Like Sophocles’ or
Shakespeare’s tragic heroes, Aleks seems doomed to disaster.
As has been noted in the beginning of this essay, Manchevski made
Before the Rain in order to work out the tense atmosphere he had
experienced in Skopje in 1991. In the face of the wars between first
Slovenia and Yugoslavia and thereafter Croatia and Yugoslavia, also
Macedonia seemed to be endangered. In a situation of repressed hostility, when a majority of people expect and calculate with war in a foreseeable near future, can such an escalation of violence be stopped and
de-escalated? Can a war be fought against the notion of war, so that the
outbreak of expected violence and bloodshed could be inhibited? Most
possibly, Manchevski conceived and made his film with the direct aim of
counter-acting tendencies that could unleash armed conflicts and war in
Macedonia, however such a conscious purpose is difficult to state.
Nevertheless, Manchevski has confirmed that he made active use of
Shakespearean tragedies when conceiving the script: themes from
Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet, and Hamlet have been woven into the manuscript.18 The point to be underlined is that the film is made as a classic
tragedy and not as a modern realistic drama. That being the case, after
having seen the film, the viewers would then not be supposed to intellectually recognise their own everyday reality, but to have an experience
of catharsis: a feeling of purification and relief after having confronted
an existential dilemma and having had this dilemma conceptualised. In
an interview from early 1995, Manchevski has said that some people in
Macedonia complained after having seen the film: “Some people said,
‘We don’t all live in run-down villages, we also drive Mercedes cares.
Why didn’t you show that?’ But most of them read the film just as I
wanted them to, which is as a warning.”19 But a warning against what?
When making sense out of this film, it is tempting to see the notion
of rain as a metaphor for war. The title of the film would then be read
“Before the War”, and film would warn that war could soon strike down
on Macedonia, like it had already hit other parts of former Yugoslavia.
For example, the lines uttered by the elderly monk in the beginning of
the film points clearly in that direction: “Over there, it is already raining.
(…) There is a smell of rain. The thunder always makes me twitch. I
fear that they will start shooting also here.” Nevertheless, the metaphoric does not run as smoothly as that. When Kiril dreams that Zamira is
smilingly standing by his bed, it is raining. But when Zamira actually
stands by his bed, she is not smiling but hunted and frightened, and it
is not raining. Later in the film, Aleks dreams that Hanna enter his room
and start, smilingly, to undress. At the same time, the falling rain can be
seen through the window. But then again, when Hanna really enters his
room she is frightened and worried about her disappeared daughter. At
that time, no rain can be seen through the window. Here, “rain” appears
to be not just a metaphor for war, but also for sexual fantasies, especially male ones.

Furthermore, the complexity and the ambiguity around the usage of
the notion of “rain” in the film is also singled out through the strophe by
Mesa Selimonovic, with which the film opens: “With a shriek birds flee
across the black sky, / people are silent, my blood aces from waiting.”
With what would this frustrating waiting end? Would the relief come
with ending of passivity and the outbreak of the awaited war?
After having seen the film Before the Rain, one would be disposed
to answer this last question with a clear “No!”. Even if an outbreak of
action would disperse the tense atmosphere of frustrating passivity and
therefore initially be perceived as a relief, it would rapidly prove itself to
something more hideous than the earlier condition. Therefore, when the
film was made within a discourse of escalating violence, and when its
purpose was to de-escalate this tendency from within the discourse,
then its means would not be to simply reflect present condition but to
present a substitution for the awaited eruption. In this case, I argue,
the means of conventional modern realism would not be sufficient and
therefore Manchevski choose to make a classical tragedy. And whatever
effect this particular film has had on the people in Macedonia during the
1990s, it can at least be stated that Macedonia is the only country that
emerged out of the break up of former Yugoslavia that has not experienced war or ethnically coloured clashes between conflicting groups.
Instead of trying to knit together story and plot in order to create a
mimetic whole that would enable its viewers to construct a vision of a
dramatic event, the filmmaker behind Before the Rain has let the plot
short-circuit the story so that the audience would be enabled to experience an existential dilemma. In this manner, the way Before the Rain
has been composed differ on a profound level from the way conventional realistic films, such as for example Saving Private Ryan, are been
made. When placing the former film alongside the latter one, it is possible, I have here argued, not just to compare different approaches to
filmmaking, but furthermore different notions of present and past reality.
NOTES:

(1) Before the Rain (1994), written and directed by Milcho Manchevski, produced
by AIM Productions NOE Productions Vardar Film, with the participation of British
Screen and The European Co-Production Fund (UK). Presented by PolyGram and The
Ministry of Culture for the Republic of Macedonia.

(2) At a workshop dedicated to the film Before the Rain the writer/director Milcho
Manchevski participated and the following information is drawn from his presentation.
The workshop - which was organised by Robert Rosenstone, Bo Strath, and Erik
Tangerstad within the framework of the research project “the Collective Construction of
Community” - was held in April 1999 at the Robert Schuman Centre of the European
University Institute in Florence, Italy, under the heading “One Film - Many Histories: An
Inquiry into the Film ‘Before the Rain’”. Other participants were, Keith Brown, Robert
Burgoyne, Ian Christie, Thomas Elsaesser, Victor Friedman, Bengt Holmen, Dina
Iordanova, Anton Kaes, Reinhard Koselleck, Hayden White, as well as members and
researchers at the European University Institute.

....(3) For a full coverage of Manchevski’s work until 1999, including the list of awards
for Before the Rain, cf. Manchevski, Milcho (1999) Street, Skopje:Playtime.

....(4) Cf. Thompson, Kristin (1988) ‘Neoformalist Film Analysis: One Approach, Many
Methods’ in Kristin Thompson Breaking the Glass Armor: Neoformalist Film Analysis
Princeton, New Jersey: Priceton University Press. Here I have however relyed on the
Sweidish translation: Thompson, Kristin (1995) ‘Neoformalistisk filmanalys: ett perspektiv, flera metoder’ in L.G. Andersson and Erik Hedling (eds.) Modern Filmteori 1 Lund:
Studentlitteratur. In this article, Thompson refers this methodological approach back to
the Russian formalists of the 1920s. They spoke, however, of sujet and fable - not of
story and plot - and because the concepts “story” and “plot” have a wider range of
meaning than “sujet” and “fable”, Thompson make use of the latter terms in order to
gain precission. Nevertheless, in this case I have decided to stick to the terms “story”
and “plot” which both seem to be precis enough for this discussion, but not strange
enough to cause unwanted confusion.

....(5) Cf. Gorbman, Claudia (1987)’Narratological Perspectives on Film Music’ in Claudia
Gorbman Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music London and Bloomington: BFI
Publishing/Indiana University Press. In this case I have relyed on the Sweidish translation: Gorbman, Claudia (1995) ‘Narratologiska aspekter av filmmusik’ in L.G. Andersson
and Erik Hedling (eds.) Modern Filmteori 1 Lund: Studentlitteratur. Because I have retransalted Gorbman’s definition back to English its exact formulation may differ from her
original. But I only sketch the theory around the diegesis concept, such treatment of
the definition may be forgiven.
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(6) About the concept “the reality effect”, cf. Ankersmit, F.R. (1994) ‘The Reality
Effect in the Writing of History: The Dynamics of Historiographical Topology’ in F.R.
Ankersmit History and Tropology. The Rise and Fall of Metaphor Berkeley - Los Angels London: University of California Press, pp. 125-161. The concept was origianly coined
by Roland Barthes, who used it in order to describe an effect that could be perceived
when confronting different interlinked texts. When reading and experiencing the tension
in and between texts, one can perceive a sense of reality, and this sense is “the reality
effect”.
....(7) Brown, Keith (1998)’Macedonian culture and its audiences. An analysis of Before
the Rain’, in Felicia Hughes-Freeland (ed.) Ritual, Performance, Media, London and New
York: Routledge, pp. 160-176.

....(8) Or in Brown’s words: “The actuality of the landscape thus confers actualite on
events”. He also recalls how a colleague of his, Jonathan Schwartz, when confronting a
group of Dutch university students had to convince these students that the film was
“not an actual documentary but a dystopian nightmare”. Brown 1998: 166f. The point to
be underlined in these quotes is the inabillity of a Western audience to differ between
the diegesis of the film and the extra-diagetic condition beyond the frame of the film. In
other words, a confusion between the “reality-effect” and “reality” can here be sensed,
a confusion that creates the ground work of realism.

....(9) In the above mentioned workshop, the Balkanist Victor Friedman said that the
first time he saw the film he was initally confused because he could not make sense of
the film’s settings. But as soon has he understood that the film was “not realstic” he
could make sense out of it.
....(10) Brown has pointed out that the international recognition of the film as
Macedonian, made it possible to identify the film as Macedonian also within the new
Macedonian republic: “The identification of the film as Macedonian (…) was connected
to the legitimacy of the country with the same name”. Brown 1998: 171.
....(11) Zizek, Slavoj (1997) ‘Undergrund oder: Die poesie der etnischen Sauberung’
Osterreichische Zeitschrift fur Geschichtswissenschaften 4/1994, 587-593.

....(12) Cf. Eduardo Gruner’s recent introduction in an Argentine edited volume: Gruner,
Eduardo (1998) ‘Introduccion. El retorno de la teoria critica de la cultura: una introduccion alegorica a Jameson y Zizek’ in Fredric Jameson & Slavoj Zizek Estudios Culturales.
Reflexiones sobre el multiculturalismo Buenos Aires - Barcelona - Mexico: Paidos, pp.
11-64.

....(13) Cf. Slosar, Irina (1997) ‘“Du lugst! Du lugst! Ah, wie schon du lugst!”’
Osterreichische Zeitschrift fur Geschichtswissenschaften 4/1994, 594-598. In this article
Slosar both reflects arguments made in this debate and gives a contribution to it. Form
her references in the article, which is written in German, one can conclude that most of
this discussion has been conducted in Slovenian.

....(14) For a recapitulation of the debate around Underground cf. Andersson, Ulf B
(1998) ‘Bosnien, kriget och filmerna’ Filmhaftet 101 (1/1998) 68-72. In this article on
how the war in Bosnia has been refelcted in feature films Underground (1995) is compared to Welcome to Sarajevo (1997). However, Before the Rain is not mentioned once,
which in a sense is logical since the latter film does not realy deal with the war in
Bosnia.

....(15) Irina Slosar, for example, taking her point of reference in the scene with the
shooting in a posh London restaurant, saw the film as a metaphor for how the present
wars in Balkan threatened Western Europe. (Slosar 1997: 596) In the above mentioned
workshop, Bengt Holmen, who was based as a UN-officer in Skopje at the time of the
shooting of the film, attached his own personal experiences to some of the scenes of
the film. The Balkanist Victor Friedman noted that the graffiti “Burek, da!” (that was to
be seen in the film) corresponed to the graffiti “Burek, nein danke!” that was at the
same time documented in Lubljana. Since “Burek” is a dish that was considered typically Yugoslav, and since “da” means “yes” in Slavic languages, while “nein danke” is
“now thanks” in German, Friedman reporrted that he used this scene as historical document over the mental break up of Yugoslavia during the first half of the 1990s.
....(16) On a direct question during the workshop, Manchevski admitted that it was he
who played the prisoner.

....(17) The transaltion is my own, and it is based on the Swedish subtitles of a videopirint of the film.

....(18) Manchevski made this confirmation during the discussion at the above mentioned workshop.
....(19) Quoted after Brown, 1998, p. 169. The orignal interview was published in
Village Voice, 21 February 1995.

***
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A HISTORY OF WHAT HAS NOT YET HAPPENED
Robert A. Rosenstone
California Institute of Technology

Theory and History:
History is today more than contested ground. It is a discipline under
siege from armies both inside and outside the profession. Inside (if
that’s the right location), the besiegers are theorists. Outside (ditto),
they are filmmakers. The allies in this siege have at least one thing in
common: both attack the notion of fact as the solitary or even the most
important building block for History.
The theorists’ assault on traditional historical writing is by now far
too familiar to everyone for me to do more here than point to the word,
“poststructuralism,” or whisper names like Hayden White and Frank
Ankersmit. By now we all should know that “facts” are traces or
remains of the past that we have selected from a vast number of such
traces and constituted into an argument or discourse. That it is, in
short, historians who choose what are to be facts and weave them into
stories which are marked both by unprovable notions of cause and
effect and moral positions that precede the facts and indeed help to
constitute them.
Not that all theorists make the same argument or agree about the
nature of history. The most extreme position has been taken by Keith
Jenkins, who, in the pages of this journal, has suggested that “we can
now plausibly forget history and the past and live amidst the ample and
agreeable imaginaries provided by postmodern-type theorists.” (Jenkins
1999: 10) Here he means the usual suspects: Roland Barthes, Michel
Foucault, Jacques Derrida, Jean-Francois Lyotard, Richard Rorty,
Elizabeth Ermarth. But exactly who comprises this “we” which finds
these imaginaries so “ample and agreeable” is not certain. I, for one,
opt out. For faced with the possibility of living in a world created by
theorists, I (and others too?) would flee back towards traditional History.
Not that Jenkins’ idea that we are going to give up stories for theory
seems at all in danger of coming true. It is far more likely that in this
new century we will live, as we have in the past, by the visions of story
tellers. Story tellers who put the past onto the screen – large or small.
Theorist F.R. Ankersmit disagrees with Jenkins. He thinks we should
not give on history or the past , though he wants us to look at them in
new and different ways. Ankersmit argues that the metaphorical dimension in historiography is more powerful than the literal or factual dimensions. In the future, he suggests, our relationship to the past will
(should?) focus less on past itself than on the language we use for
speaking about the past (Ankersmit 1994: 180) Since Ankersmit,
himself, doesn’t bother to say it, I will: one of the languages for speaking about the past is obviously the language of film.
Ankersmit carries his argument all the way back to the narrative
epics of the Greek: “The stories they told one another about the deeds
of their ancestors were not mutually exclusive, despite their contradicting each other, because they inspired above all ethical and aesthetic
contemplation.”(Ankersmit 1994: 181) Contradiction is less likely in the
modern discipline of history because the fixed, written text has less tolerance for divergent traditions than the spoken word. Written history
tends towards the uniform; indeed, towards the grand narrative meant,
ultimately, to explain everything.
Like the oral tradition, film — and this is my argument — works
against such uniformity and opens up the discourse once again. Its
brevity tends to create multiple, fragmented pasts, a series of discontinuous stories that never fit together into a metanarrative (though they
may assume one). A realm in which the visual media tell the past is like
a realm made up of micro histories, where there will always be more
than one sort of historical truth. Perhaps out of this visual historical
world will arise new sorts of ways of viewing the past. New truths to be
found. Or perhaps there will be a return to the past not as explanation
of the present but once again as an object of ethical and aesthetic contemplation.

A HISTO
HAS NO
HAPPEN

Robert A. Ro

Ankersmit’s advocacy of new kinds of history is not, he insists, a
rejection of scientific historiography — only a way of drawing attention
to its limitations, its implicit claim that nothing of the past exists outside
historical texts. Yet outside the texts of history lies the most important
part of the past: “the whole domain of historical purpose and meaning.”(Ankersmit 1994: 181)
Let me capitalize this phrase: Historical Purpose and Meaning. A realm
that does not so much deny facts as cut loose from them. Surround them.
Exist before and after them. This is the precise realm into which the historical film can and does enter, not by ignoring data but by using facts or
playing with them in a manner different from the written text. Which is to
say: the historical film engages much of the same stuff that scientific history engages, but does so on its own, filmic and dramatic, terms.
Among many reasons for this are the fact that filmmakers are not
burdened with the knowledge of historical theory. They may know
something about it instinctively and have no doubt imbibed some traditional notions of history in school. Yet in their own way, they undertake
the traditional task of historians — recounting, explaining, and interpreting the past. Yet if not burdened by theory, it is clear that certain filmmakers — Oliver Stone in the United States, Carlos Diegues in Brazil,
Ousmane Sembene in Senegal, Andrzej Wajda in Poland, and the late
Rainier Maria Fassbinder in Germany, Roberto Rossellini in Italy, and
Tomas Gutierrez Alea in Cuba — have been heavily burdened by the
legacy of the past — a past whose issues they feel compelled to
engage, explicate, recount, and moralize.

the past. Invented elements which are used to fill up the frame, or to
condense, symbolize, displace things too complex or lengthy to fit into
the dramatic structure or the standard two-hour time frame of the film.
But these inventions do not constitute the entire difference between
written and screen history. There are also the important elements of
telling that inhere in the visual and aural medium. Elements of color,
sound, and movement; of drama that heightens emotional states, and
creates an intense and intimate relationship with characters; of spectacle, bodies, faces, costumes, and landscape splashing across our retinas.
It is important to see that the “facts” delivered in films are not just
the events in which characters participate, they are also the visual surfaces of the past that film creates — the settings, landscapes, sounds,
costumes – everything that comes under the heading of what Roland
Barthes once called “reality effects.” For Barthes, these effects were
mere notations and not part of the meaning of History. But in film they
achieve a certain kind of “thingness,” a sense of being facts under
description, an integral part of the world of the past and thus important
elements of meaning. In film “reality effects” can often tell us much
about the people, processes, and times.
Let me give but one example from Roberto Rossellini’s Age of the
Medici, where we are taken into a room to see a few humble assistants
working on walls of an unfinished Brancacci Chapel, where we can the
familiar Masaccio figures only in outline. By our own time, this room
has disappeared behind a (literal and figurative) wall of enormous proportions and expectations. A wall which proclaims: Here begins the
Heroic Renaissance and the way we view the world will never be the
same again. But what we see in the film is something that recaptures a
lost moment. The images take us back in a way no book can, into that
chapel long before anyone could know what this work would come to
symbolize. All we see are a bunch of guys working slowly on some
unfinished walls while their efforts are subject to blistering commentary
by a British visitor, who is certain what they are doing is certainly not
good art.
One might ask: how to read this scene, and answer that the reading
will certainly depend upon what we already know of Renaissance
Florence. If we know nothing of the Brancacci Chapel, the sequence
will have little meaning. And this is the way it is with all films, constructions which ultimately will be read in different ways by different people.
But is this not the same for our written histories? Historians (like
Herlihy) may argue that the meaning can be and is fixed in the text. In
plain language. Immutable. Verifiable or refutable. But the history of
historiography refutes this. One can see this argument is part of a
much larger struggle: one between those who believe words mean what
they say and those who know that words always mean much more than
what they say.
The way we read History on the page or on the screen depends in
part upon our expectations. Historians want to read films (and books) as
if they are supposed to be direct reflections of a past. There is much
evidence that the general public is much more savvy. How often does
one hear (especially from students in History on Film classes): “Its not
history, its only a film.” Those who study reception theory have come
up with much the same conclusion. Certain this is a healthier attitude
than that of historians. Yet as a response, this too is less than adequate. For a good historical is never just a film. It is also an intervention into an ongoing discourse.
Robert Berkhofer explains that written Histories are “more structures
of interpretation than the structures of factuality they purport to be.”
Indeed, the literary job of historical realism, the only mode of writing
Historians recognize as legitimate — and one to which most filmmakers
slavishly adhere — is to “make the structure of interpretation appear to
be (the same as) the structure of factuality.” (Berkhofer 1995: 57, 60)
Works of history, novels, and films all invoke authenticity that comes
from facts and then go on to employ devices of interpretation to flesh
out documentary evidence.
Given its dramatic roots, the historical film could not possibly be only
about facts. Yet it must be about them to some extent, at least to the
extent that facts, too, are an integral part of the larger discourse of history. A film., to be considered a “historical” rather than a “costume dra-

ORY OF WHAT
OT YET
NED
Film and History
If theory is an internal threat to History, film is the external one,
largely because it has the public audience for stories set in the past.
From the viewpoint of traditional historians, dramatic films deny hard
won historical truths by casually inserting large doses of fiction or invention into their telling of the past. A typical response of a historian to
film can be found in an essay by the late David Herlihy, onetime
President of the American Historical Association. Writing in a Forum in
the American Historical Review in 1988, he argued that film cannot do
proper history because it cannot present alternative views. Cannot list
sources. Cannot provide criticism or show broad contexts Worse yet:
film cannot be combated. What you see on the screen is what you get
and what you get is what you believe. For Herlihy viewers are always
victims of what they see on the screen. He allows no space in which a
film can be “read.” By contrast, books — he implicitly argues — are different: the truth of a book is in the text, not the reading.(Herlihy 1994)
This argument ignores several important questions: Must every historical work undertake all the tasks he mentions? Are there no other
ways of dealing with our past? Cannot there be different historical
worlds constructed by different rules? Aren’t there always already such
worlds? Both on the page, in the museum, and on the screen?
Frank Ankersmit has made the sensible suggestion that philosophers
of history should derive theory from practice. He thinks their task
should not be to prescribe to historians the right and wrong way to
write History, but instead to analyze the development of how the past
has been and is written. The same, I would ague, should apply to historical film. Rather than theorizing about what film should do to or for
the past, we should study what historical filmmakers have been doing in
order to understand the rules of engagement for history as it is rendered on the big screen.
My own studies of historical film in recent years have attempted to
do this. To answer the question: how do certain films work as history?
How do they make meaning of the past? My focus has been films that
are based on verifiable incidents, events, or texts that themselves deal
with the past. Films such as Glory, Born on the Fourth of July, October,
Walker. Such works recount, explain, interpret the past by selecting
trace elements, turning therm into “facts,” and using them — along with
other material — to comment on social, political, moral, and personal
issues of both the past and present. (Rosenstone 1995) Historical writing does the same thing — except perhaps for that “other material.”
The “other material” in film comprises the inevitable inventions that
are mixed in with the verifiable facts / events / moments / actions of

osenstone
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ma,” must — I would argue — in some way engage the ongoing discourse surrounding the topic with which it deals. That is, the body of
data along with the arguments, writings, memories, images, and moral
positions that the topic has called forth.
Ultimately, the historical film raises basic question: what do we want
from the past? Why do we want to know it? What else might we want
to know? To learn by example? To feel (or think we feel) what others
(may have) felt in given situations? To experience, if only distantly,
what others experienced in war, revolution, political crisis, times of troubles and times of plenty? Or, like the Greeks, to be inspired into ethical
or aesthetic contemplation of the human condition?
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Before the Rain
Before the Rain is a film that has no obligation to a specific set of
facts, to specific details about persons and places. Call it fiction as history, yet every frame is suffused with a sense of the past, and history
inheres in every one of its fictional moments. This inhering makes it
into a history, or at least a commentary upon history, as it insists in
sequence after sequence that the past is a burden from which we cannot escape. One that implicates us all, anywhere in the world, at every
moment: in London, Florence, or Los Angeles as well as Macedonia.
Before the Rain creates its world by utilizing elements, themes,
facts, factoids, events, characters to point to events and comment upon
them, to moralize them, tell us what they mean. Its highly innovative
structure results in an unusual argument about the nature of historical
time. The film speaks at once of the uniqueness of individuals and
events and also of their recurringness. It proposes that certain
moments are at once historical and transhistorical. It suggests the
Eternal Return as a new model for History.
Confronted with this film about a region I have never visited nor
studied, I do what a good historian does: turn to historical writing. The
film sends me to the library to find books about Macedonia. I start with
an old friend whose biography I wrote almost a quarter century ago:
John Reed. Before chronicling the Russian Revolution, this American
journalist, poet, and activist spent some months in 1915 covering the
Balkan Front of the World War. Macedonia, he wrote, “is the most
frightful mix-up of races ever imagined. Turks, Albanians, Serbs,
Rumanians, Greek and Bulgarians live there side by side without mingling . . . . “ (Reed 1995: 551) Eighty years later, another American
journalist, Robert Kaplan, uses Reed as a major guide as he tours the
former Yugoslavia. Like Reed, Kaplan is an outsider, a touring writer who
can do no more than skillfully skim the surface of this regions whose
languages he does not speak. And yet something in his experience
there seems to push him towards a new view of the past: “In the
Balkans, history is not viewed as tracing a chronological progression as
it is in the West. Instead, history jumps around and moves in circles . .
.” (Kaplan 1994: 58) As in the circle, I am forced to wonder, that does
not close of Before the Rain?
To outsiders such as Reed, Kaplan, and yours truly; perhaps even to
the people who live there, the complications of Macedonian history can
seem baffling. I know. I struggled through parts of some standard histories, books that contain the names of too many people and movements, the details of endless and apparently similar events. Reading
them I begin to realize: too much has happened in Macedonia for too
many centuries for me to absorb the outlines of its history. Sitting in
the library, my eyes grow heavy and I want to snooze. But Before the
Rain has no trouble keeping me awake as it cuts through those complications to give me some sort of past in the present, to make me feel
something for the (perceived) problems of the region precisely where
books have left me swimming in a sea of details.
Works of history are usually stuffed full of the details we call facts,
but they don’t in this (in any?) case add up to a single, coherent picture
of Macedonia’s past. For they are not “objective” accounts that complement or build on each other, but positioned, ideologized, biased works
of history that contradict each other time and again. No more, no less
than the film itself
And yet Before the Rain does something the books don’t do. It can
make an outsider suddenly care about a place called Macedonia; it can

create a kind of historical caring that is a prerequisite to historical
understanding. Not that it can bring Macedonia and its past into clear
focus, but what single work can? That task would take a shelf. A
library. And then there would still be too many parties, too many dates,
to many uprisings, leaders and martyrs for all but the most dedicated
scholar to absorb. One virtue of the film is its ability to use a few
details to make sense of a situation. By making it alive. Dramatic. By
giving us a metaphorical past. The film says: Wake Up! Take Notice!
This is Important!
Ultimately the moral, the message of Before the Rain has to be a
problem for traditional historians. For the film constitutes its data to
create stories that seem to argue that nothing can be done. The
hatreds in Macedonia are too old. Living there has become a tragedy.
Standing outside events is impossible. For Macedonians it seems there
can be no solving of problems. Missing from the film as a work of history is any sense of control. How, we have to wonder, did things get this
way? What is the lesson other than that there is no lesson? What is
the lesson except this: the recounting of the past is the lesson. By
speaking, by crying for help, by telling the tale, maybe the filmmaker
historian can change the future.
Let me put it this way: in Before the Rain there is no traditional
metanarrative, no story of progress. Instead, the film gives us regress.
Could this be a hint towards a new metanarrative, one perhaps more
suitable for the new century?
Alex, our Macedonian hero who has lived in Western Europe for
years and now has returned home, keeps saying: “My eyes have
changed.” What has changed them? His years abroad. His adoption
of the belief, shared with the in his village, in the Enlightenment project
— in the very meaning of history. Or perhaps it is more accurate to say
he is a man caught between and yet part of two notions of history that
coexist and struggle in the modern world, history as an inclusive and
history as an exclusive story. History as all of us or history as us and
them. Living in two histories blinds Alex to what is happening before
his eyes: the fact that old hatreds are, for whatever reason — and the
film provides no reasons — are alive again. For years Alex accepted a
metanarrative of progress. News photography was part of that metanarrative, and yet it, ultimately, led him to commit a crime. Now he has
come home to embrace the counter narrative of an Eden. But he learns
you can’t go home again. Learns that if you are not careful, a metanarrative can kill you. The only way out of his dilemma is death, a meaningful death based upon an act of love: saving the daughter of his former girlfriend. Alex sacrifices himself and welcomes death, a way into
and out of history. “Shoot me cousin,” he says, knowing, even wanting
the bullets to come.
The study of History is rooted in the belief that there is always a
way of understanding, learning, making things right – at least in retrospect on the page. But the lesson of the film is that History is not
progress. The past is recurrence and you can neither master it nor
escape it. You can only serve as a witness, call attention in the hope
that the knowing of what not yet has happened but has already happened too many times may not happen again.
The circle may not close. It can only be escaped into the telling of
the tale. Is not the task of telling history the task of forgetting the past
by mastering it? We study, we ponder, we write we explain. We tell the
past in order to think we understand what happened and why. So we
think we know. We have worked it through. Now we can forget the
past. But our perpetual argument over the Holocaust has given the lie
to such a role for History. No amount of telling (and with the Holocaust
we have drowned in the telling on the page and on the screen) can
work it through, let us master it, or let us forget. We can only continue
to tell.
Film as History
The historical film has a history. Such films can be traced from a
certain kind of costume drama as entertainment to, largely in years
since World War II, a new seriousness about the past. These new historicals often emerge from countries living through times of crisis as
filmmakers, faced in their own lives and times with flashpoints of dan-

ger, attempt to understand via representations of the past how the present has come to be. Sometimes these films are innovative in style, as
if the search for form is part of a search for a new connection to the
past. Examples are Eisenstein’s constructivism during the formative
years of the Soviet Union, Rossellini’s neo-realismo for Italy during its
postwar troubles, or the mythic, magic realist, post colonial works of
Ousmane Sembene from Senegal, Carlos Diegues of Brazil, or Tomas
Gutierrez Alea of Cuba. More traditional historicals have come from
more stable countries: Fassbinder for Germany after its discovery of the
Holocaust, Oliver Stone for the American trauma of Vietnam.
Many of these filmmakers deal with contemporary, even instant history. History under the pressure of time, the flash of danger, the period
just before or even when the film itself is made: Rossellini in Open City
and Paisan, Diegues in Goodbye Brazil, Stone in Platoon, JFK, Born on
the Fourth of July and Salvador. You may call these instant histories created by participants. Histories that erase the difference between past
and present.
With Before the Rain, Manchevksi creates a new category: the
History of what has not yet happened. The history of the future created
to warn against that future in order to prevent it from happening. This
is a new kind of work for a new situation. A history that uses elements
of the past to argue for or against a certain kind of future. In this, it is
a history whose aims are consonant with traditional History.
The film also seems to want to teach us how to read its new form of
History. I take this to be the burden of the chapter headings of the
three sections. Can we image a future in which history is written in
terms of these titles: Words. Faces. Pictures.
Words: which create history in the oral tradition, then on the page;
words which lead to disagreement and conflict. Silence alone, the film
tells us, can speak the language of love.
Faces: how we look out at the world and the way the world, in an
age of visual media, remembers us. Faces, which in London or
Macedonia or anywhere can mean quick judgment and death.
Pictures: the way we increasingly come to know what it outside ourselves We picture the world (represent it) but at the same time we are
the object of the (historical) pictures of others. Pictures are the way we
see ourselves in time.
Perhaps this is the historical meaning of Before the Rain. We are all
pictures. All implicated. All unable to escape. Our task is to get out
the message. The practice of History is a matter of being a witness and,
perhaps, having faith. At least faith in the act of witnessing . Faith as a
way of writing History.
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1. In “Who Will Take the Blame?” , a critical commentary on post-Yugoslav film directors, Peter
Krasztev states about Manchevski’s film

“The recurring wave of violence is presented by the director as a natural catastrophe
which strikes the people of the region regardless of human will.”

This gets at discussions we had about the film as potentially “Orientalist” or “Balkanist,” that is, as
presenting violence in the Balkans as a “natural” part of a “mystical” culture (a position represented
by the critique made by Zizek). In what ways does this film present or contradict such stereotypes?

2. “Before the Rain” is divided into three parts, each recounted from three different perspectives and
with different consequences for undermining chronological time. How do these divisions function
overall in the film? Why might Manchevski choose such a structure?

3. The circle is not round, as is emphasized in the film. List some sepecific incidents which contradict chronological time. What effect does this have on the viewer? Why might Manchevski choose
this play with time?
4. List some of the incongrous images of the “West” juxtaposed with the “East”. How does globalization function in the film? What is the relationship to “modernity”? To conceptions of “good”
and “evil”?
5. The director, in an interview with Andy Spletzer, states that “one important theme to me is watching, observing, being a passive participant.” How does the director address the issues of passivity and
objectivity in the film? How does Manchevski relate to the character of Aleksander (whether intentionally or unintentionally?)
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vetskata premiera na
“Pred do`dot” be{e
vo Italija: na 5
septemvri 1994 filmot e
prika`an vo Sala Grande na
Lido, vo oficijalna
konkurencija na 51.
Filmski Festival vo
Venecija. Na 12 septemvri e
proglasen za pobednik na
festivalot - go osvoi
Zlatniot lav za najdobar
film i u{te devet drugi
nagradi:
- FIPRESCI - nagradata
na me|unarodnoto
zdru`enie na filmski
kriti~ari,
- Premio CinemAvvenire, na mladata publika,
- Nagradata na publikata za najpopularen film,
- Rolling Venice Film Award, na gradot Venecija,
- Leoncino d’Oro (Mlad lav), na studentite od
Italija,
- Specijalno priznanie od me|unarodnata
katoli~ka filmska organizacija,
- nagradata na UNICEF,
- nagradata na Kodak za prv film,
- nagrada za najdobar akter za Rade [erbexija od
sindikatot na italijanskite filmski novinari.

Vo Italija filmot ja ima{e i svetskata kino-premiera: na 26 oktomvri vo kinoto “Greenwich” vo Rim
i u{te vo 35 drugi italijanski gradovi istovremeno.
Vo Rim filmot igra neprekinato 12 nedeli, a isto
tolku vreme se prika`uva i niz Italija, vkupno vo
60 gradovi i ima okolu polovina milion gleda~i.

“Zapomnete go imeto Mil~o Man~evski za{to }e
stane slavno”, napi{a “La Repubblica” vedna{ po
venecijanskata premiera.
“Ne znam {to bi dal za jas da re`iram vakov film”,
izjavi re`iserot Karlo Verdone, eden od ~lenovite
na venecijanskoto festivalsko `iri.
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Ogromnata popularnost na filmot vo Italija e
prosledena so nad 200 tekstovi objaveni vo vesnicite i spisanijata.
“Ova e film!”, napi{a “Arena”. “Filmska i `ivotna
lekcija {to ne treba da se propu{ti”, pi{uva
“L’ opinione”, a kriti~arot na “il Messaggero” veli
deka “ova e edno od imiwata koi }e go sozdavaat
filmot na utre{ninata”.

“Makedonec ja zavede Italija”,
“Mil~o, Makedonecot”, “Filmot
na Man~evski silno udira vo
stomakot”, se del od naslovite vo
italijanskiot pe~at.
Vo 1995 “Pred do`dot” ja dobi i
najvisokata italijanska filmska
nagrada, “David di Donatello”. Gi
dobi i nagradite “Sergio Amidei
95” za najdobro scenario na festivalot vo Goricija i nagradata
“UNESKO za mir i tolerancija
95” na festivalot vo
Pantelerija.

Kinotekata na Bolowa vo
oktomvri 1995 prezentira{e
avtorski portret na Man~evski, pri {to e
prika`an negoviot film i del od negoviot videoopus.

Mil~o Man~evski e izbran me|u pette u~esnici na
manifestacijata “Pred vtoriot vek na filmot” {to
vo noemvri 1995 ja organizira{e fondacijata
RomaEuropa.

Institutot pri Evropskiot univerzit vo Firenca vo
april 1999 organizira interdisciplinarna akademska konferencija za “Pred do`dot”, so u~estvo na
evropski i amerikanski profesori, a pod naslov
“Eden film, mnogu istorii”. Filmot e primer preku
koj na konferencijata niz pove}e perspektivi se
istra`uva kako istorijata mo`e i kako e pretstavena vo filmskata umetnost.
Na Venecijanskiot festival 1999 fondacijata
CinemAvvenire vostanovi specijalna nagrada
nare~ena “Krugot ne e trkalezen” (spored mototo na
“Pred do`dot”).
Od istata godina filmot na Man~evski e vklu~en
vo lektirata vo srednoto obrazovanie vo Italija.

“Pred do`dot” ima {iroka video distribucija vo
zemjata, a vesnikot “L’Unita” go dele{e i kako
podarok za ~itatelite. Igral pove}e pati i na
televizija.

Vo Italija “Pred do`dot” sé u{te se prika`uva vo
raznovidni retrospektivi.
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red do`dot” dobi ogromen publicitet
i bleskavi ocenki vo SAD.

Posle premierata na filmot, na 24 fevruari
1995, objaveni se nad 350 tekstovi vo vesnicite
niz celata zemja, akademski esei na profesori
i studenti od amerikanskite univerziteti, i
recenzii na Internet stranicite. Vo SAD filmot ima i golem komercijalen uspeh, nad milion
i pol dolari samo od bileti.
Posle Wujork i Los Anxeles, a vo tekot na slednite ~etiri meseci, filmot ima premieri vo 72
grada niz Amerika, od Kanzas Siti do
Montgomeri vo dr`avata Alabama.

“Re`iserot Mil~o Man~evski debitira{e so
tolku za~uduva~ka sigurnost vo pi{uvaweto i
tehnikata, {to mu e zagarantirana fusnota vo
filmskata istorija, duri i ako nikoga{ ne
napravi drug film. ‘Pred do`dot’ za{emetuva.
Edno od onie izvonredni debija {to ja vra}a
verbata vo sposobnosta na filmot da bide originalna umetnost.”, pi{uva “Miami Herald”.
Bardot na amerikanskata kritika, Roxer Ibert
pi{uva: “Eden od najdobrite filmovi godinava
- brilijantno re`isersko debi. Dela kako ova
me odr`uvaat. Potsetnik za blagorodnosta {to
filmot mo`e da ja ostvari”.

“Visokokalori~na vizuelna gozba”, veli
“Variety”, “Bukvalno grmi so emotivna sila”
pi{uva “Washington Post”. “Morni~avo ubav
film... Fascinantno... Besmislenata smrt se
pretvora vo umetnost so smisla”, pi{uva “Time”,
a “New York Newsday” veli deka “filmot ima
lik na bleskava Holivudska produkcija, no sepak ne se obiduva da gi omekne ili poednostavi
kompleksnite temi”.

“Edno e sigurno: filmov }e ve progonuva so denovi”, pi{uva “Premiere”.
“Remek-delo so retka poeti~nost i sirova
hrabrost”, veli “The Philadelphia Enquirer”.
“Redok, iskren skapocen kamen”, veli “New City”.
“Kako meditacija za moderniot haos i melan-

of

holi~no umetni~ko delo, “Pred do`dot” e
predupreduva~ka prikazna za civilizacijata
koja zapa|a nazad vo brutalnost. Ova e svet
kade zvukot na kur{umite e nov esperanto”,
pi{uva “The Atlanta Journal”. Za kriti~arot na
“Dallas Observer” vo filmot ima “nekoi od najsjajnite krupni planovi otkako Ingmar Bergman
ja otkri bojata... Za umetni~ko delo iskovano so
tolku prefinetost razgovorot e izli{en”. A
“Chicago Tribune” veli deka “za{emetuva, ~esto
hipnoti~en... re~isi udira kako remek-delo”.
“Los Angeles Reader” objavuva tekst pod naslov
“Makedonsko remek-delo”.

Filmot be{e re~isi na site listi na vesnicite
za najdobri stranski filmovi na godinata.

“The New York Times” go vbroi me|u iljada najdobri filmovi na site vremiwa.

“Pred do`dot ja postavi Makedonija na kartata
na svetot”, rekoa nekolku amerikanski
kriti~ari.

Inspirirani od filmot, profesorite na oddelot
za slovenski jazici i kni`evnosti na
Univerzitetot vo ^ikago, }e izdadat u~ebnik i
CD za u~ewe makedonski jazik koristej}i delovi
od scenarioto i inserti od “Pred do`dot”.
Proekcii na filmot, prosledeni so predavawa
na avtorot Man~evski, odr`ani se na univerzitetite Harvard, Jejl, Kolumbija, Wujork
(kade Man~evski e redoven profesor po re`ija
na postdiplomski studii), Ju`en Ilinois,
Sietl, Centralna Florida, Oklahoma, Junion
Kolex, Ilon vo Severna Karolina, itn.

Prvata amerikanska proekcija na filmot e na
Sandens festivalot, vo januari 1995, a potoa i
na festivalite vo Portland, Palm Springs,
Ilinois (Big Madi) i Majami.
Be{e prviot makedonski film nominiran za
Oskar za najdobar stranski film, vo 1995.

Ja osvoi nagradata Independent Spirit na
Zdru`enieto na nezavisnite producenti na
Amerika.

Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija, a igral
i na televizija.
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BEFORE THE RAIN

¶¶¶¶
By Roger Ebert
If you are the average consumer of news in North America, you have been hearing about the Bosnians, the Serbs and the Croats for years now, and you are not
sure quite where they all are, or why they are fighting, or which are the people and which are the places. They are basically all a lot of people who hate each other,
and the United Nations can’t do anything about it.
It’s not entirely your fault. The news reports concentrate on today’s violent developments; we get stories we can’t understand unless we already know so much that
we don’t need them to begin with. Yet if I were to tell you that “Before the Rain” provides a context for those stories, you would still probably be indifferent, because
it’s simply not your war.
There is another reason to see “Before the Rain.” This is one of the year’s best films, a brilliant directorial debut for a young man named Milcho Manchevski, born in
Macedonia, educated at Southern Illinois University and now a New Yorker who made award-winning MTV videos before returning home to make this extraordinary
film. Work like this is what keeps me going, month after month and film after film: After the junk with Chevy Chase and Adam Sandler, this is a reminder of the nobility that film can attain.
The movie is made in three parts, two in Macedonia, one in London. The story circles back on itself, something like “Pulp Fiction,” and there is a paradox, a character who seems to be dead at a time he is still alive. Manchevski was not influenced by Quentin Tarantino; they were making their films simultaneously, and in
“Before the Rain” the circular structure has a deeper purpose; it shows that the cycle of hate and bloodshed will go on year after year, generation after generation,
unless somehow men find the will to break with it.
The London sequence is the most chilling for North American armchair news viewers who think Bosnia is not their concern. I cannot describe it without giving away
its shattering surprise. It involves a photographer named Aleksandar (Rade Serbedzija), born in Macedonia but now a citizen of the world, who leaves the war in
Bosnia in disgust and returns to London, where a married British woman (Katrin Cartlidge) has long been his lover. We think this segment will deal with their story,
and so it does, but in an unexpected way that shows no war is really very far away, and no man is an island.
The first and third parts of the film take place in Macedonia, which, like Bosnia and Serbia, was part of Yugoslavia. The fighting has not reached there, but there is
great tension between Muslims and Orthodox Christians, and the atmosphere, Manchevski feels, is heavy with anticipation and foreboding, as before a heavy rain.
In the first part, an Albanian Muslim girl is suspected of having killed a Christian and takes refuge in the cell of a beardless youth who, as a monk, has taken a vow
of silence. In the third segment, Aleksandar returns to his homeland to see the Muslim woman he once loved, and almost has his throat slit by her grandson.
Manchevski tells his story in a clear, ironic, elliptic style: This is like an art film about war, in which passions replace ideas. The character of Aleksandar is the most
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compelling one in the film; played by Serbedzija, the best-known movie star in Yugoslavia, he has a worldly, weary attractiveness, something like Bruno Ganz
in “Wings of Desire.”
The first and second parts of the film, while working on their own, also function as a setup for the extraordinary payoff, in which Aleksandar goes home, to find
that home as he recalls it no longer exists: That childhood playmates are now bitter enemies, rehashing the details of crimes so old they are merely hearsay.
Aleksandar’s return is fueled by guilt. “I killed - my camera killed - a man,” he explains. While shooting in a war zone, “I complained I wasn’t getting anything
exciting, so a guard pulled his gun and shot his prisoner for me.” He finally decides to remove himself from this circle of hatred, and Manchevski has said in
interviews that the seeming “time paradoxes” in his film - the moments when things happen that shouldn’t be able to happen - are his way of showing that we
are perhaps not trapped by time, that sometimes there is an opening, an escape.
The construction of Manchevski’s story is intended, then, to demonstrates the futility of its ancient hatreds. There are two or three moments in the film - I will
not reveal them - in which hatred of others is greater than love of one’s own. Imagine a culture where a man would rather kill his daughter than allow her to
love a man from another culture, and you will have an idea of the depth of bitterness in this film, the insane lengths to which men can be driven by belief and
prejudice.
Date of publication: 03/10/1995
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ritikata vo Germanija go narekuva “Pred do`dot” “retko remekdelo”.

Vo Germanija se objaveni nad 250 tekstovi za filmot.

Premierata e na 28 septemvri 1995, so
23 kopii niz celata zemja. Na
redovniot kino repertoar igra neprekinato 13 nedeli, a potoa povremeno
u{te pove}e od edna godina.
Po premierata kritikata go proglasi
za film na nedelata, kako {to }e
napi{e eden vesnik: “i pokraj
konkurencijata od silni imiwa kako
{to se Klint Istvud, Meril Strip i
Sandra Bulok”.

Pu{ten e vo {iroka video distribucija i nekolkupati e prika`an na televizija.

Germany
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a prv pat vo
Japonija “Pred
do`dot” e prika`an na Filmskiot
festival vo Tokio,
vo septemvri 1995.

Japonskata kino-premiera e na 3 fevruari vo Tokio, kade
igra{e dva i pol
meseci. Filmot
potoa e pu{ten vo
u{te 12 gradovi niz
Japonija, vklu~uvaj}i
gi i Osaka i Nagoja.

Pokraj recenziite za
filmot, luksuzno
opremenite portreti
i intervjua so
avtorot Man~evski,
objaveni se i specijalni prilozi za
Makedonija, koja kako
zemja za prv pat se
otkriva vo japonskite mediumi.

Filmot ima {iroka
video distribucija, a
prika`an e i na televizija.
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Francija

F

rancija, zaedno so Velika Britanija i Makedonija, e eden od
trite partneri vo koprodukcijata na “Pred do`dot”.

Kino-premierata be{e na 16 noemvri 1994, so 24 kopii niz celata
zemja.

Za “Le Figaro” ova e “majstorsko delo, ednostavno i sogoleno kako
gr~ka tragedija”, za “Positif” e “brilijantna disertacija”. “Studio
Magazine” za avtorot Man~evski veli deka e “sirov talent - nova krv
vo filmskata umetnost”, a za “Le Parisien” toj so svojot prv film
“zna~ajno vleguva vo klubot na golemite sineasti”.
Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija i nekolkupati e prika`an
na televizija.
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Velika
B r i t a n i
V

elika Britanija, zaedno so
Makedonija i Francija, e koproducent na “Pred do`dot”.

Koprodukcijata e zapo~nata u{te
vo vremeto pred da bidat vospostaveni diplomatski odnosi me|u
Velika Britanija i Makedonija.

Vo britanskite kina filmot
po~na da igra na 11 avgust 1995.
Prihodot od gala premierata i
be{e podaren na humanitarnata
organizacija “Doktori bez granici” (Medecins Sans Frontieres). Vo
redovna distribucija filmot e
pu{ten vo tri kina vo London.
Vo London igra neprekinato dva
meseca, a potoa igra vo [kotska i
vo u{te sedum angliski gradovi.
Na kino repertoarot niz celata
zemja e u{te polovina godina.

226

Mediumite vo Britanija go sledat
“Pred do`dot” u{te od po~etokot
na snimaweto, a po premierata se
objaveni nad osumdeset recenzii,
intervjua, tekstovi.

United Kin
“The Guardian” go vbrojuva re`iserot Man~evski kraj
golemite evropski avtori Forman i Tarkovski, a
“Independent on Sunday” pi{uva: “Ova e izvonredno debi
na Man~evski, no toj sega zamina za Amerika. Ako site
negovi filmovi bidat tolku blagorodni, ubavi i humani
kako prviot, amerikanskata kinematografija }e dobie
nov majstor”.

Kriti~arot na “The Observer” go sporeduva na~inot na koj
Man~evski go snima London vo “Pred do`dot” so
“Londonite na Polanski, Antonioni, Skolimovski i Mal”.
Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija, a igral i na
televizija.
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a prv pat vo Brazil filmot e prika`an na
Filmskiot festival vo
Sao Paolo, vo oktomvri 1994,
kade ja osvoi edinstvenata
nagrada na publikata.

Vo kino filmot igra od 24
mart 1995. Prika`an e vo 22
grada niz zemjata, igra pove}e
od edna godina, do maj 1996, i
ima okolu sto iljadi gleda~i.
Na nekolku kriti~arski listi
e vbroen me|u desette najdobri filmovi na godinata.

Brazil

“Pred do`dot” e tema i na
akademski esei na brazilskite
univerziteti.

Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija. Nemame podatoci
dali igral i na televizija.
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orejskata premiera na
“Pred do`dot” be{e na
3 juni 1995 vo glavniot
grad Seul. Vo tekot na eden
mesec filmot e pu{ten u{te
vo 9 gradovi niz Ju`na Koreja.

Objaveni se nad pedeset tekstovi, recenzii i intervjua so
avtorot Man~evski vo korejskite vesnici i spisanija. Vo
dva nedelnika {to objavuvaat
kurs po angliski jazik del od
scenarioto na “Pred do`dot”
se koristi vo nastavata.
Kritikata go nare~e “izvonreden, originalno istkaen
film”.

South

Koreja

Ju`na

Nemame podatoci dali e
izdaden na video i prika`an
na televizija.
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Spain

[

panija e edna od zemjite kade
“Pred do`dot” ima{e osobeno
golem komercijalen uspeh.

Premierata be{e na 13 januari 1995 so
dve kopii, vo Madrid i Barselona, a tri
meseci potoa pu{teni se u{te ~etiri
kopii, i toa vo Alikante, Bilbao,
Seviqa i Viktorija. Vo Madrid se prika`uva pove}e od godina i pol, a niz
[panija igral vo 50 kina vo 22
provincii.
Komercijalniot uspeh go sledi i golem
publicitet: nad 80 recenzii i tekstovi
vo vesnici i spisanija.

“Iako e debi, ‘Pred do`dot’ e kinematografsko do`ivuvawe so svetski
domet”, pi{uva najtira`niot “El Pais”, a
kriti~arot na “ABC” veli: “Treba da se
poslu{a Man~evski za{to znae {to
zboruva i toa go ka`uva so krik od dnoto
na du{ata”.

Za prv pat vo [panija e prika`an na
Filmskiot festival vo Vaqadolid, vo
oktomvri 1994, a edna godina podocna na
Festivalot vo Burgos ja osvoi nagradata
za najdobar film. Vo 2001 e prika`an vo
edna od retrospektivite na festivalot
vo San Sebastijan.
Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija,
a igral i na televizija.
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Argentina
Argentina
V

o Argentina “Pred do`dot” po~na da se prika`uva na
31 oktomvri 1996, vo {est kina vo Buenos Aires i
niz zemjata. Na kino repertoarot e 22 nedeli.

“Apsolutno neobi~en”, “Ubavina {to retko se sre}ava”,
“Film {to zaslepuva. Gledajte go!”, “Izvonredno. Najdobar
film na godinata!”, “Golem predizvik za gleda~ot”, “^ista
emocija so enormno poetsko breme. ^udesen film!”,
“Majstorsko delo {to iznenaduva. Film od najdobrite”,
pi{uvaat argentinskite vesnici.
“Pred do`dot” e proglasen za stranski film na godinata,
vo anketata {to me|u filmskite kriti~ari i urednici na
argentinskite vesnici ja sprovede najtira`niot nedelnik
za kultura “La Maga”.

Filmot e pu{ten vo video distribucija, a nemame podatoci dali e prika`an i na televizija.
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remierata na 10 mart
1995 be{e vo dve
kina vo Kopenhagen i
po edno vo Arhus i vo
Odense.

Pokraj redovniot kino
repertoar, so “Pred do`dot”
e otvoren i No}niot filmski festival.
Izdaden e na video i igral
na televizija.
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Filmot e za prv pat prika`an vo septemvri 1994

na Filmskiot festival vo Toronto, kade predizvika
senzacija.
Vo kino-salite niz cela Kanada filmot igra od 24
fevruari 1995.

“Ovoj film, delo na sofisticiran avtor za zrela
publika, e dlaboka razmisla za humanosta”, pi{uva
kriti~arot na “Toronto Sun”, ocenuvaj}i go so maksimalnite 5 yvezdi. “Potresen triptih”, pi{uva “Globe
and Mail”.

“Isklu~itelno debi. Ima jasnotija i neminovnost na golema tragedija”, veli “Festival Magazine”, a
“The Gazette” pi{uva: “Avtor so vizija - i so idnina”. Za “The Toronto Star” filmot e “Prefineto
izraboten lament za cikli~nata priroda na nasilstvoto... svedo{tvo kako filmot mo`e da istra`uva drevni temi i da ostane celosno moderen”.
“Fascinantno debi”, “‘Pred do`dot’ gi stava gleda~ite vo kompleksen ciklus”, “‘Pred do`dot’ ni
dava qubov bez logika”, se nekoi od naslovite vo kanadskiot pe~at.
Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija, a igral i na televizija.
TORONTO FEST
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Avstralija

A

vstraliskata
kino-premiera e
vo mart 1995.
[est kopii od filmot
igraa vo celata zemja.

“Ova e debi {to
vozbuduva isto kako
otkrivaweto na ranite
polski dela na Roman
Polanski ili francuskite na Fransoa
Trifo”, napi{a “The
Courier Mail”.

“The West Australian” pi{uva: “Od
smrtta na Andrej Tarkovski vo
1986, retko e da se vidi re`iser
koj postignal takva lirska
veli~estvenost i koj poseduva volja da se zafati so golemi
metafizi~ki temi kako {to e sudbinata i izvorite na ~ove~kata
nehumanost eden kon drug.”
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“Jasno e deka Man~evski go interesira strasta
i bolkata, no toj ne gi otkriva site odgovori
vo negovata brilijantna mala zagatka”, veli
“The Sunday Mail”. A kriti~arot na
“Countryman” pi{uva: “Prikazna so perfektna
struktura, genijalno smislena i raska`ana so
golema umetnost”.
Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija, a
igral i na televizija.
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Hrvatska
292

“P

red do`dot” e
pu{ten vo Hrvatska
vo mart 1995.

Nemame drugi podatoci za
distribucijata vo ovaa zemja,
nitu dali e izdaden na video
i prika`uvan na televizija.

Croatia

293
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Hongkong
V

o Hongkong
“Pred
do`dot” za
prv pat e
prika`an na
Filmskiot festival vo april 1995.
Na redovniot
kino-repertoar se
pojavuva vo fevruari 1997.

“Te{ko deka vo
1997 vo Hongkong
}e ima podobar
film od ovoj”,
napi{aa ovde kriti~arite za “Pred
do`dot”, ocenuvaj}i go kako
“brilijantno debi
na makedonskiot
re`iser Man~evski”.

Pu{ten e i vo
video distribucija; nemame podatoci dali e prika`an na televizija.
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r`avnata
komisija za
vrednuvawe
filmovi na Avstrija,
davaj}i mu viza za kinoprika`uvawe, go oceni
“Pred do`dot” kako
“osobeno vreden film”.

Vo Avstrija e prika`an
za prv pat na Vienskiot
filmski festival, vo
oktomvri 1994.

Kino-premierata vo
Viena se slu~i na 22
septemvri 1995. Tamu se
prika`uva 13 nedeli.
Od dve do sedum nedeli
igra vo Insbruk,
Salcburg, Grac, Linc,
Klagenfurt i vo u{te
dvaesetina gradovi niz
Avstrija.
Kritikata veli za
avtorot Man~evski deka
e “najinteresniot nov
talent po Kie{lovski”.

“Pred do`dot” ja dobi
vtorata nagrada na
Katoli~kata filmska
komisija na Avstrija za
1995 godina.
Izdaden e na video i
igral na televizija.
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ko vo otvoraweto na diplomatskite odnosi me|u Kina i
SAD va`na uloga odigra pingpong diplomatijata, mo`e da se ka`e
deka diplomatskoto otvarawe na
Grcija kon Makedonija be{e pomognato od kino-diplomatija.
U{te od osamostojuvaweto Grcija ne
go prifa}a imeto na Republika
Makedonija, i pokrenuva kampawa
pred me|unarodnata zaednica, a proletta 1994 ja zape~atuva granicata
kon Makedonija. Nekolku meseci
potoa vo Solun se sobira eden milion lu|e na anti-makedonski miting.

Vo takva atmosfera, vo septemvri
1994 gr~kata ambasada vo Italija
vlo`uva protest kaj Venecijanskiot
filmski festival i bara od katalogot da se isfrlat zborovite “makedonski jazik”. Po konsultacii so
Man~evski, Festivalot toa go odbiva.
Triumfot na “Pred do`dot” vo
Venecija e pre~ekan vo Grcija kako
poraz na gr~kite interesi.

Kriti~arot na socijalisti~kiot
dnevnik “Ta Nea” be{e edinstveniot
koj vo izve{tajot od Vencija napi{a:
“Ova ne e nikakov anti-gr~ki zagovor. @alno e {to i Grcija ne mo`e da
sozdade film vreden za Zlaten lav”.
Vedna{ po pobedata vo Venecija
“Pred do`dot” e pokanet da u~estvuva na Filmskiot festival vo Solun,
no pokanata potoa e povle~ena.

Sepak, se pojavuva na festivalot
slednata godina, vo noemvri 1995.
Festivalskata premiera na filmot
predizvika ogromno interesirawe
kaj solun~ani - okolu 200 lu|e
ostanaa nadvor i be{e organizirana
dodatna proekcija.
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GRCIJA

“Eden film - most na prijatelstvo so Skopje” be{e naslovot vo “Elefterotipija”.

“Pred do`dot” e prviot makedonski film voop{to
{to igral v kino vo Grcija. Premierata be{e vo
dve kina vo centarot na Atina na 8 mart 1996, dve
godini po delumnoto relaksirawe na diplomatskite odnosi me|u Grcija i Republika
Makedonija.
Dva meseci po kino-premierata vo Atina, filmot
e pu{ten i vo kinata vo Solun.

“Ovoj film na mladiot skopjanec bi trebalo da go
zeme pod za{tita gr~koto ministerstvo za kultura
i da go poka`uva na ~lenovite na komitetite na
Centarot za kinematografija i na onie {to
dodeluvaat nagradi na gr~ki filmovi {to ne
uspeale. Da gi povikuva site re`iseri i da im
ka`uva: ete {to napravi skopjanecot za svojata
tatkovina, za{to i imeto na novosozdadenata zemja go napravi poznato!”, pi{uva “Apogematini”.
Vesnikot na umerenata levica “Elefterotipija”
naglasuva deka filmot “kone~no se prika`uva i
vo Grcija” i go ocenuva kako “iznenaduva~ki dobar
prv film”, a potem pra{uva: “zo{to i gr~kite
istaknati re`iseri ne mo`at da napravat sli~en
film?”
Nemame podatoci dali filmot e izdaden na video
i dali igral na televizija.
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BEYOND THE HYPE “BEFORE THE RAIN”
By Cleo Cacoulidis

“Before the Rain” one of this year’s
Academy Awards nominees for best
foreign film, is the first feature length
work of director Milcho Manchevski.
Set in the Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia (reffered to only as
”Macedonia” in the film) and London,
“Before the Rain” attempts to draw
parallels between love and passion and
the inticate politics of Balkan ethnicity and nationalism. Although it is filled

with images that have the sensual
quality of beautiful paintings,
“Before the Rain” never offers more
than a one dimensional view of history and human relationships.
Ultimately the film’s lack of conviction causes it to float up on the
surface of the events rather than
explore the complex underpinnings
of its subject.
(THE GREEKAMERICAN,
March 18-24, 1995)
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H

olandskata premiera e na 12 januari 1995. Na repertoarot e re~isi dve godini, a potoa u{te dolgo
igra na filmskite revii
niz zemjata.

Pokraj redovniot kino
repertoar prika`an e i
na dva mali filmski festivala, vo Groninegen i
Ajndhoven.
Ima {iroka video distribucija i prika`an e
na televizija.
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313

314

315

V

o SRJ “Pred
do`dot” ima{e
premiera na 6
dekemvri 1994, vo
belgradskiot Sava
centar, pred 4.000
gleda~i.
Pu{teni se tri
kopiii, i za {est
meseci prika`an e
vo 52 grada.

Ima okolu 40 iljadi
gleda~i od koi
polovinata vo
Belgrad.
Filmot ima {iroka
video distribucija,
a nemame podatoci
dali igral i na
televizija.

Jugoslavija

316

Srbija i Crna Gor

ra

Serbia
&
Yugoslavia
Montenegro

317

318

319

320

321

V

o Ungarija filmot za
prv pat e prika`an
vo dekemvri 1994 na
filmskiot festival vo
Budimpe{ta.

Vo kinata niz zemjata po~na
da se prika`uva vo maj
1995.

Ungarija
HunGary
HunGary

Kritikata go narekuva
“dokument so ~ista ubavina,
so intelektualen anga`man
i so silen emocionalen
efekt”.

Pu{ten e i vo video distribucija, no nemame podatoci dali e prika`an na
televizija.

Ungarija
322

323

324
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“P

red do`dot” vo Meksiko igra na festivalot vo Meksiko Siti vo dekemvri
1995.

[iroka kino distribucija ima proletta 1997. Za
ova nemame drugi podatoci, nitu ise~oci.
Nemame podatoci ni dali e izdaden na video i
dali igral na televizija.

Meksiko

okiskeM

Mexico

mex i
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Mas que un ensayo sobre la realidad violenta que es el tiempo, Antes de la lluvia es
el tiempo comprimido en una realidad violenta que es
im posible de vivir. La imposibilidad radica en la estructura de un
cuento en tres historias, cuyos tiempos
independientes transgreden los tiempos de
las otras historias y se convierten en acciones sin cronología posible. La posibilidad
de la película radica en la definición de un
tiempo que no es lineal, que puede repetirse hasta el infinito, mientras la realidad
que se presenta no cambie. Así la historia
se cuenta en: palabras, rostros, imágenes ,
todo, antes de la lluvia.
Kiril, un monje ortodoxo quien lleva dos
años con voto de silencio, se ve comprometido a esconder a una joven albanesa
musulmana que es acusada de asesinato.
Descubierto por sus superiores, el joven
monje escapa con Zamira quien se enfrentará violentamente con su familia. Kiril
revelará posteriormente que su compromiso no fue total.
El joven vive en medio de paisajes impresionantes. La estilización al extremo (una luna deliberadamente irreal) envuelve a un personaje alejado de un compromiso total con sus creencias. Es la fantasía aterradora, la belleza de una escenografí que no puede existir. “Kiril no se compromete, no
actúa, no decide. Es de los que sufren las cosas”, dice el propio director sobre este personaje.
Zamira se ha enamorado de este enemigo ancestral/familiar/religioso; no le importa y quiere estar
con él.
Las entrañas del cielo se estremecen antes de la lluvia, en un lugar en donde el tiempo nunca muere,
donde
el círculo no es redondo. Las palabras son la diferencia entre las personas, y los conflictos comienzan por las diferencias. Los fundamentalismos surgen y el ritual mítico de prevalecer
puros se hace presente. El ámbito religioso se ve acechado por las diferencias, la globalización
con sus Tortugas Ninja y la música hip hop parecen ser lo único común posible, en un territorio en
donde la cruz es el arma; en donde las palabras son las acciones en nombre de la cruz, que salvan el
orgullo colectivo, el egoísmo hermanado en el tribalismo vestido de violencia y odio.
Antes de la lluvia, la ópera prima del cineasta macedonio Milcho Manchevski, nos muestra también la
histria de Anne, una inglesa quien trabaja en una agencia fotográfica. Se entera de su embarazo
justo en el momento en que el fotógrafo Aleksander Krokof (quien es su amante) regresa de
Macedonia para pedirle que vivan juntos otra vez. Él resultará relacionado con los dos personejes
del principio y terminará tomando partido a favor de sus propias convicciones.
Si los productos del capitalismo trastocan los fundamentalistas en sus formas de vida, los fundamentalistas pueden trastocar con balas la cotidianidad urbana. Antes de la lluvia exhibe que la sangre que se derrama en nombre de la guerra, se derrama en el propio cuerpo. Ante las armas las
palabras sobran.
Los rostros de las personas no son los mismos ante la religiosidad llevada al límite: la iglesia citadina es el refugio de la
espiritualidad que no se tiene; en las zonas rurales, es la propia casa del espíritu ya dañado. La realidad es la del tiempo
que se vive, en un lugar en donde la paz es una excepción, no la
regla.
Antes de la lluvia son los rostros que no se conocen, el de la
violencia que se fundamenta en el nacionalismo retrograda, es
un rostro envejecido por las balas, por todo el tiempo de
guerras. Aleksander ha envejecido, ha cambiado en dos semanas
en donde la violencia lo convirtió en parte de la guerra; decide
regresar con los suyos, vuelve y se da cuenta que esa tierra ya
no es la suya, pero tampoco puede ser de quien la habita, si en
ellos sólo pueden existir ellos mismos; regresa a un lugar en
donde la fuerza que es la unión, se convierte en una incontrolable necesidad de corresponder el daño con el exterminio.
Antes de la lluvia es la imagen del miedo que provoca el
instante antes de caer la lluvia. El funeral de uno de los personajes no es la muerte de la lucha contra la violencia, es el aviso
lleno de miedo: que ésta muera antes de la lluvia.
Las imágenes no pueden ser reflejo de las palabras y de los
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Bulga
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Bugarija

Bulgaria
V

o Bugarija “Pred do`dot” prvpat e
prika`an na festivalot vo Varna,
1995. Vo 1997 igral i na festivalot vo Sofija.

Filmot igral na televizija, no nemame
podatoci dali bil na redoven kinorepertoar, nitu dali e izdaden na video.
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pored podatocite na britanskata National Film Trustee
Company, “Pred do`dot” e prodaden za distribucija i vo Polska.
Lokalen distributer e “Polska”.

Nemame podatoci za distribucijata
nitu podetalen pres kliping.

Spored informaciite na Internet, i
skudnite ise~oci od vesnici {to gi
najdovme, filmot ima video distribucija, a igral i na televizija.

Prika`an e na festivalot Kameraima`
vo Lo| 1994, a na festivalot vo
Var{ava 1995 ja osvoi prvata nagrada
na publikata.

n

Poland
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o Tajvan, kako prv makedonski film, “Pred
do`dot” e pu{ten na 25
mart 1995, tri godini pred
vospostavuvaweto odnosi me|u
dvete zemji.

Premierata be{e vo devet
kina vo glavniot grad, Tajpej.

Tajvan e edna od malkute zemji
{to ne koriste{e eden od dvata standardni me|unarodni
plakati na svetskiot distributer, tuku izraboti svoj, originalen.
Nemame podatoci dali filmot
ima video distribucija, nitu
dali igral na televizija.

G

r

Tu

ala premiera vo Turcija
filmot ima{e vo april
1995 na Festivalot vo
Istanbul. Pu{ten e na
redovniot repertoar vo tri
kina vo Istanbul, kade igra
sedum meseci.

cija

gâÜ~xç

Pokraj ova, filmot igral i vo
edno kino vo Izmir i vo dve vo
Ankara. Tamu igra okolu ~etiri
meseci. “Pred do`dot” e sé
u{te mnogu popularen vo
Turcija i e vklu~en vo brojni
filmski revii niz zemjata.
Zdru`enieto na filmskite
kriti~ari na Turcija (SIYAD)
go izbra “Pred do`dot” za najdobar film na godinata.
Izborot e vr{en vo konkurencija od 158 filmovi, od koi
146 stranski i 12 turski.

Vesnikot “Time Out Istanbul”
go stavi na Top 100 listata.

Vesnikot “Aktuel” objavi
portret na avtorot nasloven
“Mil~o Man~evski, heroj na
na{eto vreme”.

Filmot igral nekolku pati na
televizija, a turskiot distributer “Filma Ltd.” planira da
go izdade na video do krajot na
2004.

Turcija

k

gâÜ~xç

P

remierata vo
Slovenija e vo
ramkite na
Filmskiot festival vo
Qubqana, vo noemvri
1994.

Kino premierata e proletta 1995.

Nemame podatoci dali e
izdaden na video i prika`an na televizija.

Belgija

“P

red do`dot” za prv pat vo Belgija e prika`an vo
mart 1995, na Filmskiot festival vo Mons, kade
ja osvoi nagradata “Zlaten ^arli ^aplin”.
Prika`an e i na festivalot vo Virton.
Kino premierata e na 22 noemvri 1995. Filmot igra{e so
deset kopii, {to e golem broj za mala zemja kako Belgija.
Na repertoarot ostana nad edna godina.

Izdaden e na video, a prika`uvan e i na televizija vo zemjite
na Beneluks.

I Belgiskiot pres kliping ne e kompleten.

Finska
F
godini.

ilmot igra vo
finskite kina niz
zemjata re~isi dve

Premierata e na 10 mart
1995 so tri kopii vo
Helsinki.
Izdaden e na video i
igral na televizija.

Finla
nd

SLOVA^KA
Z

a prv pat vo Slova~ka
“Pred do`dot” e prika`an na Filmskiot
festival vo Bratislava, vo
oktomvri 1995, kade {to ja
osvoi nagradata za najdobro
debi.

Proletta 1996 igra vo kinata vo 20 grada niz Slova~ka,
vo ramkite na “Proektot 100
- Zlaten fond na svetskata
kinematografija”. Potoa so
golem uspeh igra vo filmskite klubovi i art kinata
niz zemjata.

Nemame podatoci dali e
izdaden na video i prika`an
na televizija.

Switze
[

vajcarskata kino premiera na “Pred do`dot”
be{e na prvi septemvri
1995 vo Bern, Bazel i Cirih,
trite najgolemi gradovi od germanskoto govorno podra~je vo zemjata, i vo @eneva i Lozana, od
francuskoto.
Potoa, vo tekot na mesec i pol,
filmot igra i vo u{te {est drugi
gradovi niz [vajcarija.
[vajcarskata kritika go ocenuva
“Pred do`dot” kako remek-delo
{to na avtorot Man~evski “mu
obezbeduva mesto me|u golemite
majstori”.

Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija, a igral i na televizija.

erland
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S w i t z e r l a n d

{vajcarija

S w i t z e r l a n d

V

o [vedska prvpat igra{e na Filmskiot
festival vo Stokholm, vo noemvri 1994, kade
go osvoi Aluminiumskiot kow za najdobro
debi. Prika`an e i na festivalite vo Malme,
vo januari, i Geteborg vo fevruari 1995.
Kino-premierata be{e vo Stokholm na 3
fevruari 1995 i vo Geteborg, Malme, Lund
i Upsala na 10 fevruari. Vo ovie pet
gradovi filmot igra vo po pet kina, ili
vkupno 25 kopii.

Sweden

Na redovniot kino-repertoar vo Stokholm
“Pred do`dot” ostana cela godina, do 31 mart
1996, a vo Geteborg i podolgo, do 9 maj 1996.

“Pred do`dot” vo [vedska go videle nad sto
iljadi gleda~i, a {vedskiot distributer
“Warner Brothers” toa go smeta za osobeno
visok komercijalen rejting za eden nekomercijalen, umetni~ki film.

“Originalna filmska kreacija direktno od
rakata na majstorot”, pi{uva “Dagens
Nyhter”.
“Gledajte go vedna{ - i toa dvapati! Ne }e
se osmelev da re~am deka ‘Pred do`dot’ e
najdobar film vo 1995, ako navistina ne
be{e isklu~itelen film. Remek-delo kakvo {to retko gledame. Blagodaram”, pi{uva
najtira`niot “Nojesguiden”. Sli~no pi{uvaat i kriti~arite vo drugite {vedski vesnici i spisanija.
Vo 1996 [vedskiot filmski institut mu ja
dodeli nagradata “Zlatna buba~ka” za najdobar stranski film vo 1995.
Filmot ima {iroka video distribucija, a
nekolkupati igral i na televizija.

Nekolku kopii od “Pred do`dot” sé u{te se
prika`uvaat vo kinata niz [vedska.

{VEDSKA

Stockholm FEST

{VEDSKA

{VEDSKA

I

Ic s le a ln da
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o}en... sovr{en... eden od najdobrite filmovi
vo poslednive godini”, pi{uva za “Pred do`dot”
kriti~arot na najtira`niot islandski vesnik
“Morgunbladid”, go ocenuva so ~etiri yvezdi i mu predviduva polni kino sali.
Ova e prviot makedonski film prika`an na Island.
Premierata be{e na 16 noemvri 1995, na repertoarot be{e
devet nedeli, i go vidoa 3.000 gleda~i (nad 1% od naselenieto na Island).

Ima {iroka video distribucija, no nemame podatoci dali e
prika`an i na televizija.
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V

o Egipet
filmot e
prika`an
na festivalot vo
Kairo, 1995.

Egipet
Egipet

Nemame podatoci
dali filmot
igral na
redovniot kinorepertoar, na
video ili televizija.

Egyp

V

o Kina “Pred do`dot” prvpat e
prika`an na festivalot vo [angaj,
1995.

Nemame podatoci dali filmot igral na
redovniot kino-repertoar, na video ili
televizija.

Vo Kina mo`e da se kupat ilegalni DIVX
kopii, preku internet.

Filmot e del od nastavnata programa na
filmskata akademija pri univerzitetot vo
Peking.

KiNA
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Bosna
i
Hercegovina
detin
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Bosni
herzegovina

“P

red do`dot” be{e prika`an na prviot Saraevski
filmski festival, {to se odr`a dodeka gradot sé
u{te be{e pod opsada, vo noemvri 1995. Avtorot
Man~evski prisustvuva{e na ovaa proekcija. Od bezbednosni pri~ini be{e prinuden vo Saraevo da dopatuva so borna
kola na UNPROFOR. Toj e vo po~esniot odbor na festivalot.
Nemame podatoci dali filmot igral na redoven kino-repertoar, na video ili na televizija.

&
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Bosni
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V

o ^e{ka “Pred do`dot” e prika`an vo ramkite na “Proekt
100 - Zlaten fond na svetskata kinematografija”, zimata 1996.
Premierata be{e vo Praga vo sredinata na januari, a slednite tri
meseci u{te vo 47 gradovi niz zemjata, so vkupno 81 proekcija.
Po zavr{uvaweto na “Proektot 100”,
vo tekot na pet meseci filmot go
distribuira Nacionalniot filmski
arhiv, pri {to igra vo 23 kinoklubovi vo 15 ~e{ki gradovi.
Prvata proekcija na ”Pred do`dot”
vo ^e{ka e na Filmskiot festival
vo Karlovi Vari, vo juni 1995.

Nemame podatoci dali e izdaden na
video nitu dali igral na televizija.

^E{KA

^E{KA

Ju`na

Afrika
N

a 8 septemvri 1995, na
denot koga Makedonija
odbele`uva 4 godini
samostojnost, za prv pat makedonski film po~nuva da se
prika`uva vo kinata vo Ju`na
Afrika.
Toa se slu~uva vo dve kina vo
Johanezburg i Kejptaun, a
potoa igra i niz zemjata, vo
Pretorija, Po~efstrom i
Musgrejv Durban.

Africa

“‘Pred do`dot’ pripa|a na
onoj vid prikazni raska`ani
so ednostavnost koja e
su{tina na najvisokata umetnost”, pi{uva “Big Screen”.
Eden od vesnicite {to
izleguvaat na afrikanerski
jazik “Bladsy”, vo recenzijata so naslov “Spokojstvo
pred bura” veli deka ovoj
film e “za ~ovekot takov
kakov {to bil, kakov {to e i
{to sekoga{ }e bide”.

Nemame podatoci dali e
izdaden na video i prika`an
na televizija.

South

South
Africa

Ju`na

Afrika

NORVE[KA

Norway

P

remierata e na 10 fevruari 1995 vo tri kina vo Oslo.

Vo Oslo igra dva meseci, a niz Norve{ka celi devet meseci,
do noemvri 1995.

So pokanata avtorot Man~evski da u~estvuva vo `irito na
festivalot za kratok film vo Grimstad, vo 1996 “Pred
do`dot” e prika`an vo ramkite na festivalot.

Norve{kata kritika veli deka stanuva zbor za remek-delo.

Izdaden e na video i igral na televizija.

Izrael

Z

a prv pat vo Izrael filmot e
prika`an na Filmskiot festival vo Erusalim vo juli 1995.

Vo kino e pu{ten na 22 mart 1996
vo Tel Aviv, kade igra{e tri meseci. Na 7 juni ima{e premiera i vo
Erusalim, kade na repertoarot be{e
tri nedeli.

Filmot e izdaden i na video; nemame
podatoci dali igral i na televizija.

Israel

Israel

NEW ZEALAND

novZELAND

d

New
ZeAlan
V

o Nov Zeland “Pred
do`dot” ima{e kino
premiera vo septemvri
1995 so tri kopii. Vo kinata
niz zemjata igra{e okolu
~etiri meseci.

Vo novozelandskiot pe~at bez
isklu~ok e ocenet kako
brilijantno debi, a
kriti~arot na “New Zealand
Herald” pi{uva: “Vo svetot
raskinat od vojni, Man~evski
nudi nade`”.
Filmot ima i video distribucija, no nemame podatoci dali
e prika`an na televizija.

Ireland

V

o Republika Irska “Pred
do`dot” po~na da igra na
11 avgust 1995. Prika`an
e vo dablinskite kina.
Distributer e “Electric
Pictures” od London.
Pu{ten e vo video distribucija,
a prika`an e i na televizija.

Irska

Russia

Rossi
detin

S

pored podatocite na britanskata National Film Trustee
Company, prodaden e za distribucija i vo Rusija. Lokalen
distributer e “Sojuz Video”.

Nemame podatoci za distribucijata, nitu pres kliping. Nemame
informacii nitu dali e prika`an na televizija.

Rusija

Spored informaciite na Internet, filmot e izdaden na video.

Vo 1995 osvoi Gran pri na Festivalot na festivalite vo Sankt
Petersburg.

PuertoRicoFest

Portoriko

P rtoriko

P

remiera vo
Portoriko “Pred
do`dot” ima{e na
festivalot vo 1994.
Gi osvoi site nagradi,
osven nagrada za najdobar
ju`noamerikanski film.
Poradi ogromnoto interesirawe festivalot organizira{e duri 3 dodatni
proekcii.

Filmot e distribuiran vo
Portoriko, no poprecizni
podatoci nemame.

Puerto
Rico

ALBANIA

V

o Albanija
“Pred
do`dot” za
prv pat e prika`an
na festivalot vo
Tirana, 1998.

Nemame podatoci
dali filmot igral
na redovniot kinorepertoar, na video
ili na televizija.

Albanija

CYPRUS, LITHUANIA, MALAYSIA, PARAGUAY, SINGAPORE,
THAILAND, URUGUAY, INDIA, UKRAINE, BELARUS
KIPAR, LITVANIJA, MALEZIJA, PARAGVAJ, SINGAPUR,
TAJLAND, URUGVAJ, INDIJA, UKRAINA, BELORUSIJA

etc...

Spored podatocite na britanskata National Film Trustee
Company, “Pred do`dot” e prodaden za distribucija i vo:
Kipar, (kade lokalen distributer e gr~kiot “Ama Films”),
Malezija (go distribuira ”Front Vision”), Paragvaj i Urugvaj
(go distribuira argentinskiot “Lider films”), Singapur
(“STT”), Tajland (“IBC”).
Za ovie zemji nema podatoci za distribucijata nitu pres
kliping.
Vo Litvanija “Pred do`dot” e prika`an samo na televizija,
na LNK TV, na 29 april 1997, od 23.15 ~asot, vo serijata
“Snobbish Movie”.
Vo Ukraina filmot igral na festivalot vo Kiev, 1995.
Vo Belorusija e prika`an na festivalot Slavjanski bazar
vo Vitebsk, 1995.
Me\u iljadnicite referenci na internet za “Pred do`dot”
stoi deka mototo na filmot e iskoristeno vo uvodot na
edna ekonomska studija vo Urugvaj.
Filmot e prika`an i na konferencijata “Krizi/Mediumi:
Nesigurnite sostojbi na reporta`ata” vo Delhi, Indija,
proletta 2003.

Uruguay

detin

Unesco
Unesko

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE

The Guardian

MAILMAILPO{TAPO

> Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2003 00:36:35 +0200>
> Mr Manchevski,>
> i am a turkish 23 years old guy. i have seen your unbelievable
movie > “Before the rain” for the 4th time tonight. as i am living
with a greek girl > and as we are just one step before a meaningless war, your perfect movie is > 2 times meaningfull for me.
i don t know what to write to the director of > the movie which is
my favorite but the only thing i can sincerely say is > that i thank
you thousand times because you enlarged the borders in my
mind.> > i and many turkish entellectuals!!!! will be very happy if
we see you in > turkey someday and if we can find a chance to
chat with you.> > thank you very much

O{TA
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 2004 18:49:33 +0200
Dear Mr. Manchevski,

Seven years ago i heard of a beautiful movie called Before the Rain, in the same manner
perhaps as someone heard of a healer or a mystery man present in town in pre-modern times.
It had a feeling of sweet and comforting mystery to it. I was excited therefore long before i got
to see the film. Then one day a friend of mine rented the video and i came to watch it with
him. From that first encounter i only remember the marvelous scenery of Genesis-like nature.

But nothing more, as i was perplexed by the movie and unable to figure it out. Several months
later it was screened in the local cinemateque and i went to see it again. This time, at the end
of the film, i was speechless. I left the cinema house overwhelmed by the story, stunned by the
acting, and emotionally moved. I could not forget Before the Rain. And i saw it since then more
than 10 times, and even arranged for a special screening at my university.

A few weeks later that year 3 friends of mine and i decided to make a trip to Macedonia and
arrive at the church where the story begins. In the summer of 1998 we left for Macedonia, and
after having travelled all over that fascinating country, arrived at Ochrid, and visited the church
(but did not go in. perhaps that was left for some other time).
I am sorry to bother you with this insignificant story, but i did want to
express my gratitude for touching me so deeply with that exquisite piece of art that has influenced me greatly.
Humbly, i thank you.
Jerusalem, Israel

Everyone loves Before the Rain; it
flows into and out of its various
realms like a moebius strip.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear Mr. Manchevski,
I had the privilege of viewing your film last night-it is hard to believe
almost 10 years have passed since it was made. I have been studying the
culture of the Balkans since personal friends entered the mission field and
were sent to Macedonia five years ago.>
My own journey in this took a sharp turn when my friends returned to the
States on furlough last summer. The husband was a former pastor in the town
where I live ten years prior. I had been communicating with him via e-mail
for two years before their return, but nothing could have prepared me for the
man that came back-in some ways only a shell of the former person. It
shocked me to the core, and I wondered how being among a different culture
could so profoundly affect a person I thought I knew. When I viewed the
film, I understood.
Thank you for making such a subtle and beautiful statement about a people I
confess as an American, fix-it-all in one year type A personality I might
never have understood otherwise. Thank you for using nudity and violence
poetically. I’m trying to find my way back to reason and yet not forget that
many parts of the world live in such and frail and uneasy peace. It is
always odd to me how a computer can wipe out the lines between total
strangers.
My friend now has wounds I will never understand or be able to talk away.
But as we are both Christians, perhaps we can focus on the faith that in the
end transcends everything on this earth. Your film also made me realize this
all the more clearly-human love is not enough.
Thank you again

> My dear Milcho Manchevski
>
Milcho,
> I have been wanting to write to you for a long, long, long time and finally with
BEFORE THE RAIN affected me in a
. I am
> the aid of technology, I clicked onto the right place. My name is
profound level. From the very beginning of the film
> writing to you from Australia. I am the mother of two sons aged 26 and 24 and my
with these shots of tomatoes, I knew I was watching a
husband is from Bitola. My grandfather came to Australia from Leninsko in
sensual film stimulating all five senses of mine. I felt I
> 1927.. I work as an assistant Principal of a language school. There is a small
was hearing, touching, and smellig rain, earth, moun> group of teachers who support the teaching of the Macedonian language here
tains, sheep, decaying houses and trees in solitude.
> and I am a member of the Macedonian Teachers Association of Victoria.
>
It certainly brougt me back to my months in Yugoslavia,
> Macedonian is taught at numerous primary and secondary schools here> during regular
but more than that your film is about
class time. Over the past ten years over 2,000 students
human, about inevitable human fate stemming from
> have completed “matura” in Macedonian as part of their final year of
human nature loving and hating each other.
> school before entry to University. When Before the Rain was released, it
> was the best thing to happen to us. We use your film in our teaching
More to come when I gather more words from my emo> and have developed a teaching unit in our Year 12 Course Book. We have
tions.
> found that the film was interesting to younger students who loved the
> fact that a “Maco” was nominated for an Oscar award, even though some
While watching your film, I kept wondering why I went
> found the concepts difficult. The older students handle the ideas much
to Yugoslavia. It seems to me that it is also very circu> better. Everytime we see the film, we notice something new in it. It
lar.
> shows that so much thought has gone into its development.
>
Mnogo pozdrava, od Kyoko
> You have put Macedonia on the world stage with the fantastic cinematography. The
> music was also wonderful. Many Australian colleagues who are not Macedonian,
> loved the film. We can’t wait until your next film is released in Australia.
>
> We have reviews and articles about your work.
> You are an amazing ‘role-model’ for Macedonian youth internationally.
> > Hi Milcho,
> I don’t know whether you realise the impact your film and international
> > I am a college student, and just watched your film “Before the Rain”
> status have on our young people. It seems to me that every century
> > needless to say I felt tortured. It’s superb.. if only someone made a film
> Macedonia has a story teller. What an amazing gift you have! I hope that
> > like that about my country :) Le Bataille d’Algers doesnt’ even come close,>
> you come to Australia one day.
> > I have to go. I have to write a paper on your film for my English class. It
>
> > was so powerful I don’t really know where to begin. I think I’ll discuss
> Da si zdrav i zhiv Milcho, gospod da to daj sila and creka
> > Aleksandar and photography of war/conflict. Can’t live with it, can’t live
> da prodolzhish so trojata nadarenost. So najtopli misli,
> > without it? I almost lost my life for taking a small automatic camera with
> > me on my last trip “back home” as my mom calls it. ??? home is an alien
> > concept sometimes, existing mainly in theory and nice books.
> > Please let me know if I can email you some other pieces I wrote. I really
> > want to share them. If you’re ever in LA I’d like to meet you too :-)
> > Much thanks,
> > Hoda

Mr. Manchevski.
I’m a student of jornalism in the catolic
universit in Riode Janeiro, Brasil, and i
have to prepare a presentation baseaded
on your fantastic movie “Before the
Rain”. After watching the movie for the
third time, I notice a connection between the 3 episodes that nobody that a
talked noticed: in the three of them, the
music “So Watcha’want”, from the
Beastie Boys (one of the coolest bands in
the world..) was played. There are a special reason for this?
After doing some research, i discovered
that you have a connectino with rap
music, since you directed Arrested
Development’s Tennesse (other one of
the coolest band in the world)...

i’m understand that you must be a very
busy man, but if you could answer this, I
would apreciate very much... Thank You.
To: Universal Studios
To Universal Studios-USA:
Dear Sirs,
This petition is to indicate the enormous interest
that BEFORE THE RAIN has generated between
both film lovers of all ages and nationalities, and
film critics (Roger Ebert- Works like this is what
keeps me going, month after month and film after
filmhttp://www.suntimes.com/ebert/ebert_reviews/1995/
03/969362.html).
Given the fact that YOU (Universal) are the rights
holders to this release I hope that this petition will
reveal to you the existing interest in BEFORE THE
RAIN and you will consider a DVD release.
PLEASE, give this film the proper DVD treatment
it rightfully deserves.
SA
Sincerely,
The Undersigned

> Zdravo Milcho,
>
> Kje ti se obrakjam so “ti” zosto posle gledanjeto na tvoite filmovi
> ednostavno ne mozam da persiram, a i spored mene “ti” e povisoka forma na
> obrakjanje od “vie”.
>
> Ovaa poraka ja pisuvam ednostavno zosto cuvstvuvam potreba da ti se
> zablagodaram za dvata filma sto i gi podari na Makedonija (za koi uste ne sme
> svesni sto znacat) i sto ete jas kako Makedonka nadvor od Makedonija mozam da
> im pokazam nesto prekrasno na lugjeto ovde i da se gordeam deka poteknuvam od
> istata zemja kako i negoviot kreator. Tvoite dela ne mozat poinaku da bidat
> opisani osven kako vizionerski i master dela.
>
> Inaku cuv nesto za tvoeto povlekuvanje od ulogata na reziser i ako e toa
> vistina togas samo mozam da kazam “Shteta!”. Od edna strana razbiram deka
> lesno moze nekomu da mu pukne filmot koga kje ja pocuvstvuva diskriminacijata
> od strana na Evropa i megjunarodnata zaednica, koi ne sakaat da ja znaat i
> promoviraat taznata vistina za Makedonija i Balkanot. Od druga strana pak,
> mora da bideme posilni i pouporni vo objasnuvanjeto na vistinata i da ne
> dozvoluvame nisto i nikoj da ne premisli. Mislam deka sekoj covek moze da
> napravi razlika.
>
Jas licno
licno rabotam
rabotam nesto
nesto sosema
sosema poinaku
poinaku ovde,
ovde, imeno
imeno asistent
asistent sum
sum po
po
>> Jas
informatika ii voedno
voedno spremam
spremam doktorat
doktorat ii mnogu
mnogu mi
mi znaci
znaci toa
toa ako
ako na
na bilo
bilo koj
koj
>> informatika
nacin mozam
mozam nesto
nesto da
da napravam
napravam za
za Makedonija.
Makedonija. Eden
Eden primer
primer ee sto
sto go
go ubediv
ubediv
>> nacin
mojot mentor
mentor letovo
letovo seminarot
seminarot sto
sto tradicionalno
tradicionalno go
go pravi,
pravi, da
da go
go napravi
napravi vo
vo
>> mojot
Ohrid ii sega
sega za
za sega
sega mi
mi uspeva.
uspeva. :)
:) Sigurna
Sigurna sum
sum deka
deka lugjeto
lugjeto sto
sto kje
kje otidat
otidat
>> Ohrid
tamu, kje
kje se
se zaljubat
zaljubat vo
vo Makedonija.
Makedonija. Toa
Toa ee mnogu
mnogu pomalku
pomalku od
od ona
ona sto
sto ti
ti go
go
>> tamu,
napravi za
za promoviranje
promoviranje na
na Makedonija,
Makedonija, no
no sepak
sepak mene
mene mnogu
mnogu mi
mi znaci.>
znaci.>
>> napravi
Eve tuka
tuka kje
kje zastanam
zastanam so
so pisuvanje.
pisuvanje.
>> Eve
>>
Blagodaram uste
uste ednas
ednas ii se
se nadevam
nadevam deka
deka kje
kje ni
ni podaris
podaris uste
uste remek
remek dela
dela so
so koi
koi
>> Blagodaram
kje se
se gordeeme.
gordeeme.
>> kje
>>
Golempozdrav,
>> Golempozdrav,

> Dear Mr. Milcho Manchevski
>
> I’m a gratuate student at the University of Copenhagen and am currently
> writing my MA-thesis on trauma-photography and the possibilities of
> historiography after postmodernism (that is, in the “postphotographic
> era”).
>
> I find your film Before the rain extremely interesting and will include
> an extensive discussion of it in my thesis. This discussion will mostly
> revolve around your use of photography in the film.
>
> But then the question of the origin of these photographs arises. I would> be
very grateful if you could give me some information about them — I’m
> especially interested in knowing whether some of them were originally
> published as documentary or press photographs. I am for example thinking
> of the photographs Anne is looking at in her office (such as the photograph
> of the child with the mark on its head, of the starving man in the camps,
> and the photograph of the smiling neo-nazist).
>
> Furthermore I also wonder if you, or someone else, have written about
> the use of photographs in the film. If you have written anything about it I
> would be very thankful if you would allow me to use it for my thesis.
>
> For your information, if you are interested, I will be discussing the
> use of photographs in Before the rain in connection with many different
> theories.

> In the photographical context I will e.g. use texts by Geoffrey Batchen,
> W.J.T. Mitchell, RÈgis Durand and Kevin Robins as well as some
> Scandinavian theorists. In the historiographical context I’m mostly interested
in
> Dominick LaCapra’s ideas of history, as well as Franklin Ankersmit and
> Carlo Ginzburg. My discussion of trauma photography will also be linked up
> with Walter Benjamins ideas of dialectical images as well as his ideas of
> historiography and the works of the American artist Shimon Attie (and
> his works about Holocaust). I don’t know if you know these theorists and
> artists but if you do it should give you some idea of how I am going to use
> Before the rain in my thesis.
>
> I hope you find my project interesting and would appreciate if you could
> give me some information, theoretical or factual, about the use of
> photography in Before the rain.
>
> Best wishes,
>
> Sigr˙n

> Dear,Mr.MilchoManchevski!> >

My name is Aleksandra. Iam from Canada.I graduated
History of art faculty.Few> months ago I didn’t know what
to do further (in professional sense of> speaking)Than I saw
your”Before the rain”.I loved it very much.Since that you
have> the biggest fun that you ever had,have and will have
in me.I am starting to think> my self,art was always in my
blood.I am thinking to enroll post-graduate> studies,maybe
you can give me big help in that matter.As I ‘ve said art is
in my> blood ,film especially.As I have noticed(while I was
watching your film) you have> very big theoretical,methodological and practical experience in this area,and> knowledge
too.I very much like to discuss over the issue with you>
misterManchevski.I know you are asking your self while you
readind this> message,who I am in film to ask from you
such a big thing,but for everthing there> is a first time.Point
is that I want to learn from professional person like you>
are.Look forward your very positive answer,> > Yours
Sincerely

> Subject: Re: meeting last week> Date:
Wed, 5 Mar 2003 11:59:07 -0500> >
Dear Mr. Manchevski,> I just wanted to
drop you a line to thank you once again
for taking the time> to meet with me
and even so graciously indulge me in my
“version” of the> film. It must be a
strange feeling to have all kinds of people like me who> pull and tag at something you have crafted for so long, pulling and tagging> at your “child,” so to
speak, each one of us wanting to grab a
piece of it> and keep it for ourselves. It
was a real pleasure for me, and I hope
it> wasn’t too painful for you.> I wish
you all the best,

> Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2003 14:13:38 -0700> > Dear Mr. Manchevski> My class on the Balkans just finished viewing Before the Rain. All
of us> found it fascinating, moving, and provocative. Would you be
willing to> answer questions about it? Several that arose in discussion were: Who> was with Zamira on the hill (right after the birth of
the sheep)? Does> the film indirectly suggest (or subtly tell us) anything about the> murder she is accused of committing? Is it possible the murderer was> related to victim? Is there any possibility that
Zamira is Aleksandar’s> daughter? In the restaurant scene, the two
men were speaking> Serbo-Croatian, right? Was there anything in
their conversation> indicating what they were quarreling about? Did
Anne take the pictures> of Kiril and the dead Zamira (which were
shown in the brief> out-of-chronology scene back in her office)?
And of course we had lots> of discussion centering on “time never
dies—the circle is not round”> (you don’t have to comment on
that-but we would all like to hear if you> have any hope for an end
to violence in the Balkans).> > Now that I’ve put the questions on
paper, I realize that I am asking a> lot of you and your time. I’m
just sorry you weren’t there for the> discussion. Feel free to reply
briefly, or not at all. Seeing your film> was a remarkable experience, and all of us look forward to seeing other> films by you.>
Cordially,
> Professor and Head of the Department> Russian and Slavic
Studies> U of Arizona

> > Hi Wendy,>>
> > Last night I had a mindblowing dinner at Graciela’s with some friends of > > hers: a couple
from Uruguay who are Freudian psychoanalysts, former > > Communist activists and political prisoners and exiles (he was jailed and > > tortured). Both of them now treat patients who were victims of political > > persecution and torture. My god, Wendy, my brain was on overdrive! We spoke
> > about all the stuff that has been wracking my brain lately: the disappeared, > > the concentration camps, the victim-kidnapper relationship, the blurring of > > lines between “collaboration”
and “resistance”.
> >> > WOWWW!! These people were BRILLIANT!!! We talked about books, films, etc, etc.> > They
recommended readings. We read stuff together. They told about> > their experience in jail, in exile, etc. The man (his name is ) said he really liked > > “Before the Rain”. He is here to present a
paper at a conference of Freudian > > psychoanalysts on the aftermath of Sept. 11th and the pscychology of Ground > > Zero. Anyway, you can imagine my state of mind walking out of there, after
> > midnight!!! Whew!!
>>> > I hope to see you tonight.> > Hang in there.

> As a descendant of the Macedonian diaspora (my> grandfather was from the village Bukovo near Bitola),> thank you for the stunning
beauty of “Before the> Rain”. My grandfather died when I was very young, and> I have had little contact with Macedonians, although I>
visited my cousins in Bukovo with my family in the> mid-eighties. My mother and my uncle were not raised> with much Macedonian consciousness: like many> immigrants, my grandfather wanted them to be> Americans. Of course, so much that is different from> other
Americans gets transmitted unconsciously that> now I’m trying to figure out where all these unspoken> bits of the Balkan world view
come from! So any bit> of Macedonian culture, old or new, that’s accessible> to someone like me that doesn’t speak Macedonian is a>
great treasure to me.
> Date: Mon, 2 Aug 2004 11:50:55 +0300> > > Hello mr
Manchevski> Just I wanto to say hello from turkey. I live in Istanbul
but my family live> in Izmir (third biggest city in Turkey)...> Pred
Dozdot is a opus magnum for me. Why? Because i understood
Macedonian> language, in other words macedonski jazik.> was
born Izmir but my parents came from Tito Veles / Selo Gorno>
Vranofci... We are torbesh... Now we live in Turkey since 1960...> I
went to Macedonia wo times. My father goes every year. Our part of
the> heart stayed in Veles (napred Tito Veles bese, sega samo
Veles)> I cant write English ‘m so sorry... Zdravo zivo da bidete
tamu, America...> Pozdrav od Turcija...

Milco je genije!!! Odusevljena sam, sto je cudno kad se zna kakav sam
baksuz kom se nista ne svidja! Nisam videla bolji film jako, jako dugo.
Genijalno je sve zamisljeno. Ta postmodernisticka caka cija je prica.
Genijalno. Usput, naplakala sam se k’o kisa sve krijuci da ne uprskam
svoju kriticarsku reputaciju takvim privatno-emocionalnim izlivom!!! Milos
misli da je malo prebudzeno, ali ja mislim da to i jeste zato sto se ostavlja
donekle vidljivim da je to prica, a ne zivot. Mali cnnac i baba su fantasticni. Kad se bas jako zamislim, ima i tu nesto kao i u “Pre kise” sto je
mucno i nista ga ne moze razresiti, ali, jebi ga, da nije mucno, ne bi bilo
odakle je, tj. iz Makedonije. Bravo, Milco - prosli put je imao odlican film
istovremeno sa glupim “Pulp fictionom”, a sa ima odlican film zajedno sa
glupim “Lord of Rings”.

> Dear Milcho,
>
> I don’t know what you_re doing now, but I hope you are
working. Because up to
> now, I just know you_re film “Before the rain”; and for me
it is one of the
> best film works I’ve ever seen. Full of passion, full of
heart, full of> everything,
I want to see in an art work. But what happend than?
>
> I just wanted to say that i am waiting to see your next
film.
> I have just finished filmschool an triying to find a producer
for my first
> feature film. Which is not easy. But in a way, it is the kind
of movies like
> yours, that keep me believing, that I am on the right way.
Thank you for
> that.
>
> Best wishes from frozen berlin,

> Subject: This is Eduardo From México
> Date: Sat, 26 Jun 2004 02:57:25 +0000
>
> Dear Mr. Manchevski
>
> My name is ******* I’m a Student of the University of the Americas in
> Puebla. The reason of this mail is because I wanted to say to you that
I
> have had the opportunity of seen your works and I’m a big admirer of
you.
> Before the Rain is the most fantastic fairy tales of all and I have seen
it
> like 100 times, and Dust is a picture that reminded me very much my
country
> México at the beginning of the past century.
>
> I want to tell you that pretty much because of your work I want to
become a
> filmmaker. Please forgive myself if this is weird to you, but I think
you’re one of
> the biggest filmmakers of all time.

To: milchomanchevski@*****
Date: Mon, 05 Jul 2004 16:55:24 +0200
Dear Milcho,

In 1996 I could have died in a tornado in Urbana Champaign, Illinois, USA while I was watching Before the Rain. I was 20 years old
and I could not hear the sirens. After the film was over I kept staring at the blue screen for minutes for I was not able to stand up.
Watching it was like reaching the surface after a neverending underwater swim. Thank you.

> Hi,
>
> I am a student at Michigan Technological University.
Recently, I was
> able to view your film, Before the Rain as part of my
World Cultures
> course. After watching the film, my teacher posed a
question about the
> mentally handicap man with the machine gun. He
asked why you, as the
> director, gave him the machine gun. Also, another
question he posed was
> what was the point you were making in this story. If
you could please
> help me understand your ideas in the movie that pertain to this
> question, I would greatly appreciate. Thank you for
your time.
>
>
> Sincerely,

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Before the rain e’ un film intenso forte e vero mi ha stravolto la vita.
Befor the rain ce l’ho scritto ovunque anche nelle scarpe.
Prego ai signori segretari di farmelo conoscere o almeno portargli le
granti nel suo prossimo film,qualsiasi cosa.Sognerei di fargli d’assistente
alla regia.
Grazie.
Antonio

Milcho Manchevski
Filmography

AS WRITER-DIRECTOR:
FEATURES:

Dust, 2001
Before the Rain, 1994

Similak Child (for Black Sheep) 1992
You Ain’t Thinking About Me (for Sonia Dada) 1992
Baby I believe in You (for George LaMond) 1992
You’re Telling Me Stories (for Big Bub) 1992
Fever (For Way 2 Go) 1991
Kid Get Hyped (for Deskee) 1991
Heaven Knows (for Francesca Beghe) 1991
title unknown (for Francesca Beghe) 1991
If You’re Serious (for Riff) 1991
title sequence (for Apollo Theater tv show) 1991
Cassette (spot) 1991
You Don’t Need This (spec spot for Amtrak) 1990
A Word to Mother (for Banji) 1990
Undercover (for Partners In Kryme) 1990
Hot Day in Mexico (for bastion!) 1985
Macy’s Christmas (promotional video) 1986
Damar (for Leb i sol) 1983
Talasna duzina (for Leb i sol) 1983
Aber dojde, Donke (for Leb i sol) 1983

Filmog

SHORT FORMS:
Experimental Films:
ECU (video art for Kiril) 2002
1.74 (film-performance) A Room to Swing a Cat, Brooklyn, 1986
1.73 (film-performance) Split Film Festival, 1985
1.72 (film-performance) Belgrade Alternative, 1984
Untitled (AKA The Black Leader film) 1982
The Wire, 1981
Paths of Glory, 1981
Beautiful Blue Danube, 1981
Working Class Goes to Heaven, 1980
Short Narrative Films:

Soho, 1991
Possession (7-min feature pilot) 1990
Black & Leather 1, 1990
Black & Leather 2, 1990
Brooklyn Bridge, 1990
WMFM, 1990
Tough Granny, 1985
Divine Comedy, 1982
The Tenant, 1981
Wednesday Morning at Five O’clock as the Day Begins,1980
Christianity 101, 1980
Untitled, 1980
Untitled (AKA Passport), 1980
Breakfast
(based on a poem by Jacques Prevert; co-directed with Aleksandar
Grcev) 1978
Untitled (AKA Joke) 1978
Music Videos and Spots:
Primitive Science (for Kiril) 2001
The Dead Are Waiting (for Kiril) 2001
Brothel Tango (for Kiril) 2001
Tradition (:90, :60, :30 spots) 1999
This Generation (for Roachford) 1994
Know Your Boots (spot) 1993
Know Your Boots (point-of-purchase) 1993
Vive ma liberte (for Arno) 1993
Tennessee (for Arrested Development) 1992
One to Grow on (for UMC’s) 1992
Forever and Ever (for Robyn Springer) 1992
A Dirty Cop Named Harry (for Hard Knox) 1992
Do You Want It Right Now (for Degrees of Motion) 1992
Shine on (for Degrees of Motion) 1992
Fakin’ the Funk (for Main Source) 1992
(from the soundtrack of the film White Men Can’t Jump)
Just My Imagination (for 2 Too Many) 1992
Just a Little Love (for Aurra) 1992
I Don’t Mind (for Big Bub) 1992
Never Saw a Miracle (for Curtis Stigers) 1992
Widowmaker (for Widowmaker) 1992

AS SCREENWRITER:

SCREENPLAYS (unproduced):
Love Me Do (AKA Jingle Bang, Jingle Bang and Clowns), 1991
Going For It, (co-written with Joan Albert, based on an idea by
Zoran Mladenovic) 1990
Possession, 1987
The Experience, 1985
Mother Hunt, 1985
Paris - Bitola - New York, 1984
TV film (co-written with Mirce Jovanovski; title unknown), 1984
Welcoming Bells (co-written with Aleksandar Grcev), 1984
How To Save The World [And Why] (co-written with Aleksandar
Grcev), 1984
Mousaka (AKA Puma), 1982
To Mom, With Hate, 1981
Eye Of The Beholder, 1982
Comedy TV series (co-authors, title and date unknown)
TREATMENTS (unproduced):
Delivering Adam, 2002
Jack and Jill, 2002
Screen Berets, 2002
Ceiling, 1999
Skeleton Crew, 1996
Woof, 1992
The Roommate, 1991
Strangers in the Night (co-written with Nick Day), 1991
B/W (sitcom), 1991
SHORT FORM SCREENPLAYS:
Discovery (commercial), 2004
Cell Phone (commercial, Japan) 2001
Tryptich (unproduced short) 1991
music video concepts, 1985-1990

etc

ART: PERFORMANCE, ETC.
Conceptual Discourse in Macedonia (eight pieces in a retrospective)
Museum of Contemporary Art, Skopje, Macedonia, 2003
Street (exhibition of photographs, and a book of photographs)
Museum of Contemporary Art, Santo Domingo, 2003
Strasbourg, France, 2001
Thessaloniki, Greece, 2001
Palermo, Italy, 2000
Naples, Italy, 2000
Zagreb, Croatia, 2000
Skulpturen Hus, Stockholm, Sweden, 1999
Museum of Contemporary Art, Macedonia, 1999
SCCA group show (photographs in a group show)
Poland, 2001
Bulgaria, 2000
Macedonia, 2000
1.74, A Room to Swing a Cat, Brooklyn, 1986
1.73, Split Film Festival, 1985
1.72, Belgrade Alternative, 1984
1AM (appearance art), Skopje, Macedonia, 1984
1AM (appearance art), Skopje, Macedonia, 1983

Sao Paolo Festival 1994: Audience Award for Best Film
Puerto Rico Festival 1994: Jury Award for Best Film
Puerto Rico Festival 1994: Audience Award for Best Film
Puerto Rico Festival 1994: Best Director
Puerto Rico Festival 1994: Best First Film
Stockholm Festival 1994: Best Debut Film
Mons Festival, Belgium, 1995: Charlot d’Or
St Petersburg Festival of Festivals 1995: Grand Prix
Burgos Festival, Spain, 1995: winner of the single Festival Prize
Gorizia Festival of Screenplay, Italy, 1995: Best Screenplay
Film Forum, Bratislava, Slovakia, 1995: Best Film
Panteleria, Italy, 1995: UNESCO Prize
Warsaw Film Fest, 1995: Audience Award
Austria, 1995: Catholic Film Commission Prize
David di Donatello Special Award to a non-Italian film, Italy, 1995
Swedish Film Institute, 1995: Golden Bug for Best Foreign Film
Silver Condor, 1997, Argentinian Critics Association, Best Foreign Film
Film Critics Association of Turkey 1995: Best Foreign Film

graphy
WRITINGS:
My Grandfather (short story), Identities, 2002
Flight (short story), New American Writing, 2002
Marcus’ Portrait (short story), New American Writing, 2002
Ground Zero (essay), Vest, Macedonia, 2001
The Ghost of My Mother (short book of fiction),
Identities, 2000; Tri, 2000; Kulturen zivot, 1997
Wishes (short story),
New American Writing, 1999; Forum, 1998
Twelve Years Ago (short story),
New American Writing, 1998; Margina, 1998; Du-A-A, 1986
Ceiling (film treatment), Nova Makedonija, 1998
Towards Total Art, 1985 (essay)
Razgledi [1995]; Nova Makedonija [1997]
allday (short story) Epicurean Garden, First Prize, 1977
Loneliness (short story) Skopje, Second Prize, 1976
(Essays and Op-Ed Pieces): La Repubblica, Corriere della Sera,
Rethinking History, Dnevnik, The Guardian, Suddeutcshe
Zeitung, etc. 1997-2000
(over 200 articles) fourteen periodicals, Yugoslavia

AWARDS:
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD:
“October 11” for Major Achievement (highest peacetime award,
Republic of Macedonia)

AWARDS FOR BEFORE THE RAIN:
Independent Spirit Award 1996: Best Foreign-Language Film
Oscar Nomination 1995: Best Foreign-Language Film
Venice Film Festival 1994: Golden Lion for Best Film
Venice 1994: FIPRESCI Prize (International Critics Prize)
Venice 1994: The UNICEF Prize 1994
Venice 1994: Premio CinemAvvenire (Young Viewers’ Prize)
Venice 1994: Audience Prize
Venice 1994: Rolling Venice Award from the City of Venice
Venice 1994: Leoncino d’Oro, awarded by the Italian students
Venice 1994: International Catholic Organization for the Cinema
Venice 1994: Kodak Award for Best First Feature
Venice 1994: Francesco Pasineti Syndicate Award for Best Actor,
Rade Serbedzija

AWARDS FOR SHORT FORMS:
Tennessee, MTV: Best Video - Rap, 1992
Tennessee, Rolling Stone Magazine: One of 100 best videos ever, 1994
Tennessee, Billboard: Best Video: New Pop/Rock Act, 1992
Tennessee: The Village Voice: Best Video - first runner-up, 1993
1.72: Belgrade Alternative: Best Experimental Film, 1984

FESTIVALS:
Venice (1994 and 2001), Toronto (1994 and 2001), Tokyo (1995 and
2001), Dinnard (1994 and 2001), Hong Kong (1995 and 2002), Sao
Paolo (1994 and 2002), Thessaloniki (1995 and 2001), Puerto Rico
(1994), Bratislava (1995 and 2002), Stockholm (1994), Belgrade
Alternative (1985), Belgrade Short (1984), Mons, Belgium (1995), St
Petersburg (1995), Burgos (1995), Sofia (1997 and 2002), Gorizia
(1995), Sundance (1995), Portland (1995), Miami (1995) Mexico
(1995), Panteleria, Italy (1995), Warsaw (1995), Istanbul (1994), Varna
(1995), Tirana (1998), Big Muddy Film Festival (1995), Jerusalem
(1995), Cairo (1995), Shanghai (1995), Manaki Brothers, Bitola (1994),
Motovun (2002), FEST Belgrade (2002), Riga (2002), Taipei (2001),
Singapore (2002), South Yara, Australia (2002), Vitebsk, Belarus (1995),
Copenhagen (2004), Austria (2004), UN International Film Festival
(2004), Sarajevo (1995), Earth Films Festival in Turkey (2003), Karlovy
Vary (1995), Vienna (1994), Valladolid (1994), Hof (1994), Ljubljana
(1994), Cameraimage, Lodz, Poland (1994), Budapest (1994),
Gothenborg (1995), Kiev (1995), Groningen (1995), Eindhoven (1995),
Virton, Belgium (1995), Ankara (1995), Palm Springs (1995), Malmoe
(1995), Night Festival, Kopenhagen (1995), Yeryuzu, Cyprus (2003),
Grimstad, Norway (1996), San Sebastian (Retrospective) (2001),
Podgorica (2002)
RETROSPECTIVES, LECTURES, etc:
Cineteca Bologna, European University Insttitute, New York University,
Yale, Harvard Film Archive, Columbia University, Carleton University
in Ottawa, University of Chicago, Southern Illinois in Carbondale, Brown
University, Elon College, Union College, University of Central
Florida, University of Oklahoma, University of Texas in Austin,
Univerzitet Sv. Kiril i Metodij, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Netherlands,
Leipzig University, Toronto, Museum of Modern Art in Oklahoma, Lilian
Vernon Center at NYU, National Arts Club in New York, Salerno, Torino
Book Fair….. A CinemAvvenire award at Venice Film Fest established
in 1999 and named after the moto of “Before the Rain”… Films part
of curriculum at numerous universities and art institutes.

Abdurahman Shalja
Sando Monev
Isabelle Calippe
Igor Madzirov
Josif Josifovski
Dzemail Maksut
Katrin Cartlidge
Nikola Lazarevski
Nikola Popovic
Maja Bikova

1922-1994
1925-1995
-1999
1969-2000
1927-2001
1933-2001
1961-2002
1931-2002
1933-2003
1971-2003

